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Introduction 
 

In recent years, the United States Supreme Court has loomed over American politics and 
society. Adherents of various causes expect the Court to issue decisions that will make the nation 
fit their ideals, and the results of presidential elections are frequently evaluated in terms of which 
Supreme Court justices might retire and be replaced during the new presidential term. This is a 
relatively new phenomenon; the Supreme Court existed largely in the background of American 
society for more than one and one-half centuries, only rarely rising above the surface of daily 
events to gain a measure of notoriety. Even in this age of near-constant attention paid to the 
Supreme Court, though, it is rare that a single decision rises to a level of truly historical 
significance that sparks a profound change in the life of the nation. One of the few such decisions 
was the one made unanimously in May 1954 in the case of Brown v. Board of Education of 
Topeka, Kansas. In a rare move, the Court under Chief Justice Earl Warren overturned existing 
Supreme Court precedent by ruling that segregation in public education, even with equal 
facilities, is antithetical to the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, 
and to the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and cannot be maintained by 
any local, state, or federal government. 

 
Segregation in public education, whether required or permitted, had been the norm for 

large parts of the nation from the beginning, particularly after the Civil War, when schools were 
established for formerly enslaved people. The decision in Brown v. Board of Education, 
therefore, was an explosion that sent shock waves throughout the nation, providing hope to the 
oppressed and dismay to their oppressors. Rather than establishing new rights under the 
Constitution, the Brown decision merely ensured that rights already protected in the Constitution 
would be secured for all, regardless of race. The case began as five separate, independent cases 
that rose through the court systems in the early 1950s in Delaware, Kansas, South Carolina, 
Virginia, and the District of Columbia, each challenging racial segregation in public education. 
Led by Thurgood Marshall, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) argued the cases as consolidated by the Supreme Court under the name of the case that 
originated in Topeka, Kansas. First to join the Kansas NAACP suit was Lucinda Todd, secretary 
of the Topeka chapter of the NAACP.  Thirteen parents eventually comprised the plaintiff roster. 
Nearly the last to join, and the only man, was Oliver Brown, father of three daughters, who was 
asked to join the litigation by local NAACP attorney and personal friend, Charles S. Scott, Sr. In 
its unanimous decision in 1954, the Supreme Court famously declared that “in the field of public 
education the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no place. Separate educational facilities are 
inherently unequal.” 

 
The City of Topeka began integrating its elementary schools even before the Brown 

decision was handed down, and children of both races could attend Monroe Elementary by the 
mid-1950s. The school, nonetheless, sat in a primarily African American neighborhood, from 
which it drew nearly all its students. In 1975, faced with declining enrollment as the 
neighborhood parents opted to enroll their children in other schools under the Topeka School 
Board’s Open Enrollment policy, Monroe Elementary School was closed by the School Board. 
In private hands by 1980, the building was threatened with sale and potential demolition in 1990. 
The Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research, created in 1988 by 
Oliver Brown’s family and friends with support from the community, organized a rapid and 
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strong public campaign to raise awareness of the historical significance of Monroe Elementary 
School for its association with the Brown decision. The Brown Foundation quickly gained the 
support of the Kansas Congressional delegation, and, in October 1992, Congress authorized the 
Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site (NHS) via Public Law 102-525, which was 
signed into law by President George H.W. Bush. The purpose for creating Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, according to the legislation, was to “preserve, protect, and interpret for the 
benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations, the places that contributed materially to 
the landmark United States Supreme Court decision that brought an end to segregation in public 
schools,” to interpret the role of the Brown decision in the civil rights movement, and “to assist 
in the preservation and interpretation of related resources within the city of Topeka that further 
the understanding of the civil rights movement.” 

 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS is the only unit of the National Park System that 

commemorates and interprets a decision of the Supreme Court and is one of the few that 
interprets an aspect of constitutional history. The park is located within what has long been the 
NPS Midwest Region but is currently titled the Department of the Interior (DOI) Region 3, 4, 5, 
the headquarters office for which is in Omaha, Nebraska. When it was established by Congress 
in 1992, the park consisted of the former Monroe Elementary School, on SE Monroe Street in 
Topeka, on a site encompassing two acres. The former school required extensive restoration and 
rehabilitation before it could be opened to the public. National Park Service (NPS) staff 
originally occupied office space in the main U.S. Post Office building in downtown Topeka until 
work on Monroe Elementary School was completed. Work to restore Monroe Elementary and 
plan for exhibits in the newly restored space required more than a decade, and the park formally 
opened to the public in 2004 on the 50th anniversary of the Brown decision. In addition to 
providing tours and exhibits at the former Monroe Elementary School, the park works with 
partners throughout the Topeka community and elsewhere to provide interpretation and 
education about the Brown decision in relation to the broader civil rights movement and the 
ongoing quest for racial justice and equality. From the origins of the park in 1992 until 2011, the 
park’s principal partner was the Brown Foundation, which provided extensive support for 
interpretive and educational programs and collaborated on many public programs. In May 2022, 
Congress passed legislation that expanded the boundary of the park to include two schools 
associated with the Brown decision—Summerton High School and the former Scott’s Branch 
High School, both in Clarendon County, South Carolina—and redesignated the park as Brown v. 
Board of Education National Historical Park (Figure 1). The legislation also identified five 
schools as affiliated areas: Robert Russa Moton High School in Farmville, Virginia; Howard 
High School in Wilmington, Delaware; Claymont High School in Claymont, Delaware; 
Hockessin School #107 in Hockessin, Delaware; and John Philip Sousa Junior High School in 
the District of Columbia. The new legislation expanded the boundary of the park in Topeka, 
allowing for the acquisition of a triangular-shaped parcel in the park across SE Monroe Street 
from the school that will provide parking for visitors to Monroe School (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Map showing sites incorporated into Brown v. Board of Education NHP in 2022. 

 
Figure 2. Map of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, showing parcel added to the park in 2022. 
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The Brown v. Board of Education decision by the Supreme Court did not, on its own, 
fundamentally alter the nature of the United States of America. It was, however, a vital turning 
point in the nation’s history when the highest court in the land proclaimed definitively that racial 
injustice of any sort had no sanction in the country’s public life. While it did not immediately 
change the hearts and minds of all Americans, it did provide a basis from which those who 
sought justice and equality could draw strength, and a standard to which they could turn when 
injustice was manifested. Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site reserves one of the 
schools in the landmark decision and engages in interpretation that helps visitors understand the 
history of racial segregation which led to it and the courage of those who helped the nation strive 
toward its fundamental purpose. 

 
The purpose of this Administrative History of Brown v. Board of Education National 

Historic Site is to explore how the National Park Service has developed a national park centered 
around the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision. When it was first established 
by Congress, the park consisted of only one of the segregated schools for African American 
children in Topeka. From its early years, however, the park was dedicated to the broader story of 
interpreting the origins and national impact of the Supreme Court case which was partly based 
on this school. This study, using a combination of archival research and oral history interviews, 
explores the origin, establishment, and development of this unit of the National Park System. 
The principal sources for this study are the administrative files in the park’s headquarters in the 
former Monroe Elementary School. An important component of the present study are oral history 
interviews with individuals who are knowledgeable about the park’s history and operations, 
including previous and current park and regional office staff, volunteers, and professionals who 
have collaborated with the park in various ways. These oral history interviews, which were 
transcribed and transferred to the park, provide information that may not be recorded in the 
park’s documents and invaluable insights into the basis for many decisions and actions. In 
addition, the papers of the Brown Foundation located at the Kenneth Spencer Research Library 
at Kansas University in Lawrence, Kansas, provide useful information about the efforts of the 
Brown Foundation to protect Monroe School and guide its designation as a National Historic Site 
and to develop programs in support of the park. Finally, local and regional newspapers proved 
extremely useful to help fill gaps in the documentary record. 

 
This study was produced by Outside The Box, LLC (OTB) under contract with the 

Midwest Regional Office of the National Park Service. Bruce G. Harvey, Ph.D. served as the 
Principal Investigator and primary author of the study. Deborah E. Harvey, MHP served as the 
Project Historian, conducting the oral history interviews with the assistance of Rachael Bledsaw, 
and editing the entire document. The contract for this project was awarded in September 2019 for 
an intended two-year period. Unfortunately, restrictions put in place to limit the spread of the 
COVID-19 pandemic caused a delay in the process, because the park was unavailable for 
research access until the spring of 2021. In addition, OTB was obliged to conduct nearly half of 
the oral history interviews remotely, either by telephone or video conferencing, with the approval 
of the Midwest Regional Office. Research resumed in June 2021 with the support of park staff, 
requiring that the contract be extended.  

 
Regional Historian Ron Cockrell guided this project, as he has so many other 

administrative histories produced by OTB and others, with consummate skill, sharing 
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specific knowledge and insights about the park and regional office history and his 
invaluable experience in the preparation of these types of documents. In addition, Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS Superintendent Sherda Williams supported the project with 
enthusiasm, kindness, and generosity, making available staff time and support that made 
the research vastly more productive. Finally, as will be discussed in a later chapter, the 
Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research was vital to the early 
history of the park, spearheading its establishment by Congress and supporting and 
guiding its early interpretive efforts. The close relationship between the park and the 
Brown Foundation ended in acrimony amid mutual suspicions and disagreements, 
described later in this document. Despite this difficult end to what had been a close and 
productive relationship with the park that she helped to create, Brown Foundation 
founding president Cheryl Brown Henderson graciously agreed to take part in an oral 
history interview for this project. In addition, Ms. Brown Henderson provided extensive 
and very useful comments on an initial draft of this report to Cockrell which were shared 
with the Principal Investigator, the results of which have been incorporated into the final 
report. We are grateful to her, and to all who shared their time and recollections with us. 
This fascinating project about a park that deals with some of the most important issues in 
American history would not have been possible without them.  
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Chapter 1: Historical Background 
 

Introduction: Constitutional Background 
It is a concept that is drilled into nearly every student who takes a civics class in this 

country: America is a nation of laws. This concept includes several components. First, there is 
law, more properly, several layers of law, that are written down and accessible to all citizens. 
Second, these laws apply to all citizens regardless of station or status. This concept does not 
apply to all nations today, and it was even less widespread in the late eighteenth century when 
the United States of America was founded. It was then a new application of a series of 
propositions in political theory developed over the previous several centuries: that a people could 
be sovereign and choose a form of government to which the people would submit voluntarily, 
and that this government would protect and ensure certain rights that naturally belonged to all 
people. These natural rights were formulated in various ways by different theorists, but Thomas 
Jefferson’s summation in the preamble to the Declaration of Independence lies at the heart of the 
American nation: the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. In the immediate wake 
of the American Revolution, the founders of the American nation, which emerged from the 
already-existing governments of the several states, then instituted the novel concept of a written 
Constitution that would serve as the fundamental law of the land. The United States Constitution 
incorporated the concept of natural rights that belong to all people as summarized in Jefferson’s 
preamble to the Declaration of Independence and identified as the true source of authority the 
people of the states that joined together. The new Constitution also determined the form of the 
new government and enumerated the responsibilities of this new central, federal government as 
well as its limitations. The Constitution then served, and still serves today, as the foundation for 
positive laws that guide the specific aspects of the lives of individuals and as a signpost pointing 
these positive laws in the right direction. 

 
The founders of the new American government also built a third aspect into the new 

Constitution. The three principal functions of the government—Executive, Legislative, and 
Judicial—were separated into distinct branches and provided with mechanisms to allow them to 
each balance the power of the others. While all three are necessary and of equal importance for 
the proper functioning of the government as it was planned, for the purposes of this 
administrative history of Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site (NHS), the most 
important is the Judicial Branch, which is tasked with determining whether the actions of the 
other two branches are in accord with the nation’s fundamental law, the United States 
Constitution.1 

 
Like any written document, the full meaning of the Constitution is not always clear on its 

face, particularly in relation to newly arising questions and situations that were not anticipated by 
those who wrote it. The Judicial Branch consists of several levels of courts, from courts closest 
to the people at the local level through courts at the state and regional level, all designed to help 
ensure that the creation and application of laws and regulations at local, state, and national levels 
stay as close as possible to the direction provided by the Constitution. At the top of this pyramid 

 
1 Although the park was redesignated as a National Historical Park as part of the Brown v. Board of Education 
National Historical Park Expansion and Redesignation Act (signed into law on May 12, 2022), the park was 
designated a National Historic Site during the bulk of the period covered in this administrative history and will be 
called so throughout with the exception of references to the brief period following enactment of the new law. 
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of courts, established for particularly challenging issues that cannot be addressed elsewhere and 
that may set far-reaching precedents for future interpretations of the U.S. Constitution, is the 
Supreme Court. 

 
This arrangement represents a grand theory of governance and is, moreover, a theory that 

has generally been put into practice remarkably well in the United States for nearly two and one-
half centuries, longer than any other single government in the world. The enactment of this 
theory in the American government, however, has an inherent flaw, a flaw that, though not fatal, 
has proved difficult to overcome. By the time the Constitution was written in the late 1780s, 
many of the new American states, formerly colonies of England, had relied upon human slavery 
as the underpinning of their agricultural economy for nearly one hundred and seventy years. This 
was a system in which people, primarily from Africa, were brought to the English colonies and 
forced into the status of chattel property. It had developed as an institution to the point that it was 
woven into the social, political, and economic fabric and cultural assumptions of the new nation 
and, therefore, was validated, however obliquely and euphemistically, in the Constitution itself. 
Although leaders and citizens in many of the new states abhorred the practice and sought its 
eradication, in writing the Constitution and other laws for the new country, they were obliged to 
compromise with leaders in states where slavery was the law and was deeply entrenched in the 
economy, politics, and cultural assumptions of those states, to craft the laws by which all citizens 
of the new nation would abide. The Declaration of Independence from England proclaimed, “We 
hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal,” but the condition of servitude 
of a significant portion of the population called this truth into question. 

 
The federal government, particularly its Legislative branch, was called upon to address 

this inherent conflict beginning shortly after the nation’s founding, and it failed to solve the 
problem. Political influence and the mechanisms of power in Congress, claims of economic 
hardship, local tradition, and racism, both open and veiled, kept Congress and the Supreme Court 
from removing this flaw built into the structure of the government in a peaceful way. Although 
the Civil War from 1861 to 1865 finally broke the hold of legal enslavement in the nation, after 
which it was no longer allowed under the laws of any state or territory, it did not solve the 
cultural and racial assumptions that stretched back countless generations and led Americans from 
all regions to see Americans of African descent as inferior, in need of either subjugation or 
paternalistic protection. Congress, in the hands of the victorious northern states for a decade after 
the Civil War, proposed three amendments to the Constitution, all of which assigned to the 
federal government a new role: to positively protect the rights of all people, rather than simply 
not to interfere in the rights of the people, as had been the case in the past. These three new 
amendments to the Constitution—the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, ratified 
by the required majority of states in the late 1860s—forbade the individual states from creating 
laws that permitted enslavement, from denying the citizens their right to life, liberty, and 
property without due process of law or equal protection under the law, and from denying any 
citizen the right to vote on the basis of “race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” These 
amendments, however, were subject to various interpretations throughout the late nineteenth 
century. As the gains made by African Americans in the Reconstruction Era immediately 
following the Civil War began to recede amid flagging political interest among northern leaders 
throughout the 1870s and 1880s, lawyers fought to protect the rights of African Americans by 
appeal to the Constitution and its amendments. Defeat after defeat, from District Courts to the 
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Supreme Court, from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries, plagued their efforts to 
protect even basic rights such as the right to vote and the right to own property. 

 
This long struggle, extending through generations, to have the Constitution interpreted 

definitively in a way that remedied the injustices created by the inherent conflicts in the nation’s 
fundamental law, the Constitution, finally found success in 1954 when the Supreme Court found 
in favor of racial equity in the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas decision. Though 
not the end of the quest for justice for the nation’s African Americans, it was at least the first true 
turning point in the attempt to have the laws of the nation more closely reflect the values on 
which the nation was founded.  This sense of a new beginning after centuries of oppression helps 
to make the Brown v. Board of Education decision a seminal point in the history of America and 
its Constitution. The Brown v. Board of Education NHS was created to help to explain why this 
Supreme Court decision was important, not just to African Americans but to all Americans, as a 
demonstration that this still is a nation of laws. 

 
Brown v. Board of Education Historic Background: Legal Precedent 
The Supreme Court decision in Oliver Brown et al. v. Board of Education of Topeka, et 

al., marked a significant turning point in American race relations. It also can be seen as a 
culmination of an even longer series of legal and legislative actions that stretch back to 1857, 
when the United States Supreme Court decision in Dred Scott vs. Sanford held that the 
Constitution did not intend for the enslaved to become citizens, and to the end of the Civil War 
in 1865, when Congress proposed and the states ratified the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth 
Amendments to the United States Constitution. Together, these amendments required equal 
access to the laws for all citizens regardless of race. After an initial flurry of laws and 
Congressional support for full civil rights for the nation’s African Americans in the years 
following the Civil War, even this nominal support began to wane as early as the 1870s. 
Throughout the late nineteenth and well into the twentieth centuries, this retreat from the 
promises of the post-Civil War Constitutional amendments was conducted largely by the states, 
particularly in the South but also in the North, and drew steady support from legal decisions 
handed down by the Supreme Court.  

 
In the decade following the Civil War, known as the Reconstruction Era, when the 

devastated nation was being rebuilt, Congress was in the hands of the states of the former Union, 
and the former Confederate states were only gradually allowed representation. In the face of a de 
facto return of enslavement throughout the southern states immediately after the Civil War 
through the development of farm tenancy and sharecropping in the former Confederate States, 
Congressional leaders sought to increase protections for the formerly enslaved beyond amending 
the Constitution by creating positive laws to support those amendments. Their efforts culminated 
in the Civil Rights Act of 1875. This law banned discrimination based on race in public 
accommodations, public transportation, and in selection for juries. The passage of this act was a 
last gasp, however, as the combination of an economic depression and revelations of corruption 
in the administration of President Ulysses S. Grant led to massive Republican losses in the House 
of Representatives in 1875. The loss of power meant Republicans were unable to support the 
policies of Reconstruction, a process that was symbolized by the complicated political deal 
known as the Compromise of 1877 by which Rutherford Hayes, a Republican, became president 
of the United States, and Republican leaders agreed to support the withdrawal of federal troops 
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from Louisiana and South Carolina in return for Democratic support for Hayes. The presence of 
federal troops, as much as political support, was vital to the enforcement of federal civil rights 
laws, and their removal was uneven throughout the former Confederate states, in some places 
lingering into the 1880s and delaying the end of Reconstruction. As southern states regained 
political representation and power, the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1875 were rarely 
enforced, and, in 1883, the Supreme Court issued a decision that it was unconstitutional on the 
grounds that Congress did not have the authority to regulate private interactions. The so-called 
“Civil Rights Cases” decision then served as precedent for a long series of lower court and 
Supreme Court decisions that provided one setback after another for the rights of African 
Americans. These actions led to the increasing losses through the late nineteenth century of civil 
rights by African Americans that had been gained during Reconstruction, losses made complete 
in the 1890s by the passage of new state constitutions in the former Confederate South that 
effectively stripped African Americans of their basic civil rights. 

 
The next landmark decision came in 1896, when the Supreme Court decided the Plessy v. 

Ferguson case. In New Orleans after the Civil War, African Americans had retained from the 
ante-bellum period a degree of social and political autonomy that was rare in the South. In 1892, 
however, the State of Louisiana enacted a law that required separate railroad cars for whites and 
African Americans. Homer A. Plessy, an African American, was arrested in June 1892 for riding 
in a car set aside for whites only, providing the basis for a lawsuit charging that the law violated 
the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. Citing precedent from the Civil Rights Cases of 
1883 as well as various state court decisions, the Supreme Court in 1896 decided that separate 
facilities in public transportation were in line with the Constitution and upheld the law. The 
decision was not unanimous, however, and Associate Justice John Marshall Harlan, a native of 
Kentucky, wrote a robust and impassioned dissent. While acknowledging that whites likely 
would remain the dominant race in the country, he argued that 

In the view of the Constitution, in the eye of the law, there is in this country no 
superior, dominant, ruling class of citizens. There is no caste here. Our 
Constitution is color-blind and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. 
In respect of civil rights, all citizens are equal before the law. The humblest is the 
peer of the most powerful. The law regards man as man and takes no account of 
his surroundings or his color when his civil rights as guaranteed by the supreme 
law of the land are involved. . . .The arbitrary separation of citizens, on the basis 
of race, while they are on a public highway, is a badge of servitude wholly 
inconsistent with the civil freedom and the equality before the law established by 
the Constitution. It cannot be justified upon any legal grounds. . . .We boast of the 
freedom enjoyed by our people above all other peoples. But it is difficult to 
reconcile that boast with the state of the law which, practically, puts the brand of 
servitude and degradation upon a large class of our fellow citizens, our equals 
before the law. The thin disguise of “equal” accommodations for passengers in 
railroad coaches will not mislead anyone, nor atone for the wrong this day done.2 
   
The majority decision was prepared by Associate Justice Henry Billings Brown, who 

stated that the Fourteenth Amendment assured political equality but no more than that, an 
 

2 Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 USC 537 (Harlan, J.M. dissent). The majority decision and Justice Harlan’s dissent can be 
found at https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/163/537 (accessed May 16, 2020). 
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approach which informed future decisions in civil rights cases that applied to many different 
aspects of civic life. Although the state law which the Court considered related specifically to 
public transportation, the Plessy decision quickly was extended to public education as well. In 
1899, for example, the Supreme Court in Cumming v. Richmond County Board of Education 
refused to require Richmond County, Georgia, to provide a high school for African American 
students, claiming that it did not have jurisdiction to interfere in the decisions by a state court 
since it could not determine that the state court’s decision had violated the Fourteenth 
Amendment. This effectively allowed segregation of the races in public education since it did not 
forbid it.  

 
As the twentieth century opened, in the absence of any substantial opposition on legal 

grounds, southern political leaders, in particular, felt emboldened to enforce racial segregation 
and deny civil rights to African Americans. They received additional support from the Supreme 
Court in 1908, when, in Berea College v. Kentucky, the Supreme Court allowed the State of 
Kentucky not just to permit segregation, but to require it. Berea College, a small Christian 
college in central Kentucky, was founded as a non-segregated college in the 1850s and continued 
to function that way until a 1904 state law required segregated educational facilities. In 1908, the 
Supreme Court upheld the state law. This decision accelerated the creation of segregation laws 
throughout principally the South, but also other states in the nation through the 1910s and 1920s, 
which the Supreme Court continued to uphold well into the 1920s. As Richard Kluger observed,  

By the close of the third decade of the twentieth century, then, segregation of the 
Negro and other blatant denials of his rights as a citizen were more pervasive in 
the United States than they had been in 1900. And the Supreme Court, despite 
skilled arguments before it in the black man’s behalf by white lawyers of the 
highest ability, continued to interpret the Constitution in ways that legitimized his 
banishment.3 
 
As conditions for African American citizens were reaching a nadir in the 1910s and 

1920s, Americans of both races founded new organizations that hoped to restore civil rights and 
recover the promises of the post-Civil War Amendments. In 1905, W.E.B. DuBois and William 
Monroe Trotter formed The Niagara Movement, which lobbied actively to stem the growing tide 
of African American segregation and disfranchisement. This organization opposed the 
accommodationist approach being urged by Booker T. Washington, president of Tuskegee 
Institute, now Tuskegee University, in Alabama. Four years later, DuBois and others organized 
the first National Negro Conference at Cooper Union in New York City, which featured many 
presentations of scientific and sociological data pertaining to the deteriorating conditions facing 
African Americans throughout the nation. In 1910, the organizers held the second annual 
National Negro Conference, at which the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) was formed. Throughout the ensuing decades, particularly from the 1930s 
onward, the NAACP took the lead in fighting legal battles aimed at dismantling racial 
segregation and disfranchisement. Influenced by the pioneering African American lawyer and 
educator Charles Houston, who revamped Howard University Law School to train lawyers who 
could take on civil rights issues in courts throughout the nation, the young attorney Thurgood 
Marshall was one of the NAACP’s leading attorneys who made multiple appearances before the 

 
3 Richard Kluger, Simple Justice: The History of Brown v. Board of Education and Black America’s Struggle for 
Equality (NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), 123. 
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Supreme Court in this endeavor. In particular, the NAACP’s legal arm contested the questions of 
voting rights and desegregation in education at all levels. The NAACP’s Legal Defense and 
Education Fund (usually shortened to Legal Defense Fund [LDF]) was pivotal through the 1940s 
and 1950s in developing local and state civil rights activism throughout the nation.4 

 
Public opinion began to shift for civil rights through the 1940s. Nationally, the LDF 

achieved victories that began to chip away at segregation laws, and the federal government under 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt became less likely to tolerate overt racism and discrimination. In 
addition, President Roosevelt’s picks for the Supreme Court, including Felix Frankfurter, 
William O. Douglas, Frank Murphy, and Hugo Black, all helped to move the court toward an 
increased openness to racial justice.5 As the historian John Kirk states, “The tension between 
rising black activism coupled with federal pressure and whites’ desire to maintain the status quo 
helped usher in a new era in race relations.”6 

 
Regarding civil rights in education, the NAACP under Houston and Marshall, together 

with other like-minded attorneys, made several significant gains in the federal and state courts 
and at the Supreme Court beginning in the 1930s. These included a victory in University of 
Maryland v. Murray (1936), in which the Maryland Supreme Court required the University of 
Maryland to admit an African American student because the state did not provide a law school 
for African Americans. In Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938), the Supreme Court ruled 
that the State of Missouri did not fulfill its “separate but equal” requirement for African 
American students by sending black law students to schools outside the state and, therefore, had 
to admit an African American student at the state university. In 1940, a federal district court in 
Virginia ruled in Alston v. School Board of City of Norfolk (1940) that the State of Virginia must 
provide equal pay for white and African American teachers.  

 
Although actions to pursue racial justice through the courts were largely on hold during 

World War II, the NAACP and others resumed the effort with gusto in the late 1940s and early 
1950s. Several factors contributed to this rapid increase in legal actions in support of civil rights. 
The NAACP had maintained its work throughout the war, including through the LDF, which 
continued to develop relationships with state and local civil rights groups. With the end of World 
War II, in which hundreds of thousands of Americans fought against fascism, returning soldiers 
became more aware of the discrepancy between the stated aims of the war, the positive treatment 
which the Tuskegee Airmen and other African American soldiers were given in the European 
nations, and the deeply contrasting conditions which African Americans faced in this country. In 
1947, President Harry S Truman reflected this sentiment when he convened a government 
commission that investigated the state of civil rights in America. The report of this commission, 
titled To Secure These Rights, was released in 1947 and strongly condemned the racial 
discrimination found throughout American society in housing, employment, education, voting, 
and military service. In its report, the Commission urged that the Executive Branch create new 
departments and Congress create new laws designed to investigate cases of discrimination, to 
begin reversing discriminatory practices in hiring, and to make lynching a federal crime. 

 
4 John A. Kirk, Redefining the Color Line: Black Activism in Little Rock, Arkansas, 1940-1970 (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2002), 3. 
5 Kluger, Simple Justice, 218-219. 
6 Kirk, Redefining the Color Line., 53. 
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President Truman sent a special message to Congress in early February 1948, urging the House 
and Senate to implement the Commission’s recommendations. When Southern Senators 
threatened a filibuster to prevent the implementation, Truman signed a series of Executive 
Orders in 1948, putting an end to segregation in all military branches and guaranteeing fair 
employment practices in civil service hiring. Truman also strengthened the Department of 
Justice’s civil rights division and appointed William H. Hastie, Jr. as the first black judge to a 
federal court.   

 
Court decisions in the late 1940s and early 1950s mirrored these shifts in federal policies. 

One of the most significant precursors to Brown v. Board was a federal appeals court’s ruling in 
Westminster School District v. Mendez in 1947. In this decision, the court struck down 
segregated schooling for Mexican American and white students in Westminster, California. 
Governor Earl Warren, who was later appointed by President Dwight Eisenhower in 1953 to 
replace Chief Justice Fred Vinson on the Supreme Court, led the effort to repeal a state law that 
required segregation of American Indian and Asian American students. A year later, in 1948, the 
Supreme Court ruled in Sipuel v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma that the 
University of Oklahoma must admit a black student to its law school since there was no law 
school for African Americans in the state. Two further rulings by the Supreme Court in 1950 
also constituted significant civil rights victories. In its McLaurin v. Oklahoma Board of Regents 
for Higher Education decision, the Court ruled that a law school policy which isolated an 
African American student from his white fellow students was unconstitutional. Finally, in Sweatt 
v. Painter, the Supreme Court reversed a lower court ruling and rejected a plan by the State of 
Texas to create a separate law school for blacks. In its unanimous decision, the Court argued that 
the new law school would be clearly inferior in terms of faculty, course selections, and library 
facilities, among other things.  

 
All these legal victories from the 1930s to the early 1950s were important in advancing 

the cause of civil rights and racial justice in America. None, however, directly challenged both 
facets of the “separate but equal” provision in Plessy v. Ferguson. Instead, most of these court 
cases were decided on the clearly provable fact that the facilities for blacks and whites were not 
equal. The more daunting task was to build a case proving that the fact of racial separation itself 
was contrary to the Constitution, particularly the Fourteenth Amendment, which stated that 

No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person 
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person 
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 
 

Making the case that racial segregation itself violated the provisions of the Fourteenth 
Amendment, particularly in light of the Supreme Court’s precedent set in 1896 with the 
Plessy v. Ferguson decision, proved remarkably challenging. 
 

The Brown v. Board of Education case heard before the Supreme Court beginning 
in late 1952 was the direct result of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund’s strategy. 
Thurgood Marshall had built the LDF into a powerful national network of attorneys and 
activists committed to seeking racial justice in America. By working with state NAACP 
chapters and other local organizations, the LDF inserted itself into a variety of civil rights 
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lawsuits that took aim at all forms of racial discrimination, but particularly in the area of 
segregation in education. Marshall and his LDF colleagues realized that individual cases, 
given the particular local context of each, could more easily be dismissed when 
undertaken separately. Instead, as journalist and author Richard Kluger explained, a 
viable legal challenge against school segregation nationally “would require a small 
constellation of suits, presenting the question to the Supreme Court in a variety of civic 
settings, so that the Justices could not shrink from confronting it directly in at least one of 
them.”7 The case heard before the Supreme Court, therefore, was a consolidation of five 
separate civil rights cases that had been moving through the lower courts since the late 
1940s, all of which targeted segregation in education. The lower court decisions of four 
of these cases had been appealed; the Supreme Court itself decided to hear one of them, 
originating in Washington, DC, because of the issues that it raised. 

 
In Bolling v. Sharpe, the U.S. District Court in the District of Columbia dismissed 

the complaint brought by the parents of a group of African American high school 
students who sought to gain admission to John Philip Sousa Junior High School in the 
District of Columbia. The case originated in efforts by parents of African American 
students in the Anacostia neighborhood to gain access for their children to the all-white 
school there beginning in the early 1940s and continuing through the decade. Finally, in 
September 1950, an African American barbershop owner, Gardner Bishop, led a group of 
eleven students to the doors of the junior high school, where they were denied entrance. 
With the support of the NAACP, the parents’ group then filed suit in the U.S. District 
Court in 1951, on the grounds that the students were denied due process under the Fifth 
Amendment to the Constitution, which states in part that no person shall “be deprived of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” The District Court ruled that, 
because the District of Columbia is not a state, the Fourteenth Amendment does not apply 
there. The District Court dismissed the case, but the Supreme Court issued a writ of 
certiorari, which provided for judicial review by a higher court, on the grounds that it had 
implications for constitutional precedent. 

 
Briggs v. Elliot, which was based in Clarendon County, South Carolina, likewise 

emerged from efforts by parents in the 1940s to rectify the conditions under which their 
children were offered an education by Clarendon County, with primitive physical 
facilities and educational equipment in the schools and no bus transportation provided for 
students by the school district. Attempts by parents to have the county provide bus 
transportation for African American students to attend their own school were denied, and 
those who advocated for the improved conditions were subjected to intimidation and loss 
of jobs. Despite these hazards, the Rev. Joseph A. DeLaine worked with Harry Briggs, 
the parent of one of the African American school children, to bring a suit requiring the 
county to provide equal school facilities for both races. The NAACP LDF agreed to 
support the suit if the complaint was extended to all educational facilities, not just 
transportation. Although the first attempt in 1948 was dismissed on a technicality, the 
second attempt in 1949 was heard by a lower court. The suit lost in the lower court and in 
an appeal at the U.S. District Court, but the LDF made a successful appeal to the 
Supreme Court. 

 
7 Kluger, Simple Justice, 396. 
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The third case that was consolidated into Brown v. Board of Education was itself a 

consolidation of two cases in Delaware. In Belton v. Gebhart, African American parents 
in Claymont, Delaware, brought suit against the State Board of Education to allow their 
children to attend the local Claymont schools, which were for white children only, rather 
than bus them twenty miles away to an inferior school for black children. In Bulah v. 
Gebhart, an African American mother in rural Hockessin, Sarah Bulah, asked the state to 
provide transportation for her adopted daughter on a bus that passed her house; she was 
told that the bus was for white children only. In 1951, the cases were heard before the 
Delaware Court of Chancery. The court decided in favor of the plaintiffs in both cases, 
though it declined to find that the segregation enforced by the school districts denied the 
students’ rights under the Fourteenth Amendment, arguing that could be decided only by 
the Supreme Court, given the precedent in Plessy v. Ferguson. Instead, the court found 
that the educational opportunities offered to African Americans were in no way equal to 
those offered to white students and ordered the school districts to remedy the situation by 
admitting African American students into the all-white Claymont School. Upon appeal by 
the State Attorney General, the Supreme Court of Delaware, in August 1952, 
unanimously upheld the Court of Chancery’s decision, and the school districts then 
appealed the case to the Supreme Court. 

 
The fourth case arose in Virginia. In April 1951, African American high school 

students in Farmville led a protest and strike against the unequal conditions of schools 
and requested that the NAACP provide assistance. Responding quickly, the NAACP filed 
suit in May 1951 in U.S. District Court. In Davis v. County School Board of Prince 
Edward County, however, the NAACP changed its strategy. Rather than requesting that 
the school district simply provide equal facilities, the suit took direct aim at school 
segregation itself, asking that the court strike down the state law that required segregated 
schools. The three judges in the District Court heard the case in 1952 and unanimously 
found in favor of the school board, noting that “We have found no hurt or harm to either 
race.” As Richard Kluger described it, “In Virginia, the court found segregation a 
venerable custom of the people that harmed neither race and indeed benefited the 
Negro.”8 The NAACP appealed the decision, and the Supreme Court agreed to hear it. 

 
Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas 
The fifth case, under which the other four were consolidated, originated in Topeka, 

Kansas. Under the leadership of the Topeka NAACP Chapter President McKinley Burnett, 
thirteen African American parents agreed to take part in a lawsuit filed by three African 
American attorneys to integrate Topeka’s elementary schools. Filed under the name of Oliver L. 
Brown, who was the only male among the roster of plaintiffs, their case became known as Oliver 
Brown et al vs. Board of Education of Topeka, et al.  The case was unsuccessful in lower court 
and was appealed to the United States Supreme Court.  

 
Even before it became a state in 1861, Kansas had been a battleground between 

pro- and anti-slavery forces. Kansas was north of the “Missouri Compromise” line, which 
was the result of an agreement among members of Congress in 1820 when Missouri 

 
8 Ibid., 507. 
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sought to become a state. In this agreement, Maine was admitted as a free state and 
Missouri was admitted as a slave state to preserve the balance of power between the 
North and the South in Congress; slavery would be otherwise prohibited in any new 
states north of Missouri’s southern border. In the 1850s, as the nation’s new railroads 
sought to expand across the Great Plains, Congress moved toward opening the lands west 
of Missouri to new settlement. The prospect of new territories, however, brought with it 
the question of the expansion of slavery. In an attempt to settle the issue peaceably, 
Congress passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 (10 Stat. 277) which created the 
Territories of Kansas and Nebraska. In the law, Congress repealed the Missouri 
Compromise but declined to decide on the status of slavery in the new territories despite 
that they were north of the former Missouri Compromise line. Instead, the law allowed 
citizens in the new territory to decide the issue by popular sovereignty: the people who 
lived in the territories were allowed to vote on its status. While nearly all parties assumed 
that Nebraska would enter the Union as a free state, the Kansas Territory was subject to 
dispute.  

 
With its status up to the people who lived there, partisans on both sides of the 

slavery question from throughout the country quickly moved to the Territory seeking to 
gain control, each claiming to have formed a provisional state government. Pro-slavery 
settlers from Missouri held a territorial convention and formed the first territorial 
legislature, which sought to create laws supporting slavery. President Franklin Pierce, a 
northern Democrat, threw his support behind this pro-slavery territorial government. 
Abolitionists from New England and elsewhere soon followed, however, setting up the 
communities of Lawrence and Topeka as free-soil enclaves. Abolitionists held a second 
territorial convention in Topeka which forbade slavery but excluded free blacks. With the 
two rival governments in place, widespread violence soon broke out throughout the 
Territory between pro- and anti-slavery factions during a period that came to be known as 
“Bleeding Kansas.”9 

 
The violence in Kansas, which lasted from 1855 until 1859, contributed to and was 

part of the polarization of the nation over the issue of slavery in the years leading to the 
Civil War. As Rachel Franklin Weekley observed in the historic resource study for the 
Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, events in Kansas in the late 1850s 
“served as a microcosm for the ultimate, national clash over slavery.”10 Despite strong 
support for the pro-slavery territorial legislature by President James Buchanan, also a 
northern Democrat, anti-slavery forces eventually gained the upper hand in Kansas and, 
in the late 1850s, passed a proposed state constitution which forbade slavery but denied 
free blacks the right to vote, as well as establishing the community of Topeka, founded in 
late 1854, as the state’s capital. In January 1861, following the secession of seven 
southern states after the election of Abraham Lincoln as president, Congress formally 
admitted Kansas to the Union as a free state.  

 
9 Rachel Franklin Weekley, “A Strong Pull, A Long Pull, and a Pull Altogether:” Topeka’s Contribution to the 
Campaign for School Desegregation, Historic Resource Study, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, 
Topeka, Kansas (Omaha, Nebraska: Midwest Regional Office, National Park Service, December 1999), 12-13. See 
also Kluger, Simple Justice, 369. 
10 Ibid. 
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There were enslaved people in Kansas as early as the eighteenth century, and 

Missouri settlers in the late 1850s brought more enslaved people with them. At the same 
time, a number of free blacks also migrated to Kansas in the 1850s, drawn there by the 
growing strength of the free-soil settlers. The Homestead Act of 1862, promising 160 
acres of public domain land at no cost to settlers who lived on and improved their land 
for a certain period of time, drew many free blacks as well as white settlers, and Kansas’ 
“libertarian reputation” was an important draw as well. After the American Civil War, the 
promise of free or inexpensive land in Kansas in the 1870s and 1880s, combined with 
deteriorating conditions in the South after the end of Reconstruction, led to a rapidly 
increasing African American population from the late 1870s through the end of the 
century.  Many entrepreneurs created companies that made arrangements for the 
establishment of new communities in Kansas, recruiting African Americans in eastern 
states, particularly those in the South, to join the company and move to the Plains. The 
most well-known, and well-preserved, of these communities is Nicodemus, Kansas, a 
community in Graham County approximately 250 miles west of Topeka. It was 
composed of African American settlers, largely from Kentucky, who arrived in 1877. The 
town grew quickly, reaching a population of nearly 700 by 1880, though it began losing 
population by the late 1880s as a result of poor harvests, natural disasters, conflict with 
neighboring white ranchers, and a railroad connection that never materialized. This 
community continues to exist to the present, unlike most of the other African American 
communities formed in western states at that time.11 In fact, Congress added Nicodemus 
National Historic Site to the National Park System in 1996. 

 
In addition to serving as the state capital of Kansas, Topeka acted as a gathering 

spot for those settlers heading further west into the prairie. Many of the intended settlers 
of both races opted to remain in Topeka rather than continue west and take up 
homesteads, and, by the early 1880s, the African American population of the city had 
grown to more than 3,600 of a total population of approximately 30,000. The city’s 
African Americans formed a robust and thriving community with businesses, churches, 
and newspapers, and an increasing number of professionals and entrepreneurs gave added 
prominence to the community, which grew to nearly 5,000 by 1900.12 

 
Despite the growing stability of the city’s African American community in the late 

nineteenth century, which made it a relatively appealing place for migrants, racial 
prejudice remained. Once established in the 1860s, the new Kansas state legislature 
required racially segregated schools, a law that was extended even after passage of the 
Fourteenth Amendment in 1867. The state, however, shifted its position on segregated 
schooling as the rest of the century progressed. As Franklin Weekley observed, Kansas 
“developed with a bit of a schizophrenic streak, whereby its residents accepted and aided 
black settlers, but placed restrictions on their full and equal participation in society.”13 
The legislature removed language pertaining to racial segregation in public schools, 
colleges, and universities in 1876. This lasted only three years, however, and, in 1879, the 

 
11 Weekley A Long Pull, 24-25. 
12 Ibid., 27-28. 
13 Ibid., 42. 
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state legislature again allowed cities with a population of more than 15,000 people to 
provide segregated education in elementary schools only. As the population of Kansas 
grew into the twentieth century, more cities reached this population milestone and 
implemented segregated elementary schools. By 1950, twelve school districts across the 
state maintained segregated elementary schools, including Topeka.14  

 
Topeka was known to be a progressive city with regard to education in the early 

twentieth century, with a flourishing kindergarten program expanding from the city’s African 
American community in the 1890s to the city as a whole by the 1920s.15 Elementary schools in 
Topeka were segregated, as were junior high schools until 1941. High schools were integrated, 
though only partially: both white and African American students attended classes together, but 
sports teams, clubs, and social activities remained segregated. In 1949, the Topeka School Board 
began integrating some athletic and social events on a limited basis.16 As Richard Kluger has 
observed, Topeka in the twentieth century was segregated more by custom than by law.17 African 
Americans in Topeka built a thriving business and entertainment district known as 4th Street.  
Many neighborhoods in the city were integrated, including those where the plaintiffs in Brown v. 
Board of Education lived.  The four segregated African American elementary schools were the 
center of community life, which created cause for concern when, in 1948, Topeka NAACP 
President McKinley Burnett began to push the school board to integrate.18   

 
The City of Topeka in the early twentieth century prided itself on its support for 

education and, in the first three decades of the century, built an impressive array of 
elementary and secondary schools. These included elementary schools for whites and for 
African Americans. As earlier, small, frame school buildings either deteriorated, burned, 
or were outgrown, the Topeka Board of Education commissioned architects to design 
new schools in the latest architectural styles appropriate for public buildings, usually 
variations on the Classical Revival style. By the mid-twentieth century, the city had four 
elementary schools for African Americans, including Monroe School. Thomas 
Williamson, the city’s leading architect of public buildings and the Board of Education’s 
preferred architect, designed Monroe School in 1926 to replace an earlier school on an 
adjacent lot. Completed in 1927, the school was a two-story brick building with eight 
classrooms, a manual training room for boys, a home economics room for girls, a 
gymnasium/auditorium, and a kindergarten room. 

 
Two miles to the north, the Topeka Board of Education replaced an older Sumner 

Elementary School in 1935 with a new one of the same name. This was the fourth school 
at that location. Originally a school for black children, it was converted in 1885 for use as 
an elementary school for white children. The building constructed in 1935 replaced a 
school built in 1901 that had been damaged by fire in 1915 and was allowed to 
deteriorate to the point that the second floor had to be removed in the 1920s to maintain 

 
14 Ibid., 44. 
15 Weekley, A Long Pull, 49-51. 
16 Ibid., 63-67. 
17 Kluger, Simple Justice, 375. 
18 Text courtesy of Cheryl Brown Henderson in comments provided to Ron Cockrell by email on March 12, 2022, 
who then provided them to the author. Subsequent references to and quotes from this invaluable set of comments 
will be cited as Brown Henderson, 2022. 
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structural safety. The 1935 Sumner Elementary School building featured Art Deco 
architectural elements and was also designed by Thomas Williamson. The distance 
between the four segregated schools reserved for African American children and the 
segregated elementary schools reserved for white children created the setting for the 
Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court case. 

 
The segregated elementary schools for black children in Topeka, Kansas, were 

noticeably different from those for white children: the black schools had simplified 
architectural details and materials compared to the white schools. However, they were far 
closer in size and condition than were schools for blacks and schools for whites in most 
segregated areas in America. The city’s African American schools, moreover, boasted 
teachers with equal or greater levels of education compared to the teachers in white 
schools. 19 Despite this relative parity, segregation in Topeka became entrenched and 
firmly enforced through the 1940s. In response, African Americans in Topeka by the late 
1940s had begun making increasing calls for an end to segregation. School desegregation 
cases in Kansas were argued in the State Supreme Court from 1881 to 1949, so the 
demand for the end of segregation was not a surprise. In Reynolds v. Board of Education, 
for example, William Reynolds, an African American, sued the Topeka Board of 
Education to admit his son into a new white school. In its 1903 decision, the Kansas 
Supreme Court cited Plessy v. Ferguson to determine that “state law, legal precedent, and 
local tradition granted the Topeka board wide latitude in the organization of its school 
system.”20 In 1930, the Kansas Supreme Court in Wright v. The Board of Education of 
the City of Topeka, A. J. Stout, and G. L. Coffman refused to enjoin the Board of 
Education of the City of Topeka from interfering with the attendance of Wilhemina 
Wright, an African American pupil, at Randolph school, a school maintained for white 
pupils, and transferring her as a pupil to the Buchanan school, a school maintained for 
African American students. In 1941, the Kansas Supreme Court in U.S. Graham v. Board 
of Education of Topeka ruled that the Board of Education must admit a black seventh-
grade junior high school student to a white junior high school, on the grounds that the 
junior high schools were part of high schools, which were integrated in Topeka, and not 
part of elementary schools, which were segregated. The decision was written narrowly, 
however, focused only on the question of the status of junior high schools and did not 
address the question of segregation more broadly. The court decision had far-reaching 
effects, however, by opening discussions regarding integration within the Topeka School 
Board and by building support among African American parents for anti-segregation 
activism. 

 
The Topeka chapter of the NAACP began gaining more members in the 1940s in 

the wake of the Graham decision, particularly under the leadership of chapter president 
McKinley Burnett, who took office in 1948. With Burnett at the helm, local African 
American leaders began more intensive work to determine an approach to ending 
segregation in the city’s schools; Burnett began attending Topeka School board meetings 
on a regular basis in 1948, always signing up to speak during the public comment period. 
In 1949, the Kansas Supreme Court issued a decision in Harvey, Webb et al. vs. School 
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District No. 90, involving the South Park school district in Merriam, Kansas, located in 
Johnson County approximately fifty miles east of Topeka. This decision, which ordered 
the desegregation of an elementary school, further strengthened the resolve of Topeka’s 
African American leaders, though Topeka’s school board held firm. Superintendent of 
Schools Kenneth McFarland strongly opposed integration of the elementary schools in 
Topeka through the early 1950s and was able to maintain control of the school board’s 
position on integration. Opposition to his approach within the school board grew, 
however, during the late 1940s and early 1950s, particularly in the wake of school board 
elections in 1950-1951. McFarland’s ability to maintain a hard line on integration was 
further weakened in early 1951 by an unrelated scandal when an audit of the School 
Board’s financial records showed massive waste and fraud.21 While McFarland remained 
in charge, however, particularly in the late 1940s, the school board’s intransigence 
generated widespread support among the African American community for legal action 
in coordination with the NAACP. Precisely because the physical conditions of schools 
for blacks and whites were so similar, a legal case against segregation could focus “on the 
singular practice and rationale of racial separation, rather than on imbalances between the 
infrastructure and curricula of the dual facilities.”22  

 
The NAACP developed a legal strategy to address this concern in Topeka through 1950 

and 1951. In its recruiting efforts, the NAACP’s local chapter identified the parents of twenty 
African American children who could not attend elementary schools in their neighborhoods but, 
instead, had to attend a school further away. Among these parents were twelve women and one 
man.  Each of these families lived near an elementary school for whites only.  One of the parents 
was Oliver Brown, a 32-year-old welder at the shops of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe 
Railroad in Topeka, and an assistant pastor at St. John African Methodist Episcopal (AME) 
Church. The Brown family lived near Sumner Elementary School, but, because it was for whites 
only, daughter Linda had to walk to Monroe Elementary School, the closest school for African 
American children, farther away. It is held that gender was the likely reason for Oliver Brown’s 
name being listed first, giving him the distinction of lead plaintiff.  There is no clear statement as 
to the reason Brown was chosen for this role.  Alphabetically, the roster of parent plaintiffs 
would have been led by Darlene Brown.23 As Rachel Franklin Weekley concluded, “Although 
[Brown] and his daughter are often emphasized, hundreds of participants contributed to the 
NAACP campaign for school desegregation. Many of the other individuals largely have been lost 
to the anonymity of an et al. distinction simply because of legal shorthand.”24 

 
The local NAACP also coordinated the work of three African American attorneys in 

Topeka: Charles Scott, Sr., John Scott, and Charles Bledsoe, while the NAACP’s LDF also drew 
upon years of consultation with psychologists and social scientists regarding the deleterious 
impact of segregation on the development of African American children for support. The 
national NAACP’s attorneys, Robert Carter and Jack Greenburg, worked with the three local 
attorneys on strategy because the local attorneys had a better understanding of the local situation. 
Scott, Scott, and Bledsoe collaborated to file suit against the Topeka Board of Education with the 
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22 Weekley, A Long Pull, 112; see also Kluger, Simple Justice, 394. 
23 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
24 Weekley, A Long Pull, 116; see also Kluger, Simple Justice, 395, 409-410. 
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U.S. District Court in March 1951 on behalf of the thirteen parents. In August 1951, the District 
Court found unanimously in favor of the Board of Education. In their decision, however, the 
three justices led by former Governor of Kansas, Walter Huxman, expressed doubts about the 
validity of the Plessy formula of separate-but-equal and indicated that they were strongly 
influenced by the psychological and social science evidence presented by the NAACP. Because 
the facilities for blacks and whites were very nearly equal, however, and since the Supreme 
Court had not yet overturned Plessy v. Ferguson, the justices felt compelled to find in favor of 
the defendants. Their decision, nevertheless, clearly opened the way for an appeal to the 
Supreme Court as the fifth lawsuit of the NAACP’s national program. 

 
The Supreme Court agreed to add Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka and the other 

four cases to its 1952-1953 docket. Before the cases were heard, however, the Topeka Board of 
Education voted not to defend the suit; elections in April 1951 had brought members onto the 
Board who had no interest in pursuing segregation as a policy. In response to this action by the 
School Board, though, the Supreme Court required the Kansas Attorney General to take part. 
The state’s position was only to defend the right to permit segregation, not to enforce it. As a 
result, the Attorney General had no enthusiasm for the case and appointed a junior attorney, Paul 
E. Wilson, to represent Topeka. The Attorney General requested that the School Board prepare a 
legal brief, however, which the School Board’s attorney did reluctantly. The principal line of 
defense was, therefore, to defend Kansas’ law, which, among other things, permitted segregation 
in elementary school education, rather than to defend segregation itself. It was a difficult position 
to maintain, particularly for a young and inexperienced attorney. 

 
Initial arguments for the five cases began on December 9, 1952, with different teams of 

attorneys for each case. This hearing concluded on December 11, 1952, and, at the end of the 
court’s term in June 1953, the justices announced that it would defer action. Instead of ruling, the 
court requested that the opposing attorneys for each of the five cases prepare answers to five 
questions about the history and the original intent of the Fourteenth Amendment, particularly as 
it pertained to segregation in public schools. This was partly a stalling tactic given the deep 
divisions within the court and fears of reprisals that might result from a decision. The cases 
would be re-heard in the following term. 

 
In early September 1953, before the start of the new Supreme Court term, Chief Justice 

Fred M. Vinson died of a heart attack. In his place, President Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed 
former California Governor Earl Warren on October 5, 1953 as a recess appointment; Congress 
confirmed his appointment in March 1954. The second round of hearings on Brown v. Board of 
Education began on December 7, 1953. Prior to the presentation of arguments, however, the 
Topeka Board of Education had voted to begin the process of integrating the city’s elementary 
schools, rendering the Kansas portion of the Supreme Court case moot. Attorney Paul Wilson, 
representing the State of Kansas, still made a presentation, but debate over the Topeka case 
lasted less than an hour. Arguments for all five cases closed on December 9, 1953. Almost 
immediately, all the justices except one, Justice Stanley Reed, agreed that segregation could no 
longer be sustained on constitutional grounds. Justice Warren held discussions with Justice Reed 
in the spring of 1954 and convinced him to join the majority to issue a unanimous opinion. The 
opinion was issued on May 17, 1954. The decision was a victory for civil rights. The Plessy v. 
Ferguson decision in 1896 upheld the practice of segregation in the nation, but subsequent 
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decisions had already eroded that precedent. In the decision, the justices famously concluded 
“that in the field of public education the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no place. Separate 
educational facilities are inherently unequal.” 

 
Coming to this decision was relatively quick and straightforward for the justices, but they 

all recognized that making such a strong and clear policy statement was not enough. Their chief 
concern about the decision was implementation: how the ideal would be put into practice in the 
nation’s distinct places and settings. As Richard Kluger described it, “Nothing could be worse 
for the Court than to issue a ringing declaration of human and civil rights and then throw up its 
hands and dump the entire problem into the laps of the rest of the nation.”25In announcing their 
decision in the spring of 1954, therefore, they announced also that they would take testimony and 
issue a separate ruling in the following term regarding implementation. In 1955, the Court finally 
issued its implementation order. In this announcement, unlike in their original decision, the 
Justices equivocated. The language in the implementation ruling softened and left a great deal of 
the responsibility for implementing integration to local school districts, who were urged to 
comply with the original 1954 ruling “with all deliberate speed.” This second ruling, as  
evidenced by the course of events in Farmville, Virginia, Little Rock, Arkansas, and elsewhere in 
the country, allowed even moderate communities the opportunity to delay and evade the 
inevitable. 

 
Contested Legacy of Brown v. Board of Education 
The issuance of the Supreme Court’s implementation ruling in 1955, dubbed “Brown II,” 

leads naturally to discussions of the impact of the first Brown v. Board of Education decision. 
Because the practice of segregated public schools was far from monolithic even in the seventeen 
states where it was permitted, it is difficult to generalize. Certainly, the process was easier and 
less contentious in some places than in others, and reactions to the decision by the proponents 
and opponents of school desegregation, whether swift or slow, were mixed. Many of both races 
found it a ground-breaking step in the right direction and one of the Supreme Court’s most 
important decisions, providing the basis for continuing improvement in conditions for African 
Americans. Others of both races found the decision deeply flawed: those who feared the social 
upheaval of rapid integration felt that the first Brown decision went too far, while those who 
favored immediate integration felt that Brown II was either a betrayal of the original decision or 
made it too easy for states and local boards of education to delay the process of integration. 

 
Several straightforward points can be made, however. First, the Supreme Court clearly 

softened its stance in Brown II compared with the original ruling. The requirement for school 
districts to comply with school integration with “all deliberate speed” was far from the tone set in 
the original Brown decision. Detractors often refer to the “unfulfilled promises” of Brown v. 
Board of Education, many laying the blame on the Supreme Court in its second Brown decision. 
According to a 1994 article in the Journal of Negro Education, “Brown II neither mandated an 
immediate end nor set a timetable for eradicating school segregation.” Instead, the authors 
observed, the decision required school districts to make only “a prompt and reasonable start 
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toward full compliance.”26 In other words, the second decision required only a plan for 
integration rather than successful integration. Second, it is clear that opposition to the integration 
of schools as expressed in the original Brown, throughout the southern states in particular, was 
widespread and passionately held. In March 1956, for example, all but three Senators from 
southern states signed a manifesto, known as the Declaration of Constitutional Principles, 
pledging to use all lawful means to stop integration. This formal statement was part of a strategy 
identified as Massive Resistance. Senator Harry Byrd (D-VA) introduced the phrase in 1954: “If 
we can organize the Southern States for massive resistance to this order I think that, in time, the 
rest of the country will realize that racial integration is not going to be accepted in the South.” 
Urged by members of Congress and other political leaders in southern states, this was a strategy 
to stop integration of public schools through a variety of means including financial penalties on 
those school districts that proposed integration, creating school choice plans designed to 
maintain integrated schools, and using marginally legal means to intimidate African American 
families from sending their children to schools for whites. 

 
The impact of the Brown decision on future civil rights laws is also contested. Many 

scholars and advocates for civil rights and social justice through the 1980s and beyond were 
pessimistic, citing the ongoing prevalence of racial discrimination throughout American society 
and continuing segregation in public schools. As Russo et al. point out, “In the decade following 
Brown, progress toward school desegregation proceeded with anything but ‘all deliberate speed.’ 
As of 1964, a mere 2.14% of African American children in 7 of the 11 southern states attended 
desegregated schools.”27 Among those who focus on the “unfulfilled promises” of the original 
Brown decision and are pessimistic about its import, an approach known as the “backlash thesis” 
emerged. According to this view, it was the Massive Resistance movement, which devolved 
eventually into violence against African Americans and civil rights supporters, rather than the 
Brown decision itself, that led to the passage of such landmark laws as the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.28 

 
Other scholars and observers have been far more optimistic. Most of these Brown 

optimists hew closely to the fact that the Supreme Court set precedent with the original Brown 
decision, while merely acknowledging the unpleasant realities of the time with the second 
decision. This approach typically focuses on several factors. First, lower court cases as early as 
the late 1950s regularly cited the 1954 Brown decision. As V.P. Franklin observed in a 2005 
article, between 1955 and 1960  

one finds more and more African Americans challenging in the courts racially 
discriminatory practices in public accommodations, and when they won these 
cases against owners of hotels, restaurants, cemeteries, insurance agencies, and 

 
26 Charles J. Russo, J. John Harris III, and Rosetta F. Sandidge, “Brown v. Board of Education at 40: A Legal 
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27 Russo et al., “Brown v. Board of Education at 40,” 300. 
28 The leading proponent of this approach to understanding the impact of Brown v. Board of Education is Michael J. 
Klarman; see “How Brown Changed Race Relations: The Backlash Thesis,” The Journal of American History (81: 
June 1994), 81-118. See also a summary of this approach in V.P. Franklin, “Introduction: Brown v. Board of 
Education—Fifty Years of Educational Change in the United States,” The Journal of African American History 90 
(Winter 2005): 1-8; in this assessment more than a decade after Klarman’s seminal article, Franklin is critical of the 
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other businesses serving ‘the public,’ the judges’ rulings often made specific 
references to the Supreme Court’s decision in the Brown case declaring 
‘segregation’ unconstitutional.29 

   
Others who emphasize the positive aspects of Brown v. Board of Education refer to the 

series of Supreme Court decisions through the 1960s and early 1970s that cited the 1954 Brown 
decision while extending its provisions. Many school districts in states where segregation 
persisted sought a variety of means to maintain the racial status quo, and challenges to these 
methods rose through the court system to the Supreme Court by the early 1960s. Two cases that 
were decided in 1963—Goss v. Board of Education of the City of Knoxville and McNeese v. 
Board of Education, Community Unit School District 187, Cahokia, Illinois—declared 
unconstitutional different efforts to forestall integration. In Griffin v. County School Board of 
Prince Edward County (1964), and again in 1968 with a decision in the Green v. County School 
Board of New Kent County case, the Supreme Court ruled that “freedom of choice” plans which 
were enacted to close public schools while providing tuition grants for private schools, were 
likewise unconstitutional. The Green decision, in particular, marked a turning point, fourteen 
years after the original Brown decision,  

as the Court decreed that in order for a district to meet its duty to end a segregated 
or dual system, it was required to do more than merely formulate a plan for doing 
so. Rather, such dual districts, the Court concluded, must take affirmative, 
realistic, and effective steps to convert promptly to desegregated or unitary 
status.30 
 
Some see this continuation of Supreme Court cases, striking down local practices that 

continued to forestall school integration, as evidence that the original Brown decision, weakened 
by Brown II, has not lived up to its promises. Others, however, see the original Brown decision 
as providing the legal foundation on which these subsequent decisions, and other civil rights 
gains, were based. Harvard Law Professor Mark Tushnet, for example, argued in 1994 that the 
Brown decision established a fundamental principle of constitutional law. “Before Brown,” he 
concluded, “no institution of the national government had endorsed its general principle, and 
such an endorsement allowed the principle to become more firmly embedded in the white 
political culture.” In his assessment of the significance of the Brown decision, Tushnet argued 
that “Government decisions relying on race (or relying on race to subordinate) rapidly became 
uncontroversially unconstitutional, and arguments that such decisions were acceptable rapidly 
became discredited.”31 The esteemed African American historian John Hope Franklin, whom 
Thurgood Marshall had persuaded to assist the LDF in preparing its historical assessment before 
the 1954 second hearing at the Supreme Court, was no less eloquent. Writing in 2004, Franklin 
recalled that 

Although few people at the time saw the connection between the fight that 
Marshall led in 1954 and the fight that Martin Luther King, Jr. led a decade later, 
it takes only the slightest discernment to see the dots that connect them and to 
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appreciate both kinds of activism as contributing to the improvement of American 
society.32 

 
Brown v. Board of Education Legacy in Topeka 
The strategy of Massive Resistance never took hold in Topeka. Public schools in the city 

had never been completely segregated, as the practice affected only elementary schools. No laws 
barred African American students from attending integrated high schools in the city, and, as a 
result, many students of both races over the years had the opportunity to attend school together. 
Support for maintaining segregation by the late 1940s was far from monolithic, and with hardline 
school board members voted out in the early 1950s, the Board of Education began making plans 
for integrating the city’s elementary schools even before the first Brown v. Board of Education 
decision was handed down, and all elementary schools in Topeka integrated in 1955. Moreover, 
both African American and white students at the time, when interviewed later, recalled no 
substantive racial incidents.33 

 
The shift toward greater integration in public schools, however, came at a cost. In 

particular, many of the formerly all-black neighborhood schools began losing attendance as 
students attended other schools. The Topeka School Board, rather than bringing white students to 
formerly African American schools, began plans for building new schools “and moving African 
American children into formerly white schools.”34 Attendance at all of the city’s African 
American elementary schools began to decline through the late 1950s and 1960s, and many of 
them remained functionally segregated due to being neighborhood based. A 1973 study of 
Monroe Elementary School by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, for 
example, found that the school was not in compliance with the city’s plan for integration, and 
Cheryl Brown Henderson, the youngest daughter of Oliver Brown and then a teacher at Monroe 
Elementary School, recalled that approximately ninety-five percent of the students were African 
American. In the wake of this report, and with declining enrollment at the school, what was by 
then the Topeka Unified School District 501 (USD-501) developed a plan to close Monroe 
Elementary School at the end of the 1974-1975 school year. According to a 1993 report, Brown 
Henderson recalled that this plan accomplished two goals: allowing redistribution of students to 
achieve a better racial balance and relieving the School Board of the cost of maintaining a school 
with declining enrollment.35  

The 1974 plan, however, failed to achieve racial balance, and many schools in the district 
remained “racially identifiable.”  In 1979 attorneys Richard Jones, Joseph Johnson and Charles 
Scott Jr., son of one of the original Brown attorneys, in association with Chris Hansen from the 
New York office of the American Civil Liberties Union, petitioned the federal court to reopen 
the original Brown case to determine if Topeka Public Schools had ever, in fact, complied with 
the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in 1954.  The suit alleged that the School Board’s policy of open 
enrollment, in which parents could send their children to the school of their choice rather than 
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attending their neighborhood school, allowed the parents of white children to functionally 
reestablish segregation. Their case is commonly known as Brown III.  The principal plaintiff was 
Oliver Brown’s daughter, Linda Brown Buckner, by then a parent herself. The case was first 
heard in U.S. District Court, which ruled against their petition. In 1989, however, the Tenth 
Circuit Court found that the Topeka School Board had not fully complied with the desegregation 
order from the first Brown v. Board of Education decision of 1954. The school board appealed to 
the Supreme Court which, in 1992, issued a final denial to hear the case; the Tenth Circuit 
Court’s decision would stand. In response, USD-501 developed a plan that included three 
elementary magnet schools and redrawn district attendance plans which made extensive efforts 
to be racially balanced. By 1999, the U.S. District Court ruled that the Topeka School Board had 
met its requirement for integration.36  

 
Significantly for this study, one of the three new magnet schools built to comply with the 

federal desegregation order was located only two blocks north of the Brown v. Board of 
Education National Historic Site. The Williams Magnet School was built in 1996 and named in 
honor of Mamie Luella Williams (1894-1986), a well-known African American teacher in the 
Topeka Public School System from 1918 to 1960. Williams served as Principal of two of 
Topeka’s segregated schools for African American children, Washington Elementary and 
Monroe Elementary. She remained active in civic life after her retirement in 1960, serving on the 
Kansas Commission on the Status of Women and the Senior Citizens Advisory Council for the 
Republican Party of Kansas, and was a delegate to the 1971 White House Conference on Aging; 
she also received an honorary doctorate in mathematics from Washburn University in 1982.37 
Another of the magnet schools created in response to the Brown III decision, the Scott Dual 
Language School, is named for Brown v. Board attorneys, who were brothers, John and Charles 
Scott. Following military service in World War II, both brothers completed law degrees at 
Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas, and joined the firm established by their father, Elisha 
Scott. John Scott had relocated to Washington, DC, in 1954, becoming Assistant Solicitor 
General of the U.S. Department of the Interior, where he retired in 1984. Following the Brown 
decision, Charles Scott, Sr. remained in Topeka in private practice. The third magnet school 
created in response to the Brown III decision is named for Dr. Kay Meadows, the first black 
woman to serve as the president of the Topeka Board of Education.38 
 

U.S. Constitution National Historic Landmark Theme Study 
Brown v. Board of Education was an immensely important Supreme Court decision that 

established precedent for the interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of 
the United States. For three decades after the decision was handed down, however, its 
importance was recognized largely through subsequent decisions in the Supreme Court and in 
lower courts. The civil rights movement that emerged in the mid-1950s grew into a powerful 
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cultural and political force by the 1960s, with stunning gains in legislation and more widespread 
acceptance of racial equality. However, it came at the cost of violence against protestors and the 
murders of civil rights leaders, most notably the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in 
Memphis, Tennessee, in 1968. The civil rights movement was a continuation of a much longer 
struggle for justice on the part of African Americans that stretched back to the early twentieth 
century. It clearly gained new impetus when the Supreme Court declared unanimously and 
unequivocally that segregation had no place in public education and, by extension, in society at 
large. The importance of Brown v. Board of Education was long recognized for its significance 
within the recent history of the civil rights movement, becoming a standard part of college 
history curricula by the early 1980s. Its role in the constitutional history of the United States, 
however, has been less fully developed. 

 
In March 1984, in anticipation of the 200th anniversary of the Constitution in 1987, 

Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger convened a meeting with NPS Chief Historian 
Edwin Bearss and Howard Westwood, the long-time attorney in Washington, DC, who 
pioneered the development of legal aid and neighborhood legal services in the District of 
Columbia in the 1950s. The purpose of the meeting was to initiate plans for a study to identify 
sites associated with the Supreme Court’s most important decisions impacting interpretation of 
the Constitution, and with key people important in the history of the Constitution. A subsequent 
meeting later that month involved several other scholars of American constitutional history. The 
result of this second meeting was to recommend that William H. Allen, a long-time attorney and 
law professor, and a former Chief Clerk to Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren, prepare a 
list of Supreme Court cases to be considered in the study.39 

 
Working through late 1984, Allen developed a set of seven criteria for cases to be 

included in the study, which he delivered in January 1985 together with a selection of 123 cases. 
In August 1985, Bearss assigned NPS Staff Historian Dr. Harry Butowsky to prepare the 
National Historic Landmark Theme Study that included a consideration of all 123 of the cases 
that Allen recommended (Figure 3). Butowsky conducted an extensive study of places associated 
with these cases, together with places associated with signers of the Constitution and places 
associated with additional Supreme Court cases that were also historically significant. Butowsky 
found that 165 existing National Historic Landmarks and units of the National Park System 
already illustrated historical aspects of the Constitution. For the remaining Supreme Court cases 
and people, Butowsky conducted a thorough search for associated places, often finding either no 
remaining property, no conclusive evidence of a surviving property, or remaining properties that 
were not sufficiently associated with a specific case. In his study, Butowsky also identified sites 
that were important in constitutional history generally but were not part of a particular case, such 
as the First and Second Banks of the United States in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the 
Supreme Court Building in Washington, DC. 

 

 
39 Harry Butowsky, “Introductory Essay,” The U.S. Constitution: A National Historic Landmark Theme Study 
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Figure 3. Harry Butowsky, 2020. Photograph by Deborah Harvey. 

 
In addition to compiling the list of places associated with the Constitution generally and 

the Supreme Court particularly, Butowsky identified five properties that represented particularly 
important developments in the history of the Constitution that had not previously been identified 
either as National Historic Landmarks or National Park System units. For each of these five 
places, Butowsky prepared a National Historic Landmark nomination form. These five properties 
were the Supreme Court Building, Washington, DC; the First Bank of the United States, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; the Second Bank of the United States, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 
the Pittsylvania County Courthouse, Chatham, Virginia; and Sumner Elementary School, 
Topeka, Kansas (Figure 4). 

 
In his comprehensive study, Butowsky identified potential sites associated with each 

article of the Constitution and with each Amendment. Butowsky included recent cases in his 
review of the Constitution’s articles and amendments, but he recommended that nearly all sites 
associated with cases brought since the 1950s were “too recent to determine national 
significance.” The one exception was the Brown v. Board of Education decision. Butowsky 
identified two potential sites associated with the decision: Oliver Brown’s house on West First 
Street in Topeka, Kansas, which had already been demolished, and Sumner Elementary School 
on Western Avenue in Topeka. Butowsky recalled facing opposition to including sites associated 
with the Brown decision on the grounds that the case was too recent, and, thus, the period of 
significance would be far less that the fifty years that serve as the typical guideline. As he 
described his discussions,  

at that time, it [the Brown decision] was only thirty years old. Don’t 
forget, this was 1986, and they said, “No, you can’t – wait, you can’t do 
that. You have to wait until fifty years to determine national significance.  
Well, that’s – and I looked at [Historian] Ben Levy, and I looked at Ed 
Bearss, and I said, “You gotta be nuts!” I said, “This is a – this is a case 
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that’s nationally significant now! There’s no doubt about it, so, I want to 
do Brown v. Board of Ed.”40 
 

 
Figure 4. Sumner Elementary School, 2019. Photograph by the author. 

 
 

Butowsky successfully argued his case and continued to work on the National 
Historic Landmark nomination for Sumner Elementary School. At the time that 
Butowsky prepared the nomination, Sumner Elementary School remained a functioning 
school. The school building, he noted, had been maintained regularly; none of the 
changes detracted from the historic integrity of the building, and it remained largely as it 
was in 1954. In his summary, Butowsky claimed that the Brown decision was 
“momentous.” He continued by arguing that: 

The social and ideological impact of the case can not be overstated. The decision 
was unanimous with only a single opinion of the Court. The issue of the legal 
separation of the races was settled. Segregation was a violation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment of the Constitution and was unconstitutional. 
 

 
40 Harry Butowsky, oral history interview, March 16, 2020. 
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Sumner Elementary School, he concluded, “symbolizes the harsh reality of descrimination [sic] 
permitted by the Plessy decision in 1896 and the promise of equality embodied in the Fourteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution that was realized after 1954.”41 
 

Butowsky selected Sumner Elementary School to represent the Brown decision as the 
school to which Oliver Brown was denied the right to enroll his daughter Linda on the basis of 
their race. The elementary schools in Topeka that had been set aside for African Americans, 
however, were not considered for inclusion in the National Historic Landmark Theme Study. 
The omission of the former Monroe Elementary School, which Oliver Brown’s daughter 
attended instead of Sumner, was a particularly glaring one, explained in part by the fact that it 
was no longer a functioning school and was then in private hands. Three of the elementary 
schools formerly reserved for African American children remained at the time. Threats to the 
survival of Monroe Elementary School just four years later, however, drew attention to Topeka’s 
role in the constitutional history of the United States.  
  

 
41 Harry Butowsky, Sumner Elementary School, National Historic Landmark nomination, 1986, incorporated in 
Butowsky, Theme Study. 
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Chapter 2: Legislative History 
 

The Topeka School Board closed Monroe Elementary School in 1975, after nearly five 
decades of service. More than just a school, Monroe Elementary served as a community center 
for the surrounding, predominantly African American neighborhood (Figure 5). Student 
enrollment had been in decline for several years before it was closed, but the building remained 
vital to the community and was a source of pride; its closure created a gap. Although the school’s 
role as a local center of education and community sustenance ended in 1975, its role in the 
nation’s history and conscience did not end. Monroe Elementary School, where three generations 
of African American children in Topeka gained a top-flight education, remains a potent symbol 
of how far the nation had fallen from its professed ideals. It is also a symbol of the determination 
of African Americans generally, and those in Topeka particularly, to persevere in the quest to 
secure their rights as guaranteed in the Constitution. Established by Congress in 1992, the Brown 
v. Board of Education National Historic Site was the first unit of the National Park System to 
interpret a Supreme Court case as an aspect of constitutional history and was part of a wave of 
new units interpreting topics that challenge the nation’s conscience. 

 

 
Figure 5. Monroe Elementary School, looking north, 2021. Photograph by the author. 

 
Monroe Elementary School closed in 1975, but the school board retained the building for 

use as a warehouse through 1980. By the late 1970s, the City of Topeka had rezoned the 
surrounding neighborhood to light industrial/commercial use, altering the character of the 
school’s surroundings as new commercial warehouses and businesses replaced some housing. 
The school board sold the school in 1980 to a private individual, Richard Applehans, but his 
plans for development of the building and site fell through. Applehans then sold the building in 
1982 to the Church of the Nazarene, which occupied the building until 1988. The church 
renovated the interior and used the building for church services and for its humanitarian 
programs including a dental clinic and clothing pantry.  
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In 1988, the Church of the Nazarene sold the school to S/S Builders, which was owned by 
Mark A. Steuve. Steuve, who was unaware of the building’s history when he bought it, used it 
for storing construction materials and equipment for his contracting business.42 Stueve conducted 
basic maintenance and repairs to the building to keep it safe from the elements and repaired the 
stone entrance when it showed signs of collapse. While replacing the electrical wiring, Steuve’s 
work crews removed most of the interior walls on the second floor. He also allowed a local 
community group to operate a childcare center in the building. In 1989, however, staff from the 
community childcare center accidentally lit a small fire in one of the rooms, which caused some 
charring and smoke damage. Stueve later noted that the damage was cosmetic only, and he was 
able to repair it quickly, but he stopped allowing the childcare center in the building.43 By 1990, 
however, with a downturn in his business and a recent divorce, Steuve no longer needed to use 
the building for storage and decided to sell it by holding a public auction. 

 
The Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research 
Oliver Brown died in 1962 at age forty-one, leaving behind his wife and three daughters. 

The middle daughter, now Cheryl Brown Henderson, received her bachelor’s degree in 
elementary education and, by the early 1970s, was a sixth-grade teacher at Monroe Elementary 
School in Topeka, Kansas. In April 1988, Brown Henderson and her family along with other 
members of the community began discussing ways of forming a “living memorial, i.e. tribute,” 
to the attorneys and plaintiffs in the Brown case (Figure 6). Their initial goal was to create a 
Brown Scholarship, but their plans soon turned toward creating a foundation “that would 
continue the work in educational equity” begun with the Brown decision.44 As Brown Henderson 
recalled later, 

In January of 1988, I sat visiting with a young man new to the Topeka 
community. His name was Jerry Jones and he would have an unparalleled effect 
on my life and the lives of my family. As he and I prepared to attend one of the 
many observances of the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Jerry asked a 
seemingly innocent question.  What is being done to commemorate the 
anniversary of Brown v. The Board of Education?  My response of “not much” 
both shocked and challenged him.45 
 

In an oral history interview in 2020, Brown Henderson recalled that Jones “was surprised to 
learn that Topeka did not recognize or commemorate this historic milestone and pointedly said If 
Brown v. Board is not being recognized in Topeka, ‘Isn’t that your responsibility?’  His words 
became the catalyst.”46 Over the next several months, Brown Henderson, Jones, and others held 
discussions that revealed a lack of widely disseminated accurate information about the Brown v. 
Board of Education decision, both nationally and in Topeka. To remedy this situation, the Brown 
Foundation was incorporated on October 24, 1988. Established in Topeka and now based in 
Florida, the Brown Foundation is a non-profit organization focused on education, with the intent  

 
42 Weekley, A Long Pull, 251. 
43 Trip Report, Staff Historian Harry Butowsky to Chief Historian Edwin Bearss, December 3, 1990; personal 
collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. 
44 “Position Paper: Brown vs The Board of Education Management Alternative,” June 25, 1991; typescript MS in 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
45 Cheryl Brown Henderson, “Brown Foundation Story,” published on the Brown Foundation website, 
http://brownvboard.org/content/brown-foundation-story (accessed May 22, 2020). 
46 Cheryl Brown Henderson, oral history interview, April 2, 2020. 
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Figure 6. Cheryl Brown Henderson (L) and Linda Brown Buckner (R), c. 1993. Photograph in files of Brown v. 

Board of Education NHP. 

 
 
of continuing the original cause of the Brown v. Board of Education decision to support 
educational excellence to those of all races.  
 

Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation quickly positioned themselves as the 
principal source of information and interpretation about the Brown decision. In 1991, they billed 
themselves as “the sole non-federal agency providing primary source material about the decision 
to researchers, educators, attorneys, museums, and the media.”47 Almost immediately after being 
founded, the Brown Foundation began an ambitious educational outreach program. One of the 
initial programs was to provide scholarships to students of color who were planning on careers in 
education. The first scholarship was awarded in 1989, and additional scholarship programs were 
added over the years. In addition, the Brown Foundation has actively supported a broader 
understanding of the Brown decision in its wider context, including its roots in Topeka and its 
connection with the four other cases that were consolidated under its heading. The Brown 
Foundation also began discussions with Washburn University School of Law in Topeka 
regarding the creation of an archive of materials pertaining to the original Topeka case and to the 
final Supreme Court case. In 1989 also, the Brown Foundation Board began developing a 
traveling exhibit in coordination with the Kansas Humanities Council, and, in 1990, it sponsored 
its first National Symposium on education and civil rights with several community co-sponsors 

 
47 Brown Foundation, “Position Paper,” 2. 
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including the Kansas Commission on Civil Rights, Washburn University, and Kansas State 
University.48 
 

Cheryl Brown Henderson began to express concerns about the protection of Monroe 
Elementary School within months after creating the Brown Foundation, and she quickly gained 
the attention of the Kansas Congressional delegation on this issue. She began writing to African 
American philanthropists in hopes of raising funds to purchase the building. When letters proved 
unsuccessful, she began writing to the Kansas Congressional delegation regarding assistance 
with preserving the building based on its association with the landmark U.S. Supreme Court 
decision.49 In December 1988, she wrote to Senator Nancy Kassebaum (R-KS) regarding the 
possibility of the school being acquired by the National Park Service. She identified the 
significance of Sumner and Monroe Elementary Schools for their significance to the Brown case 
specifically and to Kansas’ role in American history generally. Noting that Sumner School 
remained in active use, Brown Henderson’s concern was for Monroe School, by then in private 
hands. Having Monroe Elementary School in federal hands, she suggested, would not only 
protect the school for its connections to the Brown decision, but could serve to educate the public 
about the role of the case in the desegregation of public schools: “This building can be used as a 
location to preserve the history of the minority population of Kansas and most specifically as a 
facility to house the archives of the ‘Brown case,’” she said. Such an archive, she argued, “would 
provide historians and researchers with a central location for the study of the events, the 
locations and the people who were the players in the scenario that resulted in the Supreme Court 
rendering one of a few unanimous decisions.”50   

 
Kassebaum forwarded the letter to NPS, and, in early February 1989, Associate Director 

for Cultural Resources Jerry L. Rogers replied to Brown Henderson. Rogers pointed out that 
Sumner School had recently been listed as an NHL for its association with the Brown decision. 
As for Monroe School, however, Rogers did not “believe it is feasible or prudent for the National 
Park Service to undertake the administration as a National Historic Site when the Sumner 
Elementary School has been recognized as the significant property associated with the facts of 
this case.”51 With no direct threat to Monroe Elementary School at the time, Brown Henderson 
had little cause to pursue the matter. Despite this negative response, the Brown Foundation 
continued its program to increase recognition of the Brown decision in Topeka and throughout 
Kansas. In May 1989, on the thirty-fifth anniversary of the decision, the Brown Foundation 
sponsored a commemorative ceremony at Sumner Elementary School. The event featured 
George L. Vaughn, immediate past president of the National Caucus of Black School Board 
Members and a member of the Detroit, Michigan, School Board as keynote speaker. Mrs. Patti 
Hayden, wife of Kansas Governor Mike Hayden, attended the event. The event also served as a 
commemoration of the designation of Sumner School as a National Historic Landmark and 
included the closing of a time capsule containing statements from Sumner’s 260 students and 

 
48 Minutes from the Board of Directors meetings of the Brown Foundation provide extensive information about 
active and proposed programs, and are archived as part of the Brown Foundation Papers, Kenneth Spencer Research 
Library, Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas. 
49 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
50 Cheryl Brown Henderson to Senator Nancy Kassebaum, December 19, 1988; personal collection of Harry 
Butowsky provided to the author. See also Cheryl Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
51 Jerry L. Rogers to Cheryl Brown Henderson, February 7, 1989; personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided 
to the author. 
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other memorabilia.52 At the same time, on May 7, 1989, the Brown Foundation, with support 
from the Topeka business community, sponsored the first of dozens of community events to 
commemorate the anniversaries of the Brown decision.  On that Sunday in May, the Foundation 
sponsored a reception that featured civil rights icon Rosa Parks. Over the years, Mrs. Parks 
would participate in three of the Brown Foundation’s programs (Figure 7).53 

 

 
Figure 7. Rosa Parks speaking at the Brown Foundation's first annual commemoration of the Brown decision, May 

7, 1989. Photograph courtesy of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research. 

 
Saving Monroe Elementary School 
In July 1990, Brown Foundation board member Jerry Jones noticed a sign at the Monroe 

School property announcing the coming auction, initially scheduled for July 24. Brown 
Henderson quickly contacted the building’s owner, Mark Steuve, and explained to  
him its significance. Steuve agreed to delay the sale for a few weeks to allow the Brown 
Foundation time to either locate a buyer or to raise the funds to buy the school themselves  
(Figure 8). As Brown Henderson recalled, she and Jerry Jones “wrote letters to various 
philanthropists asking for their help. We received only one courtesy reply but no takers. At our 
next brainstorming session, we decided that, since this was U.S. history, we should contact our 
congressional representatives.”54 As a result, Brown Henderson wrote to Representative Daniel 
R. Glickman (D-KS) for assistance in making connections that might allow the Brown 
Foundation to save the school. While acknowledging that the school would need some repairs, 
Brown Henderson suggested potential uses for the building, including hosting youth programs, 

 
52 Press Release, May 15, 1989; personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. 
53 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
54 Brown Henderson, oral history interview, written addendum, September 2, 2020. 
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space for exhibits on African American history, a public health clinic, community meeting space, 
or office space for community-based organizations. Given other contemporary efforts to preserve 
sites that pertained to African American history and the civil rights movement, she argued, “it 
should not be too much to ask for Kansas to preserve a building that played a part in the nation’s 
history.”55 Glickman immediately put Brown Henderson in touch with Robert A. DeForrest, 
president of the Afro-American Institute for Historic Preservation and Community Development 
(Afro-American Institute).56 

 

 
Figure 8. Jerry Jones, Cheryl Brown Henderson, Mark Steuve (L-R), 1996. Photograph in files of Brown v. Board of 

Education NHP. 

 
DeForrest proved to be a key player in the protection of Monroe Elementary School and 

its designation as a National Historic Site. Together with his brother, Vincent DeForest (they 
spelled their last names differently), Robert DeForrest had founded the Afro-American Institute 
in 1970 for the purpose of identifying and protecting sites associated with the history of African 
Americans. The Afro-American Institute was very well-connected with the federal government, 
having worked extensively with the Department of the Interior and the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. One of their early successes was the designation in 1978 of the Maggie 
L. Walker National Historic Site in Richmond, Virginia, the first unit of the National Park 
System to represent an African American woman. In the summer of 1990, DeForrest was in 
communication with NPS regarding the possibility of locating a document repository for the 
Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record (HABS/HAER) 

 
55 Cheryl Brown Henderson to Congressman Dan Glickman, July 26, 1990; personal collection of Harry Butowsky 
provided to the author. 
56 Ibid. 
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program at Howard University, a historic African American university in Washington, DC. In 
the conclusion of a letter to NPS Senior Historian Benjamin Levy on August 17, 1990, DeForrest 
included a brief mention of the pending auction of Monroe School, adding that “prompt action 
will be required by all of us to save this site for possible inclusion in any proposed National 
Historical Park.”57  

 
At the same time, DeForrest contacted other NPS staff specifically about Monroe 

Elementary School, including Associate Director for Cultural Resources Jerry Rogers and Staff 
Historian Harry Butowsky, together with Robert D. Bush, Executive Director of the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation and a member of Senator Kassebaum’s staff. In a letter to 
Representative Glickman, DeForrest argued that Monroe Elementary School should have been 
included in the 1986 NHL designation of Sumner Elementary School and that pursuing an NHL 
designation for Monroe Elementary School would be an important first step. He told Glickman 
that having the support of the Kansas Congressional delegation in urging NPS to investigate the 
NHL status of the school would be crucial. DeForrest also contacted Mark Steuve, the building’s 
owner, who agreed to work with the Brown Foundation as they sought ways to protect it.58 

 
Cheryl Brown Henderson traveled to Washington, DC in September 1990 to meet with 

NPS officials, the Kansas Congressional Delegation, and Robert DeForrest. She made two key 
connections on this trip, one of which was NPS Historian Harry Butowsky, who had written the 
National Historic Landmark nomination for the Sumner School. As Butowsky recalled, he met 
Brown Henderson at the suggestion of DeForrest, a colleague and friend: 

So, I went down, and we went to a local hotel, and I met Cheryl. And I’m 
listening to Cheryl, and I’m thinking, “She’s right! I only got half the 
story. I only got the one school. I didn’t get the black school.” After 
talking to Bob Deforrest, I agreed to look at the documentation again and 
examine the Monroe School.59 
 
Also, during her trip to Washington, and as a result of her meeting with NPS, Brown 

Henderson made contact with staff at the Trust for Public Land (TPL). A non-profit created in 
1972 by a group of lawyers, real estate professionals, and finance experts formerly associated 
with The Nature Conservancy, the TPL works with local organizations to help protect historic 
places, initially by supporting local land trust organizations who endeavored to protect open 
spaces. The organization quickly developed what had become one of its core programs: 
purchasing land targeted for development and holding it until it could be transferred for public 
use with suitable protective easements in place. In the autumn of 1990, when Brown Henderson 
contacted TPL’s Midwest office in Minneapolis regarding Monroe School, TPL was preparing to 
transfer land to NPS following establishment of Weir Farm National Historic Site, Connecticut, 
the former farm property of American Impressionist painter J. Alden Weir. Trust for Public Land 
staff began negotiating with Mark Steuve to secure an option on the building and provided funds 

 
57 Robert DeForrest to Benjamin Levy, August 17, 1990; personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the 
author. 
58 DeForrest to Glickman, August 24, 1990; personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. 
59 Butowsky, oral history interview. 
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for a real estate assessment and to help Steuve meet his ongoing operating costs for the 
building.60 

 
With the building temporarily safe from sale and potential demolition, Brown 

Henderson’s attention returned to NPS, and in the winter of 1990 she met with a group of 
Topeka plaintiffs in the Brown decision to discuss the possibilities for national recognition of the 
school in relation to the decision (Figure 9). In September 1990, Representative Glickman and 
Senators Kassebaum and Robert Dole (R-KS) wrote letters to NPS in support of designating 
Monroe Elementary School a National Historic Landmark. In separate responses, Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks S. Scott Sewell announced that Staff 
Historian Butowsky would return to Topeka in 1991 to evaluate Monroe Elementary School for 
possible designation as a National Historic Landmark, in coordination with the Kansas State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). Rather than wait until 1991, however, Butowsky traveled 
to Topeka in November 1990. While there, he met first with SHPO staff, who had little 
information to share and were uncertain that the building merited designation as a National 
Historic Landmark. He followed this meeting with an extensive discussion with Cheryl Brown 
Henderson. He conducted a close examination of Monroe School with Mark Steuve, who told 
Butowsky that he would support the school’s designation as a National Historic Landmark. 
Butowsky conducted a public meeting to explain the process and received strong support with 
one exception, a representative of Historic Topeka who expressed concern about designating the 
school for an event that was less that fifty years old and claimed, without evidence, that the 
designation did not have the full support of the city’s African American community.61 

 
Based on his visit, Butowsky recommended to the Chief Historian that Monroe 

Elementary School be added to the existing Sumner Elementary School NHL designation. While 
not unprecedented, it was unusual to amend an NHL nomination by adding a second site in a 
remote location. Butowsky recalls addressing this question in discussions with NPS colleagues: 
“But, you know, I made a mistake. I missed half – I missed half the site. . . And I didn’t want to 
take out the Sumner School. I said, ‘We have two sites. And I just missed – I just missed one 
site.’”62 In late December 1990, Chief Historian Edwin C. Bearss approved Butowsky’s 
recommendation and instructed him to go forward with revising the existing NHL nomination to 
include Monroe Elementary as a contributing element, for submittal to the National Park System 
Advisory Board for their Fall 1991 meeting.63 Later, in July 1991, Butowsky completed the 
expanded NHL nomination that included Monroe Elementary, which NPS released for public 
comment. The addition of Monroe Elementary School to the existing NHL designation was 
widely endorsed, with letters from the Mayor of Topeka, the Topeka Board of Education, 
Washburn University, the City of Topeka, the Kansas SHPO, Senators Dole and Kassebaum, 
Representative Glickman, and Mark Steuve along with the Brown Foundation and other 
community organizations sent to the NPS Advisory Board in support of the nomination. Brown  

 
60 Anne Elizabeth Powell, “Unfinished Business,” Historic Preservation (May/June 1994), 101; clipping in personal 
collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. 
61 Memorandum, Staff Historian Butowsky to Chief Historian, December 3, 1990; personal collection of Harry 
Butowsky provided to the author. 
62 Butowksky, oral history interview. 
63 Memorandum, Chief Historian Edwin C. Bearss to Associate Director for Cultural Resource, December 28, 1990; 
personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. 
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Henderson also attended a meeting of the National Park System Advisory Board in Estes Park, 
Colorado, to respond to questions; the Advisory Board formally recommended the enlarged NHL 
designation at its meeting on October 6, 1991, which Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan approved 
on November 6, 1991.64 
 

 
Figure 9. Topeka plaintiffs (L-R) Carol Kay Nutter, Leola Brown Montgomery, Linda Brown Thompson, Victoria 

Lawton Benson, Ruth Ann Scales Everett, Vivian Scales, Lena Carpenter, and Zelma Henderson, 1990. Photograph 
courtesy of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research. 

 
 

Building Support for a National Historic Site 
At the same time as Butowsky was preparing the revised NHL nomination, NPS agreed 

to a request from the Kansas Congressional delegation to conduct a management options study of 
sites associated with the Brown decision. Cheryl Brown Henderson met with Deputy Secretary of 
the Interior Frank Bracken and NPS Director James Ridenour in February 1991 to discuss ways 
of protecting the sites associated with the Brown decision.65 In late March 1991, NPS field staff 

 
64 Letters of endorsement, and Secretary Lujan’s approval of the National Park System Advisory Board’s 
recommendation, are included in the personal collection of Harry Butowsky provided to the author. Information on 
Brown Henderson’s participation in the National Park System Advisory Board’s meeting in Brown Henderson, 
2022. 
65 Cheryl Brown Henderson to Frank Bracken, February 14, 1991; Dole and Kassebaum to James Ridenour, 
February 21, 1991; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
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made an initial visit to Topeka, and a Task Directive for a Management Alternatives study was 
completed in early July 1991. Homestead National Monument of America Superintendent 
Randall Baynes was appointed to lead the study team.66 The team conducted a site visit to 
Topeka in late June 1991, holding public meetings and touring the surrounding neighborhood 
and sites in Topeka. The Kansas State Historical Society, serving as the Kansas SHPO, actively 
supported the work of the study team and provided an extensive study report of the building 
completed by two members of the Historic Preservation Department. While noting that the 
building, particularly portions of the interior, had been altered, the SHPO team concluded that 
the building was in generally good condition and had retained a substantial amount of integrity 
of original materials.67  

 
In preparation for the work of the study team and the preparation of a report on 

management alternatives for the site, the Brown Foundation, in late June 1991, prepared a 
position paper. The Brown Foundation envisioned a cooperative effort among itself, NPS, the 
Kansas State Historical Society, the Topeka City Council, and the Topeka Board of Education. 
According to their position paper, the Brown Foundation would serve as the coordinating body 
and would be responsible for developing and presenting interpretive programs and for 
conducting outreach efforts to agencies, groups, and individuals, while NPS would be 
responsible for preservation, and for technical assistance with interpretation including exhibit 
planning and visitor use.68 

 
Following the visit to Topeka in June 1991, the study team prepared a draft Management 

Alternatives Study in the fall of 1991. In its assessment of the possible management options for 
Monroe Elementary School, the study team included an awareness of other sites and locations in 
Topeka also associated with the Brown decision.  These other sites were: the original U.S. 
District Court House where the initial trial proceedings were held; St. John AME Zion Church, 
where Oliver Brown served as associate pastor; the house of Lucinda Todd, the secretary of the 
local NAACP chapter who made the connection between the local plaintiffs and the NAACP’s 
headquarters; the NAACP offices; the Kansas State Capitol; Washburn University; and Sumner 
Elementary School. After providing a historical overview of the Brown case and the history of 
African Americans in Kansas, the draft outlined the criteria that must be met for a site to be 
included in the National Park System: national significance, representation of a theme not 
already adequately represented within the National Park System, and sufficient size and capacity 
to allow public use. 

 
Both Sumner and Monroe Elementary Schools had already been designated National 

Historic Landmarks, establishing the sites’ national significance. In their assessment, the study 
team members noted that, in both the Constitutional Law Theme Study completed by Harry 
Butowsky in 1986 and in the 1987 NPS publication History and Prehistory on the National Park 
System and the National Historic Landmark Program, sites that interpret the Constitution and the 
court system were substantially under-represented. At the time, no units of the National Park 
System interpreted themes of Constitutional law or the court system, and only three units 

 
66 James M. Ridenour to Senator Bob Dole, April 17, 1991; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
67 Property Inspection Report, August 1, 1991, faxed to Randy Baynes, NPS-Homestead, August 12, 1991; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
68 Brown Foundation, “Position Paper.” 
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interpreted the civil rights movement theme: Frederick Douglass National Historic Site, District 
of Columbia; Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site, Georgia; and Mary McLeod 
Bethune Council House National Historic Site, District of Columbia. As the report concluded,  

The Topeka sites depict a significant historic theme which is not 
adequately represented elsewhere in the National Park or the National 
Historic Landmark Systems. No NPS units and only two NHLs today 
serve to commemorate a significant United States Supreme Court 
decision—let alone one of the magnitude of Brown v. Board of 
Education.69 
 
In early 1991, the study team identified four management alternatives for protecting 

Topeka’s sites and providing for their interpretation. In addition to the standard baseline “No 
Action” alternative, Alternative A, in which there would be no changes to the status quo, the 
study team proposed Alternative B, creating a Brown v. Board of Education National Historic 
Site at Monroe Elementary School, Alternative C, management of the Topeka sites by the Brown 
Foundation, and Alternative D, management of the Topeka sites through a multi-agency 
coalition. For this fourth alternative, the study team examined three possible approaches: a 
coalition of private entities only, an NPS affiliated area, and a federal commission that likely 
would include NPS as the Lead Federal Agency. The third and fourth options allowed a greater 
degree of local control over the sites and their interpretation, with varying input from the federal 
government, and the second option would require NPS to oversee the management, operation, 
and interpretation of the site. As a management-alternatives study only, however, the study 
team’s report included no recommendations and did not identify a preferred alternative. 

 
The study team provided a draft report in the fall of 1991 for NPS internal review and for 

review by the public, primarily in Topeka. Following revisions in the winter of 1992, NPS 
released the Management Alternatives study in March 1992. Although it contained no 
recommendations, it provided the formal basis for legislation. As early as February of 1991, 
however, while Harry Butowsky was preparing the revised National Historic Landmark 
nomination, the Brown Foundation, in consultation with the Kansas Congressional delegation, 
began developing proposed legislation. A year later, in February 1992, while the management 
alternatives study team was being assembled, Cheryl Brown Henderson reported to the Brown 
Foundation board that legislation was then being drafted. Underpinning their approach to the 
legislation was the management alternatives study. When the study is released, the board 
reported, “we will prefer to have the Brown Foundation designated as the managing entity of 
Monroe School on behalf of the Federal government.”70 In addition, Brown Henderson provided 
tours of Monroe Elementary School to Senator Dole, U.S. Representative John Lewis (D-MD), 
and Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Fish, Wildlife and Parks Mike Hayden, all of whom 
visited Topeka to see the site at different times before any legislation was introduced.71 

 

 
69 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Sumner and Monroe Elementary Schools: Management Alternatives 
Study and Environmental Assessment (National Park Service Midwest Region, March 1992), 24-25. 
70 Minutes, Brown Foundation Board of Directors Meeting, February 22, 1992; Brown Foundation Papers, RHMS 
1449, Box 1, Folder 36, Kenneth Spencer Research Library, Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas. See also 
Minutes for February 23, 1991. 
71 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
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With the completion of the Management Alternatives Study in the spring of 1992, 
Kansas’ Congressional delegation began preparing legislation. The National Park Service 
quickly settled upon creating the Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, using 
Monroe Elementary School as the location for the new park’s administrative headquarters and 
visitor orientation. Bills were introduced concurrently in the House of Representatives and the 
Senate on June 24, 1992: Senator Dole introduced S. 2890, with Senator Kassebaum as co-
sponsor, while Representative Jim Slattery (D-KS) introduced H.R. 5484 with three co-sponsors: 
Representatives Dan Glickman, Jan Meyers (R-KS), and John Lewis (D-GA). Both bills initially 
used a longer title: Civil Rights in Education: Brown v. Board of Education National Historic 
Site Act of 1992. 

 
In the House of Representatives, the bill was referred directly to the House Committee on 

Interior and Insular Affairs, and in July was referred again to the House Subcommittee on 
National Parks and Public Lands. This subcommittee held hearings on the bill on September 25, 
1992; following the hearings, the subcommittee marked up the bill and returned it as amended to 
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. In addition, the House added other NPS-related 
issues to the bill, including establishing the Dry Tortugas National Park, making slight 
adjustments to the National Park System Advisory Committee, adding a segment of the New 
River in Virginia and West Virginia to the National Wild and Scenic River System, and 
authorizing the Boston Harbor Islands Study. The committee then reported the bill to the full 
House on October 6, 1992, and the amended bill was placed on the Union Calendar for bills 
involving public funds. On October 8, 1992, it was joined with the matching bill in the Senate. 

 
Senator Kassebaum co-sponsored Senator Dole’s bill, S. 2890, on June 24, 1992, which 

was referred to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, then immediately to the 
Senate Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks. In late July 1992, the Senate 
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources requested executive comment from the Department 
of the Interior and the Office of Management and Budget. The subcommittee held hearings on 
the bill in early August 1992, featuring testimony from Senator Dole, Cheryl Brown Henderson, 
and NPS Assistant Director for Cultural Resources Jerry Rogers. Rogers, on behalf of NPS, 
recommended passage of the bill. Rogers summarized for the subcommittee the history of the 
Brown decision and the progress of commemorating the decision since designating Sumner 
Elementary School as a National Historic Landmark in 1987. Passing over his initial rejection of 
Monroe Elementary School as a potential National Historic Site in 1989, Rogers pointed out that 
Secretary of the Interior Lujan designated the school a National Historic Landmark in 1991. 
Although the Management Alternatives study had included four possible options, he told the 
Senate subcommittee that NPS was now prepared to endorse Alternative B which created a 
National Historic Site at the former Monroe Elementary School under NPS administration. 
Rogers further told the subcommittee that the bill authorized the Secretary of the Interior to enter 
into cooperative agreements with private and public organizations. “We certainly intend,” he 
assured the subcommittee, “to work very closely with the Brown Foundation, which, under the 
energetic leadership of Linda’s sister, Cheryl Brown Henderson, has worked so diligently to 
continue to breathe life into this effort.”72 

 
 

72 Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Public Lands, National Parks and Forests, 102nd Congress, 2nd session, 
August 6, 1992. 
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While enthusiastically supporting the legislation, Rogers told the committee that NPS 
recommended two amendments. First, he requested that the map of the proposed boundary of the 
park, which was attached to the legislation, be renamed in conformance with NPS standards. 
Second, he questioned the name of the proposed park: Civil Rights in Education: Brown v. 
Board of Education National Historic Site. Although historically accurate, he claimed, it “is 
cumbersome at best.” He told the committee that NPS preferred to name the park Equal Rights in 
Education National Historic Site. 

 
Senator Dole then introduced Cheryl Brown Henderson to the subcommittee. In urging 

his colleagues to support the Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, which the 
Brown Foundation had led for more than two years, Dole concluded by observing that  

All those who played a role in advancing the [Brown v. Board of Education] case 
dreamed of a Nation where school children and all people were not divided by 
race. They dreamed of a Nation where the doors of life, liberty, the pursuit of 
happiness were open to all and not slammed shut on some. They dreamed of a 
Nation that built bridges and not walls, and they believed that the Constitution 
provided that Nation. And the Supreme Court said they were right. It was a 
shining moment in history that every American should be proud of.73 
 
In her testimony, Brown Henderson reviewed the role that her father played in ending 

desegregation through his participation in the Brown case. What he stood for, she proclaimed, 
“was not idealism, but rather the best tradition of what this country represents to the world.” She 
cited the Management Alternatives Study, where “it is noted that in order for African-Americans 
to achieve civil rights we did not have to change the constitution. We simply had to assure that 
we fulfilled the intentions of the framers, especially the framers of the 13th, 14th, and 15th 
Amendments.” Before concluding with a plea to pass the legislation, she gave praise to the 
Kansas Congressional delegation: “What these folks have done demonstrates a commitment to 
ensuring a more representative National Parks [sic] system in which people of all racial and 
ethnic backgrounds can take pride.”74 

 
Following her testimony, Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL), the subcommittee chair, asked 

her to give an opinion on NPS’ proposal to change the name of the park. While recognizing the 
merit of both titles and understanding the need to have a shorter title that allows the public to 
understand the park, she opined that, “If there was any way that Brown v. Board of Education 
could kind of be the subheading or subtitle, I would like to see that.” The two then engaged in a 
brief discussion: 

Senator Shelby: Some kind of identity, because that is deep in the American 
psyche. 
Ms. Henderson: I would like to see it somehow attached to the name, although I 
certainly understand the need to have a shorter name. 
Senator Shelby: Well, a lot of people in America, most people I guess, would 
identify with Brown v. Board of Education, the Brown name with what went on, 
what was old in America that is no longer, right? 

 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
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Ms. Henderson: And the building stands a monument to the courage of millions of 
Americans.75 
 
The subcommittee reported the bill back to the committee with amendments, including 

the revised name. The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources then reported the amended 
bill to the full Senate on September 24, 1992, where it passed by voice vote on October 1, 1992. 
The Senate’s bill was then sent to the House of Representatives on October 2, 1992, where it was 
opened for debate on October 6, 1992. On the same date, the Senate agreed to the House 
amendments to the bill, and the full Senate passed the bill as amended on October 8, 1992. The 
Senate then presented the bill to President George H.W. Bush on October 20, 1992; on October 
26, 1992, President Bush signed the bill into law as Public Law 102-525. 

 
The site’s purpose, as defined in its enabling legislation, is to “preserve, protect, and 

interpret” sites that contributed materially to the Brown decision that brought an end to 
segregation in public education, to interpret the role of the Brown decision in the civil rights 
movement, and to assist in the preservation and interpretation of related sites in Topeka “that 
further the understanding of the civil rights movement.” The legislation authorized the Secretary 
of the Interior to acquire Monroe Elementary School and any personal property associated with 
and appropriate for the park’s interpretation, through willing sellers only. The legislation also 
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to enter into cooperative agreements with public and 
private organizations and required the preparation of a General Management Plan within two 
complete fiscal years after funds were appropriated. Finally, the legislation authorized the 
appropriation of up to $1,250,000 for land acquisition and initial development. 

 
Boundary Expansion 
The relationship among the several individual cases that formed the Brown v. Board of 

Education case, arising from Delaware, South Carolina, Virginia, and the District of Columbia as 
well as Kansas, is vital to the understanding and interpretation of the Brown decision. From its 
inception in 1988, for example, the Brown Foundation insisted that the Brown case was about far 
more than Oliver Brown’s role in the original case, arguing that the multiple cases and collective 
action by the NAACP be identified as central to the Brown decision. Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS incorporated this understanding in its interpretive programs, particularly in the 
exhibits developed with the input of the Brown Foundation for Monroe Elementary School in 
2004. As early as 1994, during initial discussions among the General Management Plan team, the 
question of adding Sumner Elementary School to the park was debated vigorously. Because the 
park’s enabling legislation included only Monroe Elementary School, however, the planning 
team reached a consensus that such a move, which would require Congressional action to revise 
the park’s boundary, was not worth the effort in part because of the number of schools in Topeka 
that were named in the Brown case. All four schools reserved for African American children and 
eight schools reserved for white children could make the case for inclusion. Instead, the decision 
was made to concentrate NPS development efforts and funds on Monroe Elementary School and 
its grounds while incorporating Sumner Elementary School and sites outside of Kansas into the 
park’s interpretation.  

 

 
75 Ibid. 
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Since the early 2010s, however, the park has placed increasing effort on expanding its 
outreach to those who manage and interpret sites that are associated with the Brown decision in 
the other states and the District of Columbia. As early as 2012, Cheryl Brown Henderson, her 
colleagues at the Brown Foundation, and other Brown litigants met with Representative Jim 
Clyburn (D-SC) about the possibility of expanding the park as a way to connect sites associated 
with the Brown decision into a single entity, and members of the families associated with the 
other cases strengthened their relationships with each other.76 Later in the decade, the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation’s African American Cultural Heritage Action Fund coordinated 
with Representative Clyburn and Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) to foster the connections among 
the sites and people associated with the other cases in the Brown decision while also allowing the 
buildings to maintain their current uses.77  

 
These efforts drew Congressional attention late in the decade. In September 2020, 

Representative Clyburn, with Representatives Lisa Blunt Rochester (D-DE), Eleanor Holmes 
Norton (D-DC), and Denver Riggleman (R-VA), introduced H.R. 8281. At the same time, an 
identical companion bill was introduced as S. 4622 in the Senate by Senator Coons with Senators 
Lindsay Graham (R-SC), Mark Warner (D-VA), Tim Scott (R-SC), Timothy Kaine (D-VA), and 
Thomas Carper (D-DE) as co-sponsors. Both bills would amend the park’s enabling legislation 
by expanding the park’s boundary to include Summerton High School and Scott’s Branch High 
School in South Carolina, though not until the Department of the Interior acquired sufficient land 
(or interests in land) that included these schools.  In addition, the legislation recognized other 
sites that are affiliated with the Brown decision: the Robert Russa Moton Museum (formerly 
Robert Russa Moton School) in Virginia; Howard High School, Claymont Community Center 
(formerly Claymont High School), Hockessin School #107C in Delaware; and John Philip Sousa 
Junior High School in the District of Columbia. The legislation proposed that NPS provide 
general administration for the affiliated sites and enter into cooperative agreements with the local 
entities that manage the sites, “to provide financial assistance for the marketing, marking, 
interpretation, and preservation of the respective affiliated area.” The affiliated site would 
continue to be owned, managed, and maintained by the local entity. 

 
The House of Representatives referred H.R. 8281 to the House Committee on Natural 

Resources, and the Senate referred S. 4622 to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural 
Resources. Neither the House nor the Senate committee referred the bill to their respective 
subcommittee, and both bills died in committee when the 116th Congress ended. When the new 
Congress was seated, however, both bills were introduced again on February 8, 2021. The Senate 
bill (S. 270) was again sponsored by Senator Coons with the same co-sponsors except that 
Senator Jerry Moran (R-KS) was added. The House bill (H.R. 920) had the same sponsors except 
that Representative Robert Good (R-VA) replaced Representative Riggleman. Both bills in the 
117th Congress were identical to the original bills. The House of Representatives referred H.R. 
920 to the House Committee on Natural Resources which, in turn, referred the bill to the House 
Natural Resources Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests, and Public Lands. The 
subcommittee held hearings on April 12, 2021. The subcommittee did not release a report or take 
any further actions. 

 
 

76 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
77 Ibid. See also https://savingplaces.org/brown-v-boe#.Yp-URS-B0Us.  
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The Senate referred S. 270 to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources 
which, in turn, referred the bill to the Senate Subcommittee on National Parks. The 
subcommittee held hearings on June 23, 2021, and, on November 18, 2021, reported the bill back 
to the committee favorably with an amendment. The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural 
Resources released its report on March 2, 2022. This report included the testimony provided to 
the subcommittee in June 2021 by Acting NPS Associate Director for Park Planning, Facilities 
and Lands Michael A. Caldwell. In his statement, Caldwell declared that NPS supported the bill 
but proposed an amendment that would redesignate the park as Brown v. Board of Education 
National Historical Park. After providing additional historical background information on all five 
of the cases that were part of the Brown decision and the sites that are associated with them, 
Caldwell argued for the site’s redesignation “to reflect the park’s larger geographic scope.”  The 
committee approved the NPS recommendation and amended the bill as they reported it back to 
the full Senate; only Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) voted against the bill as amended. 

 
The bill was brought to the floor of the Senate on April 6, 2022, where Senator Coons 

proposed a minor amendment that clarified the status of the additional sites to be included in the 
legislation. The Senate quickly approved the amendment and passed the bill on a voice vote. The 
Senate bill was received in the House of Representatives the next day, and brought to the floor 
for debate on April 26, 2022. Representative Raul Grijalva (D-AZ) introduced the bill on the 
floor, where it received support from Representative Cliff Bentz (R-OR) and Representative 
Clyburn, who sponsored the House version of the bill. Following these comments of support, the 
House of Representatives passed the bill by voice vote. The bill was presented to President 
Joseph R. Biden on May 9, 2022, who signed the bill into law as P.L. 117-123. 

 
Sites of Conscience 
The National Park Service, like much of American society, was slow to recognize and 

commemorate the achievements of the nation’s minority populations and the challenging aspects 
of American history when the nation failed to live up to its promises. As Senator Robert Dole 
noted in his introduction to Cheryl Brown Henderson prior to her Senate subcommittee 
testimony, “You can tell a great deal about a country by how it deals with its mistakes.  . . 
.Americans not only admit their mistakes, they make national historic landmarks out of them.” 
The first historical park which began to address issues of African American history was George 
Washington Carver National Monument, Missouri, which was established by Congress in July 
1943, seven months after Carver’s death. Planning efforts for the monument began in 1950, and, 
in 1952, NPS appointed Arthur Jacobson, a ranger from Yellowstone National Park, Montana, as 
the monument’s first superintendent. At the same time, NPS hired Robert Fuller as the 
monument’s historian, the first African American hired for a professional position in the 
National Park Service; the next year, NPS held a racially-integrated public dedication ceremony 
at which Secretary of the Interior Douglas McKay referenced “the Department of the Interior’s 
commitment to making progress on civil rights.”78 Three years later, in 1956, Congress 
established Booker T. Washington National Monument, Virginia, and, in 1962, the Frederick 
Douglass Home, District of Columbia, now the Frederick Douglass National Historic Site, was 
added to the National Park System. As the civil rights movement became more prominent 
throughout American society and its politics in the 1960s, with the March on Washington in 

 
78 Diane L. Krahe and Theodore Catton, Walking in Credence: An Administrative History of George Washington 
Carver National Monument (Washington, DC: National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 2014), iv. 
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1963, passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights Act in 1965, the academic 
establishment took greater notice of the history of African Americans in the nation as more than 
just the victims of enslavement in the southern colonies and states. By the late 1960s, historians 
had begun gravitating toward richly detailed and largely sympathetic studies of a range of 
populations that had long existed on the margins including women, American Indians, 
immigrants, workers and the labor movement, and rural and urban areas that had previously been 
bypassed. 

 
Although NPS continued to create historical parks to commemorate traditional topics 

such as presidents and explorers and battlefields, by the 1970s its scope had broadened when the 
Clara Barton National Historic Site, Maryland, and the Tuskegee Institute National Historic Site, 
Alabama, were established in 1974. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, NPS took an important 
step in 1978 with the creation of the Maggie L. Walker National Historic Site in Richmond, 
Virginia, the first unit to commemorate the life and work of an African American woman. 
Important gains were also made in 1980, when the Boston African American National Historic 
Site, Massachusetts; Martin Luther King, Junior, National Historic Site, Georgia; and Women’s 
Rights National Historical Park, New York, were established.  

 
The range of these units of the National Park System that were intended to interpret and 

commemorate those who had previously been marginalized or ignored expanded throughout the 
1990s and began to focus on commemorating and interpreting injustices endemic within the 
culture of the nation. After a controversial refusal in the early 1980s to study the Mary McCleod 
Bethune Council House in the District of Columbia, where Bethune founded the National 
Council of Negro Women in 1935, NPS, at the direction of Congress, agreed to acquire the 
house in 1991, establishing it as the Mary McCleod Bethune Council House National Historic 
Site. The following year, in addition to creating the Brown v. Board of Education National 
Historic Site, Congress established the Manzanar National Historic Site, California, to 
commemorate the incarceration and forced relocation of thousands of Americans of Japanese 
descent during World War II. In more recent years, President Barack Obama used the authority 
granted to the president through the Antiquities Act of 1906 to issue an Executive Order on June 
24, 2016, that established the Stonewall National Monument, New York. This park 
commemorates a spontaneous act of resistance that followed a police raid on the Stonewall Inn, 
one of the few places in New York City where those who would identify today as lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, or queer could socialize. The act of resistance in 1969 served as a 
milestone in the quest for civil rights by this marginalized group. In addition, President Obama 
used his executive authority through the Antiquities Act to establish two other units of the 
National Park System that are related to African American history: Charles Young Buffalo 
Soldiers National Monument, Ohio (in March 2013) and Pullman National Monument, Illinois 
(in February 2015). 

 
In the late 1990s, Congress established additional units of the National Park System that 

focused on civil rights, including Little Rock Central High School National Historic Site, 
Arkansas, where the federal government first acted to enforce the Brown decision as law. These 
two sites, connected by the shared history of racial segregation in America’s public schools, 
together with other sites created from the 1980s to the present, demonstrate the commitment of 
NPS to interpret these challenging and painful aspects of American history.  
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Chapter 3: Initial Implementation of Brown v. Board of Education NHS 
 

When Congress established Brown v. Board of Education NHS in October 1992, the new 
park had neither a building nor staff. The Brown Foundation clearly was eager to get to work, 
and, in part, as a result of the Brown Foundation’s involvement, the Kansas Congressional 
Delegation was paying close attention to the new park’s development. The process of activating 
the park, therefore, was faster than many parks experience. In November 1992, barely one month 
after Congress established the park, Midwest Regional Director Don Castleberry tasked Sändra 
Washington, then serving as a Planner in the Midwest Regional Office, with serving as the 
Interim Site Manager (Figure 10). Castleberry assured her, she recalled, that it would “be a paper 
exercise. You’ll sign some stuff up there at your desk. . .you won’t have to move.” After 
beginning work in November 1992, Washington found herself spending the majority of her time 
in Topeka during the following winter and relocated to Topeka in the spring of 1993.79  

 

 
Figure 10. Sändra Washington, 2020. Photograph by Deborah Harvey. 

 
Monroe School 
The Regional Office’s first priority was to acquire the school to relieve the financial 

burden on the owner, Mark Steuve, and to begin protecting it from further deterioration. In late 
1990, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Trust for Public Land (TPL) supported Steuve by securing 
an option on the building, providing operating costs, and offering to fund a real estate 
assessment. At the beginning of 1993, the Regional Land Office began proceedings to purchase 
Monroe School, beginning with environmental studies. Site investigations by staff from the 
Regional Office in March identified the possible presence of asbestos and the toxic chemical 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) at the site. In addition, initial ground boring samples by 
Terracon Environmental, working under contract to TPL, indicated the possibility of low-level 
petroleum contamination from the site of a former service station.80 In May, TPL again 

 
79 Sändra Washington, oral history interview, February 27, 2020. 
80 Memorandum, Regional Safety Manager to Chief, Land Acquisition, March 16, 1993, including a four-page letter 
report from Terracon to Steuve dated December 1, 1992; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L1425. 
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contracted with Terracon to conduct sampling for hazardous materials at Monroe School and 
provided the results to the Regional Office in early July. The tests identified the presence of all 
three hazardous materials—asbestos, lead-based paint, and PCB—but at levels that were not 
severe enough to stop the process of acquiring the building.81 The Regional Office completed its 
environmental review in the summer of 1993 and, in September, contracted with a real estate 
appraiser in Topeka to assess the building. The appraisal identified a fair-market value of 
$120,000, which both NPS and Steuve approved. In early December 1993, Regional Chief of 
Land Resources Frederick Meyer approved the purchase of Monroe School, and the sale was 
completed in the winter of 1994.82 

 
Washington recalled the state of the building when she arrived, before title passed to 

NPS. It was structurally sound, but the interior was in fair to poor condition with live wiring in 
places and standing water in the basement. Some walls on the first floor had been removed, and 
there was evidence of a fire in one of the first-floor rooms, but the floors, bathrooms, and trim 
were in good condition (Figure 11). Mark Stueve, the owner of the building, had procured a large 
supply of glass windowpanes to serve as replacements after local children threw stones at the 
windows from outside the fencing that surrounded the building. In early 1993, Washington 
worked with Regional Chief of Cultural Resources F.A. (“Andy”) Ketterson, Jr. to sponsor a 
survey team from the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) to document the site. The 
HABS team, consisting of historians and architects, worked through the summer of 1993 to 
prepare a set of detailed measured drawings of Monroe School’s exterior, interior, and 
architectural details (Figure 12). Washington provided the team with water, portable toilet 
facilities, and drafting tables, and gave them keys to the building. As she recalled, “we had the 
HABS team there that summer. They did a beautiful job. They gave me company so that I could 
feel safe.”83 This completed set of survey drawings is now in the HABS collection at the Library 
of Congress. 

 
In addition to working with the Regional Office to acquire Monroe School, Washington 

took on several other duties at Brown v. Board of Education in the first half of 1993. One of 
these was to secure office space for the park’s administrative staff. She hoped to find space in 
downtown Topeka and was aware that leasing space from a federal agency would be the easiest 
path. In the fall of 1993, Cheryl Brown Henderson introduced Washington to a family member 
who was the United States Postmaster for Topeka, Al Lewis, who told Washington that he had 
office space for lease in the Post Office on South Kansas Avenue (Figure 13).84 The building 
originally served as the District Courthouse where the first trial in Brown v. Board of Education 
was held. In October 1993, Washington made a request to the Postmaster to lease space in the 
building, and, in November, the United States Postal Service agreed to lease three rooms,  
 

 
81 Margaret J. Madden, TPL to Vern Hunt, MWRO, July 6, 1993, including the Terracon letter report dated Jun 29, 
1993; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L1425. 
82 The appraisal report is dated September 21, 1993, and NPS approved the valuation on October 22, 1993; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A54. See also Frederik L. Meyer to Mary L. Rogge, Kansas Secured Title and 
Abstract Company, December 6, 1993, authorizing the purchase of the property for $120,000; files of Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS, L14. 
83 Ibid. See also completed set of drawings available on the Library of Congress website, Monroe Elementary 
School, 1515 Monroe Street, Topeka, Shawnee County, KS (loc.gov). 
84 Ibid. The familial relationship is identified in Brown Henderson, 2022. 
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Figure 11. Monroe Elementary School interior, first floor, 1995. Photograph in files of Brown v. Board of Education 

NHP. 

 

  
Figure 12. Historic American Buildings Survey drawings of Monroe Elementary School. Scans of original drawings 

in the Library of Congress, Washington, DC, available on the HABS/HAER/HALS website: 
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hh/item/ks0160/.  

 
 
totaling 1,425 square feet, to the park, together with two parking spaces. The General Services 
Administration (GSA) coordinated the lease, and Washington took occupancy in early 1994.85 

 
Washington also took steps to begin documenting the park’s cultural landscape. This was 

still a new concept for NPS, which began producing cultural landscape reports in the mid-1980s. 
In early 1994, Washington, with the support of the Regional Office, proposed to conduct a  

 
85 Washington to Vicki Gruber, USPS Facilities Service Office, October 21, 1993, files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS; Gruber to Washington, November 2, 1993, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A8027; 
Acting Regional Director William W. Schenk to Debbie Munroe, GSA, November 18, 1993, files of Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS, A8027. 
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Figure 13. United States Post Office Building, Topeka, 2021. Photograph by the author. 

 
 
Cultural Landscape Inventory (CLI), which Acting Regional Director James Loach described as 
“A new National Park Service landscape inventory and evaluation process.”86 This would be a 
baseline documentation process using historic maps and aerial photographs to document housing 
patterns during the period of significance for the school (1950-1954) and at present to describe 
the key landscape features of the neighborhood. To conduct the work, Washington hired David 
Barnes, a graduate student of landscape architecture at the University of Michigan, as a seasonal 
employee.87 Barnes worked in Topeka during the summer of 1994 under the direction of 
Historical Landscape Architect Sherda Williams, then working in the Midwest Regional Office 
(now Department of the Interior Region 3, 4, 5) with responsibility for developing an inventory 
of cultural or historic landscapes within the region. Barnes completed a substantial historic 
overview of Monroe School and its surrounding neighborhood, which served as an important 
source for the park’s Historic Resource Study, also begun in the summer of 1994.88  

 
The CLI remained in draft form, with occasional updates and new surveys and 

evaluations in 2000, 2004, 2005, and 2011 before the final CLI was completed in 2014. This 
report, based largely on Barnes’ research but with the addition of extensive oral histories, 
included a substantial history of the physical development of Monroe School and its environs, 
comprised of the building itself, the playground, and the surrounding neighborhood. The CLI 
identified more than twenty individual features of the landscape: open spaces and standing 
buildings and structures, alleys, parking spaces, sidewalks and steps, and courtyard areas, and 

 
86 James A. Loach to Richard Pankratz, May 11, 1995, files of Brown v. Board of Education, H3017. 
87 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, July 8, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L7019. 
88 Washington to David Barnes, May 18, 1994, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P2217. Barnes’ draft 
report is attached to Memorandum, Dave Barnes to Mary Hughes, August 12, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, H3019. See also Rachel Franklin Weekley, “A Strong Pull, a Long Pull, and a Pull Altogether:” 
Topeka’s Contribution to the Campaign for School Desegregation, Historic Resource Study, Brown v. Board of 
Education National Historic Site, Topeka, Kansas, December 1999, xi. 
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evaluated the spatial relations among them. The CLI also presented an evaluation of the 
significance of the cultural landscape, finding that it contributed to the significance of Monroe 
School, and that the integrity of the cultural landscape was moderate.89 

 
Staff 
As part of her efforts to begin activating the park, Washington brought on staff for 

temporary, seasonal, and permanent positions. As discussed earlier, she hired David Barnes to 
conduct the CLI in the spring of 1994. At the same time, she also hired Janelle Ryberg, an 
undergraduate in architecture at North Dakota State University, as a seasonal employee to begin 
collecting data on Monroe School for the Inventory and Condition Assessment Program 
(ICAP).90  Washington coordinated with other nearby parks for temporary staff, including 
bringing Maintenance Supervisor Paul Taylor from Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial, 
Indiana, to conduct initial maintenance tasks in 1993.91 In April 1994, she coordinated with the 
Superintendent of Jefferson National Expansion Memorial National Historic Site, Missouri, to 
allow Interpreter Bill Henry to work with Brown v. Board of Education NHS on a three-week 
detail. His tasks were to develop a Junior Ranger program and a short-term interpretive strategy 
for the park in advance of National Parks Week in late May 1994.92 Earlier in 1994, Washington 
hired Administrative Officer Teri Perry (now Gage) as the park’s first permanent employee 
(Figure 14). Perry began her NPS career at Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan, as a 
Clerk-Typist, later serving as the Administrative Assistant at Lincoln Boyhood National 
Memorial, Indiana, before making a lateral transition to Brown v. Board of Education NHS.93 

 

 
Figure 14. Teri (Perry) Gage, 2020. Photograph provided by Ms. Gage. 

 
 

 
89 Monroe Elementary School Cultural Landscapes Inventory, July 2014; MWRO Cultural Landscapes Program. 
90 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, July 8, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L7019. 
91 Washington, oral history interview. 
92 Sändra J. Washington to Bill Henry, March 29, 1994, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815; 
Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Jefferson National Expansion 
Memorial NHS, April 8, 1994, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. According to the latter 
memorandum, Washington would be able to provide Henry’s travel expenses, but not his salary. 
93 Teri Gage, oral history interview, May 7, 2020. See also Sändra J. Washington to Bill Henry, March 29, 1994, 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. 
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Washington served as the park’s Interim Site Manager from November 1992 until July 
1994. In June 1994, the Regional Office selected Rayford Harper to serve as the park’s first 
Superintendent (Figure 15).94 Harper, who entered on duty on July 10, 1994, had served as a 
Park Ranger, Historian, and Naturalist at several parks including Castillo de San Marcos 
National Monument, Florida; Ninety-Six National Historic Site, South Carolina; Natchez Trace 
Parkway; Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona; and Roosevelt-Vanderbilt National Historic 
Sites, New York. Harper was serving as the Supervisory Park Ranger at Morristown National 
Historical Park, New Jersey, when he was selected for Brown v. Board of Education NHS, his 
first time as a Superintendent.95 In March 1995, Harper made his first hire for the park when 
Park Ranger Robin White transferred from Petroglyph National Monument, New Mexico (Figure 
16). White had begun her career at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Indiana, as a park aide 
and was promoted there to Park Ranger and Weekend Supervisor while working as an 
environmental educator and urban coordinator. While at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, 
White won the prestigious Freeman Tilden Award for excellence in interpretation. She then 
transferred to Petroglyph National Monument in 1991 where she worked extensively with 
American Indian Tribes.96 

 

  
Figure 15. Rayford Harper, 1996. Photograph in the files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

Figure 16. Robin White, 2020. Photograph by Deborah 
Harvey. 

 
 
 
In July 1995, as park and Regional staff were conducting a conditions assessment of 

Monroe School, White hired Treva Sykes as a seasonal Maintenance Worker (Figure 17). As 
White recalled, “Hiring Treva was the best thing I did for the site; she is my legacy.”97 Sykes 
was then a student in a course on Building Mechanics at the KAW Area Technical School in 
Topeka, where an instructor urged her to apply for the position. Sykes conducted extensive 

 
94 Memorandum, Chief, Human Resources Management Division, Midwest Region to Rayford Harper, June 7, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815.  
95 For background on Harper, see Biography – Moderator Rayford Harper – First South Florida Missionary Baptist 
District Association (wordpress.com). 
96Robin White, oral history interview, May 8, 2020. 
97 Ibid. 
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maintenance and repair tasks at the school, which, when she began working there, had no 
running water and only limited electricity. As Sykes, who remains on staff at the time of 
preparation of this Administrative History, recalled, she had limited experience and received no 
formal guidance other than to take care of the building as best she could. She started with 
repairing windows and doors to stop any further deterioration. She recalled that “my own 
personal goal was, I wanted to make it [Monroe School] look the best I could, even though we 
weren’t open.” She removed the chain link fence that surrounded the building, cleared weeds 
from the sidewalks, mowed the field across the street from the school, and cleaned debris from 
the interior.98 Additional early staff included Secretary Alicia Bullocks, who entered on duty as a 
seasonal employee on May 30, 1995, and Park Ranger LaTrelle Pierre, who transferred from 
Morristown National Historical Park, New Jersey, and entered on duty on March 3, 1996.99 

 
 

 
Figure 17. Treva Sykes, 2020. Photograph by Deborah Harvey. 

 
The Brown Foundation: Initial Negotiations and the First Cooperative Agreement 
Beyond conducting administrative tasks to support the park’s activation in 1993 and early 

1994, including hiring staff, Washington initiated two of the park’s most crucial and long-lasting 
steps in 1993: leading development of the park’s General Management Plan (GMP) and 
formalizing coordination with the Brown Foundation. Collaboration between the park and the 
Brown Foundation took place within the framework of a cooperative agreement, a legal 
instrument that allows federal entities to transfer funds to non-federal entities for specific 
purposes that have a public benefit and when authorized by Congress. Although the 1992 
legislation did not identify the Brown Foundation, it specifically allowed cooperative 
agreements, and negotiations with the Brown Foundation regarding the terms of a cooperative 
agreement was one of NPS’ first tasks. Because the Brown Foundation had been so influential in 
saving Monroe School from possible demolition and securing Congressional support for 
establishing the park, close collaboration of NPS and the Brown Foundation through a 
cooperative agreement was a natural outgrowth, a continuation of development of the site. 

 
98 Treva Sykes, oral history interview, February 24, 2020. 
99 Teri M. Perry to Alicia Bullocks, May 10, 1995, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P2217; Rayford 
Harper to Clark Dixon, Morristown NHP, January 29, 1996, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. 
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Brown Henderson recalled that the focus of the first cooperative agreement, which had a 
five-year term, was on assisting NPS with the park’s activation and initial planning process, 
including support for the park’s General Management Plan (GMP). After Sändra Washington 
provided a draft cooperative agreement in July 1993, however, Clyde Howard, Equal 
Employment Opportunity Director for Kansas State University and Treasurer of the Brown 
Foundation, developed a cooperative agreement concept in coordination with Regional Contract 
Officer Theora McVay. Together with the Brown Foundation Board, Howard drafted an 
agreement that included developing and implementing teacher training materials and programs 
related to the Brown decision, conducting oral histories, planning and sponsoring symposia, 
providing programs and materials for professional historians to improve understanding of the 
decision, and developing and maintaining a resource library. 100 In addition, based on their 
review of other cooperative agreements, the Brown Foundation recommended language that 
included additional NPS oversight of their projects, monitoring, and assistance with development 
of programs and materials by the Brown Foundation, and provision by NPS of office space and 
supplies to the Brown Foundation to support its work under the cooperative agreement.101 The 
Brown Foundation expanded on these suggestions with a more detailed proposal in September 
1993. This proposal included support for the GMP process and initial interpretive planning by 
the Brown Foundation together with more specific items to be provided to NPS by the Brown 
Foundation that included curriculum guides, training materials for NPS interpretive staff, 
traveling exhibits, oral histories, speakers for off-site events, symposia, a research library, and 
cooperation with other federal, state, and local organizations. This proposal included an 
ambitious first-year plan for FY 1994 that focused on GMP planning, oral histories, traveling 
exhibits, symposia, curriculum guides, and a research library, all to be undertaken by the Brown 
Foundation with support from NPS.102 

 
Finally, in late September 1993, the Brown Foundation and NPS executed the first 

cooperative agreement which incorporated all of these recommendations and was based largely 
on the Brown Foundation’s final proposal earlier in the month. The cooperative agreement was 
to be in place for a term of five years with the overall purpose of increasing an appreciation and 
understanding “for the places that contributed materially to the landmark United States Supreme 
Court decision that brought an end to segregation in public education” and the role of the Brown 
v. Board of Education decision in the nation’s Civil Rights movement. More specifically, the 
cooperative agreement identified thirteen activities that would allow the Brown Foundation and 
NPS to collaborate, all of which had been proposed in various drafts either by NPS or the Brown 
Foundation. Two of these activities were overarching management requirements, calling on the 
Brown Foundation to notify NPS if conditions arose that would prohibit them from carrying out 
their tasks, cause them to miss deadlines, or require additional funding, and allowing NPS 
“substantial involvement. . .in the management and execution of the project.” The cooperative 
agreement then defined “substantial involvement,” which included reviewing and monitoring the 
objectives of the Brown Foundation for agreement with NPS standards, policies, and guidelines; 

 
100 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
101 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to Sändra Washington, August 12, 1993; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
102 Brown Foundation, “Cooperative Agreement Proposal,” September 24, 1993; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS.  
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monitoring and overseeing the development of curriculum and interpretive materials; assisting in 
the selection of contractors; and providing the Foundation with office space, equipment, and 
supplies for use on projects related to the cooperative agreement. An appendix to the cooperative 
agreement detailed the financial management requirements to which the Brown Foundation was 
obliged. The cooperative agreement was executed when Regional Assistance Officer Charles E. 
Carlson signed it on September 29, 1993.103 

 
Once the cooperative agreement was executed, negotiations between the Brown 

Foundation and NPS staff at the park and the Regional Office continued through the fall of 1993 
regarding specific activities and the level of funding. The Brown Foundation had proposed a 
budget of $104,000 per year. By December, however, the Regional Office supported a line item 
of $102,000 per year for the Brown Foundation through the cooperative agreement, and the park 
committed to contributing an additional $5,000 per year from its operating budget, for an annual 
total of $107,000. In early January 1994, the Brown Foundation board of directors learned of the 
appropriation, and its treasurer announced plans to request funds quarterly. Since the park staff 
was occupying only a small office space in the U.S. Post Office building in downtown Topeka, 
the Brown Foundation arranged with Washburn University Law School for office space. At their 
meeting in early January, with funds through the NPS cooperative agreement secured, the Brown 
Foundation board of directors also passed a motion to hire Brown Henderson as Executive 
Director, and Brown Henderson’s sister, Linda Brown Thompson, as a Program Associate.104 

 
General Management Plan 
According to the park’s enabling legislation, the GMP was to be completed within three 

years. The first steps were taken in early April 1993, when Planner Mike Bureman from the 
Denver Service Center (DSC), who served as the GMP Team Captain, traveled to Topeka with 
DSC Planning Section Chief Ron Johnson. Bureman and Johnson met with Midwest Regional 
Office (MWRO) Chief of Planning Dean Alexander, MWRO Interpretive Specialist Tom 
Richter, MWRO Historian and Section 106 Compliance Specialist Don Stevens, together with 
Washington, Brown Henderson and others from the Brown Foundation, and representatives from 
the Kansas State Historical Society, the City of Topeka, and staff to Kansas U.S. Senators Bob 
Dole and Nancy Kassebaum. The day-long meeting included discussions about the planning 
process, the role of the various partners, and the need to conduct additional historical studies and 
complete a historic structures report in coordination with the GMP. In addition, the meeting 
attendees agreed to convene “an informal, voluntary advisory group of recognized authorities in 
the Civil Rights [sic] movement to work with us on developing interpretive concepts.”105 The 
purpose of the GMP, according to a draft Task Directive that was completed in June 1993, was 
to address such topics as visitor experience and interpretation, visitor use and access, operations 
and administration, and resource management. Through internal team meetings and meetings 
with the public, it was decided that the GMP would also address potential impacts on the 

 
103 The signed and executed cooperative agreement is located in Brown v. Board of Education NHS files. 
104 Brown Foundation Board of Directors Meeting—Minutes for January 8, 1994; Brown Foundation collection, 
Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas [KSRL], RHMS No. 1449, Box 1, Folder 36. 
105 Memorandum, Team Captain, Branch of Planning, Central Team, Denver Service Center to Chief, Branch of 
Planning, Central Team, Denver Service Center, April 20, 1993; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
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surrounding neighborhood and the City of Topeka from increased traffic, and team members 
would determine whether a historic resource study was needed.106 

 
The GMP team began holding initial public meetings in Topeka in October 1993 and, at 

the same time, released the first in a series of newsletters to provide information about the 
planning process. This newsletter included several survey questions that asked for public input 
into the vision for the park, the ideas and information about the Brown decision that the park 
should share with visitors, concerns about the development of the park, and positive or negative 
impacts that the park might have on Topeka. Responses to these surveys were aggregated in 
January 1994 and varied widely. The most important goals that respondents hoped the park 
would meet were presenting a full and well-rounded story of the case with its implications for 
equality in education and the removal of “separate but equal” allowances in education, 
explaining the local background of the decision and the role of the Brown family, and relating 
the significance of the Brown decision to the broader civil rights movement. Among the concerns 
expressed, the greatest number of such responses focused on the possibility of inadequate 
funding and staffing and the fear that the story would not be told fully and accurately.107 

 
The GMP team worked through early 1994 to prepare a draft document that included 

management alternatives and an Environmental Assessment (EA). The focus of the document 
was the park’s interpretive program to show how the Brown decision regarding school 
desegregation fit into the broader history of the civil rights movement in America. The draft   
also included discussions regarding parking, maintaining the residential character of the 
surrounding neighborhood, and the degree to which the school and the grounds should be 
restored. The GMP team, along with Regional and Washington Office staff, questioned the 
possibility of options for the park’s development. According to a review of this first draft GMP 
by the Washington Office, the EA should not include a “no-action” alternative, since it would 
not allow NPS to comply with the requirements of the enabling legislation. Continuing in this 
vein, the reviewer opined that, “There may not be more than one true alternative involved here—
the NPS must preserve the building and interpret the importance of the Brown v. Board decision 
in the struggle for civil rights for minorities.” Instead, this reviewer felt, the GMP should identify 
the issues, the choices to address those issues, and the current NPS preference. With regard to 
interpretation, for example, the reviewer asked, “will we consider doing other than our best? 
Won’t we tell as much of the story and as widely as possible and with a variety of media to the 
extent of our resources? Do we actually need to consider a range of alternatives with respect to 
interpretation?”108 

 

 
106 “Task Directive, General Management Plan/Development Concept Plan/Interpretive Prospectus/Environmental 
Assessment, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Topeka, Kansas,” September 1993; files of Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS, D18. The final Task Directive was approved in August 1994, see Memorandum, Chief, 
Branch of Planning, Central Team, Denver Service Center to Regional Director, Midwest Region, July 29, 1994; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
107 “Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Newsletter 1 Questionnaire Summary Response Profile,” 
January 21, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education, GMP Newsletter. See also form letter inviting public 
participation for meetings on October 19 and 20 [1993]; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
108 Memorandum, Associate Director, Professional Services to Director, Midwest Field Area, no date [c. 1994]; files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
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In its revised draft, completed in the spring of 1995, the GMP team created a full 
development (the preferred alternative) and a limited development alternative. The limited 
development alternative required stabilizing and preserving the building sufficient to allow 
visitors to enter and be exposed to basic interpretive materials including site-produced exhibits 
and brochures. Equal priority would be given to providing offsite programs for groups and 
organizations, though there would be less interpretation of related sites. Under the preferred 
alternative, NPS would develop more robust audio-visual interpretive materials and interactive 
displays, while video conferencing and a computer resource center would provide links to 
universities, museums, and other NPS sites. In addition, NPS would offer regular educational 
programs to schools and other groups. Under both alternatives, “visitor experience would be 
focused on the stories rather than the school or artifacts.”109 

  
During the preparation of a revised GMP through 1994 and into early 1995, the GMP 

team wrestled with whether to include a stand-alone document that addressed the site’s 
interpretation. As DSC Editor Christy Fischer put it in an email to Superintendent Harper, “We 
have the building; what makes the difference in the alternatives is what we do inside.” Her 
supervisor, Writer-Editor Greg Sorensen, disagreed, arguing that providing a detailed 
interpretive plan for only one of the alternatives would create the impression that the preferred 
alternative was “a done deal.”110  The revised draft GMP in 1995, though, included an 
Interpretation and Visitor Experience Plan as an appendix, one portion of which opened a new 
point of discussion. A controversial point throughout the GMP process was the statement that the 
goal of the interpretation program was “to simply tell the truth.” As many reviewers of the early 
versions noted, this simple-sounding statement was fraught with difficulties given the 
complicated and controversial nature of the topic; myriad historians and other scholars had 
labored for years to present the truth, often coming to different conclusions. The revised draft 
GMP sought to resolve the problem by supplementing the statement, claiming that “controversy 
will not be avoided. Where historians and others differ on the description and interpretation of 
past events, visitors will have direct access to the differing perspectives. Documentation and 
sources will be available to visitors.”111 The Interpretation Plan provided the key themes and 
stories central to the park’s purpose and identity. These included the verdict in the original 1954 
Brown decision, the Supreme Court’s implementation verdict in 1955 (the so-called Brown II 
decision), the broader question of equal access to full civil rights, the people who were involved 
in the Brown decision, the constitutional and legislative context for the Brown decision that 
included the other four cases that were part of it, the history of racial discrimination in American 
history, and the impacts of the Brown decision in America and throughout the world. The 
Interpretation Plan provided additional descriptions of the different interpretive methods that 
could be used to present the themes, including static and interactive exhibits, audio-visual 
displays, wayside exhibits at Monroe School and throughout Topeka, and opportunities for the 
public to connect to scholars and libraries throughout the nation. 

 

 
109 Draft General Management Plan, Development Concept Plan, Environmental Assessment Plan, Interpretation 
and Visitor Experience Plan, as revised from March to October 1995 by the GMP Team, DSC, and Midwest 
Region; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
110 Email, Christy Fischer to Rayford Harper, May 13, 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
111 Draft General Management Plan, Development Concept Plan, Environmental Assessment Plan, Interpretation 
and Visitor Experience Plan., 63. 
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The GMP team prepared a final draft in late 1995 and provided it to the MWRO and the 
Washington Office (WASO). Review of the final draft at these levels raised additional questions 
and concerns which were discussed in a large meeting in late January at the Midwest Regional 
Office in Omaha among staff from DSC, MWRO, WASO, and the park. The EA portion of the 
document received particular criticism that it was focused too much on visitors, with not enough 
attention paid to the building and to socio-economic impacts such as traffic, the economic 
benefits to the community, and neighborhood stabilization. The Midwest and Washington offices 
were also concerned about the presentation of alternatives, finding the preferred alternative to be 
unrealistic and the limited development alternative to be presented in a negative way that did not 
sound serious. In addition, reviewers felt that the final draft GMP was unclear in its 
recommendations regarding Sumner School and whether NPS might have an interest in 
expanding the park boundary to include it, the potential for putting playground equipment on the 
former playground location, and the degree and amount of assistance that NPS could provide 
toward neighborhood improvement.112 

 
The multiple reviews by staff at the Midwest Regional Office, the Washington Office, the 

Denver Service Center, the Harpers Ferry Center, and the park soon created dissention, leading 
to delays in early 1996. The Midwest Regional Office and WASO disagreed on an approach to 
the EA, and each provided DSC with conflicting comments. The Regional Office also disagreed 
with the park on such matters as whether the park needed law enforcement and maintenance staff 
(Superintendent Ray Harper argued strongly to have these capacities on the park staff) and the 
role of the City of Topeka in providing space for parking. Much of the blame from the 
Washington and Regional Offices fell on DSC. In providing the responses to comments from the 
Washington and Regional Offices in early March 1996, GMP Team Captain Mike Bureman from 
DSC argued that “the most critical issue remains the contradictory directions we have from 
region and waso [sic] regarding changes in the EA. These contradictions must be clarified 
ASAP, if we are to have any hope of meeting the agreed upon deadline to get this document to 
the public.”113 Later that day, he wrote to Superintendent Ray Harper that “DSC is presently 
putting together a package and some folks are going to Omaha to have a ‘showdown’ over this 
whole review process. We are getting tired being told that we are incompetent, and it is always 
DSC’s fault.” Staff at all the offices and parks are competent, he argued, and the GMP process 
allows disagreement before reaching a good, final product, but “Then to get unmercifully 
hammered by region and waso [sic] at the 11th hour adds no value to the project, and only causes 
turmoil, polarization, etc.”114 

 
Staff from DSC prepared a revised GMP for review in the spring of 1996. The revision 

focused on the alternatives, eliminating references to the lower level of development as a true 
option and instead identifying two phases of development. Many of the reviewers were 
concerned that limited development as defined in the earlier drafts of the GMP should not be 
included because it was not up to NPS standards and felt that the limited development option was 
a “straw man” argument. In the revision, both phases of development provided for the renovation 
of Monroe School to allow visitors to enter and receive an interpretive program, though Phase I 

 
112 Memorandum, Jon Holbrook, DSC to Project File, DSC, meeting summary of January 23, 1996; files of Brown 
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113 Email, Mike Bureman to Jon Holbrook, March 5, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education, D18. 
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“would include interim actions to provide the minimum conditions needed to preserve and 
protect the resources, provide for public health and safety, and tell the basic interpretive story.” 
Phase I would include site-produced exhibits, in-person contact, and commercially-available 
audiovisual programs, with interpretation focused on the story rather than the school or artifacts. 
The park would place a higher priority on off-site programs. Under Phase II, the park would 
include additional protection for the school, be more prepared for diverse audiences, and include 
a more robust audiovisual experience. For the EA portion of the document, the DSC included 
increased information about the potential positive impacts of the park’s full development on the 
surrounding neighborhood together with the potential for increased traffic and emphasized the 
availability of NPS technical assistance to help the neighborhood retain its residential character. 
The exterior of Monroe School would be restored to its appearance in approximately 1950, while 
the interior would be rehabilitated for visitor information and orientation, exhibits, and offices 
for NPS and the cooperating association.115 
 

The heart of the document remained the Interpretation and Visitor Experience Plan. This 
section was revised to remove the reference to telling the truth. Instead, the plan focused on 
representation and inclusion, assuring that visitors would have access to differing perspectives, 
both in the latest and best scholarship and in verbatim accounts, thus allowing visitors to form 
their own conclusions. According to the Interpretation Plan, “Truthfully interpreting this story 
will necessarily involve the representation of positions that may not be welcomed by some 
people today,” such as disagreements among civil rights organizations, the stated positions of 
those opposed to and supportive of integration, and references to African Americans and 
European Americans. At the same time, however, the Interpretation Plan explained that “a major 
effort will be made to include examples and stories about people who worked against racism and 
bigotry, overcame personal prejudices, or who fought and sacrificed for the dignity and equality 
of all people.”116 

 
This proved to be the final draft of the GMP, which was submitted to the Kansas State 

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), who concurred with the plan. The GMP was also made 
available for public review for thirty days through June 14, 1996, and the final GMP was then 
released in August 1996. 

 
Sumner Elementary School 
The question of Sumner Elementary School and its potential for inclusion in an expanded 

park boundary was a point of discussion for the GMP team. As chronicled in Chapter 2, Sumner 
Elementary School, which had been the school for white children that was closest to the home of 
the Brown family in the early 1950s, was designated a National Historic Landmark (NHL) in 
1988. In 1990, Harry Butowsky amended the NHL nomination to include Monroe Elementary 
School. By this time, Monroe Elementary School was threatened with extensive alteration or 
demolition as the owner, Mark Stueve, sought to sell it at auction, the action which ultimately led 
to the establishment of Monroe Elementary School as the site for the Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. Sumner Elementary School, however, remained an active school until 1996, 
when the GMP was nearly complete. Early reviews of the draft GMP by the Washington Office 

 
115 Draft General Management Plan: Development Concept Plan/Environmental Assessment, Brown v. Board of 
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recommended a more complete discussion of expanding the boundary to include Sumner School. 
While recognizing “that there may be some serious constraints on the feasibility of NPS 
acquiring and maintaining the Sumner School, and that other alternatives for management and 
protection could be preferable,” the Washington Office argued that the GMP “should address 
these concerns in the context of our criteria rather than simply presenting a decision that has been 
made on the basis of our current lack of interest in accepting management responsibilities for 
what seems to be such an important resource.”117  

 
In 1995, during work on the GMP, the Topeka Board of Education announced that it 

would close Sumner School in 1996, at the end of the school year, and initially approached NPS 
about conveying the school to NPS. This possibility was included in the draft GMP as completed 
in October 1995, but the GMP team included the recommendation that NPS “does not need to 
own Sumner School to adequately interpret its role in the story.” At the time, NPS was unwilling 
to take on responsibility for the maintenance and preservation of Sumner School, though the 
GMP stated that NPS “would look favorably upon a cooperative arrangement with the school 
district, the city, and other potential users to lease a portion of the building for administrative 
and/or programmatic purposes.”118 It was a contested decision, however, given the potential 
interpretive value of having the two schools associated with the Brown decision interpreted 
jointly. Those who argued against including Sumner School in an expanded park boundary 
focused on the known and potential liabilities, especially the need to maintain and preserve the 
building. As former Deputy Regional Director Dave Given recalled,  

I was one of the people fighting it off, and I think that was important because, 
what would have happened is, we would have gotten the responsibility for 
Sumner School. We wouldn’t have gotten the priority to restore it, and we 
wouldn’t have gotten any more money to run it, so we would have had to take 
people from Monroe School and send them over to Sumner School, and it would 
have. . .ended up doing a. . .half-assed job at both places.119 
 
Although the decision not to accept Sumner School and include it in an expanded park 

boundary was well-justified, the building suffered. After closing the school in 1996, the building 
remained vacant until the Topeka Board of Education allowed the Topeka Public Library to use 
it for storage while undertaking a substantial expansion of the downtown library. Work on the 
library was completed in 2002, and the Sumner Elementary School building was conveyed to the 
City of Topeka, which made occasional efforts to sell it. Topeka Lutheran School was the first to 
approach the City Council about purchasing the building, as the former Sumner school building 
would provide them with the ability to expand. Although the proposed sale was not completed, 
the Brown Foundation submitted a letter of support for it, since Topeka Lutheran School was a 
longstanding and well-respected institution.120 Heritage Christian School, a private entity, also 
expressed interest in the building; the Brown Foundation again submitted a letter of support 
before the church backed out. A developer who was converting another school in the Topeka 
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area to affordable housing then expressed interest, but that, too, fell through, as did an attempt to 
establish a charter school by a local non-profit organization, Community First, on behalf of 
which the Brown Foundation also submitted a letter of support. Finally, in October 2008, the 
Topeka City Council voted to sell Sumner School at auction subject to a minimum sale price and 
the inclusion of deed restrictions regarding preservation of the building and community access. 
In 2009, the city sold the building to the highest bidder, Southside Christian Palace Church, 
based in Los Angeles. The church had been founded in 1972 by W.R. Portee, who bid $89,000 
for Sumner School through a local agent.121 

 
The deed by which the City of Topeka conveyed Sumner Elementary School to Southside 

Christian Palace Church in 2009 contained three restrictive clauses tied to the acceptance of state 
funds to assist with historic preservation. These clauses allowed for limited public access, in the 
form of occasional tours, provisions for the neighborhood association to meet there, and 
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office prior to any repairs or improvements. A 
local non-profit entity, Brown v Board Sumner Legacy Trust (BVBSLT), was established in 
2012 to build public awareness of the school and its historical significance, and to encourage its 
preservation. One of the leaders of BVBSLT, City Council Member Karen Hiller, met with 
Portee in 2013 and 2014 to assess his intentions and to encourage him to preserve the building. 
Hiller found him to be genuinely interested in the role of Sumner School in the nation’s civil 
rights movement. Hiller worked with Portee in 2014 to organize a team and prepare a grant to 
begin preserving, or at least mothballing, the building. Portee was, at that time, facing a financial 
crisis at his church base in Los Angeles which distracted his attention and restricted cash flow. 
To make matters worse, Portee died in November 2015. The purchase and attempted restoration 
of Sumner School was apparently Portee’s project, enthusiasm for which was not shared by those 
under him in the church leadership. The grant attempt, therefore, was unsuccessful.122 The 
building remained vacant, and, in January 2018, the Ward-Meade Neighborhood Association 
filed suit in the Shawnee County Court against the Southside Christian Palace Church on the 
grounds that the church had not complied with the terms of the deed covenant to restore the 
school. The church’s attorneys argued that they still intended to carry out the restoration but that 
it was taking longer than expected to raise the estimated seven million dollars. In January 2019, 
the Shawnee County Court decided against the Ward-Meade Neighborhood Association on the 
grounds that the deed covenants did not specify a timeline for restoration. The case was still 
under appeal at the time of the writing of this Administrative History.123   

 
The Brown Foundation and Early Park Planning 
Part of Chief of Interpretation Robin White’s goals for her work at Brown v. Board of 

Education NHS was to develop partnerships locally throughout the Topeka community, 
particularly with educators, and nationally with those who were promoting awareness of the 
history of civil rights. In this effort she collaborated extensively with Cheryl Brown Henderson 
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and the Brown Foundation, who were already coordinating extensively with NPS on the GMP. 
Brown Henderson, she recalled,  

had a larger network of partnerships than we had, and she shared her resources 
with us. . .she was introducing us to her connections and networking and made 
sure that we weren’t left out. So, Cheryl was, at that time, very inclusive, and we . 
. . joined the same team, being inclusive with her, as well.124  

 
Through this network of local and national connections, Brown Henderson was able to bring 
significant resources to her work with the park, particularly during the first cooperative 
agreement that extended from 1993 to 1998. Two events, in particular, showed the potential of 
the collaboration between the Brown Foundation and NPS. In early December 1993, during the 
early phases of preparing the GMP, the park hosted an Interpretive Themes workshop. The 
workshop was first proposed as one of several components designed to gather public input for 
the GMP, along with a newsletter and meetings for the general public to discuss management 
alternatives.125 The workshop quickly expanded beyond this initial plan to include nationally 
prominent civil rights leaders as well as NPS staff. The discussion was led by DSC Planner and 
GMP team leader Mike Bureman, together with Interim Site Manager Sändra Washington. It was 
held in the law library of the former U.S. Courthouse in Topeka where the Brown v. Board of 
Education case was first heard, although, by the time of the GMP meeting, it was the U.S Post 
Office where the park’s first office was located.  

 
The purpose of the workshop was to identify the range of themes that NPS should 

consider incorporating into the park’s interpretive program. Bureman explained how the program 
fit into the GMP process:  

One of the first assumptions that we made as we began this process is that there 
are tangible resources such as the school and school buildings and the other 
resources around Topeka. The only real function is their role as a backdrop or a 
stage of the stories. It is the stories, not the buildings. The Park Service is very 
good at interpreting buildings, but in this case the stories in context are important 
and what comes out of these two days is going to be the guts of what drives this 
program.126 
 

Participants at the two-day workshop then introduced themselves and explained what they could 
bring to the process. It was a formidable line-up. Washington referred to the program as “sort of 
like an oral history fish bowl for people who represented the Brown case specifically.”127 Martin 
Luther King, Jr. NHS Chief of Interpretation Gayle Hazelwood started the discussion by relating 
her experiences with interpreting the civil rights movement at an NPS site and detailing how the 
park would use the insights from that meeting’s other participants. She was followed by Terrance 
Roberts, one of the Little Rock Nine who integrated Central High School in 1957, then a 
professor of psychology, and next by Ronald Griffin, professor of law at Washburn University in 
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126 Interpretive Themes Workshop, Draft Transcript, February 1994. Produced by Denver Service Center transcript. 
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Topeka, who was a beneficiary of the Bolling v. Sharpe case that was part of the Brown v. Board 
of Education decision. Three members of the Brown family took part: Brown Henderson, her 
sister, Linda Brown Thompson, and their mother, Leola Brown Montgomery, followed by 
Deborah Dandridge, a Topeka native and archivist at the University of Kansas Library. Other 
speakers included NPS Historian Harry Butowsky; Robert DeForrest, president of the Afro-
American Institute for Historic Preservation and Community Development in Washington, DC; 
Paul Wilson, who argued the State of Kansas’ position before the Supreme Court case in Brown 
v. Board of Education; and former NAACP Legal Defense Fund lead counsel Jack Greenberg.  
 

Each participant gave an introduction to his or her background and association with the 
Brown v. Board of Education case. This was followed by a wide-ranging discussion of ways to 
talk about the site and the history of the case, potential interpretive approaches, and concepts that 
the participants thought should be conveyed to visitors. Though each participant brought his or 
her own perspective to the situation and each emphasized different aspects, all agreed on the 
need to place the Brown v. Board of Education decision in a broad historical context, including 
the efforts to more perfectly live out the ethos of the Declaration of Independence, the efforts 
toward self-determination on the part of African-Americans, and the history of legal challenges 
to the prevailing laws that mandated segregation and discrimination extending back to the 
nineteenth century. It was a remarkable gathering of national and regional leaders who had 
thought widely about issues of race, segregation, legislation, and civil rights activism and who 
brought their experiences to bear through a far-reaching discussion on the question of how best 
to convey the story represented by the Brown v. Board of Education decision to the visiting 
public. It was a tribute to the combined efforts and clout of the Brown Foundation and NPS that 
it occurred. 

In addition to significant assistance with the Interpretive Themes workshop, the Brown 
Foundation also planned and hosted an annual symposium on the Brown v. Board of Education 
decision and its relevance to the civil rights issues of the day. The first symposium was held in 
May 1994, to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the decision. Like the Interpretive Themes 
workshop six months earlier, the first Brown v. Board symposium brought together regional and 
national leaders, though in a more structured conference format. The Brown Foundation began 
planning for this symposium in 1993, and, by early 1994, announced that Julian Bond had been 
confirmed as the main speaker. Bond was a long-time civil rights activist who had been involved 
in the creation of both the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in the 1960s and the 
Southern Poverty Law Center in 1971, later serving as a state legislator in Georgia before being 
named chairman of the NAACP in 1998. In addition, the Brown Foundation arranged for the 
keynote panelists Little Rock Nine member Ernest Green, and Jack Greenberg, former head of 
the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. and member of the Brown v. Board of 
Education legal team.128 

The park hosted a complementary event on May 17, 1994, to commemorate the 40th 
anniversary of the Brown v. Board of Education decision. National Park Service Director Roger 

 
128 Brown Foundation Board of Directors Meeting—Minutes for January 8, 1994; Brown Foundation collection, 
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Kennedy gave the keynote address, which also featured Brown Henderson and Martin Rosen, 
president of the Trust for Public Land, co-sponsor of the event. Representatives from the local 
and regional press were well-represented at the event. The program was held at Monroe School, 
which NPS had only recently acquired with the assistance of the Trust for Public Land. Although 
unrestored, park staff provided tours of portions of the building for the public who attended.129 
Sändra Washington drew upon maintenance staff from Harry S Truman NHS, Homestead 
National Monument of America, and Fort Scott NHS to help prepare the grounds, and Lincoln 
Boyhood National Memorial loaned the new park a large NPS logo arrowhead to be mounted on 
the front door of Monroe School for the event.130 The combination of these two programs—the 
Brown v. Board Symposium and the 40th Anniversary celebration at Monroe School, on which 
NPS and the Brown Foundation collaborated, showed the ability of these partners to connect the 
story of Brown v. Board NHS to local, regional, and national leaders and garner widespread 
attention. Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg, who succeeded Robin White in October 
1997, recalled that the Brown Foundation’s symposia of the late 1990s were particularly 
effective for increasing awareness of the park. Brandyburg explained that  

the notoriety and the number of people that we had that were more informed 
about what was going on with the Brown story. And also, with the amount of 
information that was being disseminated out because of just the nature of the park. 
The park was not open. We didn’t have a lot of visitors coming, but, through the 
symposium, we were able to get that story out.131 
 
The Brown Foundation clearly was a vital component of the park’s interpretation and 

outreach program from the outset, and park staff worked closely with members of the 
Foundation to achieve many of the park’s goals and priorities. The park and the Brown 
Foundation coordinated their activities primarily through a series of cooperative agreements 
from 1993 to 2011. The story of the relationship between the park and the Foundation continues 
in Chapter 4.  

 
129 NPS Press Release, May 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, K3415. 
130 Letters of thanks from Sändra Washington to the several parks are dated June 6, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
131 Tyrone Brandyburg, oral history interview, March 16, 2020. 
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Chapter 4: The Brown Foundation and Cooperative Agreements 
 

 The origins and history of Brown v. Board of Education NHS is thoroughly 
entwined with the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, the Brown Foundation was created in October 1988 by Cheryl Brown 
Henderson as a way to continue the legacy of the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court 
case and to foster a more complete understanding of its history. Brown Henderson, through the 
Foundation, also was the first to initiate attempts to save the Monroe Elementary School for 
interpretive purposes. Drawing on her extensive personal network, Brown Henderson was able to 
encourage the support of state and national Members of Congress for the park’s establishment, 
attending multiple meetings over the years and reviewing the dozens of documents that were part 
of the site’s establishment. Even before the park was established, the Brown Foundation initiated 
annual symposia and other events to commemorate the Brown decision and began giving lectures 
throughout the nation about the decision’s legacy. Once Congress had created the park by 
legislation and the National Park Service became involved in its development, NPS recognized 
the immense value that the Brown Foundation brought to planning for the park and assisting in 
its interpretive program. In particular, NPS drew upon the deep understanding of, and personal 
commitment to, the case’s historical context that Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation 
Board of Directors possessed, as well as their unparalleled access to civil rights leaders 
throughout the nation as it began to develop an interpretive program for the park, including 
developing concepts and content for the exhibit in the renovated Monroe School that opened in 
2004, developing curricula to assist teachers at all grade levels, developing a traveling exhibit, 
and initiating an oral history program that resulted in nearly 100 transcribed audio tapes. In the 
years after the park officially opened in 2004, the Brown Foundation raised funds to provide 
transportation grants for school tour groups, and partnered with park staff in creating programs 
and tours. In addition, the Brown Foundation and its leaders were experienced in discussing 
issues pertaining to race, and racial discrimination in American society generally and in 
education particularly, and have provided training to park staff to help with interpreting the 
broader story of the Brown decision and the struggle for educational equity in America. As 
Sändra Washington, the park’s first Interim Site Manager, recalled, “I didn’t think the Park 
Service was, overall, comfortable dealing with civil rights as an active site. . .it wasn’t going to 
be the easiest topic to enter into.”132   

 
The Brown Foundation’s deep experience with historical issues of race and the civil 

rights movement produced a fruitful partnership from the beginning. The Brown Foundation 
provided the park with national visibility and interpretive content during what are normally 
quiescent years in a new park’s history, when multiple planning studies require NPS staff 
priority. NPS provided the Brown Foundation with an institutional structure and framework 
together with not inconsiderable funds for its work to promote the legacy of the Brown v. Board 
case. Ultimately, and unfortunately, disagreements and mutual suspicions regarding financial and 
managerial accountability and the definition of the roles that the Brown Foundation and the NPS 
should play in management of the site came to a head following the appointment of Brown 
Henderson as the park’s Superintendent in 2010. Between 2011 and 2014, after Brown 
Henderson had returned to the leadership of the Brown Foundation and continued to work 
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toward providing education materials regarding the Brown decision, the Department of the 
Interior’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) released two reports highly critical of the 
partnership, pointing to a lack of adherence to federal financial management rules and codes of 
ethics pertaining to conflicts of interest on the part of Brown Henderson and the Brown 
Foundation, and a substantial lack of financial management and oversight together with irregular 
hiring practices on the part of NPS as the causes of the dysfunction and disagreement. Although 
none of the irregularities rose to the level of criminal prosecution, and NPS and the Brown 
Foundation sought to find ways of continuing to work together through 2011, dissension over the 
investigations and the public nature of the reports led to a rupture in the relationship. 

 
Chapter 3 discussed the first cooperative agreement between NPS and the Brown 

Foundation, which was executed in September 1993. Under this agreement, the Brown 
Foundation coordinated extensively with Chiefs of Interpretation Robin White and Tyrone 
Brandyburg, and Superintendents Sändra Washington, Ray Harper, and Bess Sherman, providing 
much of the park’s off-site interpretation and developing traveling exhibit and interpretation 
materials. As both White and Brandyburg recalled, this was a positive and productive 
relationship throughout the initial five-year agreement. 

 
Early Conflicts and a New Cooperative Agreement 
Although the park, the Midwest Regional Office, and the Brown Foundation had a strong 

working relationship, there were occasional episodes of disquiet. A dispute that arose very early 
in the first cooperative agreement was, fortunately, settled with little strife. In February 1994, 
shortly after the initial appropriation was disbursed to the Foundation according to the terms of 
the cooperative agreement, Interim Site Manager Washington proposed to Regional Director 
William Schenk that the Foundation, in addition to working with the park through the 
cooperative agreement, also serve as the park’s cooperating association. This would give the 
Brown Foundation the added responsibility to manage an educational bookstore on behalf of the 
park.133 Washington had already held discussions with Brown Henderson about the arrangement 
and included a cooperating association agreement signed by the Brown Foundation in her 
proposal to Schenk, In April, Brown Henderson informed the Foundation’s Board of Directors 
that the Foundation “has a contract to run the sales outlet (gift shop) once the Park opens.”134 

 
The Regional Office, however, soon raised concerns about the Brown Foundation serving 

as a cooperating association while also receiving funds through a cooperative agreement, 
particularly regarding potential conflicts of interest. After hearing of the Regional Office’s 
concerns, Brown Henderson made direct contact with the Coordinator for Cooperating 
Associations in the NPS Washington Office. This office, she informed Regional Director 
Schenk, provided information that “clearly stated that there would not be a conflict with prior or 
other agreements.”135 In response to ongoing concerns from the Regional Solicitor, however, in 
mid-June, the Foundation converted one of its subsidiary groups, the Brown Institute, into a 
separate entity with its own bank account. This approach, she assured Schenk, was fully in line 
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with other groups in a similar position as the Foundation’s.136 In July, responding to the Regional 
Office’s concerns and in conjunction with providing information about the Brown Institute, the 
Brown Foundation’s Chairman Richard O’Brian and Treasurer Clyde Howard asserted that they 
were  

at once puzzled, discomfited and saddened that the National Park Service did not 
disclose to us any concerns about a conflict of interest when the Foundation 
signed the Cooperative Agreement and the agreement to become a cooperating 
association. In developing and signing the agreements, we relied in good faith on 
the advice and counsel of your predecessor and members of your current staff.  
 

Neither this advice, nor what they could learn from reading NPS guidelines on cooperative 
agreements and cooperating association, they contended, “imply or state directly that a conflict 
of interest arises if a cooperator also has an agreement.”137 

 
Regional Office staff, including Regional Chief of Interpretation Warren Bielenberg, who 

also served as the Regional Cooperating Association Coordinator, worked with Interim Site 
Manager Sändra Washington and incoming Superintendent Ray Harper through July to draft a 
response to the Brown Foundation’s complaint regarding a lack of clarity. In late August 1994, 
Schenk finally responded to Brown Foundation Chairman O’Brian, apologizing for the confusion 
regarding the cooperating association. It had been premature, he explained, for his staff to have 
raised the issue of a cooperating association. The park remained in planning mode, he told 
O’Brian, and NPS needed the assistance of the Brown Foundation regarding the GMP and the 
interpretive plan. The interpretive plan, he explained, would provide guidance on how best to 
meet the themes identified in the GMP, which likely would include a retail outlet with 
interpretive and educational materials. Work on the interpretive plan would not begin in 1995, 
and any discussions regarding a cooperating association should wait until that process was 
complete. Schenk then announced that he planned to meet with Superintendent Harper, Brown 
Henderson, and members of his staff in the coming month to discuss the issue.138 The selection 
of a cooperating association then lay dormant throughout the rest of the planning period. 

 
The question of the cooperating association appears to have been primarily a case of 

misunderstanding, but more substantive questions came to the fore in 1998, when the term of the 
first cooperative agreement was coming to an end, and a new agreement had to be negotiated. 
Discussions began in April when the Brown Foundation requested that the annual line-item 
budget of the cooperative agreement be increased from $107,000 ($102,000 from the Regional 
Office and $5,000 from the park’s operating budget) to $140,000. The stated reason for the 
proposed budget increase was to expand the off-site visitor experience and interpretive program, 
and to “Allow the site to function as an interpretive unit in advance of the rehabilitation of the 
site facility.” The Brown Foundation also proposed to expand their coordination among the four 
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other locations associated with the Brown v. Board of Education decision. An NPS briefing 
report that outlined the funding request also argued that the Brown Foundation, amid “staff 
fluctuations for this site,” provided stability and continuity.139 

 
Before contemplating the budget for the new cooperative agreement, however, the park 

and the Regional Office needed to recast the agreement in line with current NPS management 
guidelines. By the spring of 1998, having completed its GMP in August 1996 after extensive 
reviews and occasional contention among NPS offices, the park had only recently gone through 
the planning process for a Strategic Plan. The development of a Strategic Plan for individual 
parks was a relatively new requirement within NPS. Brown v. Board of Education NHS was 
created shortly before what some in NPS dubbed the “Performance Management Revolution.” 
Inspired by new approaches to management developed in the private sector in the 1970s and 
1980s and codified in the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA), this 
approach to management focused on measuring performance against clearly identified long-term 
and short-term goals, with evaluations of individual and corporate results and outcomes based on 
measurable criteria. NPS developed its own approach to the new performance mandates of 
GPRA in the mid-1990s that required the development of Strategic Plans, Annual Performance 
Plans, and Annual Performance Reports tailored to the needs and goals of individual units of the 
National Park System. Rather than a traditional focus on specific activities and issues, NPS 
began requiring park staff to define more clearly their particular missions and to develop 
identifiable goals and results that would help them to achieve their missions. NPS first developed 
a service-wide draft Strategic Plan in 1997 and finalized it in early 2000. In 1998, Congress 
passed the National Park Management Omnibus Act requiring all units of the National Park 
System to create appropriate management documents consistent with GPRA.  

 
The parks and regional offices not only had to comply themselves, but they had to pass 

on the requirement for goal-driven performance metrics to their cooperating partners through 
cooperative agreements. Staff from the park met with Brown Henderson in late June 1998 to 
discuss changes to the cooperative agreement. Superintendent Bess Sherman, who had replaced 
Superintendent Harper in September 1996, explained the new requirements to Brown Henderson, 
which featured an “Eight-Step process” that included the definition of a mission, an annual 
report, the establishment of project-related goals, and the emphasis on specific and quantifiable 
outcomes. The new cooperative agreement, she explained, would be based on projects to which 
the park and the Foundation would agree. As part of the new approach to project-based 
management, Sherman requested that Brown Henderson prepare a list of the Brown 
Foundation’s projects as identified in the existing cooperative agreement that would not be 
completed by the time it expired. Sherman also relayed to Brown Henderson the decision from 
the Regional Office that the funding for the new cooperative agreement would remain the same, 
a line-item appropriation of $102,000.140 In a follow-up meeting later that month, Sherman with 
her staff, and Brown Henderson with another Foundation board member, discussed the extensive 
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new paperwork that would be required and the Brown Foundation’s proposed list of projects. As 
Sherman noted, “None were agreed upon,” and Chief of Interpretation Brandyburg agreed to 
assist the Brown Foundation with a new project list. With regard to the paperwork, which was far 
more extensive given the additional reporting and documentation requirements of GPRA, 
Sherman explained that NPS “needed to have a cost breakdown for every penny allotted to them 
for review by any interested individual or community.” Sherman agreed to provide the Brown 
Foundation with a computer disc copy of the forms to help with their preparation.141 

 
The Brown Foundation regularly asserted that the park was not providing sufficient 

guidance regarding the new GPRA financial and project management reporting requirements for 
the cooperative agreement and that they needed more time to prepare the necessary documents. 
Given the difficulties which the Brown Foundation experienced preparing the paperwork 
necessary for compliance with GPRA, including the development of Annual Work Plans and 
staffing allocations, Superintendent Sherman requested that the term of the existing cooperative 
agreement be extended by six months to March 31, 1999. This extension, she explained, would 
also give the park and the Brown Foundation additional time to reach an agreement regarding a 
list of projects that could be included in the new cooperative agreement.142  

 
The Regional Office granted the extension, and meetings between the Brown Foundation 

and NPS continued through the fall of 1998. At the same time, public notifications about the 
proposed cooperative agreement were drawing the attention of citizens in Topeka, who requested 
a public meeting in October 1998 to learn more about what the Brown Foundation was doing 
under the cooperative agreement and how they could become more involved in the park. In late 
October 1998, Midwest Support Office (MWSO) Superintendent Linda Witkowski traveled to 
Topeka to attend a meeting between park staff, Cheryl Brown Henderson, and Brown 
Foundation board member Carol Vogel. The meeting had two purposes: define the projects that 
the Foundation could complete by the end of 1998 and settle on a budget for the one-quarter 
extension to the original cooperative agreement that the Midwest Regional Office had granted. 
Witkowski’s trip report for the meeting was the first to put into the written record early concerns 
by NPS staff, particularly Superintendent Sherman, that the work being done by the Foundation 
was not commensurate with the funds appropriated and disbursed to them through the 
cooperative agreement.143 

 
Park staff, Brown Henderson, and Vogel came to quick agreement on two projects that 

could be completed by the end of the calendar year: producing training materials for park staff 
and other historians to better understand the educational experiences of African Americans and 
making tapes and transcripts from the oral histories that the Brown Foundation had already 
completed available for research. There was no agreement on a third project that the park 
requested, however: a State of Kansas curriculum-based teachers’ guide as part of the NPS’ 
Parks as Classrooms program. The Brown Foundation had included the development of a 
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curriculum guide in the last four of its annual lists of proposed projects, but, as Chief of 
Interpretation Brandyburg explained, the curriculum work that the Brown Foundation had done 
was not prepared to the standards of the State of Kansas. Work on the curriculum, he recalled, 
“got really bogged down because, again, there was the Brown Foundation saying ‘These are the 
things that we have. This is what we’ve been giving. This is what we’ve been doing for years and 
years.’ And then the Park Service would say, ‘No. . .do it differently because this is the format 
we’re using.’”144 Superintendent Sherman developed a list of eight themes that the curriculum 
should address, but Brown Henderson stated that the Brown Foundation would be unable to 
prepare the guides for all of them by the end of the year. As Witkowski observed, Brown 
Henderson was not opposed to doing the work, but, with only two employees, believed that the 
Foundation could not produce the guides in such a short period of time. Witkowski suggested 
that the Foundation investigate drawing upon either volunteers or contractors with educational 
experience to assist them. Brown Henderson agreed to that, and she and Vogel, as well as the 
park staff, also agreed to continue to try to find ways to incorporate a series of incremental 
milestones over the course of a year or more that would allow the project to move forward within 
the GPRA requirements for goal-based deliverables and schedules. In the meantime, to have a 
third deliverable by the end of 1998, Brown Henderson proposed that the on-going provision of 
park-related outreach programs by the Foundation serve this need. Park staff agreed to this 
suggestion.145 

 
The second topic regarding funding for the cooperative agreement was even more thorny. 

Superintendent Sherman expressed her concern “about the identification of the majority of 
funding as being earmarked for salaries and benefits for Foundation staff,” noting that the budget 
as proposed by the Brown Foundation specifically designated relatively little to items that could 
easily be identified as project support.146 For each year of the existing cooperative agreement, the 
Brown Foundation had presented to NPS a budget narrative and a statement of accounts which 
substantiated Sherman’s concerns. In 1995, for example, of the $107,000 budget, $77,398 was 
designated as salaries and benefits for Brown Henderson as Executive Director and her sister, 
Linda Brown Thompson, as Program Associate. In 1996, that figure rose to $85,826, and in 1997 
fell to $81,502. The remaining portions of the budget were for interpretive programming, 
including the annual symposium, curriculum development, bibliographic research, oral histories, 
and work on exhibits, together with costs for office supplies, accounting services, mail and 
telephone expenses, photocopying, and maintenance.147 In an aside by Witkowski in her report, 
she commented that “missing from the Foundation’s quarterly budget submittal is any indication 
of what the Foundation brings into the agreement. On the surface, it appears that the Foundation 
is wholly supported by Federal funding.” She suggested that “it would be good to ask the 
Foundation to provide budget information on the value of what it brings into the agreement” 
such as volunteer hours or donations in-kind from Foundation supporters. This concern was not 
brought up in the meeting between park staff and the Brown Foundation. Instead, Brown 
Henderson and Vogel agreed to revise the budget to reflect the percentages of salaries and 
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benefits that could be attributed to each project. Witkowski returned to her concern, however, in 
the conclusion to her report, pointing out that “still to be resolved is the issue of separating 
program activities the Foundation undertakes on behalf of the park and those it performs for its 
own existence. The potential for appearances of conflict of interest by Foundation staff are 
significant.”148 

 
Park staff and the Brown Foundation grew increasingly frustrated with the process and 

each other through November and December 1998, with accusations on both sides of delay and 
failure to communicate. The Brown Foundation sought additional information on preparing 
budgets and cost analyses to comply with the new regulations pertaining to cooperative 
agreements and requested sample agreements from other parks. On November 19, 1998, this 
frustration was manifested when Brown Foundation Treasurer Clyde Howard formally submitted 
a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) notice to the park, requesting budgets and cost analyses 
for FY 1997, 1998, and 1999, any other FOIA requests that the park had received during that 
time, the FY 1999 Annual Performance Plan, and any minutes or correspondence among NPS 
staff and community groups that affected any decision pertaining to the Brown Foundation. At 
the same time, Superintendent Sherman provided the Brown Foundation with a draft cooperative 
agreement with a proposed list of projects for their review, about which discussions continued 
into December. On December 12, 1998, MWSO Superintendent Witkowski returned to Topeka 
to attend a meeting of the Brown Foundation, at which the local representative of Senator Sam 
Brownback (R-KA) was also present.  

 
The meeting had three purposes: first, to allow Witkowski to explain the NPS process; 

second, to identify the issues between NPS and the Brown Foundation regarding the cooperative 
agreement; and third, to discuss the Foundation’s vision for the future. Brown Foundation board 
members identified for Witkowski several topics of disagreement, both particular and general. 
Some objected to the term of the new cooperative agreement being changed from five years in 
the old agreement to one year with renewals up to five years; Witkowski explained that this was 
now the standard practice throughout NPS and was not evidence of a lack of confidence in the 
Brown Foundation. Others wanted more details on the steps necessary for the park to be fully 
operational and what the Brown Foundation could do to help with that, and several cited 
dissatisfaction with what they saw as the burdens of the new GPRA requirements, lack of 
support from NPS to help them comply with the paperwork needs, and conflicting messages 
from NPS as to whether GPRA even applied to cooperative agreements to explain their disquiet. 
The general mood of those who were present was pessimistic. Their complaints were legion and 
included a perceived lack of trust on the part of NPS and the park staff, a lack of appreciation for 
the work that had been done, and a sense that the park had done little to foster a collaborative 
relationship. They expressed the feeling that the park was too controlling in managing the 
agreement and the belief that the Brown Foundation and individual members had been libeled in 
correspondence between Superintendent Sherman and Deputy Regional Director Given with 
insinuations of misuse of government funding. There was reluctance to attempt to continue to 
move forward, many of the Foundation members feeling that the Brown Foundation was unable 
to work effectively with the park staff. Others, however, requested a mediator to help to settle the 
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issues and “clear the air,” so that the new cooperative agreement could move forward.149 This 
was accomplished when the Regional Office directed Marty Sterkel, with the Land and Water 
Conservation Fund, to conduct an arbitration between the Brown Foundation and the park.150 

 
Confusion and miscommunication continued through December 1998 and into January 

1999 regarding the completion dates for the ongoing projects and the GPRA requirements for 
financial analyses which, according to Brown Henderson, the Regional Office eventually advised 
the Foundation not to complete because it was intended for the internal NPS administration 
requirements, not the partner group.151 In the meantime, the Brown Foundation’s FOIA request 
from November 1998 continued to make its way through the Regional Office. Superintendent 
Sherman was unable to locate any documents pertaining to minutes or correspondence that 
specifically affected the relationship with the Brown Foundation, and, in mid-January 1999, the 
Region’s FOIA Officer forwarded this negative response to Brown Foundation Treasurer Clyde 
Howard. In early February, Howard appealed to the Department of the Interior (DOI) FOIA 
Appeals Officer, but Regional Director William Schenk repeated and supported the park’s 
inability to locate any documents that matched the Foundation’s request. The only complication, 
Schenk added, was that, in early November 1998, an attorney in Topeka, Joseph D. Johnson, had 
written to request information pertaining to the cooperative agreement, including financial 
statements. The Regional Office on December 11, 1998, replied with a copy of the original 1993 
cooperative agreement and the budget summaries provided to NPS by the Brown Foundation. It 
was not a FOIA request, and Schenk asserted that the correspondence had no impact on the 
relationship between NPS and the Brown Foundation.152 The DOI Appeals Officer replied to the 
Brown Foundation relating both the negative response of inability to locate any of the requested 
documents and the response to the Topeka attorney. The Brown Foundation again appealed this 
negative response, seeking any other information pertaining to the meeting with Johnson and 
information that was revealed to him. Again, based on information provided by Regional 
Director Schenk, the DOI FOIA officer replied with a final negative response on May 7, 1999, 
closing the issue.153 

 
As the FOIA request and appeals wound their way through NPS and DOI, the Brown 

Foundation and park staff were able to come to an agreement on a project list and schedule for 
the new cooperative agreement. No records of the correspondence or negotiations during January 
and early February 1999 have been located for this report, but, in mid-January, Chief of 
Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg prepared a revised Scope of Work for two key projects for the 
new agreement: production of materials in support of an interpretive program and a finding aid 

 
149 Memorandum, Superintendent, MWSO to Deputy Regional Director, Midwest Region, December 14, 1998; files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, letters from Brown Foundation. This collection also includes multiple 
memoranda and emails among Superintendent Sherman, Deputy Regional Director Given, and Cheryl Brown 
Henderson throughout November and early December. 
150 Theora McVay, oral history interview, February 26, 2020. 
151 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
152 Memorandum, Regional Director, Midwest Region to Freedom of Information Appeals Office, Department of the 
Interior, February 23, 1999; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A7221. 
153 The letter from Attorney Joseph Johnson, dated November 19, 1998, and the response from Regional FOIA 
Officer Florence Six, dated December 11, 1998, are attached to a single package of documents that constitute the 
appeal by Brown Foundation Treasurer Clyde Howard, dated March 30, 1999. The matter was closed when 
Regional Director David Given forwarded the response from the DOI FOIA Officer to Howard on May 7, 1999; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A721. 
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for the oral history tapes and transcripts.154 Finally, in late February 1999, the Brown Foundation 
and NPS executed the new cooperative agreement. The principal portion of the agreement was 
similar to the original document, though the term was defined as one year that could be extended 
in one-year increments for a total of five years. The new cooperative agreement also provided a 
more detailed description of what “substantial involvement” by NPS would entail, including 
review and monitoring of program objectives, providing oversight, direction, monitoring, and 
assistance for the several projects identified later in the agreement, and NPS participation in the 
selection of contractors and hiring of Foundation employees under the agreement except for the 
Foundation director and personal staff. The cooperative agreement also required quarterly 
performance results tied to the agreed-upon goals and to cost data for the computation of unit 
costs and designated NPS staff to review the quarterly performance results before approval of 
payments for the next quarter.155 

 
Superintendent Stephen Adams entered on duty in December 1999, replacing Bess 

Sherman, who transferred to the position of Deputy Superintendent of the Central Alabama 
Group. As Adams recalled, Superintendent Sherman had overseen the initial development of 
exhibits and rehabilitation planning, and he was hired partly to oversee the completion of the 
physical rehabilitation of Monroe School and the creation and installation of the interpretive 
media.156 Prior to his arrival, Adams was briefed on the strained relationship with the Brown 
Foundation over the previous several years by Interim Superintendent John Neal, who served in 
that capacity on temporary duty during the tenure of Superintendent Sherman. As Adams 
recalled the conversation, Neal told him of the Brown Foundation’s perspective: 

‘[T]hey’re very interested in the project, they’re very interested in how the story’s 
going to be told, and they want people to listen to them and treat them as equal 
partners.’ And so, we talked for quite a while, and he said, ‘You know, that’s all 
they want. They’re not trying to run the park or make the decisions. They want to 
be part of the process, they want to be consulted, and they want to be listened to 
seriously. And they haven’t been able to get that under one of the previous 
Superintendents.’157 
 

After he was hired for the position but before he officially began work, Adams traveled to 
Topeka to meet with Brown Henderson, hoping to clarify the problem of communications 
between NPS and the Brown Foundation. During their meeting, he recalled, “she told me what 
her perspective of the communication problem was and how, from her perspective, it could be 
easily fixed. And it was so simple.” As a result, “I remember, we hit the ground running in 
January [2000]. . .it was non-stop until the day after the Grand Opening [in May 2004].”158 

 

 
154 Memorandum, Chief of Interpretation, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, January 11, 1999; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, letters from Brown Foundation. 
155 A copy of the executed cooperative agreement (ID no. 1443CA6000990001), signed by Cheryl Brown 
Henderson for the Brown Foundation, Bess L. Sherman for the park, and Theora McVay as MWRO Contracting 
Officer, who provided the final signature on March 1, 1999, is located in files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 
A42. 
156 Stephen Adams, oral history interview, May 27, 2020. 
157 Ibid. The reference was to Superintendent Bess Sherman, who declined to provide an oral history interview for 
this project. 
158 Ibid. 
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The Third Cooperative Agreement 
The second cooperative agreement was executed in early 1999, for a one-year term 

renewable for up to four more years. As discussed more fully in Chapters 5 and 6, this was a 
productive period in which NPS and the Brown Foundation were focused tightly on planning for 
the opening of Monroe School with an exciting and comprehensive interpretation program. This 
five-year term ended in early 2004, as plans for the Grand Opening were in their final and most 
intense phase. During this hectic period of final planning, the Brown Foundation and the park 
began negotiations regarding the third cooperative agreement in early 2004 with a meeting in 
early March. Brown Foundation President Brown Henderson proposed a new list of activities for 
the next cooperative agreement later that month. These included conducting summer institutes 
for teachers and policy makers on the role of education in supporting democracy, expanding and 
promoting the Foundation’s traveling exhibits program to include exhibits on all five of the cases 
combined under the Brown decision, developing and implementing training opportunities for 
graduate students on the history and impact of the Brown decision, assisting with the 
development of a Civil Dialogue curriculum, and supporting the park in the recruitment of 
volunteers.159 In June 2004, shortly after the Grand Opening of the park, the Brown Foundation 
summarized the initiatives and included additional tasks such as promoting the park to schools as 
far away as Kansas City, targeting rural school districts for diversity education and race dialogue, 
and expanding the curriculum goals to include all age ranges.160 

 
Work on the new cooperative agreement was delayed in the spring and early summer, 

first by the Grand Opening in May and then by a transition in leadership at the park. After 
serving as Superintendent through the rehabilitation of Monroe School, the task that he was 
assigned when he took the position, and celebrating the success of the project at the park’s Grand 
Opening, Stephen Adams transferred to the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail as 
Superintendent in July 2004. He was replaced by Dennis Vasquez, a former NPS Chief 
Naturalist and Superintendent who was then working at Harpers Ferry Center with temporary 
duties at the NPS Washington Office. One of Vasquez’s first tasks was to formalize the first 
budget for the park after the Grand Opening, one component of which was funding the 
cooperative agreement with the Brown Foundation. In early August, he provided a justification 
for the funding, which he set at $198,000 per year. He proposed a list of activities for FY 2005, 
similar to those Brown Henderson and Adams had negotiated earlier in the year, with the 
addition of a symposium on the quest for equal opportunity on the part of Native Americans, 
Hispanic Americans, and Asian Americans.161 

 
Although neither the budget request nor its formal approval was located during the 

present research, the funding that Superintendent Vasquez recommended in August 2004 was in 
line with what the Brown Foundation received during 2003 and 2004. Year-end financial 
statements in December 2004 indicate that the Foundation received $212,890 in calendar year 
2003 and $183,965 in calendar year 2004 from the National Park Service. It is not clear if any 

 
159 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to Steve Adams, March 16, 2004; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. See also Brown Foundation Board of Director’s Meeting, March 6, 2004; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
160 Brown Foundation Board of Director’s Meeting, June 21, 2004; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
161 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Midwest Regional Office, August 4, 2004; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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portion of this was a result of their participation in the national 50th Anniversary commission.162 
Clearly, the request for nearly $200,000 per year to start the third cooperative agreement, nearly 
double the amount originally budgeted for the cooperative agreement, was in line with recent 
appropriations. 

 
Negotiations for the third cooperative agreement between NPS and the Brown 

Foundation continued through the fall of 2004, and, in January 2005, Regional Director Ernest 
Quintana requested that the DOI Regional Solicitor review the draft agreement for compliance 
with existing law and policy and provide recommendations for strengthening it. In response, the 
Regional Solicitor recommended that the cooperative agreement identify the present level of 
funding, saying that, although funding could be added at a later date, “we agree with the 
comment that it is presently too open-ended.” The remainder of the draft agreement was 
approved for legal sufficiency.163 When executed three weeks later, the third cooperative 
agreement did not state the funding level. Instead, it retained much of the same language as the 
second cooperative agreement that had been in effect since February 1999, including the 
specification of roles and responsibilities and definitions of “substantial involvement.” The 
agreement identified twelve programs or sets of activities on which the Brown Foundation would 
collaborate with the park, several of which were continuations of projects from earlier versions 
of the cooperative agreement: providing training programs and materials for teachers, 
particularly in rural areas, expanding and promoting traveling exhibits, conducting more oral 
history interviews, and assisting the park with completing the transcripts of the oral histories. 
Other objectives had been discussed during the negotiations in 2004: conduct Summer Institutes 
for educators and policy makers, prepare training and orientation materials for park staff, 
develop and conduct educational outreach within a sixty-mile radius of Topeka, plan and co-
sponsor a symposium about the experiences of other minorities with regarding to educational 
opportunities, develop and implement training opportunities for graduate students, and assist 
with the recruitment and training of park volunteers.164 

 
Funding for the Third Cooperative Agreement 
Funding provided to the Brown Foundation through the second cooperative agreement, 

from 1999 to 2004, was intended to remain the same as it was through the first cooperative 
agreement from 1993 to 1998: $107,000 per year ($102,000 as a line item and an additional 
$5,000 from the park’s operating budget). Beginning in 2002 and 2003, however, in recognition 
of the greatly expanded range of activities during planning for the 50th Anniversary celebration 
and the new exhibits, the Brown Foundation received additional funds beyond the base 
appropriation. In FY 2003, for example, which began in October 2002, the Brown Foundation 
received $199,000 through the cooperative agreement, while donations and grants combined for 
an additional $80,000 in revenue.165  In calendar year 2004, the Foundation received $183,965 

 
162 In 2003, the Brown Foundation saw revenue of $69,063 from non-NPS sources including contributions, a grant 
from the National Black United Federation, program reimbursements, fees for exhibits and slides; in 2004, these 
same non-NPS revenue sources totaled $158,839. Brown Foundation Statement of Activities, Year Ended December 
31, 2004; KSRL, Brown Foundation Board of Directors Information, RHMS 1449, Box 1, Folder 22. 
163 Memorandum, Regional Director, Midwest Region to Regional Solicitor, Rocky Mountain Region, January 20, 
2005; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A44. 
164 The cooperative agreement, executed on February 11, 2005, is in files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
165 Memorandum, Carol Vogel, Treasurer to Board of Directors, Brown Foundation, June 21, 2004, in Board of 
Directors meeting minutes, June 21, 2004; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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through the cooperative agreement while receiving another $148,000 in contributions and 
grants.166 Much of this funding came through modifications to the cooperative agreement for 
specific projects that went beyond the initial list of projects the Brown Foundation had agreed to 
undertake. Appropriations for the Brown Foundation continued to rise, and, in 2005, the 
Foundation received a base appropriation of $247,000. Throughout the three cooperative 
agreements beginning in 1993, the Brown Foundation operated based on advance payments, 
requesting one-quarter of the annual amount at the beginning of each fiscal quarter. Beginning 
with the second cooperative agreement in 1999, these quarterly requests were accompanied by 
progress reports, which included a summary of activities and a breakdown of salaries and 
expenses by project in accordance with federal GPRA guidelines. 

 
For FY 2006, the Washington Office initially recommended that funding for the Brown 

Foundation’s cooperative agreement be discontinued “to support higher priorities,” but the 
funding was then quickly restored to $247,000, with another $46,517 for NPS special projects.167 
It is likely that a member or members of Congress intervened to replace the Brown Foundation’s 
appropriation, given the relationships that Brown Henderson had developed over the years. In 
March 2006, for example, Brown Henderson and Foundation Chair Deborah Dandridge 
announced plans to travel to Washington in July “to meet with Sen. Brownback’s staff to discuss 
the Foundation’s appropriation. The Foundation will request to remain at the same level.”168 
Earlier in March, Congressman Jim Ryun submitted a request for an appropriation of $250,000 
for FY 2007 for the Cooperative Agreement, although the Foundation’s financial report for 
Calendar Year 2007 showed an appropriation of $149, 715, with another $51,180 in park project 
revenue. The revenue rebounded quickly, however. The Foundation’s financial report for 
Calendar Year 2008 shows a total grant revenue of $309,207 and park project revenue of 
$39,783, though it is not specified what portion of that is from the cooperative agreement. The 
financial report for Calendar Year 2009 shows $616,661 in total grant revenue, with another 
$11,000 in park project revenue.169 

 
In hiring a new accounting firm to produce their annual financial audits, the Brown 

Foundation switched to a new financial reporting format in Calendar Year 2007, which 
continued through 2009. In addition to showing assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses, and 
cash flow, the reports provided basic analysis along with standardized statements of methods. In 
all these reports, the accountant included a brief section identified as “Concentrations.” In these 
sections for Calendar Years 2007, 2008, and 2009, the accountant noted that the Foundation 
received between 85% and 89% of its support from NPS. “In the event this grant is discontinued 
or severely restricted,” the accountant concluded, “the activities of the Foundation might be 

 
166 Annual Report: Brown Foundation for Educational, Equity, Excellence, 2004-2005; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
167 FY 2006 Budget Justifications, National Park Service; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. See also 
Treasurer’s Report to Board of Directors, Brown Foundation, February 16, 2006; KSRL, RHMS 1449, Box 1, 
Folder 24. 
168 Brown Foundation Board of Directors meeting minutes, April 22, 2006; KSRL, RHMS 1449, Box 1, Folder 24. 
169 Congressman Jim Ryun 2007 Appropriations Request Form, March 3, 2006; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. See also The Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research, Financial 
Statements with Additional Information for Year Ended December 31, 2008, and for Year Ended December 31, 
2009; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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impaired.”170 This concern mirrors that expressed by Midwest Support Office Superintendent 
Witkowski and Park Superintendent Sherman in 1998 during negotiations for the second 
cooperative agreement discussed earlier in this chapter. Given the level of activity and 
productivity demonstrated by the Brown Foundation during the second and third cooperative 
agreements, however, neither Regional nor park staff were inclined to observe, as had Witkowski 
in 1998, that “still to be resolved is the issue of separating program activities the Foundation 
undertakes on behalf of the park and those it performs for its own existence. The potential for 
appearances of conflict of interest by Foundation staff are significant.”171 
 

Cheryl Brown Henderson as Superintendent 
Such concerns re-emerged in the wake of Brown Henderson being appointed 

Superintendent of the park in June 2010. In comments as early as the late 1990s, the Brown 
Foundation iterated the need for stability in the park’s leadership and park staff more familiar 
with Topeka. Particularly at the level of superintendents, NPS culture frequently involves 
periodic relocation. During the first six years of its existence, for example, the park saw the 
arrival of three permanent and two temporary superintendents, none of whom were from Topeka. 
As former Deputy Regional Director David Given recalled, after Superintendent Vasquez 
departed for Washington, DC, in 2009, Brown Henderson “thought maybe it was the right time 
for her to be Superintendent, and that would have been after the building was restored and with 
all the exhibits in.”172 

 
Superintendent Dennis Vasquez continued the close working relationship that his 

predecessor, Stephen Adams, developed with Cheryl Brown Henderson and the Brown 
Foundation. The interpretive and educational staff had also worked extensively with Brown 
Henderson on myriad programs, events, and educational initiatives since the 1990s. During the 
restoration of Monroe School, park staff and Brown Henderson identified office space within the 
building for the Brown Foundation, including herself as president, and an administrative/ 
program assistant. Adams recalled that most of the planning to identify programmatic needs for 
Monroe School had been completed by the time he arrived in late 1999, but “about the only thing 
that changed –I don’t know whether it was before I got there or shortly after I arrived – the 
Regional Director and I were talking about the [Brown] Foundation, and he asked me to, if I 
could, find a place for them to have an office in the building.”173 Park staff, working with the 
architects, found office space for the Brown Foundation next door to the Superintendent’s office. 
Vasquez recalled the convenience of this arrangement, since the park and the Brown Foundation 
worked so closely together:  

Cheryl and I were next door neighbors in the office, there. And she didn’t come 
into the office every day, but she was there most days. And so, we – would have 
formal, kind of, sit-down meetings but, we had a lot of informal hallway 
interaction, as well. So, we developed that kind of – and it was always a business 
professional relationship. . .so, we would kind of feed off each other, but we 

 
170 Brown Foundation Financial Statements for 2007, 2008, 2009; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS.  
171 Memorandum, Superintendent, Midwest Support Office to Regional Director, Midwest Region, November 4, 
1998; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, letters from Brown Foundation. 
172 Given, oral history interview. 
173 Adams, oral history interview. 
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would always, sort of, manage each other, as well. I might go off on – with some . 
. .big idea, and she would, maybe, bring me back to a little more of reality.174 
 
With the Brown Foundation occupying office space in Monroe School, however, the lines 

between the work of the Foundation and the work of the park blurred even further. Interim Site 
Manager Sändra Washington, who remained involved with the park after returning to the 
Midwest Regional Office, recalled hearing of plans to provide the Foundation with office space 
in the restored school: “when they came into the building, I remember just going, ‘Not my 
tenure. This was somebody else’s decision.’ And I just thought, ‘Alright, that might be a 
challenge.’”175  

 
The challenges of establishing a firm line between the Brown Foundation and the park 

became even clearer following Vasquez’s departure. Chief of Interpretation David Schafer 
recalled that Vasquez had hired him in the spring of 2009, but that, as Schafer was driving to 
Topeka to enter on duty, Vasquez called to say that he was leaving for a temporary duty in 
Washington. When Vasquez accepted the position with the proposed Museum of the American 
Latino later that summer, Schafer was asked to serve as the Acting Superintendent.176 Later in 
the summer of 2009, the Regional Office began preparations to announce the position, which 
was then formally announced in December 2009. Cheryl Brown Henderson stated that her 
interest in serving as the park’s superintendent stemmed from the turnover in staff that she had 
witnessed during her long association with the site. She was motivated, she recalled, 

by the transient nature of Park Service staff.. . .It was like a revolving door, and 
my thinking was that, since I lived in the city, and because we had worked 
tirelessly to create the site, I thought being the Superintendent would create some 
stability. And it seemed reasonable – to step into that role would allow some 
stability over a period of time without the revolving door and every few years new 
people coming and going, so I really looked at this as offering some stability to 
the site.177 
 
 When the position announcement was made public in December 2009, it was an unusual 

one by federal recruitment standards for being listed under two different job series. One was a 
merit promotion position (GS-0025, Park Manager) that was open only to current federal 
employees and authorized relocation costs; the other was an open competitive announcement 
(GS-0340, Park Manager), open to all U.S. citizens. In addition, the required qualifications for 
the position as identified in the two series were different: the position that was open to all U.S. 
citizens required specialized experience equivalent to the next lower grade level, while the 
position that was for federal employees required experience as a manager in park-related work. 
The later initiation of an investigation by the Department of the Interior’s Office of Inspector 
General (OIG) was prompted by an anonymous call, but the unusual nature of the announcement 
was an important part of the cause for opening and pursuing the investigation. After its initial 
investigation, the OIG produced a report of its findings in July 2011. The OIG report, citing 
comments from Midwest Region Human Resources Specialist Shirley Peterson, pointed out that 

 
174 Dennis Vasquez, oral history interview, June 20, 2020. 
175 Washington, oral history interview. 
176 David Schafer, oral history interview, April 15, 2020. 
177 Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
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an announcement for a park superintendent that was open to all U.S. citizens was unprecedented. 
The recruitment files also showed discrepancies, indicating that the vacancy was first opened as 
a GS-0340 announcement and then immediately changed to a GS-2205 with no explanation in 
the files.178  

 
David Given recalled that he had spoken to Brown Henderson about applying for the 

position, and that, “while we made no promises to her, we advertised the Superintendent’s job 
both inside the NPS and to the public at large so she could apply.”179 The OIG also alleged that 
the process of interviewing and hiring Brown Henderson for the park superintendent position 
may have been influenced by Kansas U.S. Senator Sam Brownback, who reportedly called Given 
on February 4, 2010, urging him to consider Brown Henderson for the position. Given denied for 
the record that Brownback’s call had any impact on the decision and said that “he told the 
Senator that Brown Henderson would receive full consideration like any other applicant.”180 

 
The Regional Office conducted interviews for the position through the early spring of 

2010, inviting existing NPS employees, who applied through the federal-only job series, and 
Brown Henderson, who applied through the open job series. As Given recalled, “When we 
reviewed the applications, she was, by far, the best applicant.”181 By the time of the interview, 
many NPS staff at the park, in the Regional Office, and in the Washington Office were 
concerned about potential conflicts of interest given the close, potentially indissoluble, 
connection between the Brown Foundation and the park. This concern was based on the 
longstanding working relationship between the two and the provision of NPS funds to the Brown 
Foundation through the cooperative agreement, which, by 2009, totaled approximately $300,000 
per year. Moreover, not only was Henderson employed by the Brown Foundation, but her sister, 
Linda Brown Thompson, was a part-time employee on the Foundation’s staff.  Former Interim 
Site Manager Sändra Washington served on the interview panel for three of the candidates, 
including Brown Henderson, and recalled warning Given and Regional Director Ernest Quintana 
“that this was her weak spot.” According to the OIG report, another candidate, from within NPS, 
was offered the position, but, when that person declined the offer, it was extended to Brown 
Henderson.182  

 
The OIG received its first anonymous complaint pertaining to Brown Henderson in April 

2010, after she had been offered the position but before she accepted; the OIG did not reveal the 
source of the complaint. The allegation was that her selection as Superintendent would create a 
significant conflict of interest because as the Superintendent of the park that had responsibility to 
manage funds through the cooperative agreement with the Brown Foundation, she was related to 
or had close connections with Brown Foundation employees. The OIG then referred the matter to 
NPS and the DOI’s Ethics Office on April 30. In mid-May, DOI Ethics Counselor Matt Parsons 
sent an email to NPS Deputy Ethics Counselor Peggy Moran-Gicker with concerns that hiring 
Brown Henderson might be inappropriate, given Brown Henderson’s relationship to Brown 
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Foundation employees, the Foundation’s financial reliance on NPS, and the overall appearance 
of conflict of interest. As a result, “it is difficult to see how a Superintendent of the Brown NHS 
could function if she were recused from participating with the Foundation on particular matters 
as required by the regulation” pertaining to the cooperative agreement.183 Sändra Washington 
likewise recalled addressing these concerns both during the interview and after the offer of 
employment was made.184 

 
Given and Quintana were unconvinced that these concerns outweighed the advantages of 

having Brown Henderson serving as Superintendent, given her family connection to the Brown 
decision and her long history of supporting the interpretive and educational programs of the park. 
Over the next several weeks, Brown Henderson and Regional Office staff conducted negotiations 
regarding how Brown Henderson could serve as Superintendent and avoid conflicts of interest. 
By early June, the two sides had worked out the details of a recusal agreement, according to 
which Brown Henderson was barred from involvement with Brown Foundation matters for a 
period of twelve months, after which the terms of the recusal would be reassessed. In late May, 
as Brown Henderson’s appointment became more certain and, apparently, at the suggestion of 
the Brown Foundation Board of Directors, Brown Henderson signed an employment right of first 
refusal with the Board in case she wished to return to her position with the Foundation.185 Brown 
Henderson then resigned from her position with the Brown Foundation on June 12, 2010, and 
entered on duty as Superintendent of Brown v. Board of Education NHS on June 13, 2010. 

 
Brown Henderson’s position as Superintendent created a difficult work environment for 

several members of the park staff, particularly Chief of Interpretation David Schafer. Since 
Regional staff were not present at the park, they called on Schafer, the senior staff member but 
who reported to the Superintendent, to ensure that Brown Henderson abided by the terms of the 
recusal agreement. Schafer, however, was not provided with a copy of the agreement. For her 
part, Brown Henderson felt constrained by opposition to her being in the position of 
Superintendent. “[F]actions working very diligently to express their displeasure with my being 
there,” made it “a very difficult position to be where you were not wanted.”186 Brown Henderson 
was required to go through supervisory training at the Regional level, though she saw the 
training as minimal, and “more like networking, is how I viewed it even more than training.”187 
She traveled to Harry S Truman NHS for a meeting with Superintendent Larry Villalva as part of 
her introduction to the workings of NPS. As difficulties with the park staff mounted, she sought 
to engage Washburn University Professor of Psychology Dave Provorse to provide a workshop 
for park staff on “creating a more positive work environment.”188 For his part, Chief of 
Interpretation Schafer, despite being in the difficult position of having to oversee aspects of his 

 
183 Email, Matt Parson to Peggy Moran-Gicker, May 19, 2010; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS; see also 
summary of the email in OIG, 2. 
184 Washington, oral history interview. 
185 OIG, 2-3. 
186 Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
187 Ibid. See also Memorandum, Human Resources Officer, Midwest Region to Regional Director, Midwest Region, 
August 26, 2010; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P86. 
188 Email, Henderson to Dave Provorse, July 23, 2010, and reply, Provorse to Henderson, July 26, 2010; files of 
Brown v Board of Education NHS. See also Henderson to Larry Villalva, July 20, 2010; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
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supervisor’s work, sought to maintain the normal public face of the park with a steady stream of 
programs and events.189 

 
Although she signed the recusal agreement, many NPS personnel at the park and the 

Regional Office believed that Brown Henderson was continuing to work closely with the Brown 
Foundation. While professing to abide by the letter of the agreement by not handling any 
financial matters and avoiding discussions regarding the cooperative agreement or other NPS 
policy issues, Brown Henderson was inextricably tied to the Brown Foundation, which itself was 
linked to the park through the long history of working together and the large proportion of the 
Foundation’s revenue that came from NPS through the cooperative agreement. NPS staff at the 
park and at the Regional Office began noticing instances when Foundation staff or Board of 
Directors members appeared to be consulting with her on Foundation policy issues. Schafer, for 
example, recalled a meeting with park and Foundation staff in which Superintendent Brown 
Henderson directed Foundation staff in particular matters. After the meeting, he confronted 
Brown Henderson regarding her behavior, iterating the need to maintain a separation between 
herself and the Brown Foundation. The discussion, he recalled, quickly became antagonistic.190 
Also during the summer of 2010, Regional Contracting Officer Theora McVay had a 
conversation with the Foundation’s Chief Financial Officer; as she recalled, after she made a 
request regarding the cooperative agreement, an extension of which the park and the Foundation 
were then negotiating, the Chief Financial Officer’s response was “’Well, I’ll have to check with 
Cheryl about that.’” McVay then “called. . .my contact at the Department of Justice and said, 
‘This guy is checking with the park superintendent before he does things related to this 
agreement.’ Which. . .if she had recused herself, that was not right. It was not correct. It was out 
of order.”191 

 
For her part, Brown Henderson contends that the complaints of park staff shared with the 

OIG investigators were “petty grievances” that were either taken out of context or blown out of 
proportion. As Brown Henderson recalled, the park staff focused on her “occasionally bringing 
brownies shared in the breakroom,” seeing her “holding the door when boxes labeled Brown 
were brought into the site, having maintenance staff transport the Brown v. Board traveling 
exhibit from storage at the State Historical Society to be stored at the site.”192 She also 
discounted reports that she attended Brown Foundation Board of Directors meetings, ostensibly 
in the role of a private citizen. She attended these meetings, she told OIG inspectors later, 
because of her institutional memory and because she “wanted to respond to any questions the 
board had during her transition out of the Foundation.”193 Regional Director Quintana had not 
given her specific permission to attend Brown Foundation Board meetings, and later regretted 
her decision to attend, but “was not concerned as long as she did not make decisions regarding 
Foundation finances.”194 
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DOI Office of Inspector General Investigation: 2011 
After forwarding the initial anonymous complaint to NPS and DOI Ethics staff in April 

2010, the OIG received a second complaint on July 15, 2010, alleging that Brown Henderson 
was not complying with the recusal agreement. The OIG then referred the matter to NPS law 
enforcement for investigation, which “supported the allegation and also found that NPS Midwest 
Region Director Ernie Quintana and Deputy Region [sic] Director David Given pushed to hire 
Brown Henderson.”195 The OIG then began its own investigation on August 30, 2010, focusing 
on the recruitment process. From Brown Henderson’s perspective, it “appeared to be a shocking 
use of high-level government resources for the purpose of developing a report that intended to 
discredit the years of work of the Brown Foundation” and of herself in particular. National Park 
Service staff, she maintains, “wished to have a change in management” following her 
appointment as Superintendent.196 This investigation continued throughout the fall and early 
winter of 2010. On December 1, 2010, Brown Henderson announced that she would resign 
effective December 31, 2010, “in light of there being no room to truly manage the site with 
continued anonymous actions to have her investigated,” and begin working again with the 
Foundation.197 At that point, the OIG expanded the investigation to incorporate the question of 
Brown Henderson’s adherence to the recusal agreement. 

 
As part of its investigation, OIG investigators interviewed multiple NPS staff members, 

including the Regional Director and Deputy Regional Director, the Regional Contracting Officer, 
the Regional Human Resources Manager, other Regional Office staff members, all members of 
the park staff, Brown Henderson, and other Brown Foundation staff and Board of Directors 
members. In addition, the OIG investigators conducted research in files at the Regional Office 
and the park. It was an intimidating process for park staff who, initially, were not informed of the 
purpose of the investigation. Administrative Officer Katherine Cushinberry recalled that the 
process was scary, “Because you don’t know what they’re looking for or what they wanted. We 
just answered their questions. And you know, they interviewed you, they interviewed everybody. 
. .They interviewed a lot of people in the park.”198  

 
With regard to the recruitment process by which Brown Henderson was selected as 

Superintendent, the OIG report identified substantial problems at the Regional Office level:  
We found that the disorganized and incomplete state of the recruitment files, 
conflicting and confusing statements of Human Resources (HR) personnel, and an 
alleged endorsement from U.S. Senator Sam Brownback created an appearance 
that Brown Henderson was provided an unfair preference in the process for 
selecting the [Brown v. Board of Education] superintendent.199  

 
The use of a job category that is open to all U.S. citizens was highly irregular; of thirteen recent 
superintendent recruitments conducted by the Midwest Region, the OIG inspectors found that the 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS process was the only one that was open to all U.S. citizens. In 

 
195 Ibid., 3. 
196 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
197 Ibid. 
198 Katherine Cushinberry, oral history interview, May 6, 2020. 
199 OIG, 2011, 3. 
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addition, the paperwork support for the two different job categories was found to be incomplete 
in the Regional Office’s files. 

 
The investigation into Brown Henderson’s recusal agreement was more complicated, 

given the intricate nature of the relationship between Brown Henderson, the Brown Foundation, 
her family, and the park. Her mother, Leola Brown Montgomery, sat on the Brown Foundation 
Board of Directors in an advisory capacity, not as a voting member. Her sister, Linda Brown 
Thompson, served as a part-time employee of the Brown Foundation as a program assistant. 
Finally, the OIG report revealed an added complication:  Brown Henderson and the Brown 
Foundation’s Chief Financial Officer, Donald Cameron, had, for the past seven years, apparently 
been involved in an intimate, romantic relationship. Brown Henderson denied that the 
relationship was intimate, offering that she and Cameron did not share a residence as proof. 
Brown Henderson and her Attorney Pedro Irigonegaray made clear that the relationship was that 
of friendship and companionship. OIG investigators asked and were told she lived alone. 
Cameron’s attorney Mike Jones asserted, without knowledge, that the relationship was romantic, 
though in a separate interview with OIG investigators, Cameron confirmed the romantic nature 
of their relationship. The relationship alone created a conflict of interest for Brown Henderson as 
Superintendent under federal ethics guidelines. Although Brown Henderson argued that the 
presence of other married couples on the park staff who were not similarly subject to 
investigation created a double standard, the OIG pointed to specific sections in the Code of 
Federal Regulations (5 CFR §2635.502) regarding personal relationships on matters pertaining to 
federal employees and the need for agency consultation on the part of employees to avoid both 
the reality and the appearance of partiality.200 

 
In examining instances when it appeared that Brown Henderson had violated the terms of 

her recusal agreement, OIG investigators referenced monthly performance reports for October 
2010 filed by the Brown Foundation in support of advance payment under the cooperative 
agreement, with evidence that Brown Henderson was the last person to modify the document. 
Brown Henderson explained that Cameron may have used her computer while having dinner at 
her house. She firmly and consistently denied having overseen or prepared the reports or having 
engaged in any Foundation activities or directed the activities of any Brown Foundation 
employees. She also asserted that, although she attended Brown Foundation Board of Directors 
meetings, she did not take an active role and always excused herself from the meetings when the 
Board discussed matters pertaining to NPS.201 

 

 
200 Ibid., 2; Brown Henderson provided additional information regarding her understanding of the impartiality rule 
regarding covered relationships, and the nature of her relationship with Donald Cameron, in her 2022 email to Ron 
Cockrell. In these comments, Brown Henderson noted that “My concern [was] with the assertions that working with 
family members was somehow unseemly since NPS hires family members to work side by side in Parks. At Brown 
[v. Board of Education NHS] there were three married couples working side by side. The Education Specialist and 
her husband, the Chief of Interpretation worked with his wife who was responsible for the sales outlet (bookstore) 
through the enterprise that managed several Park site sales outlets (bookstores). And once I resigned the new 
Superintendent and his husband had office space at the site.  I have never understood the double standard.” Brown 
Henderson also pointed out that the OIG removed two of the investigators from the Brown Foundation probe 
because of reported threats to Brown Foundation staff and Brown Henderson’s attorney. 
201 Ibid., 7. 
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The principal reason that Brown Henderson’s selection as Superintendent of Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS posed a potential conflict of interest was the cooperative agreement 
through which NPS provided the Brown Foundation with funding for educational and 
interpretive programming support. As discussed earlier, the cooperative agreements between 
NPS and the Brown Foundation were typically renegotiated every five years. The cooperative 
agreement in place when Brown Henderson was appointed Superintendent had been executed in 
early 2005 and would expire in 2010, during her tenure. Because of her recusal agreement, 
Brown Henderson, as Superintendent, was unable to oversee the approval of actions under the 
existing cooperative agreement, responsibility for which was assigned to Chief of Interpretation 
Schafer. She was also unable to lead negotiations for the scope of a new agreement, which was 
put on hold during Brown Henderson’s tenure. 

 
With the advent of the OIG investigation in the fall of 2010, Brown Henderson began 

exploring the possibility of resigning in October and made her decision in November. She 
announced her decision to the park staff in early December and served until December 31, 2010. 
The OIG completed its investigation in the spring of 2011, which substantiated the claims of 
Brown Henderson’s conflict of interest and that she continued to engage in Brown Foundation 
activities despite her recusal agreement, a charge which Brown Henderson continues to refute. In 
March 2011, the OIG referred its findings to the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of 
Kansas, which announced in May 2011 that it did not find anything legally actionable in the OIG 
results and would not seek prosecution. The lack of anything that was legally actionable was then 
confirmed in discussions between the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Kansas and the 
Kansas City law firm of Hubbard & Kurtz, which, with the Topeka law firm of Frieden & 
Forbes, represented the Brown Foundation.202 Immediately after stepping down as park 
superintendent, Brown Henderson exercised her option to return to the Brown Foundation, 
resuming her position as president, though at a lower salary.203 

 
Although Brown Henderson was not allowed to take part in negotiations regarding the 

new cooperative agreement while she was Superintendent, the Midwest Region and Chief of 
Interpretation Schafer continued to oversee the work done under the agreement. It was during 
this period that Schafer, then undergoing training to become an Agreement Technical 
Representative (ATR) with responsibility to assist contracting officers in overseeing cooperative 
agreements, came to understand how little oversight NPS had exercised with regard to the Brown 
Foundation and its cooperative agreement. He observed that the Brown Foundation was 
operating independently and that NPS was not exercising its responsibilities for “substantial 
involvement.” The Regional Office, he asserted, took a hands-off approach to the Foundation.204 
Regional Contracting Officer McVay, meanwhile, recalled that, in her work to administer the 
park’s cooperative agreement,  

I was constrained from doing my job. By the politics in the office. So, when I was 
trying to administer the agreement as a Contracting Officer, there were some 
things I was told I couldn’t do. . .even though they were things that I, as a 
Contracting Officer, was supposed to be doing.”205 

 
202 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
203 OIG, 2011, 12. 
204 Schafer, oral history interview. 
205 McVay, oral history interview. 
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Because of the ongoing search for a Superintendent that resulted in Brown Henderson 

being selected, NPS elected to extend the existing agreement into 2011. In early December 2010, 
after Brown Henderson announced that she would resign as Superintendent but while she still 
remained on duty, Regional Contracting Officer McVay contacted the Brown Foundation 
regarding new financial reporting procedures and requested a meeting that included herself, 
Chief of Interpretation Schafer as ATR, park Administrative Officer Katherine Cushinberry, and 
Foundation CFO Donald Cameron and the Foundation’s Executive Director.206 In January, 
before this meeting could take place and with Brown Henderson back in her role as Brown 
Foundation president, McVay proposed that, since the park was then conducting a search for a 
new Superintendent who would lead the negotiations, NPS would suspend discussions about a 
new cooperative agreement. The discussions would resume when a new Superintendent was 
hired, but NPS would extend the agreement from March 31 to September 30, 2011. The terms 
and conditions of the existing cooperative agreement would remain the same, and the meeting to 
discuss the new financial reporting requirements would take place later in January. On January 
21, 2011, McVay and Brown Henderson executed the agreement modification.207 

 
At the same time, in early 2011, Schafer and Acting Superintendent Carol McBryant, the 

Chief of Interpretation at Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail, developed plans for regular 
meetings with Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation regarding programs. As part of 
these meetings, Schafer and McBryant began exercising greater oversight of the Brown 
Foundation’s activities under the cooperative agreement in early February. At Brown 
Henderson’s request, they put their questions in writing, asking for additional specific 
information regarding progress on History Day Packets, primary grade curriculum, and outreach 
programs, to which Brown Henderson provided a detailed response. Through the winter and 
spring of 2011, however, tensions between park staff and the Brown Foundation continued as 
NPS worked assiduously to implement the requirement to be “substantially involved” in the 
NPS-related activities of the Brown Foundation under the cooperative agreement. By mid-
February, Brown Henderson refused to meet with Chief of Interpretation Schafer in his role as 
ATR. In mid-April, Acting Superintendent John Madden, Regional Senior Staff Ranger, replied 
to the Brown Foundation’s request for payment for activities from early March to early April by 
noting that he could approve only $22,811 of the requested $28,590. The remaining $5,779 of 
the request was for work that the Brown Foundation conducted on the Brown Quarterly and the 
primary grade curriculum projects. The reason for the denial of these expenses was that the 
“Brown Foundation has not worked collaboratively with the National Park Service” on those two 
projects. The cooperative agreement, he asserted, “requires the staff at Brown v. Board of 
Education National Historic Site to be substantially involved with the activities funded under this 
agreement,” which would entail NPS staff being part of the planning process. Park staff, 
however, “have not been substantially involved in either the development or design of the 
newsletter or the primary grade curriculum. Review of the newsletter and curriculum after the 

 
206 Theora McVay to Ms. Ray, Brown Foundation, December 10, 2010; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
The Foundation Executive Director is referred to as Ms. Ray, no first name given. 
207 Theora McVay to Cheryl Brown Henderson, January 21, 2011, with executed agreement modification attached; 
files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
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fact does not meet the requirements for National Park Service involvement” under the 
cooperative agreement.208 

 
The OIG report from the investigation into the NPS recruitment process for Cheryl 

Brown Henderson and her potential conflicts of interest while serving as Superintendent was 
released on June 16, 2011, and then was posted on the OIG’s website on July 22. In early July, 
just weeks after the OIG report was released, Superintendent David Smith entered on duty. 
Smith, with a long background in Western parks as a Ranger and Naturalist, also had a strong 
interest in civil rights issues. In 2009, he was selected for the NPS Bevinetto Congressional 
Fellowship Program, through which he served on the legislative staff of the House Natural 
Resources Committee. While there, Acting Midwest Regional Director George Turnbull 
approached him about taking on the Superintendent position at Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. As Smith recalled, Turnbull told him that “’We’re having some problems with the 
Foundation right now, and it’s a very adversarial relationship in the park, and we think that you 
have the skills that would be helpful to pull down the walls and to have a better partnership.’”209 
Smith began receiving emails from Sändra Washington and Regional Director Mike Reynolds 
even before arriving at the park in early July, as the Region prepared to respond to the OIG 
report and to coordinate with the Brown Foundation.210  

 
DOI Office of Inspector General Investigation: 2012-2014 
With Smith arriving just as the OIG report was released, the situation at Brown v. Board 

of Education NHS was tense and unsettled. Smith entered on duty with the intent of restoring the 
relationship between the park and the Brown Foundation so that the two could form a true 
partnership. The situation when he arrived, however, “was untenable,” and quickly became 
worse. During its investigation in 2010 and early 2011 into Brown Henderson’s potential conflict 
of interest and failure to adhere to the recusal agreement, OIG investigators also learned of the 
lack of oversight on the part of NPS to properly administer the cooperative agreement with the 
Brown Foundation. In addition to their findings about Brown Henderson’s activities regarding 
the recusal agreement, as Smith described it, the OIG investigators “also made allegations that 
money had been poorly or illegally spent. So, I knew that there were going to be some issues.”211  

 
As a result of these allegations, as soon as the OIG report was released, NPS initiated an 

audit of the Brown Foundation’s handling of funds received through the cooperative agreement. 
The scope of work prepared by NPS required the auditors to complete a comprehensive financial 
audit of the Foundation from FY 2009 to FY 2011, focusing on federal funds conveyed by NPS 
through the cooperative agreement from October 1, 2008, to the date on which the contract for 
the audit was awarded. The goal was to identify how the Foundation used all federal funds and 
the procedures by which the Foundation monitored the use of the federal funds. According to the 
scope of work, the auditors would have access to all park files, to Foundation files, and to the 
files of the accounting firm that conducted the Foundation’s annual audits, “which failed to 

 
208 John Madden to Cheryl Brown Henderson, April 19, 2011; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A34; see 
also email, Merrith Baughman to Carol McBryant, February 14, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
209 David Smith, oral history interview, April 24, 2020. 
210 Chain of emails among Mike Reynolds, Sändra Washington, and Deputy Associate Director of Visitor and 
Resource Protection Louis Rowe, July 8-12, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
211 Smith, oral history interview. 
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provide the level of detail necessary to meeting the NPS’s needs.”212 Sändra Washington was 
responsible for identifying and hiring an accounting firm to conduct the audit on behalf of OIG. 
Although the first OIG investigation was conducted by DOI staff, Washington recognized the 
need to find a private firm that could not be accused of either racial or economic bias. As she 
recalled, “I said ‘We’ve done the internal stuff. . .So we’re going to hire—and if we can we’re 
going to hire them off Section 8[a].’ So we did, we hired a team from Los Angeles.”213 Section 
8a is a program of the Small Business Association that works with socially and economically 
disadvantaged firms and assists them with securing contracts through the federal government’s 
General Services Administration (GSA).  

 
The day after Superintendent Smith arrived, he attended a meeting with Brown 

Henderson, Washington, and Regional Director Reynolds. At this meeting, Washington and 
Reynolds informed Brown Henderson of the OIG-sponsored audit and asked that Brown 
Henderson provide the Brown Foundation’s annual financial audits for the past three years. 
Brown Henderson, whose office remained in Monroe School, delivered them to Smith with a 
memorandum. In the memorandum, Brown Henderson also acknowledged the change in how the 
Brown Foundation would request funds through the cooperative agreement: rather than seeking 
an advance payment for each quarter as had been the practice from the beginning, the Foundation 
could now only request reimbursements. Despite the difficult situation, Brown Henderson struck 
a cordial note, saying that she was looking forward to working with Smith, and that “There are 
many exciting opportunities ahead to educate students and the public about the immense 
significance of the Brown decision.”214 

 
Smith and Brown Henderson continued to meet regularly through the summer of 2011 as 

NPS and the Brown Foundation continued discussions regarding the new cooperative agreement 
and planning for upcoming programs. For instance, in the summer of 2011, the park and the 
Brown Foundation were preparing to collaborate on the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American 
History Summer Teacher Workshop to be held at the Langston Hughes Center at the University 
of Kansas in late July. The Brown Foundation had contacted and confirmed speakers for the 
program who could address issues of primary sources for the five cases that were part of the 
Brown decision and arranged for the participants to visit museums in the area. The park would 
host one day of the event. 215 

 
At the same time, however, Brown Henderson had written and spoken publicly about her 

disagreement with the results of the OIG report, suggesting that they were based on personal 
animosity and hearsay from anonymous sources. Brown Henderson’s public stance contributed 
to a deteriorating environment at Monroe School, where the Brown Foundation continued to 

 
212 “Brown Foundation Audit FY 2009-Present: Statement of Work;” files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. In 
her 2022 comments to Ron Cockrell that were provided to the author, Brown Henderson pointed out that the Brown 
Foundation’s auditors “were not trained by the NPS to provide the level of detail necessary to meeting the NPS’ 
needs.” 
213 Washington, oral history interview. 
214 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to David Smith, July 14, 2001; files of Brown v Board of Education 
NHS. 
215 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to David Smith, August 1, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education 
NHS. See also “Summer Teacher Workshop, July 24-July 29-2011,” Project Reporting Form; files of Brown v 
Board of Education NHS. 
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maintain an office. In addition, as Smith spent more time talking to park staff in the summer of 
2011, he came to realize the difficulties faced by the staff during Brown Henderson’s tenure as 
Superintendent, which continued in a different vein once Brown Henderson was no longer in a 
position of authority. As Smith recalled, based on his conversations with the staff, 

her tenure as superintendent had really affected a lot of the staff. One thing that 
was quoted to me a lot is she told the entire staff that, ‘You know, if you don’t 
like it here, there are other parks you can go to, and you are welcome to leave 
right now.’ And it was a very disheartening statement for the staff to hear. So, 
every one of them mentioned that to me during the first two months, that one 
quote, because it just really scarred them, long-term.216 

 
Brown Henderson likewise recalled the conversation but clarified that the comment was made 
“during an outside facilitated team-building workshop,” when she pointed out that it was a 
benefit of working for NPS that it was possible to work at any number of parks, and that she 
“truly believed it was a perk of their employment to have so many opportunities across the 
country.”217  
 

Smith hoped to maintain the partnership between the Brown Foundation and the park, but 
he recognized that it needed to be on a different footing. He continued to meet with Brown 
Henderson in late July and early August but always had in mind the hostile work environment 
that resulted from antagonisms between Brown Foundation members and NPS staff. In early 
August, Smith and Brown Henderson had agreed to seek out a neutral mediator in an attempt to 
reconcile park staff and Brown Henderson, but, at the same time, with the support of the 
Regional Office, Smith was working toward having the Brown Foundation locate new office 
space elsewhere in Topeka.218 He was also raising questions pertaining to DOI regulations in 
regard to the findings of the OIG report. Smith had asked Brown Henderson to remove herself 
from negotiations for the new cooperative agreement, given her recent tenure as Superintendent. 
Despite this, Brown Henderson recalls having numerous conversations during this period with 
the Regional Contracting Officer regarding the cooperative agreement.219 Additionally, Smith 
asked in an email to NPS Deputy Ethics Counselor Richard Grant, citing a DOI regulation that 
bars former NPS employees from financial negotiations with NPS for two years, “Is there 
anything else that I need to do now—specifically, anything in the next 18 months as it pertains to 
this law? Since we will be conveying up to $300K to the Foundation, I continue to have concerns 
about the public appearance of impropriety.” Grant responded that, in continuing to work with 
Brown Henderson, “the NPS runs the risk that it may appear that the NPS is complicit” in any 
ethics violations that Brown Henderson may have committed. Ultimately, though, he 
recommended that it was a management decision as to whether the benefits of working with 
Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation outweighed these risks.220 This was the same 

 
216 Smith, oral history interview.  
217 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
218 The mediation was conducted by Roxanne Emmert-Davis, MSW, a private facilitator and mediator based in 
Topeka, on August 16, August 22, and August 26, 2011. See invoice from Emmert-Davis on September 7, 2011, and 
NPS requisition for payment on September 9, 2011, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
219 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
220 Email, Davis Smith to Richard E. Grant, August 2, 2011; reply from Grant to Smith, August 3, 2011; files of 
Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
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calculus that Quintana and Given had applied in deciding to move ahead with hiring Brown 
Henderson as Superintendent. 
 
 Smith remained concerned about relations with his staff, and, in early September, he met 
with Brown Henderson to discuss moving the Foundation to a new office space. He explained 
that part of the reason for requesting this move was to improve NPS operations and the need for 
additional office space, since “many of the functions that the Foundation served have since 
become part of the normal work performed by the National Park Service” as the park’s staff had 
grown.221 According to a summary of a conversation that he had with Brown Henderson, Smith 
also emphasized “that [Brown] Henderson’s presence continues to be disruptive to staff.” As 
proof, he cited “the conclusions generated by the OIG report and the potential ethical and 
criminal charges raised,” and discussed “the continued history of a non-productive, 
confrontational work environment between Henderson and the park staff.”222 Brown Henderson, 
however, recalled that park staff were hostile toward her and other Brown Foundation personnel, 
noting that they were locked out of the breakroom, and that “one of our staff members [was] 
bullied to the point of tears.”223  
 

In his correspondence with Brown Foundation Board Chairman and Washburn University 
Professor of History and Associate Dean Bruce Mactavish, Smith observed that the Brown 
Foundation could use a part of their annual appropriation to cover all office expenses even if the 
office was in a different location. He also expressed his hope that by making these changes, 
coupled with a renewed commitment to open communications and a collaborative annual work 
plan to direct the Foundation’s efforts, the productive relationship between the Brown 
Foundation and the park could be rebuilt. When no movement of the Brown Foundation 
occurred, Smith informed Brown Henderson in a follow-up memorandum that the Brown 
Foundation would have to vacate its office space in Monroe School no later than December 1, 
2011. In response, Mactavish wrote a memorandum in which he refuted the charges of financial 
irregularities and argued that, since Brown Henderson was no longer in a supervisory position, 
she was not a threat to the staff. In light of the commitment that Brown Henderson and the 
Foundation had made to the park over the years, he continued, the Foundation should continue to 
have an office there. Smith held firm to his decision despite a complaint on behalf of the Brown 
Foundation filed with the Regional Office by U.S. Representative Lynn Jenkins (R-KS).224 
 
 The combined actions of office relocation, program development, and cooperative 
agreement negotiations were taking place concurrently with the DOI-ordered audit of the Brown 
Foundation. In September 2011, the Midwest Regional Office contracted with Jones and 
Company, an accounting firm based in Fontana, California, to conduct the audit. Audrey Jones, 
president of the firm, began work in Topeka in late September 2011, and worked extensively in 

 
221 Memorandum, David Smith to Board Chair Dr. Bruce Mactavish, September 9, 2011; files of Brown v Board of 
Education NHS, A4415. 
222 Timeline and summary of interactions between Smith, Brown Henderson, and Mactavish with entries for 
September 3, September 16, September 22, and September 28, 2011; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
223 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
224 See one-page summary of events related to the Foundation’s office space at the park, with entries for September 
3, September 16, September 22, and September 28, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. Smith also 
provided a detailed response to Mactavish’s memorandum on September 22, 2011; files of Brown v Board of 
Education NHS, A4415. 
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the Foundation’s financial records at Brown v. Board of Education NHS. Jones was initially 
hindered in her investigation by Foundation staff, who were uncooperative and failed to provide 
the requested records. Finally, on the third day of her investigations, Foundation CFO Don 
Cameron accommodated Jones in her investigation, and Mactavish acknowledged “that the NPS 
has a right to audit certain aspects of the Foundation’s books and records.” They disagreed 
strenuously with the claims that led to the audit and objected to the methods of the auditor, 
especially her multiple requests for records, some of which the Foundation believed went beyond 
the remit of the audit. The Foundation also retained the law firm of Hogan Lovells US LLP to 
represent their interests during the audit. In a letter to Superintendent Smith, this firm challenged 
the process for its lack of a clear work plan or Notice of Audit.225 With this controversy swirling, 
Regional Contracting Specialist Tonya Bradley wrote to Mactavish informing him that, until the 
audit was completed and received by NPS, it would withhold its signature on the new 
cooperative agreement. The federal government would not execute the agreement, Bradley told 
Mactavish, “until we have been assured by the audit results that the financial systems of the 
Foundation are in compliance” with federal guidelines. In the meantime, however, the Regional 
Office would authorize a modification to the current cooperative agreement to allow 
reimbursement of expenses through November 20, 2011.226 
 
 Jones and Company provided a report to NPS on November 1, 2011, causing distress at 
both the Foundation and the Midwest Regional Office. Jones conducted the audit in accordance 
with federal government standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States and 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), as defined more specifically in OMB Circular A-
133 pertaining to audits of states, local governments, and non-profit organizations. These 
standards require the auditor to identify the entity’s accounting procedures and any material 
misstatements regarding accounts and disclosures in financial statements. The audit showed that 
the Brown Foundation did not maintain adequate accounting records, making an assessment of 
all expenses impossible. In part because the record-keeping was insufficient, Jones initially 
identified $620,871 in expenses over the past three fiscal years that were considered 
“unsupported, unallowable, not allocable and unreasonable.” Disallowed expenditures included 
those for alcoholic beverages and travel expenditures that were unsupported or above the normal 
rate. Unsupported expenditures consisted of those which could not be identified as being allowed 
under the cooperative agreement, lacked adequate explanation, or were for an event that could 
not be identified as being an NPS related event under the cooperative agreement. Funds that were 
non-allocable to NPS included salaries for off-site personnel, general administrative expenses, 
fund-raising, other Foundation programs, or sponsorships, while unreasonable expenses included 
excessive salaries and general administrative expenses that went beyond the amount allowed by 
NPS for that expense. For each of the three years that the audit included, the allowable expenses 
consisted of between 23% and 32% of all expenditures. The remaining portions that were 
challenged in the initial audit for each year ranged from $193,000 to nearly $250,000.227  

 
225 Memorandum, Bruce Mactavish to David Smith, October 6, 2011; Stuart M. Altman, Hogan Lovells LLP to 
David Smith, October 11, 2011; Donald L. Cameron to Audrey Jones, October 14, 2011; files of Brown v Board of 
Education NHS. The obstructions which Jones faced were recounted by Superintendent Smith in his interview with 
OIG investigators. 
226 Tonya Bradley to Dr. Bruce Mactavish, October 18, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS, A4415. 
227 Jones and Company, “Independent Auditor’s Report on the Schedule of Expenditures on Federal Award(s), The 
Brown Foundation for Education Equity, Excellence and Research,” November 1, 2011; files of Brown v Board of 
Education NHS. 
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The auditor focused principally on the Brown Foundation’s financial systems and 

procedures. The Brown Foundation had prepared financial reports for NPS review during the 
first Cooperative Agreement and had had regular financial audits prepared beginning in the 
second cooperative agreement in 1999 that continued through 2011. Despite being submitted for 
review to the park and the Regional Office, no formal comments or concerns have been located. 
Only with the results of the NPS-ordered audit in 2011 were concerns raised about the Brown 
Foundation’s finances. The Foundation, the audit report concluded, lacked the skills and 
knowledge to apply federal government accounting principles and practices and did not have the 
necessary controls in place to monitor expenses. This was due in large part, it stated, to the very 
small size of the staff, “which precludes certain internal controls that would be preferred if the 
office staff were large enough to provide optimum segregation of duties and oversight.” This 
theme was revisited in the report’s discussion of whether specific expenses cited by the 
Foundation were allowable under federal accounting guidelines: “There was a lack of design and 
operation of effective internal control in place over compliance and oversight by Board of 
Directors and executive management. Foundation is dominated by one or two individuals.”228 
The report asserted that, while the Foundation contracted for a financial audit each year, going 
back to the earliest years of the cooperative agreement, these audits were not sufficient for 
federal accounting purposes: “The auditee’s [Foundation’s] upper management executives and 
board members did not understand the government audit requirements or the engaged 
independent public accounting firm lack[ed] government auditing experience and requirements,” 
and “Foundation personnel were not aware these reports were required.”229 
 
 These charges were damaging to the Brown Foundation, pointing to a lack of 
management, though principally through lack of knowledge and experience in managing federal 
funds. The report also identified failures by NPS. The report observed that, while some recipients 
of federal funds are paid on a reimbursement basis, others, including the Brown Foundation, 
receive payment in advance. In these cases, the recipient must have procedures in place to 
minimize the time between the receipt of advance federal funds and spending those funds on the 
project that had been identified. The recipient is then responsible for filing invoices and other 
supporting documents with the federal government. In searching the Brown Foundation’s 
records, the auditor could find no evidence that supported most of the advance payments. Her 
conclusion was that “Either no records were maintained by the auditee [Brown Foundation] or 
the funding agency management approved payment without reviewing paid invoices that pertain 
to the expenditures.”230 In Brown Henderson’s view, N PS did not provide either the Brown 
Foundation or its accountants the necessary guidance or training in the particular accounting 
procedures that would be required for federal programs, despite the Brown Foundation having 
submitted regular financial statements during the course of the successive cooperative 
agreements.231 Other than the attempts to make the Brown Foundation’s reports and annual work 
plans conform to the federal government’s GPRA requirements during negotiations over the 
second cooperative agreement in 1998, the current research has identified no instances in which 
NPS had raised any question of compliance with federal accounting procedures. 

 
228 Ibid., 11, 13. 
229 Ibid., 16-17. 
230 Ibid., 14. 
231 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
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 Just two days after receiving the audit report, Superintendent Smith wrote to Brown 
Foundation Board Chair Bruce Mactavish. Smith cited the report’s findings that the “Foundation 
lacked or failed to exercise internal control mechanism necessary to manage federal funds.” As a 
result, Smith said, NPS would suspend any further negotiations regarding a new cooperative 
agreement and would provide no new funding under the current extension until a new 
cooperative agreement was in place. Smith also repeated his insistence that the Foundation leave 
their offices in Monroe School by December 1, 2011.232 The Foundation’s attorney, Stuart 
Altman for Hogan Lovells, took umbrage with Smith’s response to the audit report that was not 
accompanied with a copy of the audit report for the Foundation to review. Smith responded on 
December 1, 2011, with a copy of the audit report and observed that the NPS Office of the 
Comptroller was then studying the report to determine what actions, if any, to take. Smith also 
noted that the report would be available to the public under the Freedom of Information Act and 
that he also was making copies available to Senators Pat Roberts (R-KS) and Jerry Moran (R-
KS) along with Representative Jenkins.233 
 
 State and national newspapers began to carry the story in late December 2011, but the 
publicity died down in early 2012 as the OIG began its long and thorough review of the NPS 
audit in preparation for a second report on the Brown Foundation. This review continued 
throughout 2012 and included a study of the auditor’s report and interviews with NPS staff. In 
April 2012, for example, an OIG inspector interviewed former Regional Chief Contracting 
Officer Debra Imhoff. Imhoff acknowledged that she had provided little oversight to the Brown 
Foundation’s cooperative agreement, relying instead on Contracting Officer Theora McVay and 
McVay’s direct supervisor, George Sievers, while McVay and Sievers had relied on the ATRs at 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS who “were the primary individuals responsible for the day-
to-day management of the cooperative agreement and the Foundation’s deliverables.” Until 
Acting Superintendent David Schafer and Superintendent David Smith, however, the ATRs at 
the park had not provided proper reporting. Rather than putting blame on the superintendents, 
however, Imhoff explicated an awareness at the park and the Regional Office “that the 
Foundation and its employees were untouchable.” Although denying any direct guidance or 
coercion, “Imhoff said she and other NPS employees generally understood that there was no 
opportunity to change the relationship between the NPS and the Foundation. Imhoff then stated 
if you had a problem with the Foundation you had no place to go.” She particularly addressed the 
attitudes of former Regional Directors Ernest Quintana and William Schenk: “it was just 
understood that as an NPS employee you did not bring up concerns or talk about the Foundation 
and what they were doing with Quintana and Schenk.” With the advent of Regional Director 
Michael Reynolds, Chief of Interpretation Dave Schafer, and Superintendent David Smith, the 
Regional Office “really began changing its views and handlings of the Foundation.” The OIG 
inspector also interviewed Superintendent Smith in March 2012, who testified to receiving a call 
from an advisor to former Senator Brownback in late 2011. The advisor told Smith “that they 
were concerned about rumors that the Foundation was going to be put on a reimbursement status 

 
232 David Smith to Bruce Mactavish, November 3, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS, A4415. 
233 Smith to Mactavish, December 1, 2011; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS, A4415. See also email, Stuart 
Altman to Katherine Cushinberry, David Smith, et al., November 4, 2011; Janet Thompson Jackson, Brown 
Foundation Chair-Elect to Linda Clark, Midwest Region MABO, November 9, 2011; files of Brown v Board of 
Education NHS. 
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and how important they felt the Foundation’s work was.” The advisor also told Smith “that 
Brownback still had a lot of friends in DC and the Foundation had been doing a lot of good work 
and we would hate to have any problems with the Foundation.” 234 
 

The OIG concluded its investigation by early 2013 and, in April, released a record of its 
investigations to date, including interviews with park and Regional Office staff. The report 
summarized the failures of NPS to properly oversee the cooperative agreement and of the Brown 
Foundation to manage and account for the funds which were appropriated through the 
cooperative agreement. It also incorporated the interviews of Imhoff and Smith, discussed 
earlier, and included the results of an interview with Audrey Jones, who conducted the audit of 
the Foundation in October 2011. Jones had observed that Brown Foundation personnel had 
removed many supporting documents from the forms that had been transmitted to NPS and that 
previous audits had not followed standard government accounting processes. The OIG 
investigators supported Jones’ conclusion that the Foundation inappropriately mixed funds 
received from NPS through the cooperative agreement with funds from other sources and that the 
Brown Foundation failed to adhere to federal travel regulations. The OIG investigators had 
interviewed Cheryl Brown Henderson and Foundation CFO Donald Cameron, questioning them 
regarding accounting practices and expenses. Brown Henderson and Cameron defended most of 
the questioned expenses as project-related and explained that they relied on NPS staff for 
guidance on adherence to federal guidelines.235 
 

The OIG investigators accumulated a substantial number of files, both from its own 
investigation and from the auditor’s investigations in 2011. Having reviewed the report and 
acknowledged the failure of the Brown Foundation to comply with federal guidelines and 
regulations regarding the cooperative agreement, NPS Director John B. Jarvis then established a 
file review team to determine “if the oversight provided by the agency was according to 
regulatory guidelines.” The team’s review would also allow NPS to determine if there was 
reason to seek to collect any or all of the $620,871 in questionable costs incurred by the Brown 
Foundation from 2009 to 2011. In addition to NPS staff members, the file review team included 
representatives from the DOI Office of Acquisition and Property Management and the DOI 
Solicitors Office.236 
 
 The file review team found that much of the paperwork had been completed and filed 
correctly and that the file included extensive correspondence between NPS and the Foundation, 
the Contracting Officer, and the ATR, and “from Congress to NPS encouraging funding to the 
recipient.” The files also contained significant deficiencies, however, particularly the lack of 
budget detail prior to the award. Without this detail, the file review team observed, “it is difficult 
if not impossible to evaluate the costs appropriately” for compliance with regulations regarding 
whether they were allowable, appropriate, and reasonable. The files included no evidence that 
NPS had reviewed the business management capability or the financial systems of the Brown 
Foundation, and the cooperative agreement lacked required DOI provisions and award and 

 
234 DOI OIG Investigative Activity Report, April 19, 2012; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
235 DOI Office of Inspector General, Report of Investigation, April 25, 2013; files of Brown v Board of Education 
NHS. 
236Memorandum, John B. Jarvis to Robert Knox, Assistant Inspector General for Investigations, ND (c. May 2013); 
files of Brown v Board of Education NHS, A5419. 
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payment language. Regarding the costs which the auditor had marked as questionable, the file 
review team recommended a closer examination based on the complete files.237 An undated 
meeting agenda from the file review team provides additional insights into the implications for 
NPS. A representative from the DOI Office of Acquisition and Property Management, for 
example, reported on a review that “incorporated expectations of ‘best practices’ as well as 
fulfilling policy requirements. This means that NPS was found to be lacking in its oversight of 
the cooperative agreement, as well as having omitted the budgetary and systems reviews required 
during the pre-award process.” The DOI Financial Assistance Office, meanwhile, “noted that 
NPS omitted the pre-award required reviews” prior to releasing advance funds to the Brown 
Foundation.238 
 
 In July 2013, the DOI Solicitor made note of the fact that the findings of Jones and 
Company’s audit and the OIG’s investigations came to different results regarding questionable 
expenses, “with no explanation for the differences.” These differences, combined with 
statements from Brown Henderson and Cameron that explained many of the expenses, “could 
constitute admissible defenses of expenditures under an administrative or legal appeal.” The NPS 
and OIG needed to clarify all these points before making a public statement regarding 
unreasonable expenses or initiating a bill of collection from the Foundation.239 This detailed 
accounting investigation continued through 2013, and the final report was released on the 
Internet on January 31, 2014. The report contained a thorough review of actions of NPS and the 
Brown Foundation, finding fault with both. Based on its interviews with NPS staff, the report 
stated that “NPS contracting officials failed to adequately monitor the cooperative agreement 
with the Foundation and that this helped facilitate unregulated Foundation spending.”240  
 

While the 2014 OIG report remained little changed from the initial report of investigation 
in 2013, the amount of questionable expenses by the Brown Foundation was altered 
significantly. Based on additional research in park and Midwest Regional Office files, and in 
light of interviews with Brown Henderson and Cameron, NPS accounting staff acknowledged 
that many of the expenses identified as unallowable or unallocable by the 2011 audit should be 
allowed. This included transportation charges that were comparable to standard services, 
compensation levels for Brown Henderson and Cameron that were found to be in line with 
similar non-profit organizations, and labor charges assumed to be for non-project tasks that were 
reassigned to project work.241 The core problem remained that inadequate record keeping and 
commingling of federal and non-federal funds on the part of the Foundation prohibited a 
comprehensive review and determination of whether the Brown Foundation had complied with 
federal regulations. On the basis of the NPS accountant’s research, however, NPS determined 

 
237 “File Review Summary: The Brown Foundation—Cooperative Agreement #H6145050001,” ND, attached to 
Ibid. 
238 Undated agenda, c. May 2013, for file review team meeting; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
239 Memorandum, Sheryl Rakestraw, Attorney Advisor to Elizabeth Withers, NPS Internal Control Coordinator, July 
12, 2013; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
240 DOI OIG, “Investigative Report of Brown Foundation for Education Equity, Excellence, and Research,” (posted 
to Web January 31, 2014), 7; files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
241 Brown Henderson in her 2022 comments to Cockrell, provided to the author, contended that the Brown 
Foundation “only conducted NPS programs with NPS funds.” In addition, she argued that, in cases when “the park 
was operating under a continuing resolution and funds were not provided to implement programs that had already 
been planned and marketed,” the Brown Foundation supported the partnership programs with donated funds. 
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that $543,925.68 in expenses were still questioned, approximately $130,000 less than initially 
indicated by the 2011 audit. In February 2014, NPS, therefore, delivered a bill for this amount to 
the Brown Foundation.242 The sum had not been paid as of March 2015, and a review of 
available records finds no evidence that it has been paid since.243 The Brown Foundation 
contends that there is no proof that this sum is owed to the federal government.244  

 
By this time, NPS and the Brown Foundation had mostly ceased communicating and no 

longer collaborated on projects. The Foundation and NPS ended discussions regarding a new 
cooperative agreement in November 2011 and did not resume them. Both NPS and the Brown 
Foundation have continued to hold programs and events related to the Brown decision, and the 
Brown Foundation has continued to engage with civil rights groups throughout Kansas and the 
nation, providing workshops and organizing a speakers’ bureau while maintaining their 
scholarship program and curriculum guides and publishing a book of essays by plaintiff 
families.245 The budget line item for the Brown Foundation was subsequently transferred to the 
park’s operating budget with the expectation that the park would expand its interpretive and 
educational outreach to match the work done by the Brown Foundation.  Superintendent Smith 
actively sought opportunities for engagement with new audiences, hiring a new educational 
ranger who led the park in creating more classroom programs. Smith also entered the park into 
several new partnerships including the Boys and Girls Clubs of Topeka and Lawrence, 
Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area, the Washburn University Art Department, and 
others to provide curriculum-based, after-school, and summer programs. Superintendent Sherda 
Williams, who entered on duty in early 2015, continued to expand these relationships and 
develop new ones. The park and the Brown Foundation have, therefore, continued to work on 
parallel but not intersecting tracks since early 2012.  

 
Beginning in 2019, however, NPS and Brown Henderson tentatively re-opened 

communications. The first formal contact was made by Regional Historian Ron Cockrell, 
building on communication between former NPS Historian Harry Butowsky and Brown 
Henderson. The initial focus was Brown Henderson’s participation in this Administrative 
History. In early July 2019, Cockrell sent an email to Brown Henderson, requesting her 
participation in the Administrative History by agreeing to take part in an oral history interview. 
In early October 2019, Cockrell informed her that a contract for the Administrative History had 
been awarded to Outside the Box LLC. Project Historian Deborah Harvey then contacted Brown 
Henderson by email on December 30, 2019, requesting an appointment to conduct an in-person 
interview. Brown Henderson initially declined to agree to an in-person interview but offered an 
interview by telephone, pointing out that she was agreeing to take part in the project despite her 
misgivings about and distrust of NPS after her experiences from 2010 to 2013. In response, 
Cockrell expressed his hope that her participation, giving her a platform to tell the story from her 
perspective, would help to establish a new relationship, a sentiment echoed by Brown Henderson 

 
242Michael T. Reynolds and David Smith to Cheryl Brown Henderson, February 19, 2014; files of Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS. See also Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Board of 
Directors, Brown Foundation, ND (February 2014, per handwritten comments), with “Explanation of Billed 
Amounts;” files of Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
243 See handwritten briefing notes by Superintendent Sherda Williams, March 26, 2015; Superintendent’s files, 
Brown v Board of Education NHS. 
244 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
245  Ibid. 
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in her replies: “You are absolutely correct in your thinking regarding this opportunity to have our 
experience on the record.”246 By mid-January 2020, Brown Henderson agreed to an in-person 
interview near her home in Florida. In mid-March 2020, when the in-person interview was 
scheduled to be conducted, however, travel restrictions and health precautions put in place in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic led to a requirement that all further oral history interviews 
for this project be conducted remotely. Brown Henderson took part by telephone in April 2020. 
Brown Henderson, like all other oral history subjects for this administrative history, then 
reviewed and approved the transcript of her interview before quotes and information from it were 
incorporated. 

 
A second opportunity for closer relations between Brown Henderson and the park 

emerged in February 2021, during a community discussion sponsored by the Topeka Public 
Schools. One of the park’s rangers took part in the panel and provided a summary of the Brown   
decision that was cursory and ill-informed. Brown Henderson received numerous telephone calls 
from community members who were concerned by the presentation. Having re-established a 
relationship with Cockrell during the planning efforts for the Administrative History, Brown 
Henderson telephoned him in mid-February. She recalled that, as part of the cooperative 
agreements with NPS, the Brown Foundation had regularly provided orientation and training to 
NPS interpretive staff and offered to provide a similar orientation to the current park staff 
remotely via the Internet. Cockrell relayed the offer to Superintendent Sherda Williams, who 
contacted Brown Henderson immediately to accept the offer.247 Scheduling proved a challenge, 
as the park was then closed due to restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, but in-
person meetings took place in the fall of 2021. On October 6, Brown Henderson agreed to give 
two presentations to staff in order to allow all staff to participate while keeping the park open. In 
the presentations, Brown Henderson provided the park’s staff with a history of the Brown 
decision from her family’s perspective, but she emphasized the limited role that her family 
played. She placed a greater focus on the role of the local NAACP, particularly McKinley 
Burnett, the president of the Topeka chapter, in organizing local families to take part in a legal 
challenge to segregation and coordinating with the national NAACP for support. Although far 
from the close relationship that existed between the park and the Foundation from the early 
1990s through the late 2000s, when Brown Henderson shared her personal history of the Brown 
decision with every new staff member, even this limited cooperation is an encouraging sign of an 
improved relationship in the future, particularly in light of the Congressional expansion of the 
park in May 2022.248 
  

 
246 Email, Cheryl Brown Henderson to Ron Cockrell, January 10, 2020; correspondence provided to the author by 
Ron Cockrell. 
247 Email, Ron Cockrell to Sherda Williams, February 17, 2021; correspondence provided to the author by Ron 
Cockrell. 
248 Emails among Ron Cockrell, Sherda Williams, and Cheryl Brown Henderson from February to August 2021, 
provided to the author by Ron Cockrell; recollections by Brown v. Board of Education NHS Training Specialist 
Nicholas R. Murray on the training provided by Brown Henderson in response to a draft version of this 
Administrative History were provided to the author. 
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Chapter 5: Cultural Resources and the Rehabilitation of Monroe Elementary 
School 
 

For Brown v. Board of Education NHS, the most important resource is conceptual rather 
than tangible: the park interprets the story of the struggle for equal rights, particularly in 
education, by African Americans from the late nineteenth century to the 1954 Brown decision 
and its multifaceted legacy to the present. Despite this emphasis on the story, NPS has 
responsibility for many aspects of material culture associated with the park. Most notably, this 
includes Monroe Elementary School, but NPS is called upon also to preserve and protect the 
surrounding cultural landscape, archeological resources, and archival and artifact collections. 
The focus of this chapter is on the rehabilitation of Monroe School in time for the Grand 
Opening celebration of the park in May 2004, but it includes the management of other cultural 
resources as well. 

 
Monroe Elementary School: Initial Rehabilitation Planning and Funding 
In a recent oral history interview, Cheryl Brown Henderson recalled that the first 

cooperative agreement between the Brown Foundation and NPS, from 1993 to 1998, focused on 
supporting the park’s initial planning efforts, including the GMP and an interpretive plan, and 
developing off-site interpretive programs through speakers and a traveling exhibit. The second 
cooperative agreement, however, was oriented more toward the development of exhibits for the 
reopening of Monroe School.249 The potential interpretive uses of the building were discussed 
and incorporated in the GMP and planning in detail began in 1997.  

 
As discussed more fully in Chapters 1 and 2, Monroe Elementary School served as one of 

four schools for African American children in Topeka through the 1950s and was the school 
Oliver Brown’s children were required to attend rather than nearby Sumner Elementary School. 
Children of three of the plaintiffs in the Brown case also attended Monroe Elementary School, 
although there were schools reserved for white children closer to their homes.250 After 
welcoming generations of students for nearly fifty years, Monroe Elementary School closed in 
1975 in the face of declining enrollment. The Topeka School Board continued to use the building 
as a warehouse through 1980 before selling it. Between 1980 and 1994, the property was sold 
several times as detailed in Chapter 2, until it finally came into the hands of the National Park 
Service, which planned to use it as the Headquarters and Visitor Center for the Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS. 

 
When the National Park Service acquired Monroe School, the building itself was 

structurally sound, but it had maintenance issues that needed to be addressed immediately to 
protect it from further damage. In particular, the school had suffered from water infiltration 
through broken and cracked windows and a failing roof. Interim Site Manager Sändra 
Washington addressed windows first by securing the assistance of Maintenance Supervisor Paul 
Taylor from Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial, Indiana, to conduct basic maintenance and 
repair at the school. In April 1994, Washington also initiated a funding request for the 
replacement of the flat roof that covered the auditorium and gymnasium at the rear of the 

 
249 Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
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building. After he came on duty later that summer, Superintendent Ray Harper arranged for 
Midwest Region Historical Architects Al O’Bright and Laura Johnson to conduct an assessment 
of the flat roof. It took another year to secure the funding, develop plans, and hire a contractor to 
replace the roof. Work began in September 1995. Maintenance Worker Treva Sykes was on staff 
by that time, but she lacked the qualifications to oversee the project. Instead, Superintendent 
Harper arranged with the Superintendent of Harry S Truman NHS, Missouri, to allow Chief of 
Maintenance Michelle Cefola to serve as the Contracting Officer Representative. The scope of 
work required removal of the existing materials of the flat roof, covering approximately 2,973 
square feet, and installation of a modified asphalt roof clad in a roofing membrane.251 The work 
was begun in the fall of 1995 by Jacobson Abatement and Installation, Inc. of Topeka. The 
identification of cracks in the cement substrate of the roof, however, delayed completion of the 
roof replacement until 1996.252 

 
By the time the auditorium roof was replaced, initial planning for the overall 

rehabilitation of Monroe School was under way. Scoping meetings for the GMP had begun in 
April 1993, so the school’s interior features were already in planning for the site’s interpretation. 
Later in 1993, Representative Jim Slattery (R-KS) submitted a funding request to Congress for 
FY 1994 to begin the park’s Historic Structure Report (HSR). The purpose of an HSR is to 
conduct an intensive study of the building’s history, including construction, modifications, and 
use, and to provide a detailed assessment of the building’s condition, including structural 
stability and mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems. In addition, HSRs typically describe 
alternatives for preservation and rehabilitation based on a broad understanding of how NPS plans 
to use the structure and partial, preliminary designs for the selected alternatives.253 

 
The park received funding for the HSR in late 1994, and Superintendent Harper 

coordinated with Regional Historical Architect Craig Kenkel to begin planning and identifying a 
contractor to conduct the work, which was scheduled to begin in the summer of 1995.254 Quinn 
Evans Architects (QEA), an architectural and engineering firm in Ann Arbor, Michigan, which 
held an indefinite quantities task order with the Midwest Regional Office, prepared a bid for the 
work with their mechanical and electrical engineering subcontractor, SWS Engineering, in July 
1995. The work was awarded in September 1995, and work began in late October.255 At the HSR 
kick-off meeting on October 25, 1995, Superintendent Harper defined the recommended 

 
251 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. of Brown Board of Education NHS to Regional Director, Midwest 
Region, April 8, 1994, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D52; Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, September 2, 1994, files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, H4217. 
252 Work began with a pre-construction meeting at the school on October 11, 1995, see Memorandum, 
Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, November 2, 1995; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L7019. See also Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1995, December 18, 
1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A6261. 
253 Department of the Interior FY 1994 Construction Fact Sheet: Historic Structure Report, Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, n.d.; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A6427. 
254 Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, February 2, 1995; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L7019. 
255 Contract awarded to QEA, dated September 25, 1995, with the Notice to Proceed to be on October 23, 1995; files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, maintenance files. See also Scope of Work for the HSR with cover email 
from “Bill” [Harlow] identifying SWS Engineering as subcontractor to QEA, July 17, 1995; files of Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS, maintenance files. 
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program of use for the building. The first floor would serve as the primary visitor experience 
location, and the second floor would house special programming spaces and park offices, and the 
gymnasium/auditorium would be used for presentations, with modern sound systems installed.256 

 
While the investigative work of the HSR was in process, Regional and park staff initiated 

their planning for the rehabilitation of the school. Planning for the school’s rehabilitation 
coincided with a significant change in how NPS complied with Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (as amended). Section 106 requires the responsible official of 
a federal agency to take into consideration the effects of any action that agency undertakes that 
may affect historic properties, which are defined as cultural resources that are listed in or are 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. In an agency as large and multifaceted as the 
National Park Service, with such a vast number of historic properties, this had become a 
cumbersome process by the early 1990s. Moreover, the consultation process by which NPS 
fulfilled its responsibilities under Section 106, involving the State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO) for each state and the federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), was 
made more complicated by the difficulties of identifying a responsible federal official for 
projects at individual parks. In response, NPS and the National Council on State Historic 
Preservation Officers (NCSHPO) negotiated a Programmatic Agreement that streamlined the 
NPS’ Section 106 process, first, by identifying individual superintendents as the responsible 
federal official who could consult with the SHPO for park-specific projects and, second, by 
identifying categories of activities which the superintendent could approve without engaging the 
formal Section 106 process. This service-wide Programmatic Agreement acknowledged that 
NPS had capable staff who were trained and experienced in the responsible management of 
historic properties and established protocols for early communication between the 
superintendents and the SHPOs. The Programmatic Agreement was executed by NPS, ACHP, 
and the NCSHPO in October 1995. 

 
The 1995 Programmatic Agreement, with its streamlined process for Section 106 

consultation, came on the eve of substantial planning for the Monroe School rehabilitation 
project. With the 50th anniversary of the Brown decision, in May 2004, on the horizon, the need 
to plan the rehabilitation and restoration of the school’s interior and exterior, and plan, develop, 
and install the exhibits by then, became a high, overriding priority. Although the wordsmithing 
by staff from Regional and Washington offices was slowing down the release of the final GMP, 
the general program for the park, including the Monroe School rehabilitation, was well 
established by the time QEA began work on the HSR in the fall of 1995. In June 1996, 
Superintendent Harper prepared and submitted a Development/Study Package Proposal for the 
physical rehabilitation of Monroe School. As the GMP neared completion in early 1996, Harper 
explained, the Environmental Assessment portion concluded that the proposed Monroe School 
rehabilitation would have no adverse effects on natural or cultural resources. The involvement of 
the SHPO and the ACHP constituted consultation under Section 106 for all aspects of the school 
rehabilitation except “for any exhibits permanently attached to the structure or property.”257  

 

 
256 Meeting minutes for HSR kick-off, October 25, 1995, submitted January 16, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, maintenance files. 
257 Development/Study Package Proposal, Rehab Monroe School for Visitor and Admin Use, submitted by Rayford 
Harper, June 10, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, maintenance files. 
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Harper proposed a line-item construction budget of $7.786 million that included 
restoration of the exterior and portions of the interior; rehabilitation of most of the interior, given 
the alterations that had been made over the years; replacement of the brick chimney, masonry 
roof tiles, and windows; fire detection/suppression and security installations; accessibility 
features, and a plan for interpretive exhibits and audiovisual media. This work, he explained, 
would not only allow NPS to fulfill the Congressional mandate as stated in the enabling 
legislation, it would also allow NPS to meet its regulatory requirements. Harper noted that, in its 
present condition, Monroe Elementary School “is not safe or suitable for public use. Neglect of a 
National Historic Landmark violates the purpose and intent of the National Historic Preservation 
Act.”258 

 
In addition to their duties for the HSR, QEA also began preliminary design work for the 

rehabilitation of the school. By the spring of 1997, the firm had prepared initial floor plans for 
the first and second floors of the school, and they revised these plans throughout the year. As the 
plans matured by late 1997, they showed that visitors would enter through the front door and into 
the hallway, where a Ranger’s office was located on the left and a first aid and storage room on 
the right. Two principal exhibit galleries faced the street at the south end of the building, and the 
Kindergarten room in the southwest corner was identified as a reception space with seats to 
watch a video. The former auditorium/gymnasium was to be a flexible exhibit and reception 
space. The north end of the building featured two more galleries facing the street and a sales area 
facing the back. The second floor was reserved for staff offices and break facilities along with 
room for use by a Friends Group.259 

 
Throughout this period of planning, QEA continued to work on the HSR, and delivered a 

75% complete draft in late 1997.260 At the same time, Superintendent Sherman, who succeeded 
Harper in September 1996, and Maintenance Worker Treva Sykes put a strong emphasis on 
protecting the building from deterioration and conducting routine maintenance and upkeep. The 
Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1997 identifies a substantial list of upgrades and 
improvements including reglazing and painting the lower front windows, removing furnaces, 
replacing the sump pump to help keep the basement from flooding, fixing or replacing 
downspouts, and removing non-historic floor coverings in two of the classrooms. In addition, the 
park contracted for temporary heating units for the winter months and installed them in four 
locations along the rear of the building.  This work allowed the park to begin offering tours of 
the building, albeit with advanced notice. As Superintendent Sherman observed in her annual 
narrative, “The area residents have continued to express their appreciation of the grounds and 

 
258 Ibid. 
259 The preliminary floor plans, with a final revision date of November 11, 1997, are in files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, Value Analysis folder. 
260 The detailed physical examination of the Monroe Elementary School that was a part of the HSR process no doubt 
informed the initial plans for the school’s rehabilitation, and the HSR was in draft form as early as the summer of 
1996. Since QEA was preparing both the HSR and the rehabilitation plans simultaneously, however, work on the 
HSR apparently was subsumed into the overall rehabilitation work and discussions of planning documents during 
the late 1990s rarely if ever include references to the HSR. The HSR was finalized in January 2020 and was 
approved by Regional Director William Schenk on April 5, 2000. An electronic version of the final HSR in the files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS was provided to the author. 
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building being kept in a presentable manner. The Neighbors and Visitors continue voicing their 
positive and constructive comments about the improved conditions of the site.”261 

 
Value Analysis Workshops, the Development Advisory Board, and Final Planning 
The park made great strides toward the school’s rehabilitation program through 1998 and 

1999, as park, Regional, and DSC staff worked to build support for the necessary line-item 
funding to prepare plans and designs that would allow construction to begin in 2000. By April 
1998, the Monroe School rehabilitation project was included in the FY 1999 Line Item 
Construction Projects budget, but funds had not yet been appropriated. The budget at the time 
called for $6.2 million in FY 1999 and $4.8 million in FY 2000.262 In 1998 and 1999, the park 
hosted multiple Value Analysis (VA) workshops, each oriented toward specific aspects of the 
building’s rehabilitation, restoration, exhibit design, and visitor experience. A VA workshop in 
March 1999 focused primarily on interior treatment alternatives, resulting in recommendations to 
retain and restore the nearly 300 steel sash windows rather than replacing them and to replace the 
red clay tile roof. With regard to the school’s heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
system, the VA workshop resulted in the recommendation of a hydronic unitary, or geothermal, 
system.263 The several VA workshops that were held for the interpretive exhibits will be 
discussed later in this chapter. 

 
In April 1999, with recommendations in hand from the VA workshop the month before, 

the park requested a review of proposed construction work by the NPS Development Advisory 
Board (DAB). As time was growing short until the 50th Anniversary Celebration of the Brown v. 
Board decision, when the Park Service expected the park to be opened to the public, this review 
focused on the exterior restoration and portions of the interior rehabilitation, including 
mechanical and electric systems and stabilization/repair of interior surfaces. A review by the 
DAB of the preferred concept for visitor experience and park use was already scheduled for 
August 1999, and the final design for interior construction was dependent on the results of that 
review. At that point, the overall rehabilitation project was divided into two phases: Phase I 
consisted of the overall interior and exterior school rehabilitation and restoration, and Phase II 
consisted of the production, construction, and installation of permanent exhibits and audio-visual 
media. The park presented its plans before the DAB in August 1999. The Board approved the 
preferred alternative but raised questions and requested additional information about the costs for 
roofing, tuckpointing, and windows.264 After submitting the required cost information, the park 
received word that the DAB approved the work in July 2000.  

 
During the DAB review process, the project was divided into three phases, rather than the 

original two: Phase I consisted of the exterior restoration work, Phase II consisted of the interior 

 
261 Annual Superintendent’s Narrative for FY 1997, February 20, 1998; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. 
262 Briefing Memorandum, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, April 1998; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. 
263 Project Review Report, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, Rehabilitation Monroe School, April 23, 1999; files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. See also Memorandum, Chief, Cultural Resources Management, Midwest 
Region to Contracting Officer, Contracting and Property Management, Midwest Region, regarding funding for the 
VA workshop, March 8, 1999; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H30-15. 
264 Project Status Report, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, April 10, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. 
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rehabilitation, and Phase III consisted of the interpretive exhibits and audiovisual materials (see 
Chapter 7 for a discussion of the exhibits developed in Phase III). With the approval of the DAB, 
the revised budget was set at $10,335,000, divided over Fiscal Years 1999, 2000, and 2002.265 
This approval allowed QEA to begin the final exterior design work, which continued through 
late 2000 and early 2001. The Regional Office solicited bids in the spring of 2001, and, in late 
May, selected All Pro Construction, Inc., based in Grandview, Missouri, for the work. Work 
began almost immediately, with a pre-construction conference on June 1, 2001.266 

 
Phase I Restoration and Archeological Investigations 
In addition to the roof and windows, which were the major exterior projects, Phase I 

included sealing and waterproofing the foundation to prevent water from seeping into the 
basement, removing the existing asphalt paving from the field across the street from the school, 
and removing and replacing the sidewalk along the east façade of the school. All this work 
required ground-disturbing activity which, in turn, required archeological investigations and 
monitoring. The Midwest Archeological Center (MWAC) planned and conducted the work, 
which began in 1999 with a geophysical survey using remote sensing at ground level to identify 
potential features below the surface, combined with research into historical maps. In 2000, 
MWAC excavated test pits at several of the features identified by the geophysical survey.267   

 

  
Figure 18. Archeological excavations at north end of Monroe Elementary School, 2001. Photograph in files of 

Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 

During the construction work in 2001, MWAC monitored excavations for waterproofing 
the foundation because the proposed trench would come close to a foundation remaining from 
the first Monroe School, built in approximately 1874, a short distance to the north (Figure 18). 
During work at the current school, the footing for the south wall of the first Monroe School was 
located along with a set of concrete steps that originally led down to an outside entry landing to 
the school, probably an addition made in 1911. These steps were located only eight feet north of 
the current school’s foundation, which was deemed too close to allow workers to safely apply the 

 
265 Memorandum, Associate Director, Professional Services to Director, National Park Service, August 22, 2000; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
266 Notice of Award to All Pro Construction, Inc., from Contracting Officer Theora McVay, May 22, 2001; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D5217. 
267 “Archeological Work Plan, Brown vs Board National Historic Site, FY2001;” files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
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waterproofing to the foundation. After consultation among the archeologists, a representative 
from All Pro Construction, Treva Sykes, and Historical Architect Jim Creech, the construction 
workers placed shoring in the trench to protect the works against a possible collapse of the steps 
during waterproofing.268 A second archeological investigation took place in April 2002 in 
association with a proposed sewer line extending to the west from the rear of the school. 
Excavators identified sandstone slabs that were parts of a foundation approximately fifty feet 
from the school’s west wall. The contractors agreed to dig a trench to lay in the sewer line rather 
than bore through the ground, thereby avoiding the foundation fragment, which was identified as 
part of a small outbuilding.269 

 

 
Figure 19. Archeological excavations at east side of Monroe Elementary School, 2002. Photograph in files of Brown 

v. Board of Education NHP. 
 
Crews from MWAC returned to Monroe School in April 2002 to monitor the removal of 

the sidewalk along the east façade of the building (Figure 19). Previous historical research 
indicated the presence of houses there, before the current school was built, and excavations 
verified the research by revealing multiple sets of foundations, primarily sandstone blocks. Once 
all sidewalk concrete was removed, MWAC crews used backhoes to clear away topsoil before 
excavating a series of 1x1-meter test pits. All features were mapped and recorded before being 
backfilled. In May, crews from MWAC monitored directional drilling underneath SE Monroe 
Street, which was done to lay the pipes to be used for the geothermal HVAC system and to map 
the locations of the geothermal pipes in the lot across SE Monroe Street from the school. No 
archeological features were identified during this monitoring work.270 

 
 

 
268 Memorandum, Archeologist, Midwest Archeological Center to Manager, Midwest Archeological Center, August 
14, 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H2215. 
269 Memorandum, Archeologist, Midwest Archeological Center to Manager, Midwest Archeological Center, April 
12, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H2215. 
270 Memorandum, Archeologist, Midwest Archeological Center to Manager, Midwest Archeological Center, May 
24, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H2215. 
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 Figure 20. Installation of restored windows, 2001. Photographs in files of Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
Work on Phase I of the project moved quickly during the late summer and fall of 2001, 

with window and foundation repairs being among the earliest efforts (Figure 20). By October, 
the brick chimney had been rebuilt, and the clay roof tiles were being installed above a new ice 
and water shield (Figure 21).271 With the exterior work winding down in the summer of 2002, 
All Pro Construction issued a Request for Proposals for the school’s geothermal system. The 
project initially called for eighty geothermal wells, together with the loop piping that would keep 
the water at a constant temperature. Ground Source Systems, Inc. of Buffalo, Missouri, won the 
contract and began work in early November.  

 

  
Figure 21. Rebuilding the brick chimney, 2001. Photographs in files of Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
 
By early November 2002, plans for the geothermal system had been revised to provide 

for installation of seven trenches to connect each of seventy geothermal wells, with two more 
trenches for return lines to the school (Figure 22). Crews from MWAC returned to monitor the 
excavation of all nine trenches during the first three weeks of November. During monitoring, the 
archeologists identified a potentially significant site related to the late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century occupation of the neighborhood, with approximately 200 items recovered 
including glass bottles and jars, pottery sherds, and domestic architectural items such as 
doorknobs, nails, and light bulbs. A likely dump site was also located beneath much of the 
western portion of the playing field. The trenches were backfilled after mapping, and an  

 
271 Architect’s Field Report, October 11. 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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archeological site number was assigned by the Kansas State Historical Society (14SH114).272 
The completion of the geothermal system in late 2002 was the final component of Phase I, which 
was determined to be substantially complete in December 2002. 
 

 
Figure 22. Digging a well for the geothermal system, 2001. Photograph in files of Brown v. Board of Education 

NHP. 

 
Phase II: Interior Rehabilitation 
Planning for Phase II, the interior rehabilitation of the school, began before construction 

work on Phase I kicked off. In March 2001, based on the VA workshops in March 1999, 
Regional and park staff, together with Deborah Dandridge from the Brown Foundation, met with 
QEA architects to begin planning the space requirements for the Monroe School interior. Quinn 
Evans Architect provided the plans for the work, which the park submitted to the DAB for 
review in late March 2002; the DAB gave its approval in late May 2002. In April, the Kansas 
SHPO concurred with the NPS assessment that the work would not adversely affect the school, 
and, on October 9, 2002, All Pro Construction, the contractor for the Phase I work, was selected 
to undertake Phase II. This phase of work had two principal goals. First, NPS needed to make the 
building safe and habitable for visitors and staff. This included installing all new mechanical, 
electrical, plumbing, HVAC, and fire detection/suppression systems, creating offices and 
meeting spaces by rebuilding interior walls that had been removed in the late 1980s on the 
second floor, adding new interior lighting, replacing the basement floor, installing an elevator, 
and either replacing or repairing the existing flooring. Additionally, NPS needed the building to 
be prepared to house the new interpretive exhibits and audiovisual media.  
 

The schedule for work on Monroe School called for all work on the interior rehabilitation 
to begin in December 2001, and be completed by December 2002, and for installation of the 
exhibits and audiovisual materials to begin in January 2003. This would allow the park to be 

 
272 Memorandum, Archeologists Sturdevant and Hunt to Manager, Midwest Archeological Center, December 9, 
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open at Monroe School by May 2003, one year in advance of the 50th Anniversary 
commemoration of the Brown decision in May 2004. Delays in funding and securing approval 
from the DAB pushed back the contract award for Phase II by nearly one year. According to the 
Superintendent’s Annual Report for FY 2003, the overall project “has been plagued from the 
beginning by inaccurate/incomplete construction specifications and drawings, resulting in many 
delays, especially for Phase II interior rehabilitation.” Once work on Phase II began in the fall of 
2002, the project faced additional delays. In meetings with NPS project managers and All Pro 
Construction, Superintendent Adams recorded in his Annual Report “it was agreed that the work 
could be finished by late April 2003. That time passed. A new completion date of July 16, 2003 
was set—and passed. The current proposed completion date is December 4, 2003.”273 In May 
2003, the park received final approval from the DAB for the remaining portions of Phase II, 
which also projected the installation of exhibits in 2003.274  Adams attributed much of the delay 
to not having an on-site project manager, which “would have helped keep this project on 
schedule, as would not having had a succession of project managers (five since the project 
started).”275 Work on the second floor was completed first, and park staff began moving into 
their new offices in early December 2003.  

 
The rehabilitation of Monroe Elementary School as the Visitor Center for Brown v. 

Board of Education NHS received widespread acclaim. In 2005, the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation selected the Monroe School rehabilitation project for one of its National 
Preservation Honor Awards. Staff members who entered on duty after 2004 were universally 
struck by the high quality of the work, two observing that it was an example of the best work that 
NPS could do. The building has also been immaculately maintained due, in large part, to the 
continuing efforts of Facility Operations Specialist Treva Sykes, who began caring for the 
building in 1995 and remains on staff. As Superintendent David Smith recalled, “Treva, you 
know, takes care of that building like it’s her own house. She’s taking care of that lawn, taking 
care of the museum exhibits and everything else. . . it’s seldom that you see that in the National 
Park Service.”276 Sykes observed that, “I love to hear people say, ‘This is one of the best, 
cleanest parks we’ve been to!’. . .when you’re involved, it’s kind of like your baby. You’ve seen 
it from really, really rough, and now. . .you hear the kids downstairs, and you can just get the 
sense of ‘Wow!’”277 

 
Parking and the Cultural Landscape 
A key desire for the managers of any unit of the National Park System is to draw visitors 

to it: parks and sites are established by Congress or by executive action intended to provide for 
the public benefit and are meant to be enjoyed by many. For many parks, however, particularly 
those in urban spaces, how to provide parking for visitors is a problem to be solved. When 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS was created in the fall of 1992, the National Park Service was 
in the early stages of paying attention to cultural landscapes. This meant taking into 
consideration such features as trees, road alignments, open spaces, buildings, topography, 
gardens, and others that created the unique setting for the resource and how those features had 

 
273 Superintendent’s Annual Report, October 5, [2003], NPS Electronic Technical Information Service. 
274 Director’s Construction Project Approval, Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
275 Superintendent’s Annual Report, October 5, [2003], NPS Electronic Technical Information Service. 
276 Smith, oral history interview. 
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changed over time. Once a cultural landscape had been defined for the resource based on a 
particular point in history, incorporating new landscape features could pose an adverse effect on 
the integrity of the resource itself and was to be strenuously avoided. 

 
As discussed in Chapter 3, part of Interim Site Manager Sändra Washington’s efforts to 

activate the park included hiring David Barnes, a graduate student in architecture, to begin work 
on a Cultural Landscape Inventory (CLI). Barnes conducted research into the school and its 
neighborhood surroundings through 1994. He prepared a substantial draft report in late 1994 and 
early 1995. Barnes recounted the history of the neighborhood surrounding the school, the 
construction and location of the original Monroe Elementary School, and the needs for the 
current school. After briefly chronicling the process of construction, Barnes provided a close 
examination of the few historic photographs of the school that he was able to locate, identifying 
the layout of sidewalks and grassy areas and the presence and types of trees on the school’s 
grounds. He was able to draw upon an extraordinarily valuable oral history with Leola Brown 
Montgomery, whose first husband, Oliver Brown, was the namesake of the Brown decision. Mrs. 
Montgomery attended Monroe Elementary School from 1927 to 1935 and recalled the location 
of equipment on the boys’ and girls’ playgrounds and how the school children used the property. 
She also recalled the facilities on the playing field across SE Monroe Street from the school, 
particularly the baseball backstop and fencing. Other oral history interviews included 
information on the sports events and games that took place in the playing field during the 1930s 
and 1940s.278 

 
Barnes also documented the grounds and surroundings of Monroe School during the 

NPS-selected period of significance, from 1950 to 1954. He had few photographs from which to 
work, but these, combined with oral history interviews, provided sufficient information to 
produce a useful description of the school grounds and the surrounding neighborhood. This 
included fencing installed in the mid-1950s, existing trees, playground equipment, and the 
playing field. The surrounding neighborhood was primarily residential in character, with fewer 
large commercial buildings and more trees than currently, though students remembered several 
small stores and coffee shops and one large food warehouse that had a great deal of truck traffic. 
More substantial changes to the school grounds took place in the 1960s, with increased fencing 
around the playing field and the school, and the removal of many of the elm trees. Barnes also 
provided limited documentation on the changes to the building and grounds by the subsequent 
owners after the school was closed in 1975 until NPS acquired the property.279 

 
On the basis of the draft CLI, the Regional Office contacted the Kansas SHPO with the 

recommendation that the cultural landscape for Monroe School be determined eligible for the 
National Register and therefore be a contributing element. According to Acting Regional 
Director James A. Loach, the CLI identified the landscape’s character-defining features as the 
building, playgrounds on the north and south sides of the school, the parking area at the rear of 
the school, the concrete courtyard area along the east (front) of the school, the playing field, the 
flagpole, the level topography of the area, the open views from the northeastern corner of the 
playing field, the residential surroundings, the sidewalks and steps on the school lot, the alley to 

 
278 “Cultural Landscape Inventory Level II, Monroe Elementary School, Topeka, Kansas,” undated but c. 1995; files 
of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H2217. 
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the west of the school building, and the railroad right-of-way on the east side of the playing field. 
Loach requested concurrence from the SHPO that the cultural landscape and the defined features 
contributed to the significance of the Monroe Elementary School. The SHPO concurred on July 
5, 1995.280 

 
The GMP was completed and approved in 1996, and, although it made few 

recommendations that would impact the historic character of Monroe School, it did address the 
loss of or changes to buildings in the surrounding neighborhood as potential impacts on the 
school’s historic integrity and, thus, a management issue. As a result, rather than prepare what 
was by then a standard Cultural Landscape Report, Midwest Region Historical Landscape 
Architect Sherda Williams prepared a Scope of Work for Cultural Landscape Guidelines (CLG) 
in 1997. The purpose of the CLG was to provide design guidelines that would help NPS provide 
technical assistance to the City of Topeka in the City’s planning efforts for the neighborhood. In 
late September 1997, the Regional Office awarded a contract for the CLG to Quinn Evans 
Architects of Ann Arbor, Michigan, which was scheduled to be complete by December 1998.281  

 
Quinn Evans Architects subcontracted the work to Land and Community Associates, Inc. 

(LCA), a small firm based in Charlottesville, Virginia, to prepare the CLG. The firm was led by 
J. Timothy Keller and Genevieve Keller, who had written National Register Bulletin 18: How to 
Evaluate and Nominate Designed Historic Landscapes. Land and Community Associates began 
work in November 1997, and submitted a draft of the CLG to NPS in the spring of 1999. The 
park shared the draft with the Brown Foundation for their input. In her response, Brown 
Henderson focused primarily on the historical accuracy pertaining to the civil rights aspects of 
the narrative but had no other comments on the neighborhood design recommendations. On the 
basis of NPS and Brown Foundation comments, LCA prepared a draft final CLG in late 1999, 
which Superintendent Adams submitted to the Kansas SHPO in early 2000 in accordance with 
the 1995 Programmatic Agreement. As Adams noted, the CLG was designed to fulfill the GMP 
suggestion that the park provide technical assistance to the City of Topeka “to retain the 
ambiance of the neighborhood as a residential area and to ensure compatible uses.”282 The CLG 
included extensive maps and drawings with recommendations for street signage, circulation 
patterns and parking guidelines for the park, new and infill residential construction, vegetation, 
and use and treatment for specific buildings visible from Monroe School.283  

 
The final CLG was completed and approved in June 2000. Its guiding premise was to 

provide guidance to NPS and the City of Topeka to allow the neighborhood “to evoke the spirit 
of the 1950-1955 [sic] period of significance.” While providing guidance for the rehabilitation of 
certain landscape features, the designs presented in the CLG were not intended as a blueprint for 

 
280 James A. Loach to Richard Pankratz, May 11, 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H3017. See also 
Determination of Eligibility Form for Brown v. Board of Education NHS, Landscape (of Monroe Elementary 
School), executed by Richard Pankratz and William Schenk, July 11, 1995; files of Midwest Regional Office, 
provided to the author. 
281 FY 97 Servicewide Cultural Resource Project Report: Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, 
Prepare Cultural Landscape Guidelines, October 1997; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H3019. 
282 Stephen E. Adams to Ramon Powers, January 7, 2000, quoting the GMP; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS, H4217. 
283 The maps and drawings that accompany the report, dated March 1999 and revised in March 2000, are available in 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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restoring the entire neighborhood, “but they are intended to encourage retention of the features 
and qualities that were present during that period.” In addition, the CLG’s recommendations 
were based on the concept that 15th Street would serve as the major east-west entrance to the 
park, while including the block immediately north of Monroe School as a combined parking area 
and visitor reception area. The CLG also included recommendations for the rehabilitation of 
residential buildings from the period of significance, new infill residential construction 
compatible with the neighborhood’s character-defining features, the adaptive reuse of 
commercial and industrial buildings in order to meet visitors’ needs, and the rehabilitation of 
Cushinberry Park, located immediately east of the playing field, in the spirit of a landscape plan 
prepared in 1922 and revised in 1940. The CLG also developed a feasibility plan for 
redeveloping the eastern end of the neighborhood for hotel and restaurant uses.284 

 
The question of cultural landscapes had an immediate impact on the question of parking 

for the new site. With no obvious parking space within the park boundary as established by 
Congress, this question became a challenging one for the park and was raised in early 1994 
during initial planning meetings for the GMP. Inserting parking into the neighborhood posed 
risks to the cultural landscape; as a review of the draft GMP in 1995 stated: “Monroe School and 
its associated cultural landscape are critical to the story because the Topeka case revolved around 
the physical resources,” and federal regulations required NPS to protect those resources.285 

 
Throughout 1994, park planners hoped that a solution could be found by coordinating 

with the Topeka School Board who was then planning to build their new Williams Magnet 
School directly north of Monroe School, on the north side of SE 15th Street at the south end of 
the block. Members of the School Board had indicated that they were willing to cooperate with 
the park by including enough parking spaces for park visitors. By early 1995, however, the 
School Board announced that it was unable to acquire that property and, instead, would build at 
the north end of the block. Superintendent Harper and members of the GMP team met with 
Topeka Mayor Harry L. Felker in late January 1995, hoping that he could help them to find a 
solution. Mayor Felker had no immediate response but pledged his efforts to assist NPS. He also 
revealed that the city hoped to redesign and improve Cushinberry Park, which lay to the east of 
Monroe School, separated from the National Historic Site by the school’s former playing field, 
and hoped to incorporate the former playing field into the improvement program. A portion of 
the playing field was being used at the time by one of the neighboring businesses, Graphics 
Promotions, for parking.286 In 1995 also, Superintendent Ray Harper and Brown Foundation 
President Cheryl Brown Henderson sponsored a trip to Birmingham, Alabama, for city leaders, 
including Topeka Mayor Felker and Representatives from the Topeka Chamber of Commerce.  
The team met with the Mayor of Birmingham along with the Director of the Birmingham Civil 
Rights Institute and his staff to conceptualize how the area around Brown v. Board National 
Historic Site could become part of the interpretive experience in keeping with how the 

 
284 Quinn/Evans Architects and Land and Community Associates, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic 
Site: Cultural Landscape Guidelines, approved by Midwest Regional Director William Schenk, June 9, 2000, 1-9 to 
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285 Memorandum, Field Director, Midwest Region to Assistant Director, Design and Construction, DSC, September 
28, 1995, regarding Draft General Management Plan Review; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
286 Summary of Meeting with Mayor Felker of Topeka, January31, 1995, n.d.; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. 
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Birmingham Civil Rights Institute had included Kelly Ingram Park and the 16th Street Baptist 
Church across the street on two sides of their facility.287 
 

The late 1980s and early 1990s saw a flash of interest among NPS planners in providing 
shuttle buses from a remote location when traffic was an issue at a park, but it rarely provided a 
permanent solution. The GMP team discussed the possibility of shuttle buses for Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS as late as the revised draft GMP in 1995. Although a copy of that draft GMP 
was not located during research for this Administrative History, a review of it by the Regional 
Office in September recommended that the section on parking be reworked “to indicate that, 
first, the planning team decided that visitor parking will be accommodated off-site. Briefly 
present the reasoning for this decision. Then, indicate that the ISSUE is developing off-site 
parking (where and how much).” Regarding potential boundary adjustments, according to the 
review, “We understood that the decision had been made not to include visitor parking on site. 
Please provide justification how this was determined.”288 By early 1996, the revised draft GMP 
included the hope that the City of Topeka would provide a parking lot immediately north of 
Monroe School, which NPS would then lease, but it remained only a possibility. This proposal 
remained in place for the final GMP in July 1996. 

 
This issue was moot for several years, as planning for the rehabilitation of Monroe 

School and developing interpretive and educational programs took precedence. Leasing space 
north of the school remained the leading possibility as late as the fall of 1999, though the park 
had made no formal arrangements with the City of Topeka. In a meeting with Acting 
Superintendent John Neal and Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg in June 1999, planning 
staff from the City of Topeka asked for the park’s current plans regarding parking, and again 
pledged the city’s assistance. The park, at that point, had few options: Neal and Brandyburg 
hoped to retain the former playing field across the street from the school as an intact Cultural 
Landscape, while noting that NPS, “based on experience, does not like remote parking.” 
Although the meeting did not result in a solution, it was the first step in a growing partnership 
between the park and City staff.289  

 
While the final CLG was in production in early 2000, the park received cyclic 

maintenance funding to repair the baseball backstop on the playing field. By that time, the 
backstop was mostly overgrown with vegetation. The work consisted of removing the trees and 
other vegetation, replacing the wiring, and repainting the backstop to maintain the historic 
character of the playing field to the early 1950s.290 In 2007, the flagpole, another contributing 
landscape element and on the park’s List of Classified Structures (LCS; see a discussion of the 
park’s LCS later in this chapter), was repaired by replacing the concrete that held the base of the 
flagpole in place and removing the rust that had begun to build on the flagpole.291 
 

 
287 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
288 Memorandum, Field Director, Midwest Region to Assistant Director, Design and Construction, DSC, September 
28, 1995, regarding Draft General Management Plan Review; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D18. 
Emphasis in original. 
289 Briefing Statement, September 27, 1999; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
290 Press Release, March 13, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, K3415. 
291 Assessment of Actions Have an Effect on Cultural Resources, May 31, 2007; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, H4217. 
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The issue of parking lay dormant until the summer of 2001, when the City of Topeka 
offered to lease the former playing field across from the school to the park. Not only did this 
allow the use of the space as a parking lot, it also cleared the way to installing the building’s new 
geothermal system. As discussed earlier, the excavation work for the geothermal system took 
place during 2002, and, in September 2003, the park awarded a contract to McPherson Wrecking 
to begin work on preparing the field for use as a visitor parking lot.292 The ground was leveled 
and prepared for a gravel parking surface, designed to be a temporary solution until the lot could 
be paved (Figures 23, 24). 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 23. Map showing school playground area and proposed 
parking area on right, Monroe School on left. Plan in files of 

Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

Figure 24. Photograph taken in October 2003 
showing parking lot under construction, Monroe 

School in background. Photograph in files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
 
The temporary parking lot served its purpose, but it remained a problem for the park. By 

2005, the City of Topeka had donated the land in the western two-thirds of the former 
playground to NPS for use as parking, but the eastern section remained an unused railroad right-
of-way owned by BNSF Railway Company. Superintendent Dennis Vasquez worked with the 
Regional Lands Office to attempt to acquire the right-of-way but without success. In September 
2005, the Topeka City Council gave its approval to coordinating with NPS on acquiring the  
unused right-of-way by condemnation.293 Despite attempts over the succeeding years, neither 
NPS nor the City of Topeka was able to acquire the railroad right-of-way. Finally, in 2021, the 
park received funding to begin design work to replace the gravel parking surface with solid 
pavement. The design work would be conducted by Regional Landscape Architect Brian 
Leaders. The right-of-way remained in private hands, and design of the pavement would avoid 
the existing railroad berm.294 In May 2022, Congress passed, and President Joseph R. Biden 
signed, a law that expanded Brown v. Board of Education NHS and redesignated it as a National 
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Historical Park. Among the law’s provisions, Congress authorized the acquisition of the former 
railroad right of way. This provision allowed park staff to begin working with the City of Topeka 
to identify descendants of the original property owners and secure their permission to acquire the 
land. 
 

The CLI, meanwhile, remained in draft form, with occasional updates and new surveys 
and evaluations in 2000, 2004, 2005, and 2011 before the final CLI was completed in 2014. This 
report is based largely on Barnes’ research, including his substantial history of the physical 
development of Monroe School and its immediate surroundings, but with the addition of more 
recent oral histories. The CLI identifies more than twenty individual features of the landscape, 
including open spaces, standing buildings and structures, alleys, parking spaces, sidewalks and 
steps, and courtyard areas, and evaluates the spatial relations among them. It presents an 
evaluation of the significance of the cultural landscape, finding that it contributes to the 
significance of Monroe School, and that the integrity of the cultural landscape is moderate.295 
 

List of Classified Structures 
The National Park Service maintains a database of all historic and prehistoric structures 

that have historical, architectural, and/or engineering significance within the units of the National 
Park System. This List of Classified Structures (LCS) contains information about resources that 
each unit must manage because they contribute to the history and significance of the site, but that 
do not all need to be individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The care and 
protection of resources identified on a park’s LCS is one of the park’s principal management 
requirements. 

 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS first established its LCS in early 1994, and, in the 

summer, Acting Regional Director Edward Carlin provided the draft list to the Kansas State 
Historic Preservation Office. At that time, the park had identified three items on the LCS: 
Monroe Elementary School, built in 1926; the playground/parking area on the east side of SE 
Monroe Street across from the school, built in 1934; and the baseball back stop within the 
playground area, also built in 1934.296 Later that year, however, as oral history research by the 
Brown Foundation and documentary research by Historian Rachel Franklin Weekley was begun 
and evaluated, the park identified a fourth item for the LCS. In January 1995, Regional Director 
William Schenk informed Superintendent Harper that the school’s flagpole, located at the 
northeast corner of the property, was built in the 1940s and, thus, was present during Monroe 
School’s period of significance from 1951 to 1954.297 

 
The park’s LCS was expanded in 2006 based on research conducted for the Historic 

Structures Report. In addition to the four original components (Monroe School, playing field, 
baseball backstop, and flagpole), the park’s LCS now includes the paved playground area and 
sidewalk along the front (east) side of Monroe School, the paved parking area along the rear 

 
295 Monroe Elementary School Cultural Landscapes Inventory, July 2014; MWRO Cultural Landscapes Program. 
296 Edward D. Carlin to Dick Pankratz, August 8, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H3017.  
297 Memorandum, Regional Director, Midwest Region to Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education, February 
16, 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H3017. 
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(west) side of Monroe School, and the unpaved playground areas adjacent to the east and west 
ends of the school.298 

 
Collections 
Park staff recognized from the very beginning that the park’s interpretive thrust would be 

the story itself, conveyed through words and images, and collections would be secondary. The 
2012 Long Range Interpretive Plan, for example, states that “Due to the nature of the history of 
the site, the interpretation of the subject matter is done in a very graphic and visual nature, and 
not through a large collection of physical objects that can be made available for tactile 
examination.”299 The GMP, completed in 1996, largely demurred on the idea of collections for 
the park without making a definitive declaration. Instead, although the GMP included the 
recommendation to develop a scope of collections statement and a collections management plan, 
in practical terms it called for the creation of an agreement with the University of Kansas under 
which the University would curate the park’s archives.300 This had been the park’s strategy since 
at least 1994, when Interim Site Manager Sändra Washington joined with Acting Regional 
Curator Abby Sue Fisher to meet with staff at the Kansas Collection at the University of Kansas. 
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss a cooperative agreement by which the University of 
Kansas would curate the park’s collections.301 

 
The sense was that the park’s collections would consist primarily of archival materials, 

and, given the importance of the story of the Brown decision and its context, the most important 
archival materials would be oral history interviews. Already by the mid-1990s, the Brown 
Foundation had arranged with the Kansas State Historical Society to curate its collection of oral 
history interviews funded by Hallmark Cards, Inc. and the Shawnee County Historical Society, 
with later additions from the oral history interviews which the Brown Foundation completed 
under the first cooperative agreement. As the park began its own oral history project in the early 
2000s, the Kansas State Historical Society curated these as well.302 In addition, the park had, by 
1995, identified and acquired “a significant collection of photographic prints” related to the 
Brown decision and the people associated with it.303 

 
Chief of Interpretation Robin White prepared the park’s first Scope of Collection 

Statement (SCS) in early 1996. The SCS, she noted in the document’s introduction, was 

 
298 Memorandum, Regional Director, Midwest Region to Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education, January 5, 
2006, with attached List of Classified Statement pages for all seven resources; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS, H3017. 
299 Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site (BRVB) Long-Range Interpretive Plan (Prepared by 
Interpretive Solutions, Inc. under contract to Interpretive Planning Services, Harpers Ferry Center, Harpers Ferry, 
West Virginia, July 2012), 52-53. 
300 General Management Plan, 44. 
301 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Fort Scott NHS, July 8, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L7019. 
302 Ibid., 78. See also Letha E. Johnson, “Brown v. Topeka Board of Education Oral History Collection at the Kansas 
State Historical Society, Finding Aid” (Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas, 2000), available at 
BrownFindingAid.pdf (kshs.org),  
303 “Scope of Collection Statement, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site,” prepared by Robin White 
and approved by Rayford Harper, January 10, 1996, attached to Memorandum, Curator, Great Plains System 
Support Office, Midwest Field Area to Chief of Interpretation, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, February 5, 
1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D6223. 
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designed in part to “prevent arbitrary and excessive growth of museum collections.” Instead, she 
explained, the park would prioritize the use of reproductions in the exhibits, and storage and 
maintenance of original collections could be provided by agreements with nearby institutions. 
The SCS laid out the conditions under which the park would acquire collections, including that 
they would have to support one or more of the principal interpretive themes as identified in the 
draft GMP, with priority given “to objects associated with the park’s resources or directly related 
to persons or events commemorated by the park, as opposed to similar objects without such 
primary association.” The SCS then identified methods of acquisition and limitations on how 
collections can be used for research and interpretive purposes and recommended the preparation 
of a Collection Management Plan.304 

 
In late 1999, as planning for the rehabilitation of Monroe School was accelerating, Chief 

of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg announced plans to begin accepting items by donation 
related to the story of the Brown decision. The park’s goal, he stated in a letter requesting 
support from the NPS Museum Management Program, was “to collect two-dimensional objects 
because those items are more significant when interpreting a Supreme Court case.” The park 
needed assistance, he added, with remedying deficiencies in its museum storage facilities.305 
Park leaders have taken no substantial action on Brandyburg’s proposal, and collections remain a 
low priority for the park. The current Foundation Document, prepared and released in 2017, 
observes that “The park is place based, not object based, and currently does not manage many 
collection items.” The document, however, echoes the recommendation of the 2009 accessibility 
study that the presence of tangible items in the park’s exhibits may allow visitors with a variety 
of interests and needs to more fully appreciate the park’s story. As the Foundation Document 
suggests, the park could look into the opportunities of a stronger emphasis on collections, but it 
warns that such an approach “would also require significant staff time and changes to the 
operating environment of the Monroe Elementary School.” Prior to embarking on such a course, 
the Foundation Document concludes, the park should update the Scope of Collection Statement, 
which had most recently been revised in 2012.306  

 
The park’s largest collection consists of artifacts discovered during the archeological 

surveys conducted by the Midwest Archeological Center. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 
MWAC carried out several projects in the grounds surrounding Monroe School from 2001 to 
2003, including trenching around the north foundation to correct problems with water 
infiltration, removing and replacing sidewalks along the east façade of the school, and 
excavating to extend a sewer line from the rear of the school and to install wells and piping for 
the building’s geothermal system. By late 2002, MWAC had collected more than 1,500 objects 
during the survey monitoring projects, and, in 2003, MWAC completed cataloging these items 
and entered the records into the Automated National Catalog System (ANCS), the National Park 
Service’s computer database of museum collections (now the Interior Collection Management 
System).307 The park’s archeological collections are permanently housed at MWAC.308 In early 

 
304 Ibid. 
305 Tyrone Brandyburg to National Center for Cultural Resources, attn. Jessica Johnson, October 1, 1999; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A44. 
306 Foundation Document: Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Kansas, August 2017, 25. 
307 See Brown v. Board of Education NHS Annual Performance Plans for 2002 and 2003; NPS Electronic Technical 
Information Center. 
308 Foundation Document, 9. 
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2022, Acting Superintendent James (Jim) Williams oversaw the preparation of a draft Scope of 
Collection Statement and executed an agreement that allowed the park’s archives to be curated at 
the Independence Multi-Park Facility in Independence, Missouri.309  

 
309 Comments on the draft final version of this Administrative History provided by Superintendent James Williams 
by email, August 9, 2022. 
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Chapter 6: Interpretation and Education 
 

Unlike many units of the National Park System, the interpretation program at Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS has never relied on the park’s primary cultural resource. Although the 
Monroe Elementary School is a vitally important symbol for the civil rights movement in 
America and an important component of the surrounding neighborhood and the City of Topeka’s 
history, the school itself is not the focus of the park’s story. Instead, the park interprets the far 
broader history of racism and discrimination in America, particularly in regard to public 
education, its impact on the education of children, and the heroic struggle to seek legal and 
constitutional remedies to this discrimination so that the nation can more fully live up to its 
promise. This is not to say that specific places are not important components of the park’s 
mission. The legislation that established Brown v. Board of Education NHS in 1992 called on 
NPS to protect and interpret “the places that contributed materially to the landmark United States 
Supreme Court decision that brought an end to segregation in public education,” and “to assist in 
the preservation and interpretation of related resources within the city of Topeka that further the 
understanding of the civil rights movement.” The preservation of these places, however, was in 
the service of telling the story of “the integral role of the Brown v. Board of Education case in 
the civil rights movement.” 

 
The Brown Foundation played a crucial role in the park’s interpretation program from its 

inception. As discussed in Chapter 4, one of the park’s first tasks was to enter into a cooperative 
agreement with the Foundation. The principal objective of the initial cooperative agreement, 
which was executed in September 1993, was to foster a collaboration between NPS and the 
Brown Foundation “to achieve an interpretive plan and interpretive programming for the Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS” so that NPS could fulfill its legislative mandate. While awaiting 
funding for the cooperative agreement through late 1993, the Brown Foundation continued to 
plan, conduct research, and establish connections among those interested in the history of civil 
rights. Once the funding and administrative structures were established in January 1994, the 
Brown Foundation accelerated and expanded its existing work. The Foundation had already 
created a traveling exhibit on the Brown v. Board of Education decision, which the new park 
staff installed in the initial headquarters space in the U.S. Post Office.310 This was an important 
step at a time when the park had no interpretive staff and was focused primarily on planning 
efforts and working to prevent further deterioration of Monroe School. One of the park’s first 
steps toward developing its own interpretive program, as discussed in Chapter 3, came in the 
spring of 1994 when Site Manager Sändra Washington arranged for Jefferson National 
Expansion Memorial NHS Chief of Interpretation Bill Henry to serve at the park on temporary 
duty to develop a short-term interpretive strategy and a Junior Ranger program for the park in 
preparation for National Parks Week in late May of that year.311 

 
Initial Efforts: Collaboration with the Brown Foundation, 1994-2000 
By early 1994, Brown Henderson and other members of the Board of Directors had, for 

several years, been actively involved on a national level through public speaking events, 
interviews, and articles, in promoting the broader story of the decision that included all of the 

 
310 Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
311 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Superintendent, Jefferson National 
Expansion Memorial NHS, April 8, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. 
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cases associated with the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, Supreme Court case. 
Brown Henderson was able to draw upon that experience immediately to support the interpretive 
mission of the park “to help develop a visitor experience that placed the story of Brown in the 
context of the African-American experience in the United States.”312 Former Chief of 
Interpretation Robin White, who transferred to the park from Petroglyph National Monument, 
New Mexico, in March 1995, recalled the steady pace of work as she collaborated with Brown 
Henderson to develop interpretive and educational materials. White noted that Interim Site 
Manager Sändra Washington and Superintendent Rayford Harper, who entered on duty in July 
1994, had already developed a good working relationship with Brown Henderson and the Brown 
Foundation when she came on board. Communication among Harper, Brown Henderson, and 
herself, she said, was good and open, and “we always made ourselves available to support each 
other.” White described her own extensive collaboration on a curriculum guide for the park, 
school and community outreach programs, meetings with representatives of the other cases that 
were part of the Brown v. Board of Education decision, and an important symposium on the 
Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision, together with the Brown Foundation’s support for 
the GMP process that included traveling together to parks that commemorate aspects of civil 
rights and African-American history as evidence of the close rapport among the three.313  

 
At the same time, the park was extending its outreach by participating in community 

celebrations including Black History Month, for which park staff coordinated tours of Monroe 
School led by former students, and Women’s History Month, when staff made classroom 
presentations to elementary schools in the Topeka area.314 This outreach to schools continued 
through 1995 and 1996, with programs that were “age appropriate, encouraging students to learn 
more about the National Park Service, the events leading to the Brown decision, the verdict, the 
impacts of the Brown decision to society, and celebrating multi-culturalism.” Park staff also 
began offering tours of Monroe School, still in an unrestored condition, with advanced 
reservations. In early 1996, Superintendent Harper hired Park Ranger LaTrelle Pierre on a lateral 
assignment from Morristown National Historical Park, New Jersey, to serve as the park’s first 
Education Outreach Specialist.315 

 
Robin White also detailed her collaboration with the Brown Foundation regarding the 

development of grant proposals. One of White’s most significant successful grant proposals was 
for the Parks as Classrooms program, which was established by the National Park Foundation in 
1992 to foster greater collaboration between parks and classroom teachers throughout the nation. 
White collaborated with Brown Henderson on the grant proposal in 1995, and the award was 
announced in late October of that year. The park received the $7,500 award in February 1996, 
which was used to continue work on the “In Pursuit of Freedom and Equality” curriculum 
guide.316 The Brown Foundation had earlier collaborated with Opus Communications in 

 
312 Brown Henderson, oral history interview. 
313 White, oral history interview. 
314 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1995, December 18, 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 
A2621. 
315 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1996, February 10, 1997; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. See also Rayford Harper to Superintendent Clark Dixon, January 29, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, P8815. 
316 Wilke Nelson, National Park Foundation, to Rayford Harper, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, February 15, 
1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L3217. 
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Overland Park, Kansas, to develop this curriculum, which originally contained a VHS video 
filmed in the moot court room and International House on the campus of Washburn University 
and narrated by regional acting personality Danny Cox. The video included interviews with 
Brown plaintiffs Lucinda Todd, Lena Carper, and Vivian Scales, along with Linda Brown 
Thompson and Cheryl Brown Henderson.317 For this project, White also collaborated with the 
Kansas State University School of Secondary Learning (SSL) to develop the multimedia 
curriculum guide using Hyperstudio®, a commercial software program that allowed the 
combination of text, graphics, and sound to be stored on a Compact Disc (CD). The first 
component to be developed was “A Fair Chance to Learn,” which White envisioned as being 
applicable not just to Brown v. Board of Education NHS, but to other sites that interpret the civil 
rights movement, including Martin Luther King, Jr., NHS, in Georgia; Independence National 
Park, in Pennsylvania; and Women’s Rights National Historical Park, in New York. White, in 
collaboration with SSL professors, developed a draft text for the program and fostered 
relationships with local school districts to obtain the necessary curriculum standards.318 

 

  
Figure 25. Bess Sherman, 1998. Photograph in files of 

Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
Figure 26. Tyrone Brandyburg, 1998. Photograph in 

files of Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 

Unfortunately for the program, both Chief of Interpretation White and Superintendent 
Harper departed the park in 1996, causing a loss of continuity which put the project on hold. 
They were replaced by Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg and Superintendent Bess 
Sherman, who, in early 1997, sought additional funds from the National Park Foundation to 
restart and complete the work (Figures 25, 26). The National Park Foundation was unable to 
provide more funding but, recognizing that this loss of continuity due to changing staff is a 
common problem for NPS sites, allowed additional time to complete the work within the existing 
budget.319 By June 1997, Brandyburg was working on reviewing the text, and had involved the 

 
317 Information on the earlier history of the “In Pursuit of Freedom and Equality” curriculum guide in Brown 
Henderson, 2022. 
318 Parks as Classrooms Progress Report, May 31, 1996, attached to letter, Robin White to Wilke Nelson, National 
Pak Foundation, May 31, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, K18. See also Superintendent’s Annual 
Narrative for FY 1997, February 20, 1998; NPS Electronic Technical Information Center. 
319 Wilke Nelson, National Park Foundation to Bess Sherman, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, March 7, 1997; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, L3217. 
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Brown Foundation along with staff from Kansas State University.320 Despite these efforts, the 
proposed CD-based curriculum guide stalled for more than a year and revived only during the 
next cooperative agreement signed in early 1999. 
 

Although, at this time, the park was allowing tours of Monroe Elementary School, the 
principal form of in-person interpretation in the late 1990s was at the park’s office in the U.S. 
Post Office. The park had two adjoining offices, one of which was converted for use as a visitor 
contact space where visitors could watch a short orientation video and view an exhibit that 
“highlight[ed] the cases involved at the national level,” in part using historical photographs that 
the staff had identified.321 This allowed very limited interaction with visitors, not least because 
visitors had to request access to the building, which, as a federal facility, restricted access. As 
Brandyburg recalled, “we had visitors come up, we would take them automatically in, do an 
orientation and also. . .get the video, and then talk a little bit about it, and then kind of direct 
them towards Monroe School.” Given the limitations of the park’s staff, Brandyburg recalled, 
“the Brown Foundation. . .were doing some of that interpretation for us. . .they were doing some 
of the programming. . .and were the ones who did a lot more offsite programs than we did. We 
did a couple, but they did a lot more.”322 A set of the traveling exhibit created by the Brown 
Foundation and funded by Hallmark Cards, was also used in the park’s temporary space to 
provide visitors with an overview of history of the Brown decision.323 Superintendent Sherman, 
in a report to the Regional Director, described the park’s interpretation in the summer of 1997: 

The large office on the west side of the building has been arranged, where the 
Interpretive Rangers and a Visitor Area have been arranged. In the Visitor Area, 
we now show a thirteen minute video, house the NPS Passport stamp, keep 
[Brown v. Board of Education NHS] brochures and present some table top 
exhibits for the visitor experience. When we finish with our presentation, the 
visitor is directed to drive by the Monroe School, on 15th and Monroe Streets, to 
actually see it. They are now getting an actual tour of the case through audio-
visuals, exhibits and an automobile tour of the site. Some organizations and 
visitors make appointments to see the inside of the building, where we graciously 
accommodate them.324 
 
In 1998, park staff embarked on the preparation of a Long-Range Interpretive Plan 

(LRIP). Through this first LRIP, which remained in draft form as a planning tool, park staff 
hoped to establish strategies to implement the Interpretation and Visitor Experience Plan that 
was made part of the GMP completed in 1996.325 The 1998 LRIP identified eight themes that 
should be central to the interpretive experience at Brown v. Board of Education NHS: the 
verdict; the effects, discussing both the elimination of racial segregation as official policy and the 

 
320 Parks as Classroom report, prepared by Brandyburg with input from Regional Interpretation Planner Tom 
Richter, attached to email from Chief of Interpretation, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Chief of Interpretation, 
WASO, June 2, 1997; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, K18. 
321 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1997, February 20, 1998; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. 
322 Brandyburg, oral history interview. 
323 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
324 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to William Schenck, Regional Director, 
Midwest Region, August 28, 1997; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A54. 
325 See Chapter 3 for a comprehensive discussion of the Interpretation Plan as part of the GMP. 
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continuation of racism and de facto segregation; the role of the Brown decision in the nation’s 
civil rights movement; the people who were involved in the Brown case in Kansas, the District of 
Columbia, Delaware, and South Carolina; the historical context of racial discrimination and 
prejudice in America; the role of the Constitution in the quest for equal rights; the “Common 
Denominators” of prejudice, discrimination, and stereotyping; and the role of the Brown decision 
in the international quest for human rights.326 

 
The LRIP discussed the current interpretation program at the U.S. Post Office, explaining 

that the seating capacity of fifty was sufficient for most casual visitors but too low for school 
groups, the orientation film was sufficient but not geared toward children, and the park had no 
folder or brochure to distribute to visitors. The LRIP proposed the development of a wider 
variety of formal and informal interpretation services, including offsite presentations and roving 
interpreters who could interact with visitors and that the park would also begin developing 
teacher workshops and new programs for school groups. At that point, the LRIP noted, the park 
did not yet have curriculum-based educational materials.327 
 

 In late 1999 and early 2000, as planning was under way for the rehabilitation of Monroe 
School and installation of interpretive exhibits, the park faced a nearly complete change in staff. 
Superintendent Stephen Adams entered on duty in October 1999, replacing Superintendent Bess 
Sherman, and Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg was replaced by Debra Riley, who 
made a lateral transfer from Jewel Cave National Monument, South Dakota, in May 2000. Park 
Ranger Qefiri Colbert also resigned in May, and new Park Rangers Teresa Valencia and Randal 
Standingwater entered on duty.328 Although the park’s interpretive programming continued, 
much of the park’s efforts in the early 2000s were directed toward planning the new exhibits. 
Annual visitation at the park’s office remained at approximately 200 people per year, but park 
staff and the Brown Foundation regularly contacted more than 10,000 people per year through 
off-site programs and events.  
 

Research 
One of the Brown Foundation’s ongoing missions, from the time of its founding in 1988 

to the present, is to correct what its leaders see as misconceptions and mythologizing about the 
Brown decision. Given the Brown family’s name in the title of the Supreme Court decision, it 
became easy to construct a popular narrative which excluded not just the other four cases that 
were part of the decision, but the twelve other families that were part of the Topeka case. 
Research, therefore, was crucial for the Brown Foundation, together with the need to share the 
facts of the Brown decision and all of its components and contributors. This concern existed also 
in the new park as staff members sought to present an accurate interpretation, one that could 
explore the Brown decision, its context, legal and constitutional aspects, and legacy on the basis 
of facts and evidence instead of popular mythology. In the spring of 1994, as discussed in 
Chapter 3, Site Manager Washington hired graduate student David Barnes on a temporary basis 
to begin conducting research for the park’s first Cultural Landscape Inventory which included an 

 
326 Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Long Range Interpretive Plan, 1998; draft report with 
handwritten notations; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
327 Ibid. 
328 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative Report for FY 2000, January 17, 2001; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. 
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extensive summary of Monroe School and the surrounding neighborhood. A more 
comprehensive research program was soon initiated. 

 
Work on the park’s principal research document, the Historic Resource Study (HRS), 

began in the summer of 1994. An HRS is a substantial reference document, the purpose of which 
is to present the historical and cultural context of a park and its cultural resources based on 
extensive research into primary and secondary sources, including written materials and, where 
appropriate, oral histories. The material presented in the HRS then can provide the basis for the 
park’s interpretive program, a Cultural Landscape Report, and Historic Structures Report, as well 
as being a substantial historical monograph on its own. In the case of Brown v. Board NHS, 
where the historical story rather than any individual resource is the most important component of 
the park’s interpretive program, a thorough and well-researched HRS was deemed essential by 
the Superintendent and by the Regional Office. Earlier in 1994, Regional Historian Ron Cockrell 
successfully proposed to NPS Chief Historian Edwin C. Bearss a two-year commitment by the 
Washington Office to fund an HRS at three new units in the Midwest Region: Keweenaw 
National Historical Park, Michigan; Dayton Aviation Heritage National Historical Park, Ohio; 
and Brown v. Board of Education NHS. Cockrell then interviewed, hired, and supervised Rachel 
Franklin Weekley and other new historians in their work, which included the HRS and other 
duties as assigned. The HRS for Brown v. Board of Education NHS involved extensive 
coordination with Brown Henderson and University of Kansas Archivist Deborah Dandridge, a 
Brown Foundation board member, who advised on sources and provided thorough reviews. 

 
Once she was selected to prepare the HRS for Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 

Franklin Weekley was duty stationed in Omaha and served as the park’s historian for the 
duration of the preparation of the HRS. Franklin Weekley began work on the HRS in August 
1994, conducting preliminary research in Topeka and Lawrence, Kansas, and contacting archives 
and libraries throughout the country to determine the availability and location of useful records 
and to identify travel requirements for the project. Her initial visit in mid-August 1994 also 
provided her with an orientation to the park and the park staff: Superintendent Ray Harper and 
Administrative Manager Teri Perry. At this time also, Franklin Weekley had an initial meeting 
with Brown Henderson to discuss the general scope of the project, the Brown Family papers at 
the University of Kansas, and any potential contacts Brown Henderson could provide. On the 
basis of initial research trips in the late summer and early autumn 1994, Franklin Weekley 
prepared a Task Directive in late October. The Task Directive, which the park and the Regional 
Office approved in early November, consisted of a detailed chapter outline and a proposed 
budget. The HRS Franklin Weekley proposed would include the historic background of the 
African American experience in Kansas from the nineteenth into the mid-twentieth centuries and 
the educational opportunities in Topeka during that time. The study would discuss the origins of 
legal challenges to the “separate but equal” doctrine that the Supreme Court allowed in the 1896 
Plessy v. Ferguson decision before discussing the origins of the Brown case in Topeka. The 
discussion of the Brown case would involve a comparative analysis of the case in Topeka with 
associated cases in South Carolina, Virginia, Delaware, and the District of Columbia. It would 
conclude with a discussion of the ramifications of the Brown decision from the 1950s to the 
1990s.329 

 
329 “Task Directive, Historic Resource Study, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Kansas,” 
executed November 4, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H3019. Trip reports for Franklin 
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Throughout the fall of 1994 and into the winter of 1995, Franklin Weekley continued her 

research in Topeka and Lawrence, Kansas; at the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library in 
Abilene, Kansas; and at the National Archives and Congressional Library in Washington, DC. 
She also conducted multiple oral history interviews with a range of individuals associated with 
the case, including plaintiffs, attorneys, teachers, and other students. Franklin Weekley 
experienced some slow response time in securing access to other collections, including the 
NAACP Legal Defense Fund correspondence at the Library of Congress, which delayed progress 
on her work. In May 1995, the Regional Office approved a six-month extension of the project, 
and Franklin Weekley prepared a portion of the draft report for review in the late summer of 
1995.330 In the meantime, NPS was engaged in a massive reorganization that changed Franklin 
Weekley’s relationship with the agency. During the early 1990s, NPS officials began planning 
for the first substantial reorganization since the 1930s. Designed to combat the combined threats 
of increasing pressure on natural and cultural resources with reduced funding and 
Congressionally-imposed limitations on full-time equivalent (FTE) employment levels, the 
reorganization plan that was implemented beginning in 1995 sought to decentralize NPS by 
placing more personnel and funding at the local and regional levels. Clusters of parks, from ten 
to thirty-five per cluster, were to be supported by system support offices overseen by seven Field 
Director Offices corresponding to the existing Regional Offices, including the Midwest Field 
Area which remained in Omaha, Nebraska. As a part of this 1995 reorganization, the Midwest 
Field Area received funding for its own National Historic Landmark and associated external 
cultural programs. Historian Rachel Franklin Weekley was one of four architectural historians 
hired into the new Midwest Regional Office in late 1995, which gave her permanent status. 

 
Franklin Weekley submitted her first draft of the HRS for review while this institutional 

reorganization was taking place. In addition to an initial review by Chief of Interpretation Robin 
White, who recommended additional oral histories and a deeper understanding of the climate of 
racism in which Linda Brown lived and first went to school, Brown Henderson, as reviewer for 
the Brown Foundation, provided a deeply critical review of the report’s prologue. Brown 
Henderson objected to the tone of the prologue and felt that it relied on opinion and perception 
rather than facts. She also argued that Franklin Weekley appeared to be relying on a popular, 
media-driven understanding of the Brown case. “It may need to be suggested,” she explained to 
Superintendent Harper and Chief of Interpretation White, “that Rachel [Franklin Weekley] 
rewrite this prologue not as something journalistic but historically accurate and factually 
accurate.”331  

 
Franklin Weekley then delivered a complete draft in the fall of 1996. In November, 

Brown Henderson, together with her sister, Linda Brown Thompson, and their mother, Leola 
Brown Montgomery, commended Franklin Weekely for her work. They made a strong request, 
however, that Franklin Weekley be more inclusive of the plaintiffs in the affiliated cases and 

 
Weekley’s frequent visits to Kansas for research and coordination are located in files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS; see reports for trips on August 8, 1994; October 12, 1994; October 19, 1994; October 24, 1994; 
November 14, 1994; and December 12, 1994. 
330 See trip reports cited above. 
331 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to Ray Harper and Robin White, November 16, 1995; files of Brown v, 
Board of Education NHS. See also Memorandum, Robin White to Rachel Franklin Weekly [sic], October 24, 1995; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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place less emphasis on Linda Brown and their family. The singular emphasis on the Brown 
family, they argued, was a simplistic view that had become popularized to the exclusion of the 
other families involved in Topeka and in other states. “With the establishment of the Brown 
Foundation,” they explained, 

work began in earnest to give voices and faces to the attorneys and plaintiffs who 
worked to create change. These individuals sacrificed to make life better for all 
African Americans. We feel strongly about ensuring an inclusive interpretation of 
this history. It is important that our family (Oliver and Linda in particular) not be 
the central focus of the Topeka story. Especially in how you attempt to explain 
the people and events. The national story must clearly remain diverse as well. 

 
They also asked that the HRS not have photos of Brown family members on the cover or singled 
out in the report with full-page displays: “It is our desire to be written about and to appear simply 
as part of the total group of participants.”332 
 

Comments from other reviewers on this early draft were not located during the present 
research. Franklin Weekley continued to work on revisions to the draft HRS throughout much of 
1997, clarifying many of the issues raised by the Brown family before submitting a revised draft 
in the fall of 1997. Despite these revisions, however, Brown Henderson continued to take issue 
with several points which she had discussed with NPS Historian Harry Butowsky. After 
observing that Linda Brown Thompson asserted her right to final input on the use of her image, 
she asserted that she and her family “have spent many hours reviewing this document and are 
troubled by the inability to resolve these few remaining issues.” While NPS staff would move on 
to other projects after the HRS was complete, she concluded, “we have to live with the words 
that are left behind.” Brown Henderson then attached several pages from the draft HRS with 
extensive recommendations for rewording or deletion, including a complete re-writing of the 
first paragraph of the prologue.333 

 
Brown Henderson had several specific comments. Franklin Weekley had dedicated the 

HRS to her own nieces and nephews, to which Brown Henderson objected because it was too 
personal and did not include anyone involved in the case. In addition, she asked that a full-page 
photograph of Linda Brown from LIFE magazine in 1953/1954 be removed from the prologue 
and a smaller version inserted later in the document. She also requested several wording changes, 
most extensively in the prologue. In response, Franklin Weekley submitted a rebuttal of these 
points. Later in 1997, the Cultural Resources Division of the Midwest Support Office sent the 
draft HRS with Brown Henderson’s comments and suggestions and Franklin Weekley’s rebuttal 
to three historical scholars for peer review. Associate Regional Director for Cultural Resource 
Preservation and Partnerships F.A. Calabrese forwarded the results of these peer reviews to 
Brown Henderson in May 1998, together with the Region’s decision regarding the specific 
changes that Brown Henderson had requested.334  

 
332 Leola Brown Montgomery, Linda Brown Thompson, and Cheryl Brown Henderson to Rachel Franklin Weekley, 
November 22, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
333 Memorandum, Cheryl Brown Henderson to Craig Kenkel and Rachel Franklin Weekly [sic], October 3, 1997; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
334 F.A. Calabrese to Cheryl Brown Henderson, May 19, 1998; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, H2215. 
The decision regarding individual comments is not attached to the May 19, 1998 letter, but was located in a separate 
file. It is assumed that they were delivered at the same time. 
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Associate Professor of History Robert Weyeneth of the University of South Carolina 

praised the work, saying that it was “written with verve and a sense of commitment, and I am 
confident that it will provide a useful basis for management and interpretation at the Brown v. 
Board of Education National Historic Site for years to come.” Weyeneth agreed with Brown 
Henderson that the prologue over-emphasized Linda Brown, but he believed that the body of the 
HRS provided a more even assessment of her role. Agreeing with Brown Henderson that the 
prologue needed revision, he suggested deleting the initial two paragraphs entirely because they 
might confuse general readers not familiar with the details of the history of the civil rights 
movement.335 

 
Assistant Professor Rainier Spencer of the University of Nevada Las Vegas agreed that 

the HRS was a well-written and well-documented piece of scholarship. He disagreed with Brown 
Henderson that the HRS over-emphasized Linda Brown’s role, but also disagreed with Franklin 
Weekley’s contention that she held the same iconographic role in American history as Crispus 
Attucks in the American Revolution; Dred Scott, the plaintiff in an 1856 Supreme Court decision 
that denied the right of African Americans to civil rights under the Constitution; and Homer 
Plessy, the plaintiff in the Plessy v. Ferguson decision.336 Michael Mayer, Professor of History at 
the University of Montana, provided by far the most critical review, citing its “amateurish  
quality,” with poorly-organized chapters, factual errors, and too much extraneous information 
with too little coverage of other important topics. “With respect to the other reviewer’s [Brown 
Henderson’s] criticism, some strike me as petty, while others are well taken.” Mayer had few 
words for Brown Henderson’s suggested revisions, finding little substantial difference in Brown 
Henderson’s suggested re-wordings. His comments focused on the overall scholarship of the 
HRS, finding that Franklin Weekley had not taken advantage of some of the more recent 
scholarship on the Brown case and had provided inadequate discussion of the Supreme Court 
cases leading up to Brown.337 

 
In their determination regarding Brown Henderson’s comments, the Regional Office 

allowed Franklin Weekley’s dedication to remain but agreed with Weyeneth that the first two 
paragraphs of the prologue would be deleted and placed, instead, in the epilogue. The 
photograph of Linda Brown would remain in the prologue, though slightly smaller. With regard 
to Brown Henderson’s suggested revisions to portions of the text, the Regional Office allowed 
some passages to remain as Franklin Weekley wrote them but recommended revisions to others. 
Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation were not satisfied with the Regional Office 
response, however, and brought the matter to the attention of NPS Director Robert G. Stanton. 
With Foundation Board member Ron Griffin, Brown Henderson met with Stanton in the NPS 
Washington Office in late May 1998, providing him with a packet of information pertaining to 
the HRS that they had also provided to Midwest Regional Director William Schenk.338 On June 
4, 1998, a meeting among Superintendent Bess Sherman, Chief of Interpretation Tyrone 

 
335 Robert Weyenth to Tonya Bradley, April 6, 1998, attached to Ibid. 
336 Rainier Spencer to Tonya Bradley, April 9, 1998, in Ibid. 
337 Michael Mayer to Tonya Bradley, April 27, 1998, in Ibid. A fourth review was conducted by Professor of History 
John L. Bullion of the University of Missouri-Columbia. This review, sent to Calabrese on February 23, 1998, was 
apparently requested by Franklin Weekley, and was generally favorable. However, it was not included in the set of 
peer reviews which Calabrese provided to Brown Henderson. 
338 Cheryl Brown Henderson to Robert G. Stanton, June 1, 1998; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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Brandyburg, Regional Chief of Cultural Resources Craig Kenkel, Regional Senior Historian Ron 
Cockrell, Rachel Franklin Weekley, and members of the Brown Foundation consisting of Cheryl 
Brown Henderson, Linda Brown Thompson, Leola Brown Montgomery, Deborah Dandridge, 
and Charles Scott, Jr.  provided further clarification regarding the Foundation’s specific concerns 
and resulted in final determinations. The dedication to Franklin Weekley’s family remained in 
place over the Foundation’s objections, though augmented with a statement that linked it to the 
historic period and the challenges that the Brown plaintiffs faced. The photograph of Linda 
Brown taken by LIFE magazine remained in the prologue, though the wording that supported it 
emphasized the media misrepresentation of the Brown story. Other revisions which Brown 
Henderson suggested generated extensive discussion at the meeting and resulted in several 
editorial changes for clarity. As a result of the Brown Foundation’s active participation over the 
three-year course of the work, Franklin Weekley concluded in her report of the meeting, the HRS 
was revised to its final version that allowed it to “serve its intended purpose, that being as a 
useful reference for the Brown v. Board of Education NHS.”339 

 
Although the Brown Foundation agreed to the textual changes that resulted from the June 

1998 meeting, they raised objections to the use of historic photographs of children where there 
was no parental consent to take the photograph. In particular, Brown Henderson asserted that her 
mother could not recall giving consent to LIFE magazine to take photographs of Linda Brown 
Thompson as a child in 1953/1954. This question of the use of photographs caused the HRS to 
lay dormant through the rest of 1998 and much of 1999. In December 1999, Brown Henderson 
informed Franklin Weekely that the Brown Foundation was awaiting legal opinion on the matter. 
By that time, Franklin Weekley and the Regional Office had made the decision to remove from 
the HRS the photographs which the Brown Foundation challenged, leaving a blank figure box 
with the caption in their place, noting that permission to use the photograph had been withdrawn. 
Finally, in early 2000, Superintendent Steven Adams announced that he would approve the HRS 
subject to a final editing to remove typographic errors while leaving the blank photograph boxes 
in place.340 

 
As work on the HRS was winding down, the park undertook a second research effort. A 

component of the Brown Foundation’s cooperative agreement was to conduct a series of oral 
history interviews. In 1998, the park initially proposed an ethnographic study of the people and 
resources associated with Monroe and Sumner Schools and the Brown decision. As defined in 
the funding request, the purpose of the ethnographic study was to provide additional information 
about “the individuals who played a role in the campaign for school desegregation as well as 
[about] the connections of the African American community to the site.” The study would also 
“provide additional knowledge about the people of the neighborhood near Monroe School and 
Sumner School.”341 Later that year, the park transitioned this project from a sole focus on 
ethnography toward what was its most important component, an oral history project. The 
purpose of the oral history project was to provide additional information and insight into the 

 
339 Franklin Weekley to Superintendent, Midwest Support Office, June 16, 1998; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, H2217. 
340 Email, Craig Kenkel to Rachel Franklin Weekley, January 14, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 
H2217. 
341 PMIS Project Detail Sheet, Ethnographic Study, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, September 22, 1998; files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, PMIS files. 
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history of the Brown decision and the cultural resources associated with the park. The project, 
which would follow standard NPS protocols for oral history methods, was to include background 
research into the individuals who would be interviewed, which would require contact with the 
Brown Foundation and their earlier oral history work. Half of the interview subjects were to be 
associated with the case in Kansas, and the other half from the other four states and the District 
of Columbia. The project was not funded in 1999, but, in early 2000, the park received nearly 
$28,000 through the Cultural Resource Preservation Fund for the project and, in September, 
contracted with Polk Consultants based in Lake Elsinore, California, to conduct the work.342 

 
The project was divided into two phases, to be funded separately. Phase I was to identify 

the existing oral history interviews pertaining to the Brown decision, evaluate their 
comprehensiveness, determine the need for additional interview topics and categories, and 
identify the appropriate interview subjects. Based on this assessment, Phase II would include 
conducting new interviews identified in Phase I.  Polk Consultants began work on Phase I in 
October 2000, with research into the existing oral history information, including the interviews 
previously conducted by the Brown Foundation as well as other transcripts in the Harry S. 
Truman Presidential Library in Independence, Missouri, the Kansas State Historical Society, and 
the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library in Abilene, Kansas. On a recommendation from 
Brown Henderson, Polk Consultants sought permission to reduce the percentage of interviews 
with people associated with the case in Kansas, since so many had already been interviewed, and 
expand the number of subjects associated with the case in Virginia, Delaware, South Carolina, 
and the District of Columbia.343 

 
Based on this preliminary work and additional investigations by telephone and through 

internet searches, Polk Consultants submitted a Phase I report in early 2001. Reviewers from the 
park and the Region found the report to be deeply flawed and based on inadequate research. 
According to NPS protocols for oral history projects, the consultants were expected to visit 
archives and libraries that contained interviews related to the Brown decision in person, 
including university libraries, local historical societies, and State Historic Preservation Offices, 
rather than conducting “armchair research” from their office. In addition, the consultants were to 
follow up on recommendations for potential interview subjects from park and Regional staff as 
part of their task to seek out potential interview subjects from these sources. The reviewers found 
that the report’s background research was inadequate and did not take advantage of the recently-
completed HRS.344 No correspondence with regard to the Polks was identified after this review, 
and the Superintendent’s Annual Narrative reports that they were “terminated due to poor 
performance.”345 

 
342 PMIS Project Detail Sheet, Oral History Study, Brown v. Board of Education NHS, December 10, 1998, files of 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, PMIS files; Oral History Project, Scope of Work, n.d., files of Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS; email, Marty Sutherland to [Brown v. Board of Education NHS] Administration, March 11, 
2000; Polk Consultants, Proposal for Oral History Project, U.S. Supreme Court Brown Decision, August 30, 2000. 
No contract award was identified in the current research, but see email, Ron Cockrell to Robert and Judy Polk, 
September 26, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
343 Judith L. Polk to Jane Beu, Contracting Officer, October 11, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 
H22. 
344 Consolidated comments on NPS Contract P6145000S010, to Polk Consultants, February 5, 2001; files of Brown 
v. Board of Education, S7221. 
345 Annual Narrative Report of the Superintendent, Fiscal Year 2001; NPS Electronic Technical Information Center. 
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In their place, the park hired two seasonal historians to continue the work and conduct an 

extensive series of oral history interviews during the summer of 2001. Oloye Adeyemon and Ara 
Carbonneau were joined by a park volunteer, completing interviews with approximately 160 
people in all five states and the District of Columbia that were associated with the Brown 
decision.346 Work on the oral history project continued through early 2004, when Devin Molina, 
a contractor based in Washington, DC, conducted interviews on behalf of the park. 
Unfortunately, though he completed several interviews by 2004, Molina had not provided any of 
the deliverables despite having been paid for the work in advance. After weeks of not being able 
to contact him, Administrative Officer Katherine Cushinberry sent a letter to him by certified 
mail advising that the value of the project and the recording equipment was more than $80,000, 
and that the park would bill him. As Superintendent Adams recalled, “we wound up getting a 
Park policeman to track this guy down, go to his apartment, and catch him at home, and offer 
him the choice of handing the stuff to that officer or going to jail. And he handed the stuff to the 
officer.” The materials retrieved included notes and cassette tapes of oral history interviews.347 
This took place less than two months before the Grand Opening of Monroe School in May 2004, 
and, in the rush of events surrounding and immediately following the Grand Opening, combined 
with the subsequent departure of Superintendent Adams, the oral history program was not 
continued. 

 
Brown Foundation and the 50th Anniversary Commemoration of the Brown 
Decision 
The initial phase of the park, and of the role of the Brown Foundation, came to an end 

with the Grand Opening Celebration in May 2004, when the park officially opened with the 
completion of the Monroe School rehabilitation and installation of its interpretive exhibits. 
Chapter 7 includes a discussion of the Brown Foundation’s extensive work with the development 
of the exhibits. In addition to their work reviewing materials for the new interpretive exhibit, 
however, the Brown Foundation played three other important roles in preparation for the opening 
of Monroe School as the Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site in 2004. One was 
coordinating with park staff to promote the park nationally and build support and awareness for 
the 50th Anniversary celebration of the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision. 
Part of Cheryl Brown Henderson’s mission through the Brown Foundation was to promote 
understanding of the entirety of the case that included plaintiffs from multiple states, not just the 
case against the Topeka Board of Education. To be as inclusive as possible, Brown Henderson 
and other members of the Foundation conducted research into the families of the plaintiffs in 
other states. She and Superintendent Adams traveled to South Carolina, Virginia, Delaware, and 
the District of Columbia, giving public presentations, meeting those who were affected by the 
Brown decision, and inviting their participation. The two also traveled to other civil rights-
oriented sites, including to the Birmingham Civil Rights National Monument in Birmingham, 
Alabama, and to the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historical Park in Atlanta, Georgia, to 
learn from their experiences and to share the news of the rehabilitation of Monroe School at 

 
346 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education to Regional Director, Midwest Region, August 7, 
2001, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS; Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 2001, January 23, 
2002, NPS Electronic Technical Information Center. 
347 Adams, oral history interview; Katherine Cushinberry to Devin Molina, March 22, 2004; files of Brown v. Board 
of Education NHS, S7417. 
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Brown v. Board of Education NHS.348 In addition, Brown Henderson arranged meetings with 
members of the Kansas Congressional Delegation to build support for the park and to ensure 
funding for the extensive rehabilitation program and the park’s operating budget. In the spring of 
2001, for example, Brown Henderson reported to the Brown Foundation board of directors that 
she, “Met with staff of each member of the Kansas Congressional Delegation to request adequate 
funding for Brown v Board NHS to ensure ability to function at peak by 2003,” the proposed 
year that the Monroe School rehabilitation was scheduled to be completed.349 

 
The Brown Foundation also played a leading role in the national commission to 

commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Brown v. Board of Education decision. Using a 
template of other legislation that had created national commissions, the Foundation drafted 
legislation to establish a Brown v. Board of Education 50th Anniversary commission and assisted 
legislative staff with dialogue for Members of Congress to consider when introducing the bill.350  
The commission, and the Brown Foundation’s participation in it, was mandated by a law passed 
in September 2001. The bill which led to the law was introduced in the House of Representatives 
by Rep. Jim Ryun (R-KS) on June 12, 2001. The bill was passed in the House on voice vote and 
was sent to the Senate, where it was referred to the Judiciary Committee headed by Sen. Patrick 
Leahy (D-VT). The Judiciary Committee reported the bill back to the full Senate with 
amendments on August 2, 2001; the amendments pertained to the process of selecting the 
members of the commission. The full Senate passed the bill as amended the next day, and, on 
September 10, 2001, the House agreed to the Senate amendments and passed the bill. It was 
forwarded to the White House on September 14, 2001, and, on September 18, 2001, President 
George W. Bush signed the bill into law as P.L. 107-41. 

 
The law required the creation of a national commission to commemorate the 50th 

Anniversary of the Brown v. Board of Education decision. The commission was to execute this 
purpose by working through the Department of Education to plan and coordinate public 
education activities and initiatives and by coordinating with the Brown Foundation and other 
organizations as appropriate for observances of the decision’s anniversary. The membership was 
to be based, in part, on the four states and the District of Columbia where the cases that 
constituted the Supreme Court case originated (Delaware, Kansas, South Carolina, and Virginia), 
together with Massachusetts, which had an earlier case challenging segregation in education but 
was not part of the Brown Supreme Court case. Members from these states would be 
recommended for the national commission by the Senators and Representatives of each state. 
The Departments of Justice and Education would have two members each, and two members 
would be recommended by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. The Brown Foundation and 
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund would have two members each, and Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS would have one member.351 

 

 
348 Adams, oral history interview; Brown Henderson, oral history interview.  
349 Brown Foundation board of directors meeting minutes, executive director’s report, April 28, 2001; files of Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS. 
350 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
351 The co-chairs for the commission were Alex Acosta, Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, and Gerald 
Reynolds, Assistant Secretary of Education for Civil Rights. Virginia was represented by Dr. Benjamin W. 
Robertson, Sr., and Lacy B. Ward, Jr.  
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The commission met regularly from 2002 through the spring of 2004, traveling 
frequently to important civil rights sites and coordinating numerous programs and events 
throughout the nation. Beginning in January 2004, the commission began releasing a weekly 
electronic newsletter announcing events that had been planned during the past two years and 
introducing the members of the commission. Universities and other organizations throughout the 
nation regularly held lecture series, including Claflin University in South Carolina, University of 
Florida, University of Delaware, Longwood College in Virginia, Penn Center on Dataw Island 
on the coast of South Carolina, the Anti-Defamation League, and the U.S. Department of State-
sponsored multi-day workshops and colloquia. The Levine Museum of Art in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, mounted an exhibit of art related to school desegregation and held a discussion panel, 
and several original plays with civil rights themes were written and produced. These included 
“Now Let Me Fly,” written by Marcia Cebulska with joint sponsorship by the Brown Foundation 
and Washburn University in Topeka.352 In addition, the national anniversary commission held 
one of its meetings in association with a major academic conference on the Brown decision at the 
University of Kansas in March 2004. In all of these, the Brown Foundation was a key player, 
either as an organizer, collaborator, or participant, in all cases providing a degree of legitimacy to 
the commemorative events. 

 
As part of the national anniversary commission and through its cooperative agreement 

with the park, the Brown Foundation also played an important role in the 50th Anniversary 
Celebration at the renovated Monroe School. Through the spring of 2004, a growing list of 
nationally significant speakers confirmed plans to attend the event, including Secretary of the 
Interior Gale Norton, Secretary of Education Rod Paige, NAACP President Julian Bond, and 
former NPS Director and Chair of the National Park Foundation African American Experience 
Fund Robert Stanton. Then, at the last moment, only weeks before the Grand Opening, the White 
House announced that President George W. Bush would take part as the lead speaker for the 
event. Brown Henderson had developed strong relationships over the years with the Kansas 
Congressional Delegation and with the Republican Party in Kansas and nationally and was able 
to attract participants to the event. She was instrumental in securing the participation of President 
Bush (Figure 27).  

 
On the day of the Grand Opening, May 17, 2004, Brown Henderson arranged for Kansas 

Governor Kathleen Sibelius to host the day’s first event, which included presidential candidate 
John Kerry on the steps of the Kansas State Capitol building, and, later that day, Brown 
Henderson was selected to introduce President Bush. Other speakers included members of the 
Kansas Congressional Delegation, Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer, Representative Elijah 
Cummings (D-MD), long-time civil rights leader Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, Will Rogers, the 
president of the Trust for Public Land which had been instrumental in purchasing Monroe 
School, and Topeka Mayor James A. McClinton. The long-time civil rights leader Rev. Jesse 
Jackson also attended, though he was not a speaker (Figures 28-30).353  

 
352 Cebulska’s play is first mentioned in the Brown Foundation board meeting on April 28, 2001; Brown Henderson 
held a phone meeting with Professor Bruce McTavish of the Washburn University College of Arts and Sciences to 
confirm the acceptance of Cebulska’s proposal for the commemorative play. 
353 The Brown Foundation’s website provides a list of the speakers at the Grand Opening celebration 
(https://brownvboard.org/content/grand-opening-dedication-and-50th-anniversary). Weekly electronic newsletters 
produced by the national anniversary commission provide additional information and are available in archived form 
at 
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Figure 27. President George W. Bush speaking at the Brown v. Board of Education NHS dedication, May 17, 2004. 

Photograph provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
Figure 28. Justice Stephen Breyer speaking at the Brown v. Board of Education NHS dedication, May 17, 2004. 

Photograph copyright William Pope, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
Approximately 5,500 people attended the event held outdoors with a speaker’s platform 

in front of the school facing the grassy parking area across SE Monroe Street. President Bush, 
who had entered from the rear of the building to receive a private tour of the new exhibits, 
emerged from the front door to address the crowd. Bush had made education one of the early 
hallmarks of his administration through his support for the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 
and claimed in his address that, with the Brown decision, “A line had been crossed in American 
history. The system of racial oppression in our country had lost its claim to legitimacy, and the 

 
https://www.webharvest.gov/peth04/20041016071255/http://www.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/list/brownvboard50th/bri
efs.html.  
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rising demand of justice would not be denied.” He continued by acknowledging that more work 
needed to be done: “While our schools are no longer segregated by law, they are still not equal in 
opportunity and excellence. Justice requires more than a place in a school. Justice requires that 
every school teach every child in America.” Other speakers issued challenges to President Bush 
and his policies. Topeka Mayor James McClinton asserted that the Topeka school district was 
underfunded, and that the Kansas legislators should increase school funding. U.S. Representative 
Elijah Cummings (D-MD) likewise advocated for increased education funding, noting that 
predominantly minority schools were suffering: “The greatest threat to our national security is 
our failure to properly educate our children.” For his part, Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer 
eschewed politics and focused on the important role that the Brown decision played in the history 
of the nation’s Constitution. The Constitution, he argued, “belongs not to the majority or to the 
lawyers or to the judges, but to each of us. Brown helped us to understand that the Constitution is 
ours, whoever we may be.”354 

 
 
 

 
Figure 29. Rev. Jesse Jackson and Park Ranger Jennifer Flynn at the Brown v. Board of Education NHS dedication, 

May 17, 2004. Photography copyright William Pope, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
354 Quotes from President Bush, Representative Cummings, and Justice Breyer are included in Scott Rothschild, 
“Celebrating a Milestone: Brown at 50,” Lawrence Journal-World, May 18, 2004, 1 and 4. 
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Figure 30. Attendees at the Brown v. Board of Education NHS dedication, May 17, 2004. Front row, L to R: NPS 

Director Gale Norton, Senator Sam Brownback, Rev. Fred Shuttleworth, Secretary of Education Rod Paige, Brown 
Foundation President Cheryl Brown Henderson. Back row: Brown Foundation board member Ron Griffin. 

Photograph copyright William Pope, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
Interpretation, Education, and Programming, 2004-2021 
Once the park had opened and Superintendent Dennis Vasquez entered on duty in July 

2004, NPS and the Brown Foundation began negotiations for a third cooperative agreement, 
executed in February 2005 (see Chapter 4 for details on the negotiations). With the park fully 
open and new NPS staff being hired, the park and the Brown Foundation embarked on a 
particularly productive operations mode. Superintendent Vasquez, who entered on duty two 
months after the Grand Opening, sought to increase visitation to the newly-opened park. “One of 
the challenges,” he observed, “was that. . .it was never a highly-visited park.”355 Vasquez and 
Chief of Interpretation William Beteta, who entered on duty in March 2004, worked extensively 
with the Brown Foundation to develop a series of programs and exhibits in the hope of drawing 
an increasing number of repeat visitors. As Vasquez recalled, he and Beteta 

wanted to bring in art exhibits and film screenings and music things and. . .spoken 
word activities, and, you know, lots of things. . .we were going out and searching 
for relevant museum exhibits, like traveling exhibits. And we’d bring them in. 
And then we had a pretty active marketing there, locally, with the Topeka-Kansas 
City communities to bring people in, to advertise – bring them in to see these 
events.356 
 

At the beginning of each year, he continued, he would meet with Brown Henderson to plan 
events for the coming year. In their planning efforts, “we tried to involve community 
organizations so that there was some buy-in and they would bring…their audience.”357 
 

 
355 Vasquez, oral history interview. 
356 Ibid. 
357 Ibid. 
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 The first full year of operation, through late 2005, set a strong pace for future interpretive 
and educational projects and public programming. Park staff made an ambitious effort to gain a 
stronger presence in schools in the Topeka area and established a regular program at the 
Williams Magnet Elementary School located one block north of the park. As Superintendent 
Vasquez reported in his Annual Narrative, “On a weekly basis, rangers were present at the 
school assisting in a variety of educational activities.” Vasquez also met with Superintendents of 
other area school districts to discuss similar cooperative programs. Park staff coordinated 
extensively with faculty from Washburn University, including the Washburn School of Law, to 
develop programs in cooperation with several departments. Vasquez also led efforts to 
collaborate with the other communities that were connected to the Brown decision: Clarendon 
County, South Carolina; Farmville, Virginia; Wilmington, Delaware; and the District of 
Columbia. Original plaintiffs and their families from all five cases took part in a three-day 
commemoration of the 51st anniversary of the decision in Topeka, which helped to establish 
strong relationships with these communities.358 In November 2005, Superintendent Vasquez 
joined with Washburn University Professor of Education Timothy S. Fry to chair a panel as part 
of the National Council for the Social Studies, held in Kansas City, Missouri, focused on 
strategies to take advantage of the presence of Brown v. Board of Education NHS.359 
 

In 2005, the Brown Foundation initiated another program to stimulate the site’s access to 
educational entities. During the summer of that year, the Foundation established a fund-raising 
effort to provide support for school districts in the Topeka area that could not afford 
transportation for field visits. The program originated in a grant from the African American 
Experience Fund, a program established in 2001 by the National Park Foundation to support 
NPS sites interpreting African American history. Brown v. Board of Education NHS was one of 
seventeen units of the National Park System to receive a grant of $5,000 in 2005. The 
Foundation matched this grant with $1,000 from the park and $5,000 from Southwestern Bell 
Corporation. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company also contributed $5,000 in October 2005. 
Schools could then take advantage of these funds to pay for school buses to take students to the 
park for tours. By October 2006, park staff reported to the Brown Foundation that the 
transportation grants had increased the number of school visits by 67%.360 

 
One of Superintendent Vasquez’s earliest goals was to hire an Education Specialist for 

the park who could coordinate the development of teachers’ guides and activity booklets by the 
Brown Foundation and expand the park’s outreach. In late summer of 2005, Linda Rosenblum 
entered on duty as the park’s first Education Specialist, together with her husband, Historian 
Thom Rosenblum. As Vasquez recalled, when he hired Linda Rosenblum and created a Historian 
position for her husband, they were a “two-for-one deal. So, I got a historian and an education 
specialist, and I think that helped move the park forward in our outreach, in our educational 
outreach, in our popularizing of distance learning programs.” In addition to their work to 
advance the park’s mission, “I think it helped our relationship with the Brown Foundation, 
because they saw that we were professionalizing our staff and that we. . .had a capacity that we 

 
358 Superintendent’s Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2005, October 26, 2005; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. 
359 A flyer for the program is located in files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
360 Brown Foundation Board of Directors meeting minutes, October 14, 2006; KSRL, RHMS 1449, Box 1, Folder 
24. 
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didn’t have in the first eighteen months.”361 Linda Rosenblum developed the park’s first distance 
learning program, creating complete lesson plans, activity sheets, and guided questions.362 
Rosenblum also coordinated closely with the Brown Foundation as they continued to work on 
teacher training, traveling interpretive trunks, and other outreach programs. In late March 2006, 
Linda Rosenblum traveled to Austin, Texas, with Brown Foundation Program Assistant Chelsey 
Smith to attend the National Council for History Educators National Conference, making contact 
with hundreds of history educators and curriculum coordinators and distributing a new teachers’ 
kit and the Brown Foundation activity booklet.363 In early 2008, the pace of collaboration 
continued with the design and installation of an exhibit at each of the terminals in the Kansas 
City, Missouri, International Airport. Also in 2008, the Kansas Department of Transportation 
finally confirmed locations for highway signs promoting the park. 
 

The list of public events and programs from 2005 through 2010 is extensive, beginning in 
early 2005 with multiple productions of Now Let Me Fly, the play by Marcia Cebulska 
commissioned by the Brown Foundation and Washburn University for the Grand Opening in 
2004. In 2005 also, the Brown Foundation and the park co-presented “Power on Earth,” a one-
man play written by and starring actor Darryl Van Leer, who first wrote it in 1995 to showcase 
important and influential African American figures throughout American history such as Nat 
Turner, Frederick Douglass, Marcus Garvey, and Malcolm X. In March of 2005, the park and the 
Foundation teamed to host a program featuring Modibo Ocra, Justice of the Supreme Court of 
Ghana, and a five-day summer colloquium in late June focused on the legacy of the Brown 
decision. Later that year, the park held a showing of the satirical documentary (“mockumentary’) 
The Confederate States of America, an event which required extensive coordination with the 
Topeka Police Department given the controversial nature of the film.364  

 
The steady pace of activity continued through the late 2000s as the park and the Brown 

Foundation collaborated on multiple public events while continuing to work together on the 
development of a strong educational program. The Superintendent’s Annual Reports from 2005 
through 2008 record at least one public program every month, often multiple programs in a 
month, in which the park either acted alone or collaborated with one or more partners, often the 
Brown Foundation. Late 2006, for example, featured a public lecture by Professor Donald Bogle 
of the University of Pennsylvania and New York University, and host and commentator for the 
Turner Classic Movies television network, who spoke about African Americans in Hollywood 
films. Through the winter of 2006-2007, the park also hosted a traveling exhibit of previously 
unseen photographs from the Birmingham News taken during the civil rights era. The park held 
showings of other films related to the civil rights movement through the spring and summer of 
2008, all of them accompanied by public talks and receptions with people associated with the 
films, as well as hosting other traveling exhibits.365 More film screenings took place through 
2008 and 2009, including providing one of the venues for the International Human Rights Film 

 
361 Vasquez, oral history interview. 
362 “School Boards, Busing, and Brown: A History of Desegregation in Political Cartoons, Videoconference Lesson 
Plan,” no date (c. 2006), files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
363 Brown Foundation Board of Directors meeting minutes, April 22, 2006; KSRL, RHMS 1449, Box 1, Folder 24. 
364 See correspondence between Superintendent Vasquez and the Topeka Police Department in September and 
October 2005; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A7217. 
365 Superintendent’s Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2007, July 28, 2008; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, 
A2621. 
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Series in October 2008, along with live performances and traveling exhibits associated with this 
theme.366  

 
The park initiated a series of annual visitor satisfaction surveys in July 2006. The initial 

survey was contracted to the University of Idaho Park Studies Unit and was designed to elicit 
from the visitors what they believed the message of the park to be, how significant it was to the 
nation, and the visitors’ overall satisfaction with the site. The park consistently received strong 
reviews from visitors. Annual data reports showed 100% satisfaction with facilities and services. 
Despite these high ratings and the extensive range of programs and educational offerings, park 
visitation saw a gradual decline in the late 2000s, from a peak of 19,164 in FY 2005 to 15,991 in 
FY 2008, though annual reports through these years consistently recorded that park staff made 
many thousands of additional personal contacts through presentations by park staff at meetings, 
conferences, and educational fairs throughout the country in addition to mailing educational 
materials to school teachers and conducting distance learning programs and website visits. 

 
Chief of Interpretation William Betata, who had entered on duty in March 2004, resigned 

his position with NPS in April 2008 to take a position with a private, non-profit organization in 
Topeka. The position remained without permanent staff until April 2009, when David Schafer 
entered on duty.367 Although he was named Acting Superintendent barely one month later, when 
Superintendent Vasquez relocated to Washington, DC, he maintained a strong emphasis on 
interpretation and programming. Both before and during the tenure of Cheryl Brown Henderson 
as Superintendent from July to December 2010, Schafer worked to maintain a schedule of events 
and programs, including a commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the execution of the 
abolitionist John Brown. During his tenure at the park, Schafer developed several other 
programs, including a Living History Walking Tour in 2011, in which a Ranger-led group 
followed a walking tour route and encountered eight people stationed along the way and dressed 
in living history clothing to interpret different eras between the 1850s and the 1950s. He also 
developed a bus tour of Topeka, using a bus borrowed from Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve, 
Kansas, interpreting the transition of Topeka from the 1850s to the 1950s, and he helped to 
create a new brochure that provided information on Topeka’s role in the Brown decision. The 
goal, he recalled, was to find increasing numbers of ways to partner with the community.368 

 
Schafer was joined in this effort by Superintendent David Smith, who entered on duty in 

May 2011, following the resignation of Brown Henderson in December 2010. Smith recalls 
being “just blown away” by the site. “It was,” he continued, “probably the best that we could do 
in interpretation in the National Park Service.” This was due in part, he recalled, to the work of 
Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation. By that time, however, the park’s visitation had 
dropped to approximately 12,000 per year, “which was just a horrifyingly small number to me.” 
By 2011, negotiations over the cooperative agreement with the Brown Foundation had stalled, 
and the few remaining programs in collaboration with the Foundation came to an end. Working 

 
366 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative Report, Fiscal Year 2008, October 23, 2008; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
367 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative Report, Fiscal Year 2008, October 23, 2008; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. See also Brown Foundation Board of Directors, Information Update, March 20, 2009; KSRL, 
RHMS 1449, Box 1 Folder 28. 
368 Schafer, oral history interview. 
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together with Schafer, Superintendent Smith sought to increase the park’s outreach to 
community groups. He also hired Angela Estep to serve as Education Specialist in 2011, 
replacing Linda Rosenblum, who accepted a transfer to the Washington Office.369  

 
Superintendent Smith actively sought opportunities for engagement with new audiences 

and entered into several new partnerships, including the Boys and Girls Clubs of Topeka and 
Lawrence, Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area, the Washburn University Art 
Department, and others to provide curriculum-based, after-school, and summer programs. The 
partnership with the Boys and Girls Clubs of Topeka and Lawrence, for example, led to the 
creation of a summer camp, a three-week program for children from Missouri and Kansas who 
would visit natural and cultural parks throughout the region. With the Washburn University Art 
Department, the park arranged for a children’s art program in which the results would be 
displayed on Monroe School’s hallway walls. His focus, he recalled, was to stimulate  

a lot more working outside the park than working in the park. . .for the summer 
program…for a month or so, we had staff that were getting on school buses each 
day and going off to where John Brown had his first battle just before the war or 
going to the state historical museums, to walk through Tallgrass Prairie, or things 
like that. 

  
He also engaged with the Student Conservation Association (SCA) which, since 1957, had 
organized student interns to work at natural and cultural state and national parks throughout the 
nation to support the park with summer youth programs. The work of Superintendent Smith and 
his staff paid off, as visitation increased to approximately 25,000 per year during his tenure.370 

  
The often-rapid pace of staff turnover that characterized the site in the late 1990s resumed 

between 2013 and 2020. Chief of Interpretation Dave Schafer left the park in 2013, taking a 
lateral transfer to Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park, Texas, and was replaced by 
Stephanie Kyriazis, who transferred to the park after serving as an education ranger at Death 
Valley National Park, California, and then Acadia National Park, Maine. She held the position of 
Chief of Interpretation for two years, transferring to St. Gaudens National Historic Site, New 
Hampshire, in November 2015. The position then remained vacant until May 2016, when 
Enimini Ekong entered on duty as Chief of Interpretation after making a lateral transfer from 
Little Rock Central High School National Historic Site, Arkansas. In August 2014, meanwhile, 
Superintendent Smith accepted a lateral transfer to serve as Superintendent at Joshua Tree 
National Park, California. He was replaced by Sherda Williams, who entered on duty in January 
2015.  

 
Williams, working with Chiefs of Interpretation Kyriazis and Ekong, continued to expand 

the relationships that Smith and Schafer had fostered and also to develop new ones. As Williams 
recalled, one of the priorities which the Regional Office established for her was “to continue a 
strong focus on partnerships and educational outreach to kids.” With the park still sorting out its 
approach to programming in the wake of the split from the Brown Foundation and the transfer of 
what had been the Foundation’s annual budget line item to the park, the Regional Office 

 
369 The position had been listed in early January 2011, before Superintendent Smith entered on duty, but remained 
vacant until Smith hired Estep in November 2011. 
370 Smith, oral history interview. 
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“expected us to show that we were using that [budget] effectively to increase engagement of kids 
and increase our interpretive outreach.”371 One of the key programs for the park in 2015 was to 
coordinate with the Topeka Metro bus service on the 60th anniversary of Rosa Parks initiating the 
Montgomery bus boycott of 1955-1956. Topeka Metro partnered with Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS and the Topeka School District to have buses specially wrapped to 
commemorate Rosa Parks, and the park’s Education Specialist and Chief of Interpretation 
coordinated with the School District to create interpretive panels within the buses. The buses 
then went to each school in the district, where park staff met it to provide a lesson about the bus 
boycott to the students. Other outreach programs during Superintendent Williams’ tenure 
included providing interpretive materials for Constitution Hall in Topeka, coordinating with the 
Kansas African American Heritage Trail, hosting events at Monroe School, including an 
Outward Bound overnight experience, and continuing to host film series.372   

 
From March 2020 through the spring of 2021, Williams also oversaw the development of 

new interpretive strategies during the COVID-19 pandemic, when the park was closed to all 
visitors. In accordance with NPS mandates and in an attempt to continue to share the story and 
significance of the Brown decision, park staff substantially improved the park’s website content. 
In addition, park staff, largely through the efforts of Park Ranger Preston Webb, also began 
working to develop interpretive content for cell phone applications, including partnering with 
Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area to share content. In addition, Park Ranger Zionjah 
(Joan) Wilson developed a digital tour of Monroe School for the Google Expedition platform.373 
The park prepared virtual, online programs to celebrate the 67th anniversary of the Brown 
decision. Training Specialist Nick Murray and Park Ranger Dexter Armstrong prepared a series 
of social media posts highlighting the events leading up to the decision and coordinated with 
three speakers to deliver virtual presentations on May 17, 2021. 

 
Long-Range Interpretive Plan 
In late 2011, the park began planning for a Long-Range Interpretive Plan (LRIP). Harpers 

Ferry Center was contracted to lead the document’s development and, in turn, contracted with 
Interpretive Solutions Inc. to prepare the document. The HFC assembled a planning team that 
included the entire interpretive staff from the park, Associate Regional Director Clara Wooden, 
Attorney Charles Scott, Jr, whose father was one of the attorneys on the original Brown case in 
Topeka, and representatives from area junior high and high schools. This was the first substantial 
attempt to reassess the park’s primary mission after the park formally opened in 2004. As the 
final LRIP stated, “After nearly a decade of observation of visitation and programming, the time 
is ripe to create a long-range vision for the park’s interpretive and educational programming.”374 
The project began with a series of community meetings and listening sessions seeking public 
input on the purpose and values of the park, its role in the community, and the kinds of programs 
and events that would be of interest to visitors, including remote visitors. The planning team 
used comments from the public meetings in late 2011 and early 2012 to consider again what 
were the most important interpretive themes and the best ways to convey them. By February 

 
371 Sherda Williams, oral history interview, February 24, 2004. 
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373 Now available at Brown v. Board of Education — Google Arts & Culture. See Superintendent’s Annual Report 
for Fiscal Year 2021, draft copy provided to the author. 
374 Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site): Long-Range Interpretive Plan, July 2012, 9. 
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2012, the team had identified five principal themes: the Brown Supreme Court case as the 
culmination of legal battles to achieve racial equality, the legacy and impact of the decision, the 
history of race relations in Kansas, the role of the five separate communities behind the cases 
that were part of the Brown case, and the role of the case as a reminder to continue to fight for 
liberty, equality, and justice. 

 
This process included a thoroughgoing reevaluation of the interpretive exhibits that had 

been installed in Monroe School in 2004. The LRIP team evaluated each of the existing exhibit’s 
components and the film in terms of their ability to represent the five key interpretive themes. 
Reviews overall were positive, though all members of the team recognized the need for 
revisions. Some aspects of the historical context were missing, such as information about Topeka 
and its role in the cases and information about more recent civil rights issues. In addition, nearly 
all found the lack of artifacts and tactile components in the exhibits to be a problem. A general 
consensus was that having a restored classroom in Monroe School would be an important step in 
rectifying this deficiency. Finally, the team took into consideration an accessibility study of the 
exhibits completed in 2009; additional information about this assessment can be found in 
Chapter 7. 

 
The team prepared a Draft LRIP for release in May 2012. The document went through 

only brief revisions before the Final LRIP was issued in July 2012. It is a comprehensive 
document addressing the existing educational and interpretive framework and plans for future 
improvements. Through the LRIP, the park identified five primary themes: the Brown decision 
as the culmination of many decades of political and legal struggles, the legacy of the Brown 
decision as the basis for later civil rights activities, the educational and legal context of Topeka 
and Kansas in relation to the Brown decision, the role of the other four local communities in the 
Brown case, and the decision as an inspiration and call to action. Beyond these themes, the LRIP 
identified a set of desired visitor experiences that included not just learning basic historical 
information about the Brown decision and the history of racial injustices in America but also the 
creation of emotional connections and opportunities for visitors to exchange thoughts and 
impressions with park staff and other visitors. The LRIP included a mix of existing strategies to 
be expanded, including fostering more community partnerships and creating more curriculum 
guides with new approaches. In particular, while recognizing the primacy of the overall story, the 
LRIP included a greater willingness to engage and display artifacts. Additionally, although 
following in the tradition of the Brown Foundation’s earlier work to ensure that the communities 
outside of Kansas that were part of the Brown case were included in the story, the park adopted 
new initiatives to include the particular history of Topeka and Kansas in response to a point 
which many visitors over the past seven years had made. 

 
The LRIP team analyzed the existing and proposed interpretive and educational offerings, 

which resulted in identification of nine categories of interpretive services: onsite personal 
services, onsite educational programs, offsite educational programs, offsite outreach (non-
educational), onsite exhibits, special events and traveling exhibits, media, accessibility, and 
interpretive infrastructure. Each of these categories had several commonalities, including an 
emphasis on opportunities for dialogue, development of curriculum-based programming, 
highlighting community outreach, and the role of the park as a catalyst for conversations about 
human rights. A new emphasis, however, was “on the experiences of Topekans and Kansans” 
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that would strengthen the park’s ties with the surrounding community. Regarding onsite 
interpretation and education, the LRIP placed a strong emphasis on interaction with visitors, 
offering adults, students, and children the opportunity to engage in conversation. The technique 
of “dialogic tours” would allow rangers to facilitate interactions among visitors with diverse 
viewpoints in safe and encouraging ways; although this approach might not work for all visitors, 
it would allow the park to create new experiences.375  

 
This approach could also be used for school tours, though the park’s primary goal for 

onsite education would be the creation of “educational experiences that meet the curriculum 
needs of teachers.” The park would build on the progress made by work groups consisting of 
local teachers who developed curriculum guides for all age groups beginning in 2012 and would 
place a greater emphasis on teacher training opportunities. Offsite educational programs, 
meanwhile, would focus on the development of Topeka-specific curricula for grades 4-12, which 
the LRIP identified as “a pressing, short-term need.” In addition, the park would continue to 
support the bus grants, first developed by the Brown Foundation, and the more recent after-
school programs.376 For its offsite outreach initiative, the park would work to expand its 
partnerships with a variety of community organizations, including the Shawnee County 
Historical Society and Constitution Hall, to support joint interpretation as well as attempts to 
support historic preservation issues in the Topeka area, and community dialog and listening 
sessions with the Topeka and Shawnee County Public Library. In addition, discussions among 
the LRIP team resulted in “recognition of the need for the park to work more closely with the 
four other communities involved in the Brown v. Board of Education lawsuit.” While expanding 
the recognition of citizens in Topeka “is an immediate need, broadening interpretation to 
embrace these other communities is also a priority.”   To support this goal, the park would 
enhance the existing interpretation of the other communities and collaborate with those 
communities to develop new interpretive and educational opportunities including virtual tours of 
the four sites to be made available through the internet.377 

 
The LRIP also recognized the need to revise the existing interpretive exhibits at Monroe 

School. A combination of staff observations of visitor interactions with the exhibits since 2004 
and public input during the LRIP process “generated some good direction for enhancing the 
effectiveness of the park’s exhibits.” The park had already begun work on a new set of wayside 
exhibits for the Monroe School grounds and throughout Topeka, but a full reassessment of the 
exhibits inside the school generated additional planning efforts. In 2009, the park had 
commissioned an accessibility study of the building and its exhibits and had begun work to 
implement a number of the recommended changes. Also, as described in Chapter 7, the park had 
recently contracted for an Exhibit Concept Plan that would include an evaluation of visitor 
experiences for all age groups and recommendations for a revised exhibit. Because of its 
centrality to the visitor experience at Monroe School, Chapter 7 will provide an expanded 
discussion of the park’s interpretive exhibit, from its planning and installation in 2004 through 
the revisions following the LRIP in 2012. 

 
375 Ibid., 33-34. 
376 Ibid., 35. 
377 Ibid., 37-38. 
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Chapter 7: Interpretive Exhibits 
 
 During its early years, while still based in the U.S. Post Office building in downtown 
Topeka, the park staff relied on an introductory video to provide visitors with an interpretive 
experience, supplemented by a small exhibit. Superintendent Ray Harper conducted extensive 
correspondence with individuals, libraries, and public entities seeking sources of historic 
photographs for all five of the cases, with the goal of having sufficient images for exhibits and 
other publications. In addition, Historian Rachel Franklin Weekley identified many historic 
images, for use in the Historic Resource Study and in the exhibits. As the park’s first Chief of 
Interpretation, Robin White recalled, the development of a small exhibit that could be used for 
outreach programs and in the Post Office was one of her responsibilities. The resulting exhibit 
was modest, however, and, by 1997, the park’s focus was turning toward planning for the 
permanent exhibit in Monroe Elementary School. As discussed in Chapter 6, the rehabilitation of 
the school was a massive and thorough three-phase project. Phase I consisted of the restoration 
of the exterior to its period of significance in approximately 1950, and Phase II consisted of the 
renovation of the interior to serve as a visitor center, house interpretive exhibits and audiovisual 
displays, and provide offices for the staff and the Brown Foundation.  
 

Phase III of the overall Monroe School rehabilitation project was the planning, design, 
construction, and installation of exhibits. The initial planning work of this phase was taking place 
throughout the earlier phases of work on the school, but the construction and installation of 
exhibits had to await completion of Phase II work on the interior. The initial goal of the overall 
project was to have work on the interior completed by summer of 2003 so that the exhibits could 
be installed, with a “soft” opening of the building well in advance of the Grand Opening 
celebration on May 17, 2004, the 50th Anniversary of the Brown decision.378 The project overall, 
however, encountered many delays and challenges, with the result that installation of the exhibits 
was completed just in time for the Grand Opening celebration. 

 
From the earliest years of the park, and as clarified during the GMP process, the most 

important aspect of Brown v. Board of Education NHS was the story, not the building or the 
artifacts. The preeminence of the interpretation program, through which the story of the Brown 
decision and its context, legacy, and broader meaning for American history and society would be 
conveyed to the park’s visitors, was manifested by the presence of a discrete and lengthy 
Interpretation Plan as a component of the GMP. Inevitably, it was during Phase III that the 
Brown Foundation was most involved and played a vital role. 

 
Staff from the Denver Service Center and the Harpers Ferry Center coordinated with park 

and Midwest Support Office (MWSO) staff in March 1998 to begin planning for two Value 
Analysis (VA) workshops, the first of them in April 1998. As the Project Agreement for this 
planning phase for the exhibits stated,  

Interpretive media will be the primary park experience in commemorating the 
significance of the Brown v. Board decision and its impact on our American 

 
378 Steve Adams to Jana Denning, April 29, 2003; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A3815. 
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culture. . .It is critical that this project be fully integrated with the overall project 
for rehabilitation of the Monroe School.379  

 
Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg, who was part of the initial exhibit planning team, 
recalled that the park was one of the first units of the National Park System to use the VA 
process for exhibits in addition to building renovation and construction. The choice to use the 
VA process for the exhibits at Brown v. Board of Education NHS, he explained, was  

Because we were looking at immersing people into that resource, meaning 
coming in, getting a feel of what ‘separate but equal’ meant. That’s one of the 
concepts that we were looking at. . .And that was our focal point around the Value 
Analysis.380  

 
The VA workshops were led by DSC Historical Architect Rich Turk and HFC Exhibit Planner 
Mitch Zeitlin. Through the summer of 1998, Superintendent Sherman continued to work with the 
Regional Office to secure line-item construction funds for FY 1999 and FY 2000. In March 
1999, the park hosted a second Value Analysis workshop for the visitor experience, and, in 
August 1999, the MWSO produced a report in preparation for submittal to the DAB which 
summarized the alternative approaches to the interpretive exhibits.  

 
The report presented four alternative approaches. The “Composite Alternative” was a 

traditional visitor center experience featuring “a wide array of media supported by personal 
services, for ‘a something for everyone’ atmosphere.” Under this alternative, the school would 
feature an orientation in the auditorium, and an in-depth exhibit with interactive media would 
present additional information about the Brown decision and the other cases, while a separate 
room would have media and exhibits oriented toward young children. The “Culture History” 
option was similar to the first but would place greater emphasis on the Brown decision within the 
context of African American history. This alternative would not have the dedicated children’s 
room but would have a “dialogue room” where discussion with other visitors or park staff would 
be encouraged. The “Experience Alternative” diverged from the first two by expanding the range 
of options to include experiential exhibits that would “convey a sense of segregation to visitors 
and to encourage them to consider the legacy of the Brown v. Board case and how the many 
differences between human beings serves as a critical foundation for a healthy, evolving 
culture.” The exhibits would be non-traditional, involving physical barriers that represented 
“unexpected encounters with prejudice and segregation.” The “Dialogue Alternative” was 
designed to promote discussion and contemplation, with the entry hall providing “an audio/visual 
experience of images and sounds of people in discussion.” The auditorium would provide the 
principal historical overview of the Brown case, while four theme rooms would feature 
interactive media and exhibits focused on freedom, equality, opportunity, and achievement, and 
encourage visitors to enter into dialogue with one another or with a Park Ranger stationed in 
each room. In addition, this alternative would include park sponsorship of seminars, workshops, 

 
379 Project Agreement, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Stie, Media/Exhibit Design, Planning, and 
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conferences, and retreats and establish “a national and international reputation as a center for 
dialogue for equality and opportunity in public education.”381 
 

The fifth alternative was identified as “Discovery and Discourse” and was the preferred 
alternative. It combined elements of both the “Dialogue” and the “Experience” alternatives in 
which “A graduated series of opportunities for dialogue invites visitors to think beyond the 
tangible facts of the case to the universal concepts of opportunity, inclusion, decency, human 
rights, citizenship, the role of law, and achievement.” The exhibits would include a variety of 
media targeted to different learning styles, featuring interactive exhibits with multiple-choice and 
open-ended questions designed to spur dialogue, a seating area for discussion, and opportunities 
for written expression. The key for this alternative, according to the report, was visitor choice: 
“Each visitor decides how much he or she wishes to engage with the media and other people. 
Exhibits and media are designed to provide an educational and meaningful experience even if the 
visitor chooses not to enter into group dialogue.”382 

 
Although having input into all three phases of the work at Monroe Elementary School, 

the Brown Foundation played a crucial role in the successful development of Phase III by 
serving as a subject matter expert for the interpretive exhibits and audiovisual displays. In mid-
January 2001, Superintendent Adams signed a revised Project Agreement with HFC and the 
Midwest Regional Office on behalf of the park for the development and installation of exhibits. 
The management team consisted of Adams, HFC Exhibit Designer Mitch Zeitlin, and Historical 
Architect Jim Creech and Contracting Officer Theora McVay, both from MWRO. A Support and 
Review Team included regional specialists for architecture, curation, and interpretation, two 
members of the park staff (Chief of Interpretation Debra Riley and Maintenance Worker Treva 
Sykes), and Brown Henderson representing the Brown Foundation.383 In February, Brown 
Henderson and Foundation board member Deborah Dandridge traveled with park staff to HFC to 
review proposals for the exhibit design.384 Planning for the new exhibit and visitor experience 
continued throughout the spring and summer of 2001. In September 2001, the Midwest Regional 
Office awarded a contract for Phase III work to Hillmann & Carr, Inc., based in the District of 
Columbia. Hillmann & Carr then contracted with Haley Sharpe Design Ltd. to assist.385 

 
The project team, consisting of park, regional, and HFC staff, met at Monroe 

Elementary School for the Value Analysis workshop for the exhibits with Hillmann & 
Carr in mid-November 2001. After meeting with park staff and Brown Foundation 
members Brown Henderson and Dandridge in early January 2002 regarding the overall 
themes and story line for the exhibit, the contractors worked through the winter and early 
spring on the approach for the site. In its proposal for the overall exhibit and interpretive 
experience, the Hillmann & Carr team envisioned an extensive series of audio-visual 
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programs in several rooms throughout the first floor. These included an orientation 
program in the auditorium using a series of six rear-projection screens to create an 
immersive experience. Five more audio-visual programs were planned for three other 
rooms: two exhibit galleries and a reflection room for contemplation and reflection. The 
programs in the two galleries were to serve as immersive and interactive exhibits, using a 
combination of video loops, computer kiosks, and traditional panels, that focused on 
specific themes: Equality in Education, Little Rock, other civil rights issues including 
voting rights and employment, and future needs for civil rights in America. The 
organization of these themes changed during subsequent reviews, but the intent to use 
modern technology to create an immersive, multi-media experience remained key.386 In 
his application for the park to be a member in the International Coalition of Historic Site 
Museums of Conscience in January 2002, Superintendent Adams described the goal of 
the exhibits and audiovisual materials, to  

expose the visitors to the chronological, economic, social, Constitutional, 
political, and legal context of Brown and the Supreme Court’s decision. 
Some exhibits and spatial experiences will be psychologically 
uncomfortable and are designed to provoke visitors to challenge their own 
beliefs and values. Visitors will be able to provide feedback through 
interactive exhibits.387   
 
In the galleries, the audio-visual components would supplement traditional panel-based 

exhibits, while the auditorium presented the orientation video meant to encapsulate the major 
themes of the park. A draft of the orientation program in May 2002 described the intent of the 
orientation as “an immersive mixed media audio-visual environment”: 

The program contained within provides context for the exhibit rooms to be 
experienced later by the visitor. Six video screens, one large image 
continue [sic], graphic and photographic banners, sculpture, theatrical 
lighting and audio work in concert to present a history of the struggle that 
led to the landmark Supreme Court Ruling in Brown v. Board of 
Education and the impact it had on race relations in the United States. Five 
short video segments or chapters constitute the media experience. Though 
each stands alone as a coherent story, together they form a greater 
narrative whole.388 
 

In a review of a later draft of the orientation video in September 2002, Foundation board member 
Deborah Dandridge proposed “Race and the American Creed” as one of two possible working 
titles, a powerful phrase that has since been used in several instances in more recent years. As 
Dandridge recalled, “the statement in the major auditorium, they took directly from me!  . . 

 
386 Hillmann & Carr Inc., AV Treatment Draft #2, May 2, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
387 Draft entry for [Brown v. Board of Education NHS] for International Coalition of Historic Site Museums of 
Conscience, attached to email, Steve Adams to Liz Sevcenko, January 17, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
388 Hillmann & Carr Inc., AV Treatment Draft #2, May 2, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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.Well, and then I got it from somewhere else. The American Creed, and so that was a part of 
it.”389 
 

 In his review of the proposed treatments for each of the several audio-visual components 
in the spring of 2002, Superintendent Adams emphasized the need for the contractors to consult 
more closely with historical scholars to ensure that they understood the nuances in terminology 
and context. He announced a plan to organize a panel of such scholars to support the project and 
required that Hillmann & Carr meet with them before preparing scripts for the audiovisual 
treatments. This meeting, attended by Dandridge, Brown Henderson, Brown Foundation board 
member and Washburn University Law School Professor Ronald Griffin, and University of 
Kansas Professor of American Studies William Tuttle, spanned two days in early June 2002. 
Despite this meeting, a lack of attention to scholarship was a recurring theme in reviews of the 
proposed interpretive media throughout 2002. Dandridge was particularly tenacious in her 
reviews of subsequent audiovisual treatment plans and scripts, pointing out factual inaccuracies 
as well as ill-advised implications in the contractors’ submittals. In May 2002, for example, she 
argued that the second draft of the audiovisual treatment plans revealed  

a lack of understanding about how to reconstruct the past for significance and 
meaning. In addition, the historical and contemporary issues of U.S. race relations 
and the African American experience are interpreted in ways that engender 
reinforcement of prevailing notions of ‘race’ and destructive views about Black 
and White participants of this story’s past.390 

 
These frustrations continued throughout the summer and into the fall. In October, she 

wrote to Adams asserting that, after multiple meetings and reviews, “I’m deeply concerned about 
the future success of this project. I do not understand why NPS has not included major scholars 
in the development of the exhibit’s story, especially since the subject is very complex and 
requires the insight and input of authorities in the field.” In response, Adams explained that 
Hillmann & Carr was required to hire a subject-matter expert (SME) as part of their contract and 
had agreed to contract with Dr. Deborah Lynn Mack, a consulting scholar in African American 
history. They were not able to come to an agreement with Dr. Mack, however, and “in effect, 
they have not had a SME on staff since the beginning of the project. The absence of that SME 
has been obvious in its impact on the project, and has been the subject of many conversations” 
within NPS management. They had, however, finally convinced Hillmann & Carr to hire Dr. 
Mack, who would be available in November 2002.391 

 
Mack’s presence on the Hillmann & Carr team clearly helped future reviews of 

audiovisual scripts proceed more smoothly, and, in April 2003, a revised Project Agreement 
paved the way for the final development: installation of the new exhibits and audiovisual 
package. In the agreement, Hillmann & Carr and Haley Sharpe Design were required to consult 
with subject-matter experts and with the Brown Foundation, who remained available for 

 
389 Deborah Dandridge, oral history interview, February 26, 2020. See also Memorandum, Brown Foundation to 
Steve Adams, September 30, 2002; files of Brown v. Board. The other proposed working title was “Race in 
America.” 
390 Memorandum, Deborah Dandridge to NPS Exhibit Team, May 10, 2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS. 
391 Email, Deborah Dandridge to Steve Adams et al., October 8, 2002; reply, Adams to Dandridge et al., October 8, 
2002; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, K14. 
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reviews.392 Drafts of scripts and audiovisual treatment plans through the rest of 2003, located for 
this research, show that comments were oriented more to tightly-focused points of facts or 
information and less on substantial historical critiques. In August, as the team was finalizing 
scripts and video productions, the installation date was announced as January 5, 2004, which 
allowed the new interpretive media project at Monroe School to be substantially complete by the 
Grand Opening on May 17, 2004. 

 
In early 2003, as the park was continuing to move forward with planning for the new 

exhibit, Superintendent Adams and Chief of Interpretation Debra Riley worked with contractors 
Hillmann & Carr to plan and design a new website for the park. As proposed, the new website 
would include an interpretive gallery based on material developed for the exhibit as well as 
historical information, directions to the site, management documents such as the annual 
performance plans and budgets, volunteer opportunities, and planning documents for 
download.393 

 
Members of the park staff who entered on duty after the Grand Opening had a chance to 

experience the exhibits with fresh eyes upon their arrival, and all were impressed. Superintendent 
Dennis Vasquez entered on duty in June 2004, one month after Monroe Elementary School 
opened to the public. Vasquez had a long history in NPS by that time and had visited many of the 
Service’s museums. Upon arriving at the park, he recalled, “I walked in, and I said Wow!. . .I’d 
never seen a museum like this in a National Park.” His first impression was that “this is the finest 
museum in the National Park Service.”394 In 2009, Chief of Interpretation David Schafer 
transferred to Brown v. Board of Education NHS from Washita Battlefield National Historic 
Site, Oklahoma. Schafer recalled being particularly impressed when he arrived by the immersive 
nature of the exhibits, the sense of being involved in the civil rights movement.395 

 
Changes to the Interpretive Exhibits, 2011-2015 
The Monroe Elementary School, both interior and exterior, have remained largely the 

same since completion of the rehabilitation and opening in early 2004. Three alterations, 
however, occurred in response to the experience of using the building and listening to the 
visitors. When it was built, Monroe Elementary School had a kindergarten room located in the 
southwest corner of the building. The room was built with a fireplace on the south wall and its 
own restroom on the north wall. During the Phase II rehabilitation planning process, the team 
elected not to restore the room as a kindergarten but to use it as a reflection and dialogue space 
and a venue to show an orientation video. Over the succeeding years, park staff began installing 
exhibits in the room as well. Visitors to the park, however, frequently mentioned in their 
comments that they would like to see a classroom in the school. Finally, in 2013, Historian Thom 
Rosenblum, together with Chief of Interpretation David Schafer and Facilities Manager Treva 
Sykes and with the support of Superintendent David Smith, began work on restoring the 
kindergarten room as a classroom space. Rosenblum conducted research on the use of 

 
392 Project Agreement among Brown v. Board of Education NHS, HFC, and MWRO for Interpretive Media 
Development, attached to transmittal memorandum, Associate Manager, Workflow Management to Regional 
Director, April 22, 2003; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A6437. 
393 Emails among James Edwards (Hillmann & Carr), Adams, and Riley, March 20-31, 2003, with attached draft 
website and layout information; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
394 Vasquez, oral history interview. 
395 Schafer, oral history interview. 
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kindergartens in schools of the 1920s and located film footage from one of the other African 
American elementary schools in Topeka that showed the kindergarten. Rosenblum and Smith 
coordinated with the Topeka School District to acquire historic classroom furniture and 
equipment to furnish the space to allow its use both as an exhibit and as a functioning classroom 
space for school visits.396 Work on the project continued through 2013, and the kindergarten 
room opened in 2014. 

 
Original plans for the rehabilitation of the Monroe Elementary School interior located the 

educational bookstore in one of the former classrooms on the west side of the hallway near the 
north end of the building.397 As discussed later in Chapter 9, Superintendent Adams 
recommended that Southwest Parks and Monument Association (SWPMA, which changed its 
name to Western National Parks Association [WNPA] in 2002) be allowed to serve as the 
cooperating association for the park and operate the bookstore. Education Specialist Linda 
Rosenblum, who entered on duty in 2005, recognized the challenges posed by that location from 
the perspective of park staff members, who also staffed the bookstore on behalf of the WNPA. 
This meant that there were times when no park staff was at the building’s entrance to greet 
visitors. At Rosenblum’s suggestion and with the support of Acting Superintendent David 
Schafer, WNPA agreed in 2009 to relocate the bookstore to what had been the First Aid and 
Ranger station on the right side of the entrance hallway. This change facilitated keeping a Ranger 
near the front entrance at all times to greet visitors and also created an additional programming 
space on the first floor, which was soon used for after-school programs and also served as an 
election polling place.398 
 

The most substantial of the alterations, however, came with the exhibit itself as a result of 
visitor comments, staff observations, and evaluators with whom NPS contracted to assess the 
building’s accessibility. Two staff members from the National Center on Accessibility (NCA), an 
independent entity created by a cooperative agreement between NPS and Indiana University, 
visited the park in April 2009. These NCA staff members looked at the building itself for 
physical barriers, and at the exhibits and publications for program accessibility. Regarding the 
physical amenities, evaluators reported that seats placed throughout the building were moveable, 
but that the force or strength required to move them could create a barrier to those in 
wheelchairs, a particular concern when they were placed at computer exhibit terminals. Many of 
the interior doors, likewise, required more than the maximum amount of force to open, which 
was defined as five pounds, and the hardware on several of the drawers containing discovery 
items was too closely spaced and “cannot be easily operated with the heel of the hand or a closed 
fist,” to allow those who cannot open their hands to open them. The evaluators found that the 
front doors were not wide enough, the restrooms were not fully accessible, and the ramp to the 
front entrance was too steep to be used without handrails.399 Facilities Manager Treva Sykes 
implemented many of the recommended changes, including rebuilding the ramps to the front 

 
396 David Smith to Dr. Julie Ford, June 7, 2013; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. See also oral history 
interviews with David Schafer, Treva Sykes, Katherine Cushinberry. 
397 See Chapter 4 regarding discussions among Interim Site Manager Sändra Washington, the Midwest Regional 
Office, and the Brown Foundation in 1994 regarding the possibility that the Brown Foundation might serve as the 
park’s cooperating association to operate the educational bookstore. 
398 Schafer, oral history interview. 
399 “Accessibility Assessment for Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Key Findings & 
Recommendations,” ND (assessment date: April 6-8, 2009); files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A5427. 
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entrance at a lower pitch and adding the necessary rails and other improvements to the restrooms, 
though she successfully argued that the front entrance doors were the correct width.400 

 
More substantial comments from the NCA evaluators focused on the exhibits. Among the 

more important findings was that the park needed to improve facilities for visitors with visual 
impairments. These improvements included adding an audio tour, developing assistive listening 
services, and updating the interactive computer kiosks. In addition, the exhibit panels featured 
text that was too small and without enough contrast between text and background to be easily 
read. The NCA evaluators also found that noise was an issue, as sounds from the various videos 
and interactive displays and the auditorium tended to blend together in a way that could cause 
confusion. In addition, lighting in the exhibit came in for particular criticism as being too reliant 
on track lighting that created too much contrast—glare in some areas, shadows in others—while 
the level of light varied dramatically. Beyond these findings, the NCA evaluators provided 
specific comments on each of the exhibit galleries, including challenges that visitors with 
varying abilities would have with the interactive computers, opportunities for the introduction of 
tactile exhibits, videos without audio descriptions, and inaccessible text on panels and 
flipbooks.401 

 
The park first sought to address the problems with lighting in 2012, when the park 

contracted with Yeager Design, LLC to provide a formal evaluation, taking into consideration 
the comments from the NCA evaluation in 2009. Rather than replacing the track lighting, Yeager 
Design recommended modifications to the existing lighting to highlight specific panels and 
exhibits, with dimmers to allow more specific control of individual lights and to maintain a 
standard color temperature throughout the exhibits. Within the individual galleries, Yeager 
Design found that the lighting was inconsistent, with too few electrical outlets to allow the 
degree of control that was needed. Regarding the glare on the panels as noted by the NCA 
evaluators, however, Yeager Design argued that this could not be solved by lighting alone, since 
the panels relied on a glossy surface: “It is nearly impossible to eliminate all reflections on the 
graphics without replacing them with a new graphic with a flat finish.” Other visibility issues in 
the galleries, they opined, could be addressed with more track lights aimed at specific panels or 
exhibits. In total, Yeager Design estimated that its recommended improvements would cost 
approximately $90,000.402 The park took these recommendations into account when requesting 
funding for a new lighting and sound system that would be compliant with the Americans with 
Disability Act (ADA) in October 2013. 

 
The proposed new lighting scheme was cancelled as a stand-alone project but was 

incorporated into a larger set of improvements to the original 2004 exhibits. Park staff in 2012 
contracted with Interpretive Solutions, Inc., which had recently completed the park’s LRIP, to 
develop a new Interpretive Concept Plan (ICP). The purpose of the ICP was to make 
recommendations for revisions to the exhibit that were based on the park’s new Long-Range 

 
400 Sykes, oral history interview. 
401 “Accessibility Assessment for Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Key Findings & 
Recommendations.” 
402 Yeager Design LLC, “Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site Exhibit Lighting Assessment Report,” 
August 2, 2012; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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Interpretive Plan (LRIP).403 The LRIP’s emphasis on increased dialogue with visitors, greater 
emphasis on the stories of people in Topeka and their involvement in the Brown case, additional 
interpretation of the experiences of people in the other four communities associated with the 
Brown case, and more opportunities for interactive and hands-on experiences were translated 
into plans for the new exhibits. The ICP supported the reconstruction of the kindergarten room, 
in keeping with feedback from the Topeka community. In the principal galleries, the original 
timeline panels would be replaced with new panels emphasizing the primary interpretive themes. 
As defined in the LRIP, these themes are: the Brown decision as the culmination of a century of 
struggles and legal challenges to achieve racial equality, the impact of the Brown decision on the 
later civil rights movement, the Topeka and Kansas roots of the Brown case, the experiences of 
the other four communities that led to their participation in the Brown case, and the legacy of the 
Brown decision as a call to action toward equality and justice for all. All galleries were to include 
audiovisual components and interactive computer kiosks and desks. In addition, the park would 
solicit input from the other four communities in the Brown case, allowing comparisons between 
the experiences of participants in the different cases. The ICP also included recommendations for 
improved visitor flow, and for organizing visits by the three principal audiences: large school 
groups of up to one hundred, community members, and neighborhood youth.404 

 
A second contractor, Mystic Scenic Studios, then took the general outline and 

recommendations of the ICP to prepare a more detailed schematic design for the new exhibit and 
to plan for its construction and installation. These improvements, the planning for which began 
in late 2013, incorporated changes to make the exhibits more accessible in accordance with 
recommendations from the 2009 evaluation. This included additional tactile elements, improved 
legibility for the graphics, ADA-compliant audiovisual elements, and improved lighting. In 
addition, park staff worked with the Harpers Ferry Center to incorporate an increased emphasis 
on the local Topeka events and people leading up to the Brown decision, the details of the Brown 
case, and the arguments before the Supreme Court, as well as to bring the story up the present. 
The new schematic design included plans for improving lighting and controlling sounds from the 
various audiovisual displays. Mystic Scenic Studios also pointed out the need to secure 
permissions for a range of photographs, artwork, and music used or planned for use in the new 
exhibit and prepared a draft schedule.405 On the basis of input from the park, Mystic Scenic 
Studios prepared a revised schematic design for the exhibit in the spring of 2015, including 
details of the new exhibit panels and objects. This comprehensive plan provided text for all 
panels, description of objects to be used for tactile exhibits, audio files for each section and 
explanations for how they would be controlled, and historic photographs to be used in exhibits, 
with their captions. 

 
While providing a good deal of new information and substantially improving the 

exhibit’s accessibility through lighting, new tactile elements, and surface materials, Mystic 
Scenic Studios also sought to complement the original exhibit as much as possible, replicating 
fonts, styles, and colors wherever possible. The revised exhibit also featured new artwork, 

 
403 See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the LRIP. 
404 Interpretive Solutions, Inc., “Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site Interpretive Concept Plan,” 
Revised February 11, 2013; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
405 Mystic Scenic Studios, “Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, Schematic Design I—Revised 
Submittal,” January 31, 2014; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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including a bas relief collage inspired by the art of Aaron Douglas, an African American painter 
of the early twentieth century, featuring images of people who had a role in the civil rights 
movement. Other illustrations were to be in a neo-realistic, Art Deco style. All labels, including 
photo captions and instructions for the interactive computer kiosks, had both braille and printed 
letters. After minor revisions by park staff, the new exhibit materials were fabricated and 
installed in 2015. 

The park’s exhibits are all located on the first floor of Monroe Elementary School; the 
second floor is reserved for staff use, including offices, meeting spaces, and break rooms. 
Visitors typically enter through the central front door of the school, within a three-bay limestone 
vestibule that projects slightly from the east façade. Double entrance doors are set within a 
second, one-story projecting bay with “Monroe” carved into the limestone above the doors. 
Visitors pass through these doors to a short entrance hall, with the Ranger station and educational 
bookstore on the right and tables with scale models of schools involved in the Brown v. Board 
decision displayed on either side of the entrance hall. Models of the Topeka schools are on the 
right, and models of the South Carolina schools on the left as visitors enter the building (Figure 
31). The models are displayed on open tables so that visitors may explore them tactically. The 
entrance hall leads to the main hallway, which runs the entire length of the building, with signs 
for “White” and “Colored” suspended from the ceiling above the junction (Figure 32).  

 

  
Figure 31. Monroe Elementary School, entrance hall, 
2021. Photograph by the author. 

Figure 32. Monroe Elementary School, first floor hallway, 
2021. Photograph by the author. 

 

Directly across from the entrance hall is the Auditorium, where visitors can view the 
introductory movie, Race and The American Creed, and see additional exhibits on moveable 
panels while smaller screens suspended from the balcony encircling the Auditorium show 
additional images (Figure 33). The two principal interpretive galleries, with multiple stations for 
interactive displays and computer terminals interspersed with panel exhibits, are located on the 
east side of the building north of the entrance, and a third interpretive gallery with space for 
visitors to leave comments and reflections is on the east side of the building south of the 
entrance. One of the two dolls used by psychologists Kenneth and Mamie Clark, who employed 
them in sociological studies of children to understand children’s attitudes toward race and whose 
research was cited in the Brown decision, is located in Gallery A, “The Road to Brown.” The 
restored kindergarten room is at the south end of the building on the west side (Figure 34). 
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    Figure 33. Monroe Elementary School, auditorium, 2021. Photograph by the author. 

 

 

 
Figure 34. Monroe Elementary School, kindergarten, 2020. Photograph by the author. 

 
 

Wayside Exhibits 
The park began working with HFC in 1995 to develop wayside exhibits. In his initial plan 

for wayside exhibits, HFC Historian and Planner John Hennessy proposed an extensive series of 
exhibits at Monroe Elementary School and at related sites throughout Topeka. As Hennessy 
explained in his plan,  

Wayside exhibits—the most site-specific of media—can play an important role by 
emphasizing to visitors that the Brown vs. Board of Education Story goes beyond 
the courtroom and even the classroom. Wayside exhibits can help to connect 
visitors to the community—the homes, churches, public buildings, and schools 
that collectively help tell the story of people waging a peaceful uprising against 
unjust law. 

 
Even limiting the wayside exhibits to only the most critical aspects of the Brown story, Hennessy 
identified Monroe Elementary School, the surrounding neighborhood, the Scott, Scott, Scott & 
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Jackson Law Offices (the law firm that provided legal services to the NAACP and that initiated 
the case against the Topeka Board of Education), the former federal district courthouse (at that 
point, the U.S. Post Office), one of the plaintiff’s churches, the Sumner School, the home of 
plaintiff Lucinda Todd, and the Washburn University School of Law as suggested locations for 
wayside exhibits for the Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site.406 

 

 
Figure 35. Monroe Elementary School west façade with wayside exhibit panels, 2021. Photograph by the author. 

 
The idea lay dormant until early 2001, when rehabilitation of Monroe Elementary School 

was about to enter its active phase and planning for the interpretive exhibits was well under way. 
Superintendent Adams requested assistance from HFC to begin planning for new wayside 
exhibits specifically at Monroe Elementary School. As the rehabilitation began, he explained, 
interest in the project was growing in Topeka and “an interim wayside exhibit is needed to 
explain the historical context of the school, and different preservation needs the rehabilitation 
will address, and the source of the project funding.” Park staff had prepared recommended copy 
for the waysides which Adams provided to HFC. Regional Planner Tom Richter worked with  
Adams to revise the text, and, in early March 2001, Adams authorized HFC to charge the cost of 
fabrication to the park.407 This temporary wayside panel to provide public information about the 
Monroe School rehabilitation project was removed after 2004. Planning for the two current 
wayside exhibits on the park grounds began in late 2013, during the development of revised 
interpretive exhibits in Monroe Elementary School, with a set of draft designs ready for review 

 
406 John Hennessy, “Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka NHS: The Role of Wayside Exhibits,” attached to 
Memorandum, Richard Hoffman, HFC to Tyrone Brandyburg, Brown v. Board of Education, NHS, June 29, 1998; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, D6215. The memorandum points out that Hennessy wrote the plan in 
1995, and that it “is clearly a preliminary look at the site.” 
407 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Chief, Division of Wayside Exhibits, HFC, 
February 15, 2001, with attached copies of emails among Adams, Richter, and HFC Technical Assistance Program 
Manager Winnie Frost through early March 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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in April 2014. The plan contained eleven wayside exhibits for placement on the park grounds 
and at select locations in Topeka (Figure 35). These included a general introductory panel 
designed to be placed in the playing field, and panels that discussed the neighborhood, specific 
information about the school, the people involved in the Brown case, the playing field, the new 
geothermal system, and three buildings that relate to the case: Constitution Hall, the Ritchie 
House, and the Buchanan School. While these waysides were being developed, the park installed 
temporary exhibits in the former playing fields across Monroe Street from the school. The 
waysides were completed and installed in 2015.408   

 
408 Smith, oral history interview. See also Schafer, oral history interview. 
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Chapter 8: Community Relations 
 

Like many National Historic Sites created in the last several decades, particularly those 
focused on themes related to civil rights, Brown v. Board of Education NHS is set within an 
urban environment. Not just located within a neighborhood on the edge of downtown Topeka, 
though, the park occupies what was once the heart of nearly all urban neighborhoods: its school. 
Although the school had been closed for more than fifteen years by the time the park was 
established, it remained an important part of the surrounding community. This close connection 
between its principal facility and the neighborhood created the potential for benefits as well as 
difficulties as NPS staff began its work in the early 1990s. Although neighbors might be upset by 
the arrival of NPS and an increase in traffic, the hope was that the attention that NPS was giving 
to the school could stimulate revitalization and create a sense of pride of place. The GMP 
addressed the issue by stating that “The National Park Service will provide technical assistance 
to the city/neighborhood to retain the ambiance of the neighborhood as a residential area and 
ensure compatible uses.”409 The goal of the park was ably stated by Interim Site Manager Sändra 
Washington, who sought “a more robust relationship” between the park and its neighbors. Her 
goal, she recalled, was “we’re not just a national park, we’re a neighborhood park.”410 
 

The surrounding neighborhood when the park was established, however, had been in 
decline for many years. As Washington recalled, “the neighborhood was rougher then[,] than it 
was and is now.” Cushinberry Park, located on the other side of the Monroe School playing field 
to the east, was “very active with. . .unsavory behavior. I won’t say characters.” The Topeka 
Police recommended that NPS staff not be in the neighborhood after dark, particularly alone, and 
Facilities Manager Treva Sykes recalled that there were a “couple things that happened that 
made me very aware that ‘You are alone down here.’” A neighbor was frequently inebriated, she 
recalled, and frequently asked her for help, “So I learned to just talk to him. . . through the door. 
So, yeah, it was different.”411 Former Topeka Deputy City Manager and Community 
Development Director Randy Speaker more cautiously noted that “the Monroe School, quite 
frankly, was located in what we call a disinvested area. In other words, money and value had 
been leaving the neighborhood rather than coming into it.” As the number of renters in the 
neighborhood increased and homeownership decreased, the requirements for city services, 
including police and fire due to increased levels of crime, increased.412 
 

As part of her work to activate the park, Washington began with the Monroe 
Neighborhood Improvement Association (MNIA), a community group whose goal was to bring 
positive change to the neighborhood. In a letter to City of Topeka Community Development 
Coordinator Dale Cushinberry after her first meeting with the MNIA, Washington observed that 
“It is encouraging to know that neighbors of the Monroe School are conscientious citizens with 
the will and desire to do whatever it takes to improve their neighborhood. The spirit and 
dedication of this group really shows!”413 In addition to her work with the local neighborhood, 
Washington also sought to establish relationships throughout the City of Topeka, an approach 

 
409 General Management Plan, 18. 
410 Washington, oral history interview. 
411 Sykes, oral history interview.  
412 Randy Speaker, oral history interview, February 25, 2020. 
413 Washington to Dale Cushinberry, March 22, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education, A22. 
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that all successive Superintendents have adopted. Although she was told originally that she could 
oversee the initial management of the park remotely from her office at the Midwest Regional 
Office in Omaha, Nebraska, a three-hour drive along north-south U.S. Highway 75, she soon felt 
the need to have a more consistent presence in Topeka and relocated to Topeka so that she could 
begin meeting with local civic organizations.  
 

Superintendent Rayford Harper, who entered on duty in July 1994, immediately took up 
the emphasis on establishing relationships throughout the city. In his Annual Report for 1995, for 
example, Harper reported that community relations “was the most time-consuming aspect” of his 
job for that year. The list of presentations he made is extensive, including the Greater Topeka 
Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, and Downtown Topeka, Inc., and he also maintained 
memberships in several civic organizations in Topeka. To stimulate even closer relationships 
between the park and the city, Harper along with Brown Henderson also sponsored a trip to 
Birmingham, Alabama, “for select local leaders and government officials.” While there, they 
toured the Civil Rights Institute and met with Birmingham civic leaders. “All who attended,” he 
reported, “were inspired by the obvious positive impact that the Institute had on the surrounding 
neighborhood.” The meetings with civic leaders, he continued,  

fueled discussions and planning efforts by these local leaders to support [Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS] and incorporate the National Historic Site into the 
community’s planning efforts. This was a very effective forum for building public 
support for the Site and developing a sense of community trust, ownership and 
inclusion.414 
 
As a part of its outreach to the neighborhood, the park, in 1996, initiated one of its 

longest-standing programs, taking part in the MLK-A Day On, Not a Day Off! events in Topeka. 
Although Martin Luther King, Jr. Day is a federal holiday, park staff reported to work with 
volunteers from more than fifteen local organizations to pick up litter from the site and the 
surrounding neighborhood, a pattern that continued in 1996 with National Parks Week and the 
first annual March for Parks in Topeka. Superintendent Harper and Chief of Interpretation Robin 
White also continued to speak to local civic groups, promoting the park and its mission.415 This 
outreach to local groups expanded in the late 1990s under the leadership of Superintendent Bess 
Sherman, who entered on duty in October 1996 and gave presentations to numerous civic 
organizations in Topeka and in the surrounding region, including Kansas City.416 
 

As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the most significant developments in the surrounding 
neighborhood was the construction of a new magnet elementary school, the Mamie Williams 
Elementary School. This school, named in honor of a prominent and long-standing African 
American teacher in Topeka, was the result of a finding by the Tenth Circuit Court in 1989 that 
the Topeka School Board had not fully complied with the desegregation order from the first 
Brown v. Board of Education decision in 1954. After the Supreme Court denied a hearing of the 
case in 1992, the Topeka School Board (Unified School District [USD] 501) began planning for 
three new elementary schools. Initial planning for the three schools was, therefore, under way 
just as the park was beginning its operations, and, in the summer of 1994, Superintendent Harper 

 
414 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education, A2621. 
415 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education, A2621. 
416 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1997; files of Brown v. Board of Education, A2621. 
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was invited to take part in planning meetings. While supporting the idea of a school close to the 
park, Harper informed city planners that “if a site adjacent to the national park is selected, there 
are specific concerns related to design, location, circulation patterns and buffer zone [sic].” He 
requested that NPS planners also be invited to work with USD 501’s architects and planners.  
 

Plans for the new school were taking place at the same time that the park was preparing 
the GMP. Among the thorny issues which the GMP was meant to address was parking spaces for 
visitors. Following his meeting with USD 501, Harper asked that USD 501 and the City of 
Topeka work with NPS to help resolve parking issues.417 At that point, the school board 
envisioned building the school on the block directly north of Monroe School and suggested that 
their parking lot could serve both the park and the school. By 1995, however, following an 
inability to acquire the land from a private landowner, the Williams Elementary School was 
constructed in 1996 one block to the north. Although the park retained a good relationship with 
the school, the school was not incorporated into the park’s outreach activities until 2011, when 
Superintendent David Smith and Chief of Interpretation David Schafer instituted an after-school 
program there. The after-school program was a collaborative effort in which students were 
brought to the park on Friday afternoons for a program, and park staff also took part in school 
programs.418 
 

Park staff worked actively to expand their presence in the community in the several years 
leading up to the Grand Opening in 2004. Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg, for 
example, coordinated with the City’s Planning Department on a grant to create the Shunga Trail, 
an urban trail network to include parks and historic sites in the Topeka area and incorporate the 
historic Missouri-Pacific Railroad bed on the east side of the playing field; in 1999, the park took 
part in celebrations for the opening of the trail segment from Monroe School to Cushinberry Park 
and helped to clear trash and invasive vegetation from the trail.419 Later, in 2000, the park joined 
with nearly a dozen other local and statewide groups including the Kansas State Historical 
Society, the Kansas Humanities Council, the Topeka Landmarks Commission, and local 
historical societies and museums to form the Topeka Area Heritage Alliance. This was a short-
lived group created to offer mutual support and coordination of activities in support of heritage 
tourism.420 
 

A turning point for relations between the park and the surrounding neighborhood came in 
2004 with the celebration to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Brown v. Board of 
Education decision with the opening of Monroe Elementary School. It was already to be a large, 
elaborate, and well-attended event, but it was made significantly larger in the weeks leading up 
to the event when President George W. Bush announced that he would take part. The work of 
planning the event, from the perspective of NPS staff, was, in a way, then made easier, as the 
Secret Service took control of many of the arrangements in order to assure the president’s safety. 

 
417 Rayford Harper to Vernon Jarboe, September 9, 1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A78. 
418 Schafer, oral history interview. 
419 Todd Girdler to Tyrone Brandyburg, September 9, 1999, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS; 
Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Regional Director, Midwest Region, State 
Coordinator Report, January 16, 2000, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
420 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Regional Director, Midwest Region, State 
Coordinator Report, December 7, 2000, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. See also Steven Adams to Bob 
Swan, Topeka Ethnic Heritage Project, April 10, 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A3821. 
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The work of the City of Topeka, however, immediately increased by orders of magnitude. 
Although the City of Topeka had encouraged and supported the Monroe Neighborhood 
Improvement Association and other community efforts to improve the neighborhood through the 
1990s, little had changed. Speaker recalled that “the real key came when we knew that the 
president was going to be here.” With little advance notice, Speaker and the City of Topeka 
raced to make plans to improve the neighborhood, “and that caused all the city departments to 
come together and not just have their own silos.” In the brief period before President Bush’s 
arrival, the City of Topeka arranged for the construction of two houses in the neighborhood and 
rehabilitated more than twenty others. The City of Topeka also enlisted an enormous volunteer 
corps of more than 2,000 people, picking up trash and trimming trees. The local Target 
department store, for example, “brought in a hundred people on a Saturday, all in their red shirts, 
and went through the neighborhood.” This intense effort, he concluded, “really focalized the 
community spirit of coming together for something. . .that was going to change our community.” 
The City also took on a supportive role for security, working with the Kansas Bureau of 
Investigation to locate rental houses that were vacant at the time of the president’s visit so that 
the Secret Service would have multiple locations for viewing the entire setting.421 
 

In the wake of the president’s visit, the City of Topeka continued to support the 
neighborhood by identifying grants such as the Community Development Block Grant program, 
to stimulate investment in the community while also working with the Federal Home Loan Bank. 
The City also coordinated with area businesses to support improvement measures. The visibility 
provided by increased public and private attention to the neighborhood beginning in 2004 helped 
to reduce the amount of crime which, in turn, helped to stimulate property values at a time when 
property values in the City generally were declining.422  
 

The MNIA was particularly active in the years leading up to the Grand Opening. The 
organization was focused on the need for a comprehensive plan that would allow for local zoning 
changes. According to the City of Topeka Planning and Development Department, the Monroe 
Neighborhood is one of the few in the city without a Neighborhood Plan.423 The MNIA, in late 
2002, pointed out that the City of Topeka had failed to provide a comprehensive plan for the 
neighborhood and had declined to support an application for grant funding to prepare one. The 
MNIA then urged the City to complete a neighborhood plan before the Grand Opening, but to no 
avail. The matter remained unresolved; in December 2003, Superintendent Adams reported on a 
City Planning Commission hearing “on a proposed down-zoning of the Monroe East 
neighborhood. The controversy over this plan is evolving quickly.”424 The MNIA was not 
successful in getting a comprehensive neighborhood plan before the Grand Opening and was 
dissolved in September 2003 after failing to file its Annual Report. The MNIA has been 
reconstituted in recent years, however, and currently holds monthly meetings at Monroe 
Elementary School. The Monroe Neighborhood remains one of the poorer neighborhoods in 

 
421 Speaker, oral history interview. 
422 Ibid. 
423 Neighborhood & Area Plans | Planning (topeka.org). 
424 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Regional Director, Midwest Region, State 
Coordinator Report, December 10, 2003, files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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Topeka and consistently is identified as an “Intensive Care” neighborhood in need of particular 
assistance.425 
 

As discussed at length in Chapter 6, the park embarked on an ambitious series of public 
events during the six years following the Grand Opening in 2004.  These programs included 
lectures, film screenings, and temporary exhibits, most carried out in association with the Brown 
Foundation. All of these took place either in part or entirely at Monroe Elementary School, 
bringing more people into the neighborhood. Beginning in 2011, the park made a renewed effort 
to reach into the neighborhood and the surrounding community to bolster its attendance. The 
park also sought to fulfill its legislative mandate to “assist in the preservation and interpretation 
of related resources within the city of Topeka that further the understanding of the civil rights 
movement.” The LRIP, completed in 2012, urged exploration of new ways to collaborate with 
the Shawnee County Historical Society and the Friends of Constitution Hall.426 In 2013, the park 
collaborated on the first of a set of bus and walking tours of civil rights related sites in Topeka. 
The two also “collaborated to bring increasing numbers of school groups, and created an 
interpretive wayside panel, interpretive brochures, and other products that illustrate our shared 
themes and history.”427 Other initiatives to support local and regional historic sites included the 
execution of a two-year cooperative agreement with the Territorial Kansas Heritage Alliance 
(TKHA) in 2014, through which the TKHA facilitated a collaboration with Freedom’s Frontier 
National Heritage Area in eastern Kansas and western Missouri. Through this cooperative 
agreement, the TKHA created a Summer Youth Initiative, providing regional students the 
opportunity to tour some of the more than 300 historic and cultural sites associated with the 
Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area.428 The Cooperative Agreement was extended for 
two two-year terms through 2020, when Superintendent Williams coordinated with the Regional 
Office to develop a new five-year cooperative agreement. As Williams explained, “The scope 
shifts focus slightly from the previous agreement, but continues collaborative efforts to boost 
regional exposure to the [Brown v. Board of Education NHS] story.”429 
 

The cooperative agreement with Freedom’s Frontier sought to strengthen ties to other 
heritage sites in the region. At the same time, the park initiated planning for the 65th Anniversary 
of the Brown decision in May 2019. Unfortunately, the longest federal government shutdown in 
history, from December 22, 2018, to January 25, 2019, severely impacted the park’s ability to 
plan for the event as staff had hoped. Instead, Chief of Interpretation Enimini Ekong proposed a 
short series of speakers who were prominent in current civil rights issues. The park then 
collaborated with Washburn University to host the series which included Ta-Nehisi Coates, a 
prominent journalist and the author of three books pertaining to race relations in America, and 
Dr. Ibram X. Kendi, Professor of History at Boston University and author of five books on anti-
racism. At the same time, the park provided support to the Brown v. Board-Sumner Legacy Trust 
that had also arranged for a series of speakers in recognition of the anniversary. The efforts of the 
Brown v. Board-Sumner Legacy Trust, recalled Superintendent Williams, clearly broadened the 

 
425 Neighborhood & Area Plans | Planning (topeka.org). 
426 Long Range Interpretive Plan, 37. 
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428 Annual Performance Report, Cooperative Agreement between National Park Service and Territorial Kansas 
Heritage Alliance, October 30, 2014; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
429 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative Report, Fiscal Year 2021, draft report provided to the author, June 17, 2021. 
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scope of what the park was able to do and leveraged its resources to fulfill the park’s legislative 
mandate to “interpret the integral role of the Brown v. Board of Education case in the civil rights 
movement.”  
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Chapter 9: Administration 
 

Park Activation: Interim Site Manager Sändra Washington 
Following the establishment of Brown v. Board of Education NHS in October 1992, the 

Midwest Regional Office moved quickly to begin activating the park.  Midwest Regional 
Director Don Castleberry assigned Outdoor Recreation Specialist Sändra Washington to serve as 
the Interim Site Manager. Washington had served on the study team before the park’s 
establishment and was, thus, familiar with the site and its significance. Castleberry gave her the 
assignment in November 1992 with the assurance that she could oversee the park’s activation 
from her office in Omaha: the park had no staff, and Monroe School remained under private 
ownership. After commuting to Topeka for several months, Washington realized that she needed 
to be based in Topeka and relocated there in the spring of 1993. As she recalled of her 
conversations with Castleberry, “’Hey, I don’t have a place. You keep telling me this is a 
temporary thing, and so I guess I don’t need to put down roots,’ but then, it was, like, ‘I probably 
should join the Rotary. I probably should do some things that say that the Park Service is 
here.”430 

 
Although Washington did not have any role in the purchase of Monroe Elementary 

School, which was completed in the winter of 1994, she was instrumental in establishing other 
foundational aspects of the park during her term as Interim Site Manager. Among her priorities 
was to lead the negotiations with Cheryl Brown Henderson and the Brown Foundation regarding 
a cooperative agreement by which NPS could provide funds to the Brown Foundation to develop 
interpretive material, continue their existing oral history program, and conduct outreach to local 
schools and civic groups on behalf of the park. Another of her priorities was to identify office 
space in Topeka to serve as the park’s temporary headquarters until Monroe Elementary School 
could be acquired and rehabilitated. She initiated the process in January 1993 with a request to 
the General Services Administration. Later that year, she was introduced to Topeka Postmaster 
Al Lewis by Brown Henderson, whom she asked about office space in the U.S. Post Office in 
downtown Topeka, which was also the former U.S. District Courthouse where the original 
Brown v. Board of Education case was heard. As she recalled, “And so I said, ‘Do you have any 
office space?’ The gentleman was very nice, and he said, ‘We do lease offices.’ And I said, 
‘Great!’ Because I’m trying to figure out. . .what’s the easiest way.’ The easiest way would be to 
go into a federal facility.” Washington made a formal request to the U.S. Postal Service in 
October 1993 to lease three offices in the building, rooms 332, 334, and 334A, with a total area 
of 1,425 square feet including a restroom. With the approval of Regional Director William 
Schenk, who had succeeded Castleberry by that time, Washington agreed to the terms of the 
lease, and took occupancy on December 1, 1993.431 

 
Sändra Washington served as Interim Site Manager from November 1992 until July 

1994. She worked with the Regional Office to develop an ambitious staffing plan that included 
seven full-time equivalencies (FTEs): a superintendent, two interpretive rangers, an 
administrative clerk, two seasonal workers, and two maintenance workers, all within an 
operating budget of $300,000. During her tenure, however, Washington hired only one 

 
430 Washington, oral history interview. 
431 Sändra Washington to Vicki Gruber, October 21, 1993; Gruber to Washington, November 2, 1993; William W. 
Schenk to Debbie Munroe, November 18, 1993; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, A8027.  
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permanent employee. Administrative Assistant Teri Perry entered on duty on February 20, 1994, 
transferring from Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial, Indiana, where she served as an 
Administrative Technician. Perry remained at Brown v. Board of Education NHS through 
1998.432  

 
The First Superintendent: Rayford Harper 
As discussed in Chapter 3, Washington was also responsible for coordinating the initial 

work on the GMP, arranging for basic maintenance of Monroe Elementary School, hiring 
temporary staff to begin work on the park’s Cultural Landscape Inventory, and conducting 
extensive outreach on behalf of the park in Topeka and in other parts of the country. As one of 
her final tasks, Washington was asked to recruit a small group of candidates for the park’s first 
Superintendent.433 In June 1994, the Regional Office selected from Washington’s list 
Supervisory Park Ranger Rayford Harper, then serving at Morristown National Historical Park, 
New Jersey, as the first Superintendent of Brown v. Board of Education NHS.434 Harper entered 
on duty on July 10, 1994, and quickly got to work on the GMP, which was then well into the 
early review drafts. He also kicked off the Historic Resource Study for the park, for which 
Regional Historian Ron Cockrell hired and supervised Rachel Franklin Weekley, who was then 
serving as Historian for the Midwest Regional Office, as a Term Historian duty stationed in 
Omaha.  

 
In April 1995, Harper hired Robin White, then a Park Ranger at Petroglyph National 

Monument, New Mexico, to serve as the park’s first Supervisory Park Ranger (Chief of 
Interpretation); she entered on duty on April 16, 1995.435 White quickly expanded the staff to 
support the park’s interpretation. In July 1995, she hired a student from the Building Mechanics 
course at the KAW Area Technical College, Treva Sykes, as a seasonal Maintenance Worker. As 
White recalled, she hired Sykes “after we began to assess the building; we needed to complete 
the condition assessment and had no maintenance staff.”436 In early 1996, Harper hired LaTrelle 
Pierre, a Park Ranger from Morristown National Historical Park, to serve as the first Park Ranger 
(Education Specialist); Pierre entered on duty on March 3, 1996.437 

 
The park during Superintendent Harper’s tenure began making strides into using the 

newest technology for promoting the park and providing interpretive content: the internet. Brown 
v. Board of Education NHS was one of the first parks in the Midwest Region to have its own 
website. At the time, NPS did not have a comprehensive policy for a presence on the internet; 
instead, individual parks created their own websites. In 1995, Administrative Assistant Teri 
Perry enrolled in a course at Washburn University to learn HTML, the computer code that 
supports websites, and to learn how to build basic websites. Perry then created the park’s first 
website:  

 
432 Memorandum, Chief, Human Resources Management Division, Midwest Region to Teri M. Perry, January 10, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. 
433 Washington, oral history interview. 
434 Memorandum, Chief, Human Resources Management Division, Midwest Region to Rayford Harper, June 7, 
1994; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, June 7, 1994. 
435 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education to Superintendent, Petroglyph National Monument, 
March 15, 1995; files of Brown v. Board of Education, P8815. 
436 White, oral history interview. 
437 Rayford Harper to Clark Dixon, January 29, 1996; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS, P8815. 
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there was probably, maybe, ten or twelve pages to our website. And just sharing 
some of the historic photographs and the basics of the story, and then links to 
other resources like the Brown Foundation and resources at Washburn University 
related to Brown v. Board, and things like links to other civil rights sites within 
the National Park Service.438  

 
The website soon became a component of the park’s interpretation program, as early technology 
adopters quickly found the site.  

 
During FY 1994, the park’s base Operations of the National Park Service (ONPS) budget 

was $311,300, which included $107,000 for the cooperative agreement with the Brown 
Foundation. Other components of the budget included $15,000 to be transferred to Harry S 
Truman National Historic Site, Missouri, for administrative support, and funding for Franklin 
Weekley and the HRS.439 For FY 1995, Superintendent Harper’s first full fiscal year at the park, 
the base ONPS budget was increased to $323,560. This did not include the $107,000 for the 
cooperative agreement, which was made a separate line item. Additional line items included 
cyclic maintenance funds for the replacement of the flat roof at Monroe School and for interim 
utilities, the Historic Structures Report, the Brown Symposium, and the HSR; in total, the park 
received $526,060 for FY 1995. By that time, the park had three full-time permanent employees 
(Superintendent Harper, Chief of Interpretation White, and Teri Perry, whose position was 
upgraded to Administrative Officer). Franklin Weekley remained on staff as a term Historian, 
and Secretary Alicia Bullocks, who entered on duty on May 30, 1995, and Maintenance Worker 
Treva Sykes were seasonal employees.440 

 
Superintendent Harper remained at Brown v. Board of Education NHS until June 1996, 

when he transferred to New Orleans Jazz National Historical Park, Louisiana. During his two 
years at the park, he continued to develop the initial planning documents: he helped to coordinate 
the final GMP, the HRS, and the HSR. As the first permanent Superintendent, Harper also 
developed the park’s staff by hiring two key interpretation specialists—Chief of Interpretation 
Robin White and Park Ranger LaTrelle Pierre—and Maintenance Worker Treva Sykes, who 
remains as the park’s Facilities Manager. Harper continued to expand the park’s outreach, 
establishing numerous relationships throughout the City of Topeka, and solidified the working 
relationship between the park and the Brown Foundation. During his final year at the park, FY 
1996, Harper managed a total budget of nearly $445,000, including ONPS base funding of 
$307,200 and $102,000 for the Brown Foundation through the cooperative agreement. Other 
funds were earmarked for repairs of the Monroe School roof and for the Brown Symposium, 
together with the National Park Foundation Parks as Classroom grant.441 
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Planning for the Park’s Opening: Superintendent Bess Sherman 
Two Acting Superintendents followed Harper: Chief of Interpretation Mark Engler from 

Jefferson National Expansion Memorial, Missouri, and Marianne Mills, an interpretation 
specialist at Badlands National Park, South Dakota, while the Regional Office searched for 
Harper’s successor. In September 1996, Bess Sherman entered on duty as the park’s second 
Superintendent. Sherman arrived from Hampton NHS, Maryland, where she had served since 
early 1994 as that park’s first African American Superintendent. Among Sherman’s immediate 
tasks was to develop a strategic plan and set of objectives in line with the new reporting 
requirements under the GPRA. In September 1997, Sherman completed a draft Strategic Plan 
that included three principal goal categories: the preservation and protection of Monroe School 
and its grounds in accordance with the HSR and the Landscape Management Plan, interpretation 
and visitor experience of the site, and organizational effectiveness. Sherman anticipated a full 
staff of fourteen FTE, consisting of a Superintendent, three Administrative staff members, and a 
Chief of Operations to whom would report a Historian, Interpretive Specialist, two Park Rangers, 
a Resource Management Specialist, two full-time Maintenance staff, and two seasonal positions. 
Her proposal, which called for twice the number of FTEs the park currently had, would require 
an annual budget of $800,000, nearly seventy percent of which was for personnel; at the time, 
personnel accounted for fifty-four percent of the park’s budget. Sherman involved all park staff 
members in producing the report and consulted with and provided drafts of the Strategic Plan to 
nearly a dozen community organizations including the Brown Foundation, the MNIA, 
Downtown Topeka, Inc. and the Kansas State Historical Society.442 

 
Sherman applied her understanding of the new performance and reporting requirements 

of GPRA to her negotiations with the Brown Foundation regarding the cooperative agreement. 
As discussed at length in Chapter 4, the collegial relationship between park staff and the Brown 
Foundation under Superintendent Harper became more tense under Superintendent Sherman, 
who sought to provide greater NPS oversight to the cooperative agreement and expected a more 
professional and transparent basis for the relationship. As former Administrative Officer Teri 
[Perry] Gage recalled,  

Bess Sherman was much more professional than [Superintendent] Ray Harper 
was. And she was much more direct, more impersonal, but I really got the 
impression that it was just a stepping stone. She knew when she came here that it 
was not going to be. . .a long-term position for her and that she’d be moving on to 
someplace else.”443  

 
The degree of discord between Sherman and Brown Henderson during the negotiations leading 
up to the second cooperative agreement was clear in the correspondence, with mutual 
accusations of misunderstandings but little direct communication. As Gage recalled of 
Superintendent Sherman, “I don’t think she was real connected to the park or the resource or the 
community. I think that the administrative officer was viewed more as a primary point of contact 
for a lot of people.”444 Despite the contention between Sherman and the Brown Foundation, 

 
442 “Strategic Plan: Government Performance and Results Act, Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site,” 
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however, the two sides agreed to the terms of the second five-year cooperative agreement in late 
February 1999, and the agreement was executed on March 1. 

 
The park remained in these offices through 1998, when the Regional Office approved the 

addition of another office space to allow additional interpretive media to be installed in the 
temporary park headquarters. In January 1998, while Bess Sherman was Superintendent, 
Administrative Officer Alicia Bullocks submitted a proposal, pointing out that, with the delay in 
funding for the Monroe School rehabilitation, “employee and visitor morale have dropped 
significantly. Therefore I am proposing to add a temporary visitors’ center.” In making this 
proposal, which would entail acquiring additional space in the U.S. Post Office, she suggested 
that an office directly across from the existing park headquarters offices would accommodate 
approximately fifty people. “I am sure you will agree,” she continued, “that the Brown v. Board 
story transcends the Monroe School. Since we are not interpreting the Monroe School structure, 
we can offer a quality interpretive program about the case that spurred the Civil Rights 
Movement to our park visitors.” Such a step, she argued, would allow the park to fulfill its 
GPRA requirements to increase visitor appreciation and understanding of the park by eighty 
percent by 2002: “If we fully intend to do this we must have more opportunities for on-site 
interpretation.” She urged that the space be open in time for the annual Brown Symposium on 
May 17, 1998, which coincided with a panel discussion on the President’s Initiative on Race 
Relations which was to bring the Director of the National Park Service to Topeka.445 Bullocks’ 
argument was persuasive, and, in March, Bullocks, then serving as the Acting Superintendent, 
provided official authorization to move forward.446 The new visitor center space was not ready in 
time for the Brown Symposium in May, but was formally opened in August 1998, with a ribbon-
cutting ceremony presided over by the Topeka Chamber of Commerce.447 Chief of Interpretation 
Tyrone Brandyburg oversaw the installation of the interpretive exhibits for the new Visitor 
Center. 

 
An important component of Superintendent Sherman’s tenure at Brown v. Board of 

Education NHS, from October 1996 to the spring of 1999, was to initiate the planning process 
for the Monroe School rehabilitation project. As discussed in Chapter 5, Sherman worked with 
the Regional Office to identify the funding for the project and to identify the specific needs and 
uses of the building. As her successor, Stephen Adams, recalled, “by the time I got there, we 
were at the stage where. . .we had pretty good estimates on what it would cost to do the physical 
rehabilitation and what it would cost to put the interpretive exhibits together.”448 During her 
tenure, Superintendent Sherman also hired several key employees who helped to advance the 
planning process. Chief of Interpretation Robin White accepted a transfer in the summer of 1997 
to New Orleans Jazz National Historical Park to serve as Chief of Interpretation under her former 
supervisor, Superintendent Ray Harper. In October, Sherman hired Tyrone Brandyburg, then the 
Chief of Interpretation at Booker T. Washington National Monument, Virginia, for the 
position.449 Also in 1997, Sherman hired Qefiri Colbert as a Park Ranger to assist with programs 
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and research. During Sherman’s time at the park, Administrative Assistant Alicia Bullocks 
successfully completed the Student Career Experience Program (SCEP) and was promoted to the 
position of Administrative Officer (Figure 36). In May 1998, Sherman hired Katherine 
Cushinberry, a Topeka native, as the new Administrative Assistant; Cushinberry was later 
promoted to Administrative Clerk before being promoted again to Administrative Officer in 
2001.450 Sherman hired Park Ranger Tarona Armstrong, then at Independence National 
Historical Park, Pennsylvania, as Park Ranger, replacing LaTrelle Pierre, who left NPS to return 
to graduate school. Armstrong entered on duty on July 19, 1998 (Figure 37).451 

 

  
Figure 36. Qefiri Colbert (L) and Alicia Bullocks (R), 1998. 
Photograph provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

Figure 37. Tarona Armstrong, 1998. Photograph provided by 
Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 

 
Technology came to play an increasing role during Superintendent Sherman’s tenure in 

the late 1990s. Park staff have made continual improvements to the website since 1995, seeing it 
as a platform to disseminate historical information about the Brown decision, promote the park, 
and provide information about visiting. As Superintendent Sherman summarized in her annual 
report for FY 1997, “The Internet has also played a great part in our interpretation of the Brown 
decisions. We received numerous requests from surfers of the Internet in general as well as 
specific information on the landmark case.”452 The use of information technology also became an 
important component of the park’s interpretive programming as planning began for the exhibits 
and audiovisual materials in Monroe School from 1998 and into the early 2000s. An information 
technology specialist from the Midwest Regional Office, for example, provided the following 
information to Park Ranger Qefiri Colbert in the summer of 1998 regarding computer 
touchscreen kiosks and the computers necessary to support them: “I suspect, given your intended 
application, you’d want to purchase a high-end Pentium II processor (300Mhz) with considerable 
memory (128mb), and large-ish disk (6gb).”453  

 

 
450 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1997, NPS Electronic Technical Information Center; see also 
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During her final full fiscal year, Superintendent Sherman managed a budget that included 
$485,100 in ONPS base funding, together with $102,000 for the Brown Foundation through the 
cooperative agreement. The park received additional funds through the ONPS fee program, 
construction planning, and for serving as the State Coordinator, for a total funding level of 
$624,339.454 

 
Monroe School Rehabilitation: Superintendent Stephen Adams 
Superintendent Sherman accepted a transfer to the Central Alabama Group in the spring 

of 1999, serving as Deputy Superintendent. By June 1999, Superintendent John Neal of George 
Washington Carver National Monument, Missouri, was serving as the Interim Superintendent.455 
Negotiations between the Brown Foundation and NPS regarding the cooperative agreement had 
been completed, but relations between the two had reached a low point, and the Brown 
Foundation filed a FOIA request for information about the process. As discussed in Chapter 4, 
Neal had sufficient time at the park to come to understand the relationship with the Brown 
Foundation and, in the fall of 1999, provided counsel to incoming Superintendent Adams, who 
entered on duty on December 5, 1999 (Figure 38). Adams had a long career with NPS by that 
time and was serving as Superintendent of Pea Ridge National Military Park, Arkansas, at the 
time of his appointment to Brown v. Board of Education NHS. His principal goal was to lead the 
park to its Grand Opening in 2004, including managing both the physical restoration and 
rehabilitation of Monroe Elementary School and the development and installation of interpretive 
exhibits. His first task, however, was to restore the close working relationship between NPS and 
the Brown Foundation, which he did through a long process of meetings, listening to the 
concerns of the Foundation members and setting a new tone for the park.456 

 
Another of Adams’ first tasks was to complete the Annual Performance Plan, which 

Acting Superintendent Neal initiated in the fall of 1999 and which was mainly prepared by 
Administrative Officer Alicia Bullocks. The plan was a requirement under GPRA as well as a 
useful summary of the status of the park on the eve of its transformation leading to the opening 
in 2004. Although Superintendent Adams completed and approved the document in February 
2000, it retains many of Neal’s comments from 1999. The park was not yet open, and thus could 
not take part in the NPS visitor survey, but was, nonetheless, active in providing interpretive 
services at the temporary visitor center and at offsite locations and was developing a useful 
research library. At the same time, as discussed in Chapter 6, the park was continuing to develop 
a CD-ROM- based educational curriculum and a children’s video while continuing to coordinate 
with the Brown Foundation through the cooperative agreement for teacher workshops and 
interpretive programs. For FY 2000, the park had a base ONPS budget of $524,000 with an 
allocation of eight permanent staff positions, one term position, and two seasonal positions.457 

 
454 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative for FY 1998, February 19, 1999; NPS Electronic Technical Information 
Center. 
455 See Briefing Statement by Chief of Interpretation Tyrone Brandyburg regarding a meeting between Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS staff and staff from the City of Topeka Planning Department, September 27, 1999. The 
meeting took place on June 10, 1999, and included Acting Superintendent John Neal. Files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS. 
456 Adams, oral history interview. 
457 “Annual Performance Plan for Brown v Board of Education National Historic Site, Fiscal Year 2000,” approved 
by Superintendent Stephen Adams, February 22, 2000; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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Figure 38. Stephen Adams, 2020. Photograph courtesy of Mr. Adams. 

      

As Neal and Bullocks indicated in the draft plan, however, these numbers obscured an 
extensive turnover in staff. In his Annual Report for FY 2000, Adams observed that the park had 
experienced a seventy-five percent turnover of staff.458 This included a complete turnover in the 
park’s Interpretation division: in the fall of 1999, Chief of Interpretation Brandyburg accepted a 
transfer to Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Tennessee, as District Interpretive Ranger; 
Park Ranger Tarona Armstrong transferred to Little Rock Central High School NHS, Arkansas; 
and, in May 2000, Park Ranger Qefiri Colbert left NPS to pursue a career in information 
technology. Adams, who was also new to Brown v. Board NHS in FY 2000, rebuilt the park’s 
Interpretation division first, hiring Debra A. Riley as Chief of Interpretation. Riley, who entered 
on duty on June 18, 2000, made a lateral move from Jewell Cave National Monument, South 
Dakota. In August, Adams hired two Park Rangers: Teresa Valencia, who had served as Museum 
Specialist at Guadalupe Mountains NP, Texas, and Randal Standingwater, who had served as 
Park Ranger Trainee at Washita Battlefield NHS, Oklahoma. In addition, Administrative Officer 
Alicia Bullock accepted a position with another federal agency and was replaced by 
Administrative Technician Katherine Cushinberry. As Adams observed in his Annual Report, 
“the major turnover in staff. . .impacted all park functions and slowed progress in the 
development of the park. It exacerbated public perception that establishment of the operational 
phase has been abnormally delayed.” He was, however, proud of his new staff, who regrouped 
quickly to regain momentum in the interpretive programs and in the Monroe School 
rehabilitation.459 

 
In his first year at the park, Adams oversaw the completion of three planning documents 

started by his predecessors: the Cultural Landscape Inventory Report, the Cultural Landscape 
Guidelines, and the Historic Resource Study. In addition, he led the preparation of a new 

 
458 Fiscal Year 2000 Annual Narrative Report of the Superintendent, January 17, 2001; NPS Electronic Technical 
Information Center. 
459 Ibid. 
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Strategic Plan, to cover Fiscal Years 2001 to 2005. While maintaining the three principal goals 
from the 1997 Strategic Plan—preserving Monroe Elementary School, providing interpretive 
services to the public, and ensuring organizational effectiveness—the Strategic Plan for 2001-
2004 was clearly focused on preparing for the park’s opening in 2004. As part of the Strategic 
Plan, Adams requested an increase in base funding for the park, from $524,000 to $881,000. 
Such a budget, he argued, would allow the park to operate a fully functional visitor center that 
had interpretive and educational programs with computerized exhibits. The permanent visitor 
center, once completed, would be open seven days a week, accommodate approximately 150,000 
visitors per year, and require an increase from the eight permanent positions in 2000 to twenty.     

 
Completion of these documents helped to clear the way for faster progress on the Monroe 

School rehabilitation project when the park secured approval from the NPS Development 
Advisory Board in May 2000 for the conceptual plan for the exterior restoration (Phase I). At the 
same time, Adams coordinated with DSC and Quinn-Evans Architects for preliminary designs 
for Phase II, the interior rehabilitation, and with HFC and the Brown Foundation on preliminary 
plans for Phase III, the interpretive exhibits. While coordinating with DSC and HFC on the 
management of this series of projects, Adams was also concerned with promoting the park and 
its mission to interpret the Brown decision and its larger story: the quest for equal rights for all 
citizens. Adams’ efforts took two principal forms. First, he traveled extensively to other civil 
rights-related parks and institutions, participating in panel discussions and giving talks. As he 
recalled, part of his objective was “to go out nationally and get the story straight, and tell people 
what we were doing, and get some buy-in, get some good ideas so that we would have a good 
project in the end.” He was accompanied on several of these trips by Cheryl Brown Henderson, 
from whom, he said, he learned a great deal about the park and about the history of the Brown 
decision.460 

 
The second component of Adams’ efforts to raise the profile of Brown v. Board of 

Education NHS was through participation in the national and international association of sites of 
conscience. The International Coalition of Historic Site Museums of Conscience (now the 
International Coalition of Sites of Conscience [ICSC]) was founded in 1999 by Northeast 
Regional Director Marie Rust in collaboration with eight historic sites around the world. The 
organization, founded and based at the Lower East Side Tenement NHS, New York, was created 
by Ruth Abrams and then established by Congress in 1998; Abrams served as the first president 
of the ICSC. The NPS Northeast Regional Office originally served as the organization’s 
coordinator. The purpose of the ICSC is to support museums and other organizations that seek to 
preserve the memories of struggles for human rights, justice, and peace around the world and to 
facilitate grants and networking opportunities among the participating organizations. For the 
National Park Service, it was an important component of the effort to expand its interpretation to 
be more inclusive, telling stories that had been hidden in the past and to spur civic dialogue.  
Adams submitted an application to join the ICSC in June 2001, observing that  

The Brown case impacted human rights internationally, and that is a major 
interpretive theme for the site. We hope that coalition membership would help us 
develop that story and disseminate the information internationally, leading to a 

 
460 Adams, oral history interview. Adams also recalled that during at least one of these trips, to Birmingham, 
Alabama, he was able to provide her with a greater understanding of NPS bureaucratic processes and its frustrations. 
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better and more widespread understanding of the case and its impact on historical 
and contemporary issues.”461 

 
Because the park was not yet operational, the ICSC could not offer full membership but did 
suggest that Brown v. Board of Education NHS be a Provisional Member with the hope that it 
would be made a full member by the spring of 2003, when the ICSC would next meet.462 

 
The timing of this effort in 2001 to spur civic dialogue around challenging issues took a 

tragic turn on September 11, when terrorists used commercial airplanes to attack New York City 
and Washington, DC, and another airplane was crashed near Shanksville, Pennsylvania, when its 
passengers stopped the terrorists on board from completing their planned attack. Even before 
these attacks, the Northeast Regional Office had begun planning a workshop to be held in New 
York City in late 2001 to develop a plan to stimulate civic dialogue using NPS sites as a focus. 
The workshop was stimulated by its participation in the ISCS but was given added urgency in the 
wake of the September 11 attacks. Superintendent Adams was invited to participate in the 
workshop, held on December 6-8 in New York City, and to talk particularly about the park’s 
work on curriculum-based programming.463 
 

As part of the preparation for the opening of Monroe Elementary School, Adams also 
began planning for an educational bookstore in 2000. He solicited proposals from both 
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association (SWPMA; the name was changed to Western 
National Parks Association [WNPA] in 2002) and Eastern National Park and Monument 
Association, asking them to outline the services that they could provide to park visitors. As 
Adams recalled, he had worked with SWPMA in the past and knew of their strong support for 
education. Southwest Parks and Monuments responded favorably, and their executive director 
visited the site in August. In the fall of 2000, Superintendent Adams recommended that the park 
work with SWNPA for its educational bookstore; Regional Director William Schenk approved 
the recommendation in late 2000, and the board of directors of SWPMA gave its approval in 
November.464 In 2001, staff from SWPMA took part in planning for the Monroe School 
rehabilitation, in particular, the bookstore space, while also making plans for the titles to include 
in the bookstore once it was open.465  
 

The bookstore, which was originally located on the west side of the school’s main 
hallway on the first floor, is operated jointly with the park’s management, and typically provides 
grants from the proceeds of its sales to the park for educational and interpretive purposes. For 
November 2001, for example, SWNPA approved over $14,000 in aid, taking into account funds 

 
461 Undated application to join the ICSC, presumably completed before the application deadline of June 8, 2001; 
files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
462 Liz Sevcenko to Stephen Adams, November 2, 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
463 Email, Marie Rust to multiple NPS staff including Stephen Adams, October 9, 2001, with workshop schedule 
attached; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. See also Adams; brief report of the workshop in email to Bill 
Schenk, December 12, 2001; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
464 Fiscal Year 2000 Annual Narrative Report of the Superintendent, January 17, 2001, NPS Electronic Technical 
Information System; T.J. Priehs to William W. Schenk, November 14, 2000, files of Brown v. Board of Education 
NHS, A42. See also Stephen Adams, oral history interview. 
465 Fiscal Year 2001 Annual Narrative Report of the Superintendent, January 23, 2002; NPS Electronic Technical 
Information System. 
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from late 2000 through FY 2002. The aid was focused primarily on support for publications. 
Grants in subsequent years were more modest, with SWPMA/WNPA typically authorizing 
approximately $2,000 per year for the next several years.466 As discussed in Chapter 7, the 
bookstore was relocated in 2010 to its present location on the right side of the entry hall where 
Park Rangers greet visitors. The original bookstore space on the first floor was converted to 
program use and also serves as an election polling place. 
 

After the extraordinary staff turnover in late 1999 and early 2000, the park’s staff 
remained relatively stable during the several years of planning for the Grand Opening. Two new 
employees were hired in 2001: Public Affairs Officer LaTonya Miller and Administrative 
Assistant (Office Automation) Lydia Baez. Other staff remained in place through early 2004, 
including Superintendent Steve Adams, Administrative Officer Katherine Cushinberry, Chief of 
Interpretation Debra Riley, Park Rangers Teresa Valencia and Randal Standingwater, and 
Maintenance Worker Treva Sykes. This continuity, together with the strong partnership with the 
Brown Foundation, played an important part in the successful completion of the Monroe School 
rehabilitation and the development and installation of the interpretive exhibits. As that phase of 
the park’s history came to a close, however, more changes were afoot. In preparation for the 
Grand Opening in 2004, and in recognition of the vital role that computers, videos, and 
interactive displays would play in the visitors’ experiences, the park received approval for an 
Information Technology staff member, to report directly to the Superintendent. In 2004, 
Superintendent Adams hired Cheryl DeShazer for this position. DeShazer remained through 
2011. Chief of Interpretation Riley left her position in early 2004, and was replaced in March 
2004 by William Beteta, formerly the Management Assistant at Ozark National Scenic 
Riverways, Missouri.467 Then, in June 2004, shortly after seeing to the completion of the Monroe 
School rehabilitation and the park’s Grand Opening in May, Superintendent Adams accepted a 
transfer to Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail, headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska, as that 
park’s Superintendent.468  

 
Putting the Park in Operation: Superintendent Dennis Vasquez 
Adams was replaced by Superintendent Dennis Vasquez, who transferred to the park 

from the Harpers Ferry Center where he was overseeing a special initiative known as the Office 
of NPS Identity, standardizing branding materials throughout the National Park System including 
the use of the NPS arrowhead (Figure 39).469 During Superintendent Adams’ tenure, the park’s 
base ONPS budget remained stable, growing from $524,000 in FY 2000 to $542,000 in FY 
2002.470 With the opening of the park in May 2004, however, the park’s budget increased 
dramatically. In FY 2004, in anticipation of the park’s opening, the ONPS base funding was 
$1,084,609.471 For FY 2005, Superintendent Vasquez’ first year at the park, the ONPS base  

 
466 Files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS contains memoranda from WNPA to the park outlining the grant 
amounts, which are calculated as a percentage of net sales at the park or $2,000, whichever is greater. In most years, 
therefore, the park receives only the minimum amount. Most of the memoranda are in file A42. 
467 Brown Foundation Board of Directors Meeting, March 6, 2004; attached to Memorandum, Cheryl Brown 
Henderson to Steve Adams, March 16, 2004; files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
468 Adams, oral history interview. 
469 Vasquez, oral history interview. 
470 Budgets for FY 2003 and FY 2004 were not located during the present research. 
471 “Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site: Critical Operations Analysis Workshop Report, August 24, 
2010,” files of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. 
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Figure 39. Dennis Vasquez, 2020. Photography courtesy of Mr. Vasquez. 

    

funding was increased to $1,209,299, and the Brown Foundation was allocated $246,527 through 
the cooperative agreement. Other sources of funding included remaining Line-Item Construction 
money to finish work on Monroe Elementary School totaling nearly $125,000, serving as the 
State Coordinator, and a National Park Foundation Grant, bringing the park’s total budget to 
$1,587,333. Recalling his years of service at Brown v. Board of Education NHS, Vasquez 
echoed a sentiment expressed by nearly all who served there: “honestly, the park was well-
funded. . .the park had been well-funded in its development, and. . .the base budget for the 
operations when I was there was adequate. . .maybe even a little bit more so.”472 
 

The park’s base ONPS budget then remained stable through Superintendent Vasquez’s 
tenure. Base funding for FY 2007, for example, was $1,260,526, rising slightly to $1,262,355 in 
FY 2008, and $1,309,380 for FY 2009. 473 As discussed in Chapter 4, the allocation to the Brown 
Foundation continued to grow from 2004 to 2009, rising to approximately $300,000 per year 
throughout the period. This was again a fruitful era of collaboration between the park and the 
Brown Foundation, with a steady stream of public events throughout each of the years from 2005 
to 2009. During this period also, the staff remained relatively stable. Superintendent Vasquez 
used the increase in base funds in FY 2005 to expand the park’s interpretive staff despite the 
transfer of Public Affairs Specialist LaTonya Miller. In October 2005 alone, four new employees 
entered on duty: Park Guides Amy Genke and James Schenk, Education Specialist Linda 
Rosenblum, and her husband, Historian Thom Rosenblum. Once Vasquez had completed his 
new organization, it had an allotment of approximately fourteen FTE, with five positions 
reporting directly to the Superintendent: Facility Operations Specialist, Chief of Interpretation 
and Visitor Services, Training/Education Specialist, Information Technology Specialist, and 
Chief of Administration. The organization chart was modified again in 2009, which resulted in 

 
472 Vasquez, oral history interview. 
473 Annual Superintendent’s Reports for FY 2007 and 2008; FY 2009 comes from the 2010 Critical Operations 
Workshop Report, 2010, which provides slightly differently figures for the FY 2005-2008 budgets. 
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the Education Specialist reporting to the Chief of Interpretation and Outreach Education. 
Education Specialist Linda Rosenblum transferred to the Bureau of Land Management in 
Washington, DC, in November 2007, while Thom Rosenblum continued to work for the park 
from an office in the Washington Office. Linda Rosenblum then was re-hired as Education 
Specialist in April 2008, and both returned to Topeka. In April 2008 also, Chief of Interpretation 
William Beteta resigned to take a job with a private non-profit organization in Topeka.474  

 
In late March and early April 2008, a team comprised of senior staff from the Regional 

Office and other parks in the Midwest Region traveled to Topeka to conduct the first Operations 
Evaluation of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. Associate Regional Director Jim Loach served 
as the Team Leader, with team members who specialized in administration, interpretation and 
education, cultural resources, maintenance, security, and management. Over the course of five 
days, the team toured the facility, met with the staff as a whole and individually and with Cheryl 
Brown Henderson, studied the park’s programs and management, and reviewed the park’s files. 
Before concluding the week’s work and departing, the team presented the park with a draft report 
which summarized its findings, identifying those areas where the park was performing well and 
those where improvement was needed with recommendations. 

 
The park, which been open for less than four years by that time, received praise for its 

extensive range of public programs, its modern exhibits, and the high level of care and 
maintenance given to the building. The park had an up-to-date five-year strategic plan and 
several successful partnerships, with the Brown Foundation as well as local schools and other 
organizations, and a strong education program with an active calendar of school tours that 
constituted nearly one-third of the park’s visitation. The park fell short, however, in its 
interpretive programming and provisions for personal services. In recent oral history interviews, 
Superintendent Dennis Vasquez and Superintendent David Smith observed that the park’s 
visitation was far below what it should be, given the relevance and importance of its message 
and the quality of its exhibits, and this concern was manifested throughout the 2008 Operations 
Evaluation report. 

 
The park’s interpretive staff, the team reported, were primarily passive, focused on the 

building’s entrance and providing orientation to the site and informal interpretation. In place of 
this passive approach, the park should develop “a more ambitious personal services program” 
that included increased off-site programming, informal interpretation within the galleries, and the 
ability to provide spontaneous formal presentations to larger unannounced groups of visitors. 
The draft Operations Evaluation continued by observing that the park appeared to rely primarily 
on its special events and visiting speakers, which often were developed in collaboration with the 
Brown Foundation but otherwise were often poorly planned, for its visitation. The report pointed 
out also that the park did not have a regular process for gathering and evaluating visitor feedback 
to determine the effectiveness of its programs or other needs and interests that visitors might 
have.  

 
Finally, the team examined the park’s exhibits, which had just been completed in 2004. A 

significant gap was a lack of any information that interpreted Monroe School and its association 
with the Brown decision. In addition, one of the key interpretive exhibits which had a significant 

 
474 Superintendent’s Annual Narrative Report, Fiscal Year 2008. 
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interactive component had been removed because of technical malfunctions and replaced with a 
fact-based exhibit that had no substantial interpretive content. This was a significant gap, the 
team reported, and either the original exhibit should be restored, or its replacement should be 
redeveloped with interactive components. This effort would be bolstered, the team concluded, 
with the use of technology to allow electronic field trips to the sites associated with all five court 
cases that constituted the Brown v. Board of Education case while developing joint distance 
learning programs with Washburn University School of Law and Little Rock Central High 
School NHS, Arkansas, and adding additional interactive components to the park’s website. 

 
The Operations Evaluation team outlined shortcomings in the leadership of the park’s 

Interpretation division, observing that there were few opportunities for younger and less 
experienced staff to learn and develop. The park, the team said, needed to develop training and 
coaching opportunities for staff so that it could realize its potential as “an NPS site of choice for 
beginning interpreters wishing to develop their skills and experience.” This concern over 
leadership extended to the park’s bookstore, which is managed by the Western National Park 
Association, as the Chief of Interpretation had sole authority to approve the content of sale items. 
The team recommended decentralizing the approval process, allowing other staff to recommend 
books and other materials for sale, while also giving park rangers the opportunity to assess the 
interpretive effectiveness of some of the items, which would have the added benefit of serving as 
an employee development opportunity. 

 
The Operations Evaluation team made several other recommendations, some relating to 

procedural and managerial issues and others pertaining to security, management of volunteers, 
and safety. As will be discussed next, however, the following several years were tumultuous 
ones for the park with high staff turnover and a rupture with the Brown Foundation. As a result 
of this confusion, the Operations Evaluation was never put in final form. 
 

Assessing Critical Park Operations: Superintendent Cheryl Brown Henderson 
The relative stability of the park’s staffing and administration came to end in 2009, with 

instability reigning until 2011. The Chief of Interpretation position remained vacant from April 
2008 until April 2009, when Superintendent Vasquez hired David Schafer for the position on a 
lateral transfer from Washita Battlefield NHS, Oklahoma (Figure 40). Within two months of 
entering on duty at Brown v. Board of Education NHS, Schafer was named Acting 
Superintendent when Dennis Vasquez transferred to the NPS Washington Office to lead the 
Commission on the National Museum of the American Latino. Schafer served as both Acting 
Superintendent and Chief of Interpretation for nearly a full year, until June 2010. During this 
time, Schafer hired additional interpretation staff, including Park Rangers Justin Sochacki and 
Aaron Firth. As discussed more fully in Chapter 4, the Midwest Regional Office conducted an 
irregular search for a new Superintendent that resulted in the hiring of Brown Foundation 
Founding President Cheryl Brown Henderson, who entered on duty on June 12, 2010. Although 
the park continued to develop public programs and events, Brown Henderson’s tenure was 
fraught with controversy; on the basis of an anonymous call, the Department of the Interior’s 
Office of Inspector General opened an investigation into allegations of conflict of interest on the 
part of Brown Henderson. During the course of this initial investigation, which impeded her 
ability to manage the site, Brown Henderson resigned her position at the park on December 31, 
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2010, having been on the NPS payroll for six months, and returned to her role as president of the 
Brown Foundation. 

 
 

 
Figure 40. David Schafer, 2020. Photograph courtesy of Mr. Schafer. 

    

During her tenure as Superintendent, Brown Henderson oversaw the development of a 
Critical Operations Report. Staff from the park and the Midwest Regional Office took part in a 
workshop in Topeka in August 2010 that included in-depth discussions about the park’s 
operations, management structure, budgets, and staffing. The workshop was designed to develop 
a five-year budget projection and identify any needs or gaps in staffing or operations that should 
be filled to meet that projection while also identifying any services that could be cut to stay 
within the budget projections. The traditionally generous nature of the park’s budgets was 
indicated by an analysis of labor costs related to the total budget. The National Park Service had 
set a goal for all units that personnel services and fixed costs should be no more than eighty-five 
percent of the unit’s total budget, thus ensuring that the unit had at least fifteen percent in 
operational funds to meet emergencies and unexpected expenses. In its five-year projections, 
based on historical funding levels, Brown v. Board of Education NHS personnel and fixed costs 
never exceeded eighty percent of the total budget, a rarity among units of the National Park 
System. In terms of goals for the park, the workshop participants focused primarily on 
interpretation, suggesting that the park implement recommendations from the 2009 accessibility 
report and from an interpretive operations evaluation workshop in January 2010.475  

 
Rebuilding the Park: Superintendent David Smith 
According to the Critical Operations Analysis workshop report, the park was to have a 

draft Critical Operations Report ready for review by December 2010. With the chaos at the park 
caused by the OIG investigations, however, this report fell by the wayside and was not taken up. 
After Brown Henderson left on December 31, 2010, the park was served by several Acting 

 
475 “Critical Operations Analysis Workshop Report,” August 24, 2010. 
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Superintendents. In early 2011, the Regional Office identified David Smith, who was then 
serving a two-year term as a Congressional Affairs Specialist with the House of Representatives, 
as a possible Superintendent for Brown v. Board of Education NHS (Figure 41). Acting Midwest 
Regional Director George Turnbull contacted Smith, knowing that Smith had a strong tie to civil 
rights issues. As Smith recalled the conversation, Turnbull told him  

“We’ve got a partnership park where we have a relationship with a Foundation. 
We’re having some problems with the Foundation right now, and it’s a very 
adversarial relationship in the park, and we think that you have the skills that 
would be helpful to pull down the walls and to have a better partnership.”476 
 
 

 
Figure 41. David Smith, 2020. Photograph provided by Mr. Smith. 

 
Smith accepted the position and, upon arriving in Topeka in May 2011, was impressed by 

the park and what it had done in collaboration with the Brown Foundation in terms of 
interpretation. However, he soon became aware that the work environment “was truly toxic.” He 
was also dismayed by the low levels of visitation and set a goal of bringing more people to the 
park. Unfortunately, the Department of the Interior OIG report was released on his first day on 
the job, immediately establishing his agenda’s top priority. Chapter 4 recounts in detail his 
response and negotiations with the Brown Foundation as both sought to handle the public fallout 
from the report’s revelations. 

 
As discussed later in this chapter, Brown v. Board of Education NHS took on 

responsibility for the oversight of Nicodemus NHS, Kansas, during the tenure of Superintendent 
Smith. As a part of this new responsibility, Chief of Interpretation David Schafer served on 
temporary duty as Superintendent of Nicodemus NHS, Kansas, from September to December 
2012. Schafer returned to Brown v. Board of Education NHS in early January 2013 and 
remained as Chief of Interpretation through the summer of 2013, when he accepted a lateral 

 
476 Smith, oral history interview. 
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transfer to serve as Chief of Interpretation and Resource Management at Lyndon B. Johnson 
National Historical Park, Texas. In the fall of 2013, Superintendent Smith hired Stephanie 
Kyriazis, a Park Ranger at Acadia NP, Maine, to serve as the new Chief of Interpretation for 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS. She took up the work started by Schafer to coordinate 
redevelopment of the park’s exhibits, providing updates to the content and bringing them into 
compliance with the ADA as discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7. In 2012, Katherine 
Cushinberry, who had served in the park’s Administrative Division since 1998 and as the 
Administrative Officer since 2001, accepted a lateral assignment to Cape Lookout National 
Seashore, North Carolina. Smith hired Katrina Fraise to serve as the new Administrative Officer; 
she entered on duty in November 2012. 

 
One of Superintendent Smith’s primary goals was to substantially increase visitation to 

the park, in part through establishing new partnerships in Topeka and the surrounding region. 
Chapter 6 explores several of the initiatives which he and his staff led from 2011 through 2014, 
including increasing contacts with the Topeka School District generally and nearby Mamie 
Williams Elementary School in particular, with which the park created a successful after-school 
program. In 2013, Smith entered into negotiations with the University of Kansas School of 
Public Affairs and Administration to lease a classroom and program room in Monroe Elementary 
School for their use as a classroom. In his negotiations, Smith ensured that the lease would be 
compatible with NPS programs, that it would contain provisions for the protection of the 
building, that it allowed operational use by the park as needed, and that the payment was at fair 
market value. In justifying the lease, Smith pointed out that the park had leased office space “to a 
variety of partners through cooperative agreements,” likely a reference to the Brown Foundation, 
which leased office space in Monroe Elementary School until late 2011. The Midwest Regional 
Office approved the lease in December 2013, which was executed by NPS and the University of 
Kansas in early February 2014.477 At the same time, as discussed in Chapter 8, Smith initiated 
discussion with the Territorial Kansas Heritage Alliance leading to a cooperative agreement to 
create a summer youth program providing students the chance to visit historic and cultural sites 
within the Freedom’s Frontier National Heritage Area. That cooperative agreement has been 
renewed several times to the present.  

 
The park’s budget remained generous throughout Superintendent Smith’s tenure from 

2011 to 2014, as the park had a larger budget than was necessary for its operation. As 
Superintendent Smith recalled, “there was a certain responsibility for sharing that wealth with 
parks that needed it. If there were purchases that needed to be made at, you know, Fort Scott or 
some other place. . .I would offer up some money from our budget to be able to get things like 
that.”478  

 
One of the highlights of the park’s public activities during Smith’s tenure was the visit of 

First Lady Michelle Obama in 2014. Obama had accepted an invitation to speak to the 
graduating seniors in the Topeka School District in May, the 60th anniversary of the Brown 

 
477 Memorandum, Superintendent, Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Regional Director, Midwest Region, 
November 6, 2013; Lease and Occupancy Agreement between the University of Kansas and the National Park 
Service Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site, executed February1, 2014; files of Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS, L1425. 
478 Smith, oral history interview. 
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decision, and made the case and its legacy the focus of her address. Referring to the case, she 
told the students  

it’s fitting that we’re celebrating this historic Supreme Court case tonight, not just 
because Brown started right here in Topeka or because Brown’s 60th anniversary 
is tomorrow, but because I believe that all of you—our soon-to-be-graduates—
you all are the living breathing legacy of this case. 

 
Continuing, she observed that the Brown decision is not “just about our history, it’s about our 
future. Because while that case was handed down 60 years ago, Brown is still being decided 
every day—not just in our courts and schools, but in how we live our lives.”479  
 

As a part of her visit, Mrs. Obama contacted NPS about visiting the park together with a 
group of students. Park staff coordinated with the Topeka School District to identify families that 
had not traditionally sent children to college. These families were invited to the park without 
being told the reason but were told to “dress up.” As Smith recounted the day, “So, they show up 
at Brown v. Board, and they come in, and there are metal detectors, and there’s Secret Service 
people, and then they see Michelle Obama, and they screamed, they were so excited. And she 
was going to spend fifteen minutes with them and then let them go. She spent an hour and twenty 
minutes with them.”480 On the same day as Michelle Obama’s visit to Topeka, the Brown 
Foundation, in partnership with the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, arranged a 
“meet and greet” with President Obama at the White House. Attempts by Michelle Obama’s 
office to mitigate the conflicting schedule were unsuccessful. The meet and greet included sixty-
four individuals from the five cases that comprise Brown v. Board. The Kansas attendees 
included Leola Brown Montgomery, Cheryl Brown Henderson, Linda Brown Thompson, and 
their children (Figure 42).481 
 

 
Figure 42. Meeting at the White House, May 14, 2014. L to R: Linda Brown Thompson, Cheryl Brown Henderson, 
President Barak Obama, Leola Brown Montgomery, Christopher Henderson, Kimberly Smith. Photograph provided 

by Cheryl Brown Henderson. 

 
479 “Remarks by the First Lady at Topeka School District Senior Recognition Day,” May 17, 2014; available at 
White House website: Remarks by the First Lady at Topeka School District Senior Recognition Day | 
whitehouse.gov (archives.gov). 
480 Smith, oral history interview. 
481 Brown Henderson, 2022. 
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Stabilizing the Park for the Future: Superintendent Sherda Williams 
David Smith departed the park in August 2014, after accepting an offer to serve as the 

Superintendent of Joshua Tree NP, California. Chief of Interpretation Stephanie Kyriazis then 
served as Acting Superintendent. In January 2015, Sherda Williams entered on duty as the new 
Superintendent, having transferred from serving as Superintendent at James A. Garfield NHS, 
Ohio (Figure 43). Before transferring to James A. Garfield, Williams had served as 
Superintendent at Nicodemus NHS, Kansas, under a mentoring relationship with Fort Larned 
NHS, Kansas. By the time Williams entered on duty, the second of two investigations conducted 
by the Department of the Interior’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) into the financial aspects 
of the cooperative agreement between NPS and the Brown Foundation had recently been 
completed. As discussed in Chapter 4, the second OIG investigation was then followed by an 
internal NPS accounting audit which confirmed the mishandling of federal funds by the Brown 
Foundation but reduced the amount of funds which NPS believed the Foundation had been 
mishandled. The NPS report also confirmed the lack of oversight and substantial involvement by 
the park and the Midwest Regional Office in managing the cooperative agreement. 

 
 

 
Figure 43. Sherda Williams, 2020. Photograph by Deborah Harvey. 

  

Part of Williams’ responsibilities, therefore, were to reestablish the park’s reputation in 
the wake of the OIG investigation and to continue to expand the park’s interpretive outreach. In 
these objectives, she was following the work initiated by Superintendent Smith, who, she 
recalled, “had done a really good job of outreach and engagement with partners. I think the folks 
from the Chamber of Commerce came in and met with me my first week here,” which was a first 
for her. Her initial assessment of the staff which she inherited, “which has stood the test of time, 
unfortunately, was that this was a group of really high-performing, competent people, and they 
were not collaborating with each other.” The interpretive staff, in particular, she found, “each 
have their own little events and partners that they work with.” This echoed the assessment of the 
park by the Operations Evaluation team in the spring of 2008. At the same time, Williams was 
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being urged by the Midwest Regional Office to expand partnerships and educational outreach to 
children. The Brown Foundation, she explained,  

had a separate line item of funding in the National Park Service budget, and so 
they [Midwest Regional Office] transferred that to the park, and they expected us 
to show that we were using that effectively to increase engagement of kids and 
increase our interpretive outlet.482 
 
The staff at Brown v. Board of Education NHS remained stable for the first several 

months of Williams’ tenure, but, in November 2015, Chief of Interpretation Stephanie Kyriazis 
departed for a lateral assignment to Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park, 
Vermont, and Saint-Gaudens National Historical Park, New Hampshire. She was joined by her 
husband, Park Ranger and Management Assistant Justin Sochacki. In May 2016, Williams hired 
Enimini Ekong to serve as the park’s new Program Manager for Interpretation and Visitor 
Experience. Ekong had previously served as the Chief of Interpretation at Little Rock Central 
High School, Arkansas. In 2017, Ekong requested that he also take on responsibility for 
Nicodemus NHS while maintaining his role as Chief of Interpretation at Brown v. Board of 
Education. Nicodemus NHS had been without full-time staff since the fall of 2015, when its 
Superintendent, Angela Wetz, transferred. As discussed later this chapter, Superintendent Smith 
had, in 2013, accepted for Brown v. Board of Education NHS the responsibility to mentor the 
Superintendent of Nicodemus NHS and hired Wetz for that position. Superintendent Williams, 
who was overseeing Nicodemus NHS while also serving as the Superintendent of Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS, approved his request after consultation with and approval by the 
Regional Office. Ekong entered on duty jointly as the Superintendent of Nicodemus in 2018, 
reporting to Williams for both positions.483 

 
Williams continued to emphasize educational outreach programs and a strong program of 

changing exhibits in the hallways of Monroe Elementary School. The park, like the entire 
National Park System, faced grave challenges, beginning in the spring of 2020, with the COVID-
19 pandemic. Monroe Elementary School was closed on March 26, 2020, under orders from 
Shawnee County. The building reopened temporarily for three weeks in late June and early July 
2020, but it closed again when a staff member was diagnosed with the virus. The park remained 
closed, with staff primarily working remotely, until June 1, 2021.  

 
The park continued to enjoy a healthy budget during Superintendent Williams’ tenure, 

and, continuing the tradition from Superintendent Smith, regularly shared funds with other 
Kansas units of the National Park System. For FY 2021, the park’s base ONPS budget was 
$1,644, 251. The park, however, had returned funds to the Regional Office for Fiscal Years 2018 
through 2020, and, for FY 2021, Superintendent Williams coordinated with the Midwest 
Regional Office to permanently reprogram $66,000 of the Brown v. Board of Education budget 
to Nicodemus NHS. The park’s staffing allocation was adjusted at the same time.484 Sherda 
Williams retired from the National Park Service on December 31, 2021.  

 

 
482 Williams, oral history interview. 
483 Enimini Ekong, oral history interview for Administrative History of Nicodemus NHS, October 7, 2020. 
484 Superintendent’s Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2021, draft copy provided to the author, June 17, 2021. 
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In January 2022, the Regional Director appointed Jim Williams to serve on temporary 
duty as Superintendent of Brown v. Board of Education NHS. Williams was then serving as 
Program Manager and Museum Curator of the South Florida Collections Management Center 
Program (SFCMC) based at Everglades National Park, Florida. A Missouri native, Williams first 
gained experience at Harry S Truman NHS, Missouri while in college as an intern and seasonal 
interpreter. After receiving a Ph.D. in History at Vanderbilt University, Williams spent several 
years as the Director of the Albert Gore Research Center and Professor of History at Middle 
Tennessee State University, where he continued to collaborate with Harry S Truman NHS by 
developing projects for his students in the university’s Public History program. Williams then 
served for several years as Executive Director of the National Churchill Museum in Fulton, 
Missouri, before returning to NPS to serve at the SFCMC. After the temporary duty at Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS ended in early April 2022, Williams was appointed Superintendent in 
early June. 

  
Administrative Support for Nicodemus National Historic Site 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the park took on a new administrative responsibility 

in 2013, when Superintendent Smith was asked to hire a Superintendent for Nicodemus NHS, 
Kansas, and serve as a mentor for that position. Located in northwestern Kansas, it was settled 
by formerly enslaved people from Kentucky in 1878. Though growing steadily at first, it did not 
realize the hoped-for rail connection in the late nineteenth century and remained a small, isolated 
agricultural community throughout the early twentieth century, populated primarily by 
descendants of the original settlers and their families. Fewer than sixty residents remained in the 
1970s when NPS declared the town a National Historic Landmark. Its history and significance 
were further confirmed in the early 1980s when a Historic American Buildings Survey 
documentation project led to the publication of a book, Promised Land on the Solomon: Black 
Settlement at Nicodemus, Kansas.  

 
Later in the 1980s, one of the descendants of the original settlers, Angela Bates, 

established the Nicodemus Historical Society to support the preservation of the town’s few 
remaining buildings and led the successful effort to have the town designated a National Historic 
Site in 1996. Administration of the new park was initially assigned to the Superintendent of Fort 
Larned NHS, Kansas. The first two Superintendents of Nicodemus NHS, Dennis Carruth and 
Sherda Williams, reported to the Superintendent of Fort Larned. After Superintendent Williams 
took a lateral assignment as Superintendent of James A. Garfield NHS, Ohio, in early 2008, the 
Regional Office hired Mark Weaver to serve as the park’s first independent Superintendent. 

 
Weaver served as Superintendent of Nicodemus NHS until the summer of 2012, when he 

accepted a lateral transfer to serve as Superintendent of North County National Scenic Trail. 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS Chief of Interpretation David Schafer was then asked to serve 
as the Acting Superintendent of Nicodemus until a permanent Superintendent could be hired. In 
late 2012, the Midwest Regional Office decided to reestablish Nicodemus NHS as a mentored 
park and put it under the administrative mentoring of Brown v. Board of Education NHS when 
David Smith was Superintendent. As Smith recalled, Nicodemus has a strong civil rights 
connection, “so, from a mission standpoint, Brown was more of an appropriate connection.” 
Although Homestead National Monument of America (now Homestead National Historical 
Park), Nebraska, would also have been an appropriate park, given the similarities of the 
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Nicodemus settlers’ experiences to those of the homesteaders, the choice to put Nicodemus 
under the administrative mentoring of Brown v. Board NHS was, as Smith recalled, “a practical 
approach. I was close. I was willing. You know, Brown v. Board was not a super-difficult park to 
manage. I had the energy to do it. I was happy to provide some help up there. And I really cared 
about it.”485  

 
In late 2012, Smith hired Angela Wetz as Superintendent of Nicodemus NHS.  She 

entered on duty in January 2013. Wetz had been serving as the Chief of Resource Management 
at Devils Tower National Monument, Wyoming, and had taken part in a leadership program 
where she met Smith. Wetz remained at the site until the fall of 2015, when she entered on duty 
as Superintendent of Fossil Butte National Monument, Wyoming.486 At that point, 
Superintendent Sherda Williams provided supervision of Nicodemus NHS while also leading 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS. As discussed earlier, Brown v. Board of Education Program 
Manager for Interpretation Enimini Ekong was given permission to take over the role of 
Superintendent of Nicodemus concurrently with his existing position, entering on duty in 2018. 
Ekong retained both positions until September 2020, when the Midwest Regional Office hired 
Frank Torres to serve as the permanent Superintendent of Nicodemus NHS. Following the end of 
James Williams’ temporary duty as Acting Superintendent of Brown v. Board of Education in 
late April 2022, Torres was appointed Acting Superintendent in his place until Williams entered 
on duty as the park’s new Superintendent. 

 
The resignations of two Superintendents in the Midwest Region in late 2021—Mark 

Engler from Homestead National Historical Park and Sherda Williams from Brown v. Board of 
Education NHS—led to a series of operational changes involving multiple parks. Betty Boyko, a 
former Administrative Officer and Deputy Superintendent at Homestead NHP who was then 
serving as Superintendent of both Fort Scott NHS and Fort Larned NHS, Kansas, was appointed 
Superintendent of Homestead NHP in January 2022. Midwest Regional Director Bert Frost then 
appointed new superintendents for Fort Scott NHS and Fort Larned NHS. At the same time, and 
with the legislation to expand Brown v. Board of Education NHS pending in Congress, he 
directed Nicodemus NHS Superintendent Torres to cease reporting to Brown v. Board NHS and 
instead begin reporting to the new Superintendent of Fort Larned NHS.  

 
During this period of transition, with Acting Superintendents for both Brown v. Board of 

Education NHS and Nicodemus NHS and as the two parks were preparing to separate their 
mentoring relationship, Administrative Officer Diana Merrill from Harry S Truman NHS 
provided administrative services for both Brown v. Board of Education NHS and Nicodemus 
NHS while Aisha Smith remained as Nicodemus Administrative Assistant. Merrill also began 
working with Torres on a staffing plan for Nicodemus NHS, assisted by a shifting of ONPS 
funds from Brown v. Board of Education NHS to Nicodemus NHS, boosting its ONPS budget to 
$670,000. With Nicodemus NHS finding more staffing stability under Fort Larned NHS, what is 
now Brown v. Board of Education NHP is poised to take full advantage of its expanded scope as 
it tells the story of racial equity in the United States. 
  

 
485 Smith, oral history interview. 
486 Angela Wetz, oral history interview for Administrative History of Nicodemus NHS, September 8, 2020. 
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Conclusion 
 

Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site was established by Congress in 
October 1992, and was quickly recognized as a vitally important unit of the National Park 
System. It had widespread support in the state and federal governments, and both parties in 
Congress united to pass the enabling legislation quickly. Not only was this one of the first units 
of the National Park System to interpret the nation’s history of civil rights activism, it is one of 
the few units that commemorates a true turning-point in American history. In reflecting on 
Brown v. Board of Education NHS, former Harpers Ferry Center Interpretive Planner Sam 
Vaughn claimed that “Brown is the perfect park. Brown is the perfect park because the story 
matters, and it’s the right place to tell the story and to let the public experience that story.”487 

 
Vaughn clearly recognized what is most significant about Brown v. Board of Education 

NHS: that, rather than any natural or cultural resource, the most important aspect of the park is 
the story. An interpretive challenge was present from the beginning, though, in the form of a 
conflict between a narrow view focused on Topeka and the Brown family and a wider view of 
the Brown decision of which Topeka was only one among many parts. The Brown Foundation 
for Educational Equity, Excellence and Research was established in the late 1980s by Oliver 
Brown’s wife and two of his daughters to provide a more complete view of the Brown decision 
in the face of an oversimplified version that had become standard in the public mind: the 
Supreme Court case was about Linda Brown, an African American school girl, who could not 
attend her neighborhood elementary school which was for white children only but had to walk to 
a school for African American children many blocks away. Using a combination of persistence, 
political clout, and a consistently clear message, Cheryl Brown Henderson, the Brown 
Foundation’s founding president, urged a greater understanding of the context and broader 
significance of the case: her father, Oliver Brown, was one of thirteen plaintiffs in the case that 
began in Topeka, which itself was only one of five cases from other states and the District of 
Columbia that went to the Supreme Court under her father’s name. Brown Henderson, through 
the Brown Foundation, consistently refused to let the public understanding of the Brown v. 
Board of Education Supreme Court decision of 1954 focus on her family. Instead, the Brown 
Foundation was insistent on conveying a more complete story that spanned the four states and 
the District of Columbia under an effort led and coordinated by the NAACP at national and local 
levels, and that symbolized the struggle by generations of African Americans to secure the rights 
that were guaranteed them under the Constitution of the United States.  

 
The Brown Foundation was instrumental in the establishment of Brown v. Board of 

Education NHS, a process that began with raising awareness on the local, state, and federal 
levels that the former Monroe Elementary School, then in private hands, was in grave danger of 
being demolished. As discussed in Chapter 2, this local preservation effort proceeded through a 
series of developments within the National Park Service that led, with remarkable speed and lack 
of dissenting voices, to the creation of the park in 1992.  The conflict in telling the story of the 
Brown decision at Brown v. Board of Education NHS emerges from this particular origin based 
on being only one of the many schools involved in the larger set of cases, through a process of 
establishment led by the family of the titular plaintiff. Because of these associations with 

 
487 Sam Vaugh, oral history interview, April 24, 2020. 
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Topeka, the Brown family, and the school to which Linda Brown had to walk, it was far easier 
for Congress to gain public support to establish the park. Once the park was established, 
however, these very associations made the job of telling the more complete story of the Brown 
decision, one that included dozens of families in four states and the District of Columbia, more 
challenging. 

 
Staff at Brown v. Board of Education NHS, in close coordination with the Brown 

Foundation through the early 2010s, have worked diligently to overcome this challenge and to 
educate the public not just on the broader nature of the story but on its vital role in American 
culture. The pursuit of equity and justice in America, though far advanced from the conditions of 
legislated segregation that prevailed in so many states through the 1950s, is far from complete, 
and the need for NPS to tell the story of the struggles that led to the Brown decision remains 
pressing. Through its sophisticated exhibit in the rehabilitated Monroe Elementary School and its 
numerous outreach programs both in person and through the internet, the park has done an 
admirable job of conveying the ongoing significance of the story and explaining its broader 
context. Recent superintendents have, likewise, fostered partnerships not just with local 
organizations but with managers of the other sites associated with the Brown decision. The 
limitations inherent in the park’s enabling legislation, however, keep the public’s attention 
focused primarily on the Topeka story and, by extension, the Brown family. At the same time, 
the unfortunate rupture between the NPS and the Brown Foundation, beginning in late 2010 and 
continuing to the present, despite recent preliminary signs of a rapprochement, forced the park to 
reorganize its programming in the attempt to tell the broader story of the Brown decision. 

 
This conflict in the telling of the story of Brown v. Board of Education, between the idea 

created in the media shortly after the decision was announced in 1954 that focused almost 
exclusively on Linda Brown and the Topeka case, and the more complex nationwide story that 
involved scores of plaintiffs with coordination by the NAACP, was at the heart of the recent 
push to expand Brown v. Board of Education NHS. Drawing on the 1999 Historic Resource 
Study by Rachel Franklin Weekley, which argued that the schools associated with the other four 
cases in Delaware, South Carolina, Virginia, and the District of Columbia were nationally 
significant in the context of the Brown decision and the quest for educational equity, Senators 
and members of the House of Representatives from these three states and the District of 
Columbia joined together to sponsor the bills in the Senate and House that would enable the 
schools associated with these cases to tell their stories as part of a single, enlarged Brown v. 
Board of Education NHS. The new law, which was passed as this administrative history was 
being finalized, expands the boundary of the park, which now will include Summerton High 
School and the former Scotts Branch High School, both in Clarendon County, South Carolina, 
and allows the NPS to acquire those schools. It also establishes the other schools involved in the 
Brown decision as affiliated areas: the Robert Russell Moton High School in Farmville, Virginia; 
the Howard High School in Wilmington, Delaware; the Claymont High School in Claymont, 
Delaware; the Hockessin School in Hockessin, Delaware; and the John Philip Sousa High School 
in the District of Columbia. This legislation gives NPS the ability to provide additional technical 
and financial assistance to these communities, which will enable them to tell their parts of the 
larger story of the Brown decision. By creating a much larger and more diverse entity, the 
legislation allows the park to operate on a truly national scale and more effectively tell the vital 
story that it has told for more than three decades: the quest for justice for all. 
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Brown v. Board of Education NHS: Budgets  
Fiscal Year Base/ONPS Brown 

Foundation 
Cyclical/ 

Donations/ 
One-time 

Line-Item 
Construction 

Total 

1994 311,300488    311,300 

1995 323,560 107,000 45,000  475,560 

1996 307,200 102,000 35,400  444,600 

1997 415,600 102,000 87,435  605,035 

1998 489,500489 102,000 32,839  624,339 

2000 524,000 101,000 118,000  743,000 

2001 534,000 101,000 438,000 2,097,000 3,170,000 

2002 563,710    490 

2003 780,550 199,000   491 

2004 1,159,000 183,965   492 

2005 1,213,090493 246,527 3,045  1,462,662 

2006 1,242,660 247,000   494 

2007 1,260,526 123,000 40,890  1,314,416 

2008 1,262,355 295,000 15,006  1,572,361 

2009 1,604,780    495 

 
488 Included unspecified funds for Brown Foundation. Original base funding was $300,000, $11,300 added during 
the year for unspecified reasons. 
489 ONPS funding includes State Coordinator 1997 ($1,500), State Coordinator 1998 ($1,500) and VIP ($1,400), in 
addition to base funding of $485,100. 
490 A report prepared by the park in 2017 provided a budget summary by years. Only the ONPS base was identified 
in the 2017 summary. 
491 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
492 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
493 Base amount as stated in Annual Report. The 2017 summary identifies the ONPS base as $1,236,000. 
494 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
495 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
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2010 1,104,275 300,000 236,000  1,640,517496 

2012 1,576,040 293,000   497 

2013 1,478, 070    498 

2014 1,557,270    499 

2015 1,565,190    500 

2016 1,592,910    501 

2017 1,597,860    502 

2018 1,626,000    503 

2019 1,612,000    504 

2020 1,639,000    505 

2021 1,614,000    506 

2022 1,516,000    507 

 
  

 
496 Only the statutory aid to the Brown Foundation was defined; division between ONPS and additional funds was 
not defined and presented here as an estimate. 
497 Unclear in 2017 summary if base includes statutory aid for Brown Foundation. 
498 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
499 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
500 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
501 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
502 Only the ONPS base was identified in the 2017 summary. 
503 Budget from NPS Scorecard, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
504 Budget from NPS Scorecard, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
505 Budget from NPS Scorecard, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
506 Budget from NPS Scorecard, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
507 Budget from Midwest Regional Office Budget Office, provided by Brown v. Board of Education NHP. 
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Brown v. Board of Education NHS: Staffing  
Note: The following list of staff who have served at Brown v. Board of Education National 
Historic Site represents permanent staff only, and does not include seasonal staff or student 
employees. 
 
Name      Dates of Service 

Interim Superintendent 

Sändra Washington    November 1992 – July 1994 

 

Superintendents: 

Rayford Harper    July 10, 1004 – September 1996 

Bess Sherman     September 1996 – October 1999 

Stephen Adams    December 5, 1999 – July 2004 

Dennis Vasquez    July 2004 – May 2009 

Cheryl Brown Henderson   June 12, 2010 – December 31, 2010 

David Smith     May 2011 – August 2014 

Sherda Williams    January 18, 2015 – December 31, 2021 

 

Chief of Interpretation 

Robin White  April 15, 1995 – August 1997 

Tyrone Brandyburg    October 1997 - 2000 

Debra A. Riley    June 18, 2000 - 2003 

William Beteta    February 2004 – April 2008 

David Schafer     April 2009 – July 2013 

Stephanie Kyriazis    September 2013 – December 2015 

Enimini Ekong    May 2016 - 2021 
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Education Specialist 

Linda Rosenblum    October 2005 – November 2007; April 2008 - 2010 

Angela Estep     2011-2014 (?) 

Nicholas Murray    2014-2017, 2020-present   

 

Park Rangers / Park Guides 

LaTrelle Pierre March 3, 1996 - 1998 

Tarona Armstrong July 19, 1998 – 2000? 

Qefiri Colbert     1997 – June 3, 2000 

Randal Standingwater    August 13, 2000 - present 

Teresa Valencia    August 13, 2000 - August 2006 

Nicole McHenry    2004 - 2008 

Amy Genke     2005 - 2009 

Zionjah Wilson     2006 – present 

Justin Sochaki     2009 - 2015 

Aaron Firth     2010 - 2014 

Mynesha Spencer    March 11, 2012 – 2021 

Mallory Lutz     2017-2019 

Dexter Armstrong    April 9, 2017 - 2021 

Preston Webb     2019 – present 

Fatimah Purvis    - present 
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Public Affairs Officer 

LaTonya Miller    2001 – 2005 

 

Historian 

Rachel Franklin Weekley   August 8, 1994 - 1999? 

Thom Rosenblum    October 2005 - 2017 

 

Administrative Technician: 

Teri Perry     February 20, 1994 - 1995 

Alicia Bullock     May 30, 1995 – April 1997 

Katherine Cushinberry   May 12, 1998 – 2000 

 

Administrative Assistant 

Alicia Bullock     April 14, 1997 – 2000 

Katherine Cushinberry   2000 – 2001 

Lydia Baez     2001 – 2021 

 

Administrative Officer 

Teri Perry     1995 – 1998 

Alicia Bullock     1998 – 2000 

Katherine Cushinberry   2001 – 2012 

Katrina Fraise     November 2012 – May 13, 2017 

Kendra Halbert    September 16, 2018 - 2021  
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Chief of Maintenance/Facility Manager  

Treva Sykes     2005 - present 

 

Maintenance Workers 

Treva Sykes     July 1995 – 2005 

William Ollioso    June 9, 2006 – present 

Brian Pracht     January 2, 2011 – March 1, 2022 

 

 

Information Technology Specialist 

Cheryl DeShazer    2004 – 2011 

Terri Dixon     2013 - 2014 

Dean O’Brian     March 2019 - present 
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Brown v. Board of Education NHS: Visitation  
 

Year Visitor Center/Museum Outreach Total 
    

1997 728 N/A 728 
1998 2,088 1,206 3,294 
2000 200 9,264 9,464 
2001 225 16,422 16,647 
2002 351 4,002 4,353 
2003 905 2,375 3,280 
2005   19,164 
2007   18,428 
2008   15,991 
2009   18,069 
2010   16,805 
2011   15,965 
2012   21,101 
2013   19,356 
2014   26,868 
2015   25,338 
2016   27,968 
2017   25,204 
2018   24,083 
2019   21,413 
2020   4,064 
2021   9,113 
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